Games, games and more
games - here are 50
to crown them all!

DOWNFALL

Cunningtwo player
snow-'em up
SPACE WAR
The best version of

the classic game, ever
I FRACTAL ENGINE
Loads of wacky Fractals
IMPROVISED

Demo of the musical

improvisation program
RUBRICK

Fantastic 3D

flight-sim biast

Screen saver

THAT WAS
THE YEAR
THAT WAS
Take a look
back at the

ST's past
12 months

»IM DISK: l€s*ife ST- The very

P r o t e x t a n d Write On

e s t dislc a n d m e m o r y editor
o u c a n g e t for y o u r ST

head to head. Archer
Maclean rants, STOS e x t e n

Over 40 a a m e s !

rcfeomaster, the Deskjet 550C 'LUS!

WHAT'S NEW?
Find out in

our 25 page
reviews

section v
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uiure
I PUBLISH/IVG

sions, ST FORMAT'S Bulletin
Board - a n d m u c h m o r e !
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Your guarantee
of value

770957 485014

Award winning innovative products from
Floppy Drives

Power Scanner

ICD
The

PC720B

Link™

1External SCSI host adaptor
1 Connect Atari ST to external SCSI

I

devices e.g. External HD, floppy drives,
Optical drives, CD ROM drives which
were originally designed forthe Apple
Mac, IBM PC, Commodore Amiga, NeXT

W&A

Atari TT, Falcon

• Award winning drive manufactured by
Power Computing
• Super slim design

1Atari ST must have a DMA port
• Plug-in and go

•Up to 400 DPI
• Real-time greyscale scanning

• Virus blocker (prevents viruses)

1Compact interface

• Built-in Blitz Turbo

163x76 x 19mm in size

•Auto scan rate detect

• Boots from drive B

1No power supply needed

• Monochrome text or 16 greyscale levels
• Full image and clipboard editing

• High quality
• 12 month warranty

The Link™

1 Software included

..£69.95

features

• Scan join feature fortaking wide scans
• Cut, paste, magnify, flip, rotate, invert,
crop, edit and many more editing
features

PC720B

Optical Hard Drive

£65
PC720I

1Atari internal disk drive

£39.95

•%

• Works in all three resolutions

• Save a variety of picture file formats
• High resolution printer driver with more
drivers forthcoming

PC7200I

• Official Atari internal disk drive .

£45

(No case cutting but must be small button version)

• GEM menu and fast icon driven controls
PC720P

• Keyboard shortcuts
• OCR text recognition coming soon
• M105-Plus scanning head

• Disk drive inc. power supply unit ....£50
Drive Accessories

Watch out for our regular software
updates with many exciting new features,
available only to registered users

Maxell Multi-Colour disks (10)

£9.95

Floppydisks bulk supplied

£POA

Boot from
Power Scanner

Ifyou have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "Bootfrom drive B" this
cable will solve your problem
£9.95

Ram Expansion
• No soldering required
•Expand to 2MB or 4MB
• Plugs directly inside the ST
• Fullfitting instructions
• Uses latest capacity RAM chips
2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion

Hard

£99
£169
£25

512K RAM STFM

£45

Blitz Turbo

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed
• Copies from the internal to the external

HD

• Super slim design
• Low profile mechanism
• No need for a cooling fan
• Buffered thru'port
• Optional battery backed clock
• High speed 20ms seek rate
• Write protect switch, protect your

controller chip

• Back-up an ST disk in around
40 seconds

• Now you can switch between your disk
drive and Blitz Turbo without

(The link™must be used to connect drive to Atari computer)

Software

valuable data

• Power supply
• ICD interface and utility disk

drive

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk

•SCSI ID switch

128MB External optical drive
£999
128MB Optical drive & The Link™ £1068
128MB 3.5" Optical disk
£39.95 each

Drives

Series 900

1MB SIMM for STE

New

Drive B

£99

• Manufactured by Power Computing
•128MB on one optical disk
• Read and write optical disk
•40ms running speed
• Built-in power supply
• High power cooling fan
• 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports

Lattice C v5.0

£89

Devpac v2.0

£29

HiSoftC

£29

Proflight

£29

Harlekin

£45

Wercs

£24

Knife ST

£29

PC Ditto

£29

Series 900 40MB

£329

Neo Disk v3.0

Series 900 100MB

£479

Devpac v3 0 ...

Add £10 for clock to befitted to Series

Miscellaneous

900 hard disk

Power Mouse

disconnecting your Blitz interface

Special Offer

New Blitz Turbo

£25

Original Blitz Turbo

£15

£34
£69.95

When you purchase this hard drive you
can buy Lattice C v5 for
£60

£15

Optical Mouse
£29.95
Replacement Optical Mouse mat .£9.95
10 Maxell disks, Optical mouse,
Zipstick
£45

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy. D.R.R. SRL 00142, Roma. Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna Tel (06) 5193481/482 Fax 5040666
Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel (1) 43386206 (6 lines) Fax (1) 43380028

Power Computing Ltd • Tel 0234 843388
Inkjet
All printers include cables
and next day delivery
Star

Dot Matrix Cont.
LXIOO

SQ870

•9 pin

Printers

•Tractor feed

Award Winning Manufacture

• Cut sheet feeder

Power products come wii
full technical support

•Cables
LC200 colour

£199

LC24-200 mono

£239

LC24-200 colour

£289

Citizen

• Some of the LQ100 features
LX100

Printer

Order Form

£189

Name

Monitor
Address

Swift24e

£279

Philips CM8833 MK2

(includes colour kit and AMI)

•With cable

1New generation inkjet

Epson Printers

'Advanced paper handling

Laser

1660cps print speed
'360x360 DPI print quality
1128k printer buffer
1Handles four papertypes

• On-site maintenance
CM8833 MK2

1 Print scalable fonts

EPL 4 0 0 0

•
•
•
•

Ideal first time laser printer
Print speed of 6ppm
Print superb quality text and graphics
Ideal upgrade from dot-matrix

SQ870

Tel. No.

Atari ST program. Whether you're a pro

£629

(132 Column printer)

EPL 4000

Postcode

The Ultimate Cartridge
The Ultimate Cartridge will break into any

....£509

SQ1170

..£199

grammer, hacker, games player, or just
curious about your Atari ST, The Ultimate

Description

Cartridge gives you the power that you
need. Updates available with new soft

£639

ware.

Dot Matrix
EPL 4 3 0 0

Features:

• High quality laser printer

LQ570

•Fourfeed paths
• Flexible paper management
•225cps print speed
• Easy access control panel
• Memory stores around 4 full pages of

• Print speed of 6ppm
• 1MB memory
•Expand to 6MB
• Adobe postscript option
• 100 sheet tray

text

EPL4300

£799
EPL 8 1 0 0

•
•
•
•

Break into any program
Read memory
Search memory
Print memory

Credit Card No.

I I I I I I I

• Disassemble

I I I 1 I I I

• Disassemble to disk

• Print text and graphics
• Optional sheet feeders
• Optional tractor feeder

• Edit memory

Expiry Date

• Search for graphics
•Search for sprites

LQ570

£289

LQ1070

£449

{132 column printer)

LQIOO

• Edit screen configurations
•Setup colour palettes
• Alter plane configurations
• Load and save screen displays
• Run external T0S programs
•LoadTOS programs
• Load and save graphic screens

Signature

I enclose cheque/PO for
£

Tel 0234 843388

• Low level disk editor

Fax 0234 840234

• Disk analyser

Power Computing Ltd

• Examine formats

Unit 8 Railton Road

• Format analyser
1Prints speed of 10ppm
•1MB memory expandable to 6MB
1Microsoft printing
1 Ritech

127 font

•250 sheet papertray
•Adobe postscript option
1Intelligent/remote emulation switching
1Parallel/serial interface
1Can serve 2-3 users

1Shared printing

EPL8100

• File editor

£1349

Kempston Bedford

• Directory editor

MK42 7PN

• Formatter
• Break and restart function

•24-pin
'250 cps printspeed
1Space saving

• Search for infinite lives
• Look for music

'Scalable fonts

• Play music

1Enhanced graphics

• Load and save music

» Search for soundtracker music

150 sheet A4 papertray
• Dual position design
• Optional tractor feed
1LQ100fits in anywhere!

1Networking capabilities

Woburn Road Ind. Estal

LQ100

• Search for sound samples
(Ss+ablisked 1985

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for

£209

The Ultimate Cartridge

Power Shop, 86 Walton Road, East Moiesey, Surrey KT8 ODL. 081 941 9073

£25

Specifications & prices
subject to change with out notice
All trademarks acknowledged
VAT& delivery included

ST

FORMAT

•

FORMAT
abc

Jan-June 1992 69,509

16

Over the past few years there have
been thousands of games released for
the ST. These, in our humble opinion,
are the best. Apart from the worst of

Andy Hutchinson
Steve Fardy
Paula Richards

24

FEEDBACK
Your letters and our replies. Join in the
great debates.

VIRTUALLY REAL

58

Cyberpunk, fantasy amplifiersand silly
hats could be coming to your ST
sooner than you think.

SUBSCRIBE!
1993 just wouldn't be the same with
out us, would it? Miss us and miss out.

68

MICRODEAL OFFER
Make the most of Talespini

DO THE WRITE
99

THING

Ground Floor, Rayner House,
23 Higher Hillgate,
Stockport SK1 3ER
Advertising manager
Gail Blincow

061 474 7333, fax: 061 476 3002)

THIS IS A

PUBLIC

SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENT

Use yourDTP skills to start an advertis

128 SPECIAL OFFERS
Check out these special offers - all rec
ommended by STFORMAT.

136 LIFE, THE UNIVERSE
AND EVERYTHING
As well as a few other bits and pieces.

ing broadsheet.
48

David Eckett

(n 0225 442244)
Ad Production Laurie Van Huss

be doing for you in February.

and Write On? Find out here.

46

GIVING A TOS
What TOS version have you got? What
difference does it make?

69

RANT

NEXT MONTH

All you need to knowabout what we'll

What's the difference between Protext

Ashton James, Bob Whitfield

DO YOU

around it all here.

37

44

WHAT

COVER DISK

A massivefourgames, more beautiful

Find out how to make the most of

Tony Wagstaff

1993

fractals, a clever Screensaver and more

these stunning programs.

y Allan, Peter Crush, Paul Hughes,
James Leach, Richard Longhurst,
Andy Lowe, James O'Brien,

JANUARY

are yours this issue. Findyour way

BBS COVER DISK

42

•

NEWS

KNIFE ST/MICHTRON

Staff Writer Rob Mead

42

Findout why the Falcon is better than
the Amiga 1200-here!

them, that is.
30

Art Assistant Helen Hayward

Mac Marsden, James Moran,
Tim Tucker, Ed Ricketts,

8

PLAY IT

MEMBER OF THE AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

Chris Lloyd
litpr Clive Parker

DONT DREAM IT,

ISSUE

138 OBJECTS OF DESIRE
Find out what we spent the month
leering over.

THINK
ARE THE

GREATEST
ST GAMES
OF ALL

Of^TIME?

Archer Macleangets all hot and both

(fax: 0225 423929)

ered about life ST.

30 Monmouth Street,

70

CALL ME A COMMIE

The STFBBS sysop explains the intri

Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

cacies of our bulletin board.

0225 442244 • FAX: 0225 465982
BBS: 0225 461330

132 STOS EXTENSIONS

Telex: 9312134560 (FU G)

49

new extensions.
ies can be answered only in the pages of the magazine,

ry, we cannot reply to individuals in any shape or form.
>r general ST problems, call the official Atari helpline on

YEAR THAT WAS
Take a look back at the past 12 months
in the ST industry.

Stuart Anderton

60

how here.

134 THAT WAS THE

il 332 93233 Won - Sat 6pm - 11pm, Sun 8pm - 11pm)

Ghostbusters. Sorry,
Gamebusters. Page 49.

HELP!

We can help you out if you need
us. Or you could help us - find out

Make the most of STOS with these

49

ST ANSWERS
More of your questions and our

GAMEBUSTERS
If you're too lazy or impatient to

experts replies. This month

try and finish games, call

bly, music and MIDI - and more!

includes GFA Basic, STOS, assem

Group Publishing Director
Greg Ingham
Printed and bound in the UK by
Chase Web Ltd, St Ives pic
Future Publishing
(= 0225 442244)

V"T. ESSr"""*" ^IIkKSSV [SK5W ifSt!""""" I""'*"""" \"'"*'*"^^^|^^^^^

MMC Ltd

(^0483 211678)
Sue Hartley
(n 0225 442244)

(

•"""

79

REVIEWS SECTION
Our definitive reviews start here.

SUBSCRIPTIONS/MAIL ORDER
FUTURE PUBLISHING,
Somerton, Somerset
TA11 6TB •
•

Deskjet 550C
Edhak v2.35
Formfinder v2.1

n 0458 74011

Gl Mouse

FAX 0458 74378

Gl Optical mouse
High density drive
ICDADSpeed
ICDCleanup
SupraModem 2400

92 Future Publishing. No part of ST FORMAT may be repro
duced or re-sold without the written permission of our Pub;her. We would also like to point out that we cannot be held
sponsible for any errors that might have crept in unnoticed.
ISSN 0957-4859

)u contribute, the full copyright comes to Future Publishing.
Letters are assumed to be intended for publication, so say if
t'm not. We may edit letters for reasons of space and clarity
and (though we hate to cast aspersions) spelling.

Videomaster

three games! Tnink of a replacement for this month's spine-

elating it to this month's 50 Best Games featureand youcould
arne games and see your name in this bit of the mag. Send
deas to the editorialaddress above by Friday8 January 1993.
seges est ubi Serbia fuit" (spineline STF 40} was correctly

at over 40

games!

Dungeon Master

page 88
page 94
page 97

Flight of the Intruder

page 87

Football Annual
Dream Team

SCREENPLAY
Loads of games this month:
page 87
Around The World
Beaujolly Box 2
page 102
page 84
Bunny Bricks
page 80
Caesar
Dizzy,
Prince of the Yolkfolk page 92

ujo

Grandslam

Compilation

page 100

Leeds United

Champion
Lemmings
Liverpool
Paladin 2

Rampart

80
compo time!

page 108
page 114
page 114
page 113
page 113
page 113
page 109
page 111
page 111
page 106

nr:
• V
Dr Foxs

Spellbound Dizzy
Striker Manager

page 88
page 97
page 88
page 95
page 83
page 92
page 88

119 PUBLIC SECTOI
Demos

Directory
Games

Utilities

page 122
page 125
page 121
page 119

Opz

HOW SOON WILL YOUR
ST SEE VIRTUAL REALITY?
Find out on page 42

THAT WAS THE YEAR
THAT WAS

Here

How well do

you remember

are our

1993?

page 134

favourites
50 of 'em!
Turn to

three more games
Turn to page 116 where you'll find news of
the ST FORMAT Special Edition. Go and buy
it, then identify all the games featured in the
introductory games pages (pages 12 and

page 16

13). Tell us at the editorial address (left)

by Friday S February 1993.

IN THE FIRST PLACE

AND THEN THERE'S THIS.. h r a v

Wow! This is a brilliant

Secondly, we're giving you

Cover Disk that we've got

Knife ST- the most com

for you this month, includ

prehensive disk and

ing a whole four games -

memory editor you can get
for your ST. It enables you

there's the FORMAT Gold

winning Ozone, a

to recover deleted files,

mentor, location.
id g.n.t.llf prowl

Christmas-flavoured snow-

repair damaged disks, alter

around imida Iho

mind of yon, ST

pile creator, the Last

and edit files - even in a

Arcadian which is a great
flight sim, not to mention
Space War - so there's

RAMdisk! Also we've got
Michtron BBS v3 so you
can start up your very own

plenty to keep you going.
If you still want more well, we've got it with the
excellent Fractal Engine, a
demo of Improvisor and an
interesting screen saver...

.

bulletin board - it's so good

M, JL M. I

-;;;

1

raw

Fractal Engine.

it's the one we use for the
i >TI WMATl IBS !

I

OKI UPPllCfillM

im; mil

•"m
• Make beautiful fractals with

I

Q i

TJMKSaFrfTHSfil

1 3
332
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,tif

rsin
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• Knife ST is a comprehensive
disk editor - and it's yours!
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Over 120,000 people have joined Special Reserve -the Games Club with no obligation to buy.
PRINTERS FOR ATARI ST

(MISCELLANEOUS

!M CANON BJ-10EX

j?BUBBLE JET

49.99

2LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 1 YEAR

^B WARRANTY. ASMALL, PORTABLE

OPERATION
24.99

SCANNER FOR ATARI ST 100-400DPI (INCLUDES
SOFTWARE)

L

.

CAPABILITY(360X360 DPI).
I fH£fr PRINTERLEAD

ZYDEC STEREO SPEAKERS

WITH COLOURKIT,24 PIN, 80 COLUMN,
240CPS/80LQ,9LQ/1 DRAFTFONT,2

^^—-—-—^

INTRUDER 1

FREE PRINTER LEAD
FREE MEMBERSHIP

MONITOR LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 MONITOR
MOUSE MAT

7.99
4.99

POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD(NULLMODEM CABLE)

7.99

• 216CPS/72LQ 6LQ/1 DRAFT FONT,

(SWITCHBETWEENTV AERIAL ANDCOMPUTER
WITHOUT DISCONNECTING)

NEW - THE LATEST IN HAND
HELD ENTERTAINMENT

i • FREB MEMBERSHIP

"~TSSB,JJciTIZEN
SWIFT 9
V ^H | WITH COLOUR KIT 9PIN, 80 COLUMN,

QUICKSHOT 155

W^

._.

VEAR WARRANTY. A9PIN PRINTER
WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL
PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS.

QUICKSHOT
SUPERVISION

PRINTER LEAD

'l^kuWuW* FHFE MEMBERSHIP

JK CARTRIDGE FOR BJ10EX

HAND-HELD
CONSOLE

19-99

IBBON (COLOUR) FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9,24, 200,224 OR 240C

14.99

HBBON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT24, 224 OR 240
:IBBONFOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9 OR 120D+

6.""
6.

RINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) FOR AMIGA. ATARI STORPC

7

iUSTCOVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER(CLEARPVC)

4.

TROJAN LIGHT

GRAVIS JOYSTICK FOR
AMIGA OR ATARI ST
WITH FOAM PADDED

GRIP, ADJUSTABLE
HANDLE TENSION AND
PROGRAMMABLE FIRE
BUTTONS
23.99

an/vi m.»...« Bo*
A--, i
_ -.
^
F^'-

1md0

^T

t

•—_

11.99

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE
FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICKADAPTOR FOR AMIGA
OR ATARIST
7.99
JOYSTICK EXTENDERCABLE FOR AMIGAOR

ATARI ST(3METRES)

BATTERIES AND
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST AMIGA AND ATARI
ST GAMES.
18.99
QUICKJOY
JET FIGHTER

I GAME

JOYSTICK
11.99

DIVIDERS

2 IN 1 (HASH BLOCK AND
EAGLE PLAN)

DISK BOX 3.5" (10
CAPACITY)

1
DISK BOX 3.5" (120) LOCKABLE,
DIVIDERS
.\

-ALIEN
BLOCK BUSTER
CARRIER
CHALLENGER TANK
.CHIMERA
GRAND PRIX

9-99

DISK BOX 3.5" (80) LOCKABLE, \
DIVIDERS
.V....7.99
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER
....3.99
10 PACK GOLDSTAR 5.25" DSDD DISKS

eoWSbf GoldStar <»™,ra>K)

'HERO KID

*-*>

DENSITY DISKS (1.2 MEG)

3.99

PACK OF 20 3.5" GOLDSTAR HIGH

DENSITY DISKS WITH LABELS

15.99

3.5" GOLDSTAR
HIGH DENSITY

3.5" DSDD
VERBATIM DISK

DISKS (1.4 MB)

WITH LABEL

99p each

69p each

LABEL |H PACK OF 50 VERBATIM 3.5" DSDD DISKS
'ITH LABELS
22.99
PACK OF10 TDK 3.5" MF-2DD DISKS

6.99

£2000 WORTH OF
PRIZES TO BE WON IN
THE BIG COMPETITION!
FULL DETAILS IN THE
NRG CLUB MAGAZINE

7.99
7-99
7.99
7.99
7.99
9-99
9.99

7.99

HONEY BEE
OLYMPIC TRIALS
P52 SEA BATTLE
PAC BOY AND MOUSE
PENGUIN HIDEOUT

10 PACK GOLDSTAR 5.25" HIGH

3.5" DSDD DISK •

MOUSE MAT
4.99
PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR FOR AMIGA OR

(PLUGS MOUSE 8, JOYSTICK INTOONE
PORT)
14.99

QUICKJOY FOOT PEDAL.
TRANSFERS ANY JOYSTICK
FUNCTIONS TO FOOT
PEDALS. IDEAL FOR
FLIGHT AND CAR SIM'S.

3.5" (80), LOCKABLE,

M-2HD

24.99

ATARI ST (CHANGE JOYSTICKS WITHOUT
NEEDING TO REACHBEHINDCOMPUTER)5.99

LOGIC 3 SIGMA-RAY
JOYSTICK

CRYST BALL GAME.
FREE GRAND PRIX

BANX DISK80X 3.5"

t»

GAMES (OTHER GAMES AVAILABLE - SEE
"TROJAN" INATARI ST SOFTWARELIST)

EARPHONES,

(80) STACKABLE
9'99DELUXE DISK BOX

SI? •

4,

PHAZER GUN FOR
ATARI ST WITH
SKEET SHOOT AND
ORBITAL DESTROYER

WITH STEREO

>ISKS, BOXES ETC.
.__„

AVIATOR 1
JOYSTICK
22.99

GG5785
14.99

€ J '. .^"•l92CPS/48NLQ. 3NLQJ1 DRAFT FONT. 2

^

22.99

COMPETITION PRO
STAR EXTRA

3.99

14.99

.;,-M ENVELOPE PRINTING, 2YEAR

i-'Jmm • -:i PRINTER LEAD

js
^/^Z^f.
I .•* ^-^S<?5*"
*/ggfi^^

JOYSTICK

4ifflf&£B>
t ^

TILT AND SWIVEL MONITOR STAND

(FITS14" MONITORS AND TELEVISIONS)

M WARRANTY.

^^

23i_

EXTRAJOYSTICK
EXTRA JOYSTICK
(CLEAR BASE,

RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR CONSOLE

FM *<JT° SET FACILITY, INPUT DATA
J BUFFER, AUTO PAPER LOADING,

^^••^

QUICKSHOT 149

COMPETITION
COMPETITION PRO
PRO

YEAH WARRANTY. ADVANCED
VERSION OF 24E WITH AUTOSET

g« CITIZEN SWIFT 200

n't'' ^^^BB •f-Mmt':-

^mUW^

34.99
19.99
4.99
4.99
3.99

•'^^^H WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80 COLUMN,

OUICKSHOT
137F PYTHON
QUICK
JOYST
JOYSTICK
9.99

•Bki^_i^M

CLEANING KITFOR COMPUTERS(INCLUDES VACUUM)
DUSTCOVER FORAMIGA 500 OR ATARI ST (CLEAR PVC)
DUST COVER FOR MONITOR(CLEAR PVC)
HI-FILEAD FOR AMIGAOR ATARIST (STANDARD PHONO INPUT)

tBSk FEATURE AND LCD CONTROL PANEL

Ob

CHEETAH BUG

FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST WITH
BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER AND

__:Jt.

•"•"-<«•»

MM
mm

VOLUME CONTROLS.

• CITIZEN 240C

/C-^mm*^
<*••"* Haaaaatb^

M

OR ATARIST •
12.99 •

#

. . |H»|,,

12.99H
m

SQUIK MOUSE FOR AMIGA B

~=A\ IEE MEMBERSHIP

~^?€

JUl3ll(,hH

89.99

A WITH EXCELLENT GRAPHICS

I

***iB| ^

POWER SCAN HAND

migM CITIZEN 224

\

29.99

QUICKSHOT 12BF
MAVERICK 1
JOYSTICK

STEALTH

i«jf -mMtWITH COLOUR KIT 24PIN, 80
I
<«. • COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 3LQ/1
. MMmflf *l DRAFT FONT. 2 YEAR WARRANTY.
.: •• IK' 24PIN LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

m

JOYPADS

ATARI ST WITH

MEMBERSHIP

Mm

QUICKSHOT 127 STARFIGHTER REMOTE
CONTROLLER WITH TWO INFRA-RED

NAKSHA MOUSE
FOR AMIGA OR

OPERATION YET GIVING
OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY.
FREE PRINTER LEAD

B **"

12.99

CASE AND LONG REACH CONNECTION CABLE.

•^B PRINTER, VERY QUIET IN

II

CHEETAH "ALIEN 3"
JOYSTICK

CAPACITY WITH COLOUR MATCHED METAL

:|&j 64 NOZZLE, 80 COLUMN, 83LQ CPS
•

JOYSTICKS

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE FOR ATARI ST
WITH SONY/CITIZEN DRIVE MECHANISM. 1 MEG

7.99
9.99
7.99
7.99
9.99

POLICE BUST

7.99

SUPER BLOCK (3GAMES IN ONE)

7.99

SUPER PANG
TENNIS PRO'92

9.99
9-99

QUICKSHOT
111A TURBO
2 JOYSTICK
9.99

ATARI LYNX 2

(DSDD)
8.99

«£-.-

3.5" MF-2HD DISKS
(HIGH DENSITY)
13.99

ATARUYNX2

CALL 0279 600204 FOR OUR 8

PACK OF10 TDK

«., « 1

BATMAN PACK WITH

PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE

BATMAN RETURNS

CAME

SCART TELEVISIONS GIVE MONITOR QUALITY PICTURES
WITH REMOTE CONTROL,
AUTO PROGRAMMING, 2
YEAR WARRANTY. ENABLES
MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE

FROM AMIGA, SUPER NES,
MEGADRIVE OR MASTER
SYSTEM 1 VIA SCART
CONNECTION. ALSO SUITS

WITH REMOTE CONTROL
ENABLES MONITOR QUALITY

SONY KVM1410U 14'

PICTURE FROM AMIGA, SUPER

FST COLOUR
TELEVISION/ MONITOR

SYSTEM 1 VIA SCART
CONNECTION. ALSO SUITS
ATARI ST AND ALL CONSOLES

NES, MEGADRIVE OR MASTER

jVIA NORMAL RF INPUT.

IINCLUDES REAR SCART/EURO
•35 OR FRONT A/V INPUT (FROM

ATARI ST AND ALL

CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF
INPUT. INCLUDES
SCARTffiUROTOA/V
CHANNEL. VERY SMART.

~n SUPER NES STEREO LEAD OR

VIDEO CAMERA) TO A«
CHANNEL. 60 CHANNEL TUNING,
BLACK TRINITON SCREEN.

INCLUDES INDOOR LOOP AERIAL.
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY.
SCART LEAD

(STATE AMIGA, ATARI ST, MEGADRIVE ORSNES)
SPECIAL RESERVE EMBERSHIP

SCART LEAD

(STATE AMIGA, ATARI ST, MEGADRIVE OR SNES)
SPECIAL RESERVE EMBERSHIP

MAINS ADAPTOR
MEMBERSHIP

LYNX GAMES
APB

17.9

AWESOME GOLF
23.9
BASEBALL HEROES ...23.9
BASKETBRAWL
23.9

BATMAN RETURNS

27.9

BATTLEZONE 2000

HOCKEY

23.9

ROBOSQUASH
ROBOTRON2084

15.9!
16.91

1SHIDO

19.9

ROLLING THUNDER

23.9'

BAD BOY TENNIS
CHALLENGE

23.9

RYGAR
SHADOW OF
THE BEAST

23.9

16.9
23.9
23.9

JIMMY CONNORS'

23.9

KLAX
LEMMINGS
LYNX CASINO

ADVENTURE
BLOCK OUT
BLUE LIGHTNING

23.9
16.9
23.9

MALIBU BIKINI

CABAL
CHECKERED FLAG

23.9
23.9

CHIPS CHALLENGE
CRYSTAL MINES 2
DAEMONSGATE

16.9
22.9
23.9

BILL AND TED'S
EXCELLENT

DINO OLYMPICS
DIRTY LARRY -

23.9

RENEGADE COP
DRACULA

23.9
27.9

ELECTRO COP

16.9

GATES OF ZENDECON

17,9

VOLLEYBALL
MSPACMAN
NFL FOOTBALL
NINJAGAIDEN
NINJANERD
PACLAND
PAPERBOY
PINBALL JAM
PITFtGHTER
Q1X

23.9
16.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
16.9
17.9
23.9
27.9
16.9

RAI-DEN

23.9

RAMPAGE
RAMPART

21.9
23.S

23.9'

SHANGHAI

17.9

SLIMEWORLO
SPACE WAR
STEEL TALONS
SWITCHBLADE 2
TOKI
TOURNAMENT
CYBERBALL
TURBO SUB

19.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
19.9
17.9

ULTRA STAR
RAIDERS

23.9

VIKING CHILD

23.9

VINDICATORS
WARBIRDS
XENEPHOBE

23.9
23.9
23.9

ZARLOR MERCENARY

23.9

(all 0279 600204 for aFREE colour catalogue

C^ t^i&t ^€4€4,i/€

.....

liiAtt

SCRABBLE

|U

if 1
£3353
F1 GRAND PRIX

QUEST & GLORY

14.99

SCRABBLE

CRAZY CARS 3

TITUS THE FOX

8.99

9.99

9.49

13.99

THUNDERHAWK BATTLE OF BRITAIN

9.99

12.99

XENON 2

LEANDER

7.99

10.99

SIM CITY & POP

2

PRINCE OF PERSIA GRAHAM TAYLOR'S MICROPROSE GOLF

SPACE CRUSADE RAILROAD TYCOON

10.99

13.99

12.99

ISHAR

LEMMINGS

BLUES BROTHERS

HARLEQUIN

FIRST SAM & MEGALO

UTOPIA

F15STREAGLE2

10.49

12.49

8.99

12.99

13.99

11.99

11.99

JINXTER

3.99

CHOOSE YOUR ATARI ST GAMES BELOW ALL AT AMAZING PRICES - NO HIDDEN POSTAGE CHARGE TO THE UK !
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2
A320 AIR-BUS

14.9'
32.4'
21.9'

ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)

DUNGEON MASTER & CHAOS STRIKES BACK 19.49

INDIANAJONES 2 ACTION(FATE OF ATLANTIS) ...17.49

NICKY BOOM

INDYHEAT
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE

16.99
19.49

NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ...18.49
NITRO
6.99

16.9'

DYNA BLASTERS
ELITE
EPIC

ISHAR - LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

10.49

NODDY'S PLAYTIME (EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN AGED 3+)

19.99
10.99
19.49

ADI ENGLISH (12-13)
ADI ENGLISH (13-14)

16.9!
16.9:

OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS

ADI FRENCH (11-12)

16.9!

ESPANA-THE GAMES 92 (1 MEG)

19.49

ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI

16.9>
16.9'
16.9!
16.9'
16.9-

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON

11.99
10.99

FRENCH (12-13)
FRENCH (13-14)
MATHS (11-12)
MATHS (12-13)
MATHS (13-14)

ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET

6.99

FANTASY PAK

OPERATION WOLF

6.99

SPACE CRUSADE DATA DISK

10.99

PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE)

5.99

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

14.99

PANG

6.99

SPECIAL FORCES
STARCROSS
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

22.99
13.99
4,99

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.99
15,49

KICK OFF 2 D/S

8.99

10,99

FIRE & FORGET 2
FIRE & ICE
FIRST SAMURAI + MEGALO MANIA

7.99
16.99
13.99

KNIGHTMARE

19.99

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG)

22.99

AIR SEA SUPREMACY

FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2)

11.99

(GUNSH1P, SILENT SERVICE. P47, F15 STRIKE
EAGLE, CARRIER COMMAND)

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

14.99

19.9!

ANOTHER WORLD
AQUATIC GAMES
ARCHER MACLEAN'S POOL
AWESOME
B.A.T. 2

16.9!
16.9!
17.4!
7.9!
22.9!

BARBARIAN 2 (PSYGNOStS)

14.9!

17.9-

BATMAN THE MOVIE

6.9!

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6)
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8)
FUN SCHOOL 2 (8+)

7.99
7.99
7.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5)

16.99

FUNSCHOOL3 (5-7)

12,49
9.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

PROTEXTVERSION4 3 WORD PROCESSOR ...39.99

PUSH-OVER

16.99
16.99

8.9!

GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS
GOBLHINS

6.99
15.99

6.9!

GOBLHINS2

17.99

magic worlds

9.99

8.49
6.99
10.99

(storm master, dragons breath,

RAMPART

BUNNY BRICKS

15.9!

CAESAR

17.9!

GOLDEN AXE
GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER MANAGER

CAPTIVE
CASTLES

99!
16.9!

HARLEQUIN
HEAD OVER HEELS

8.'

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

3.99
7.99

9.99^

DEJA V
DUNE

13.99 ^
6.9

1

7.99
11.99

lure of the temptress (1 meg)

19.99

magic pockets

16.99

crystals of arborea)

15.99

manchester united

7.99

12.99
6.99

manchester united europe
McDonalds land

HEIMDALL{1 MEG)

11.99

mega sports

HEROQUEST + DATA DISK

18.99

(summer games 1 &2, winter games)

16.99

RETURN OF THE WITCH LORD ...10.99

micro english (8 yrs to gcse.
conforms to national curriculum)
micro french (beginner to gcse.

16.99

HEROQUEST EXPANSION -

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

8.99

16.99
17.49

conforms to national curriculum) ......16.99
micro german (beginner to gcse and

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

(RBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2,

CRAZY CARS 2

CRAZYCARS 3
D-GENERATION

12.9

lotus esprit turbo challenge
lotus turbo challenge 2

INDIANA JONES ACTION. BATMAN

business level. conforms to national

THE MOVIE) D/S

curriculum)

9.99

16.99

9.99

RAGNAROK

21,99

13.99

16.99

RAVING MAD

(MEGA TWINS. JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD.
RODLAND
REACH FOR THE SKIES
REALMS

16.99
19.99
18.99

RICK DANGEROUS
ROBOCOP3
SABRE TEAM

6.99
14.99
15.99
6.99

ISLAND (1 MEG)
16.99
SENSIBLE SOCCER ('92/93
SEASON)

HOOK

16.99

conforms to national curriculum)

16.99

THE BEAST 2

HUMANS

17.99

microprose 3d golf

13.99

6.99

midnight resistance

6.99

7.99

new zealand story

6.99

SHADOWGATE
SHADOWLANDS
SHADOWORLDS

i

16.99

7.99

6.99
7.99
19.99
9.99
9.49

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

RAINBOW COLLECTION (BUBBLE BOBBLE.

micro maths (11 yrs to gcse.

15.99

19.99

TROJAN- CYBERASSAULT(LIGHTPHAZERGAME) 9.99
TROJAN - FIRESTAR (LIGHT PHAZER GAME) ...9.99
TROJAN- THE ENFORCER(LIGHT PHAZERGAME) ...9.99

RAINBOW ISLANDS. NEW ZEALAND STORY)

37.99

+

SUPER HANG ON
SWITCHBLADE 2
THE MANAGER
THUNDERHAWK
TITUS THE FOX

16.99

SCRABBLE DE LUXE
SECRET OF MONKEY

18.49

18.49

SUPER CARS 2

16.99

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)

HOME ACCOUNTS 2

INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE

UNITED, INTERNATIONAL SOCCER)

QUEST & GLORY (BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER,
CADAVER, IRON LORD)
13.99

..6.99

4.9!

16.99

6.99

...16.49

PRINCE OF PERSIA

GAUNTLET 3

17.9!

CHUCK ROCK

lombard rac rally

STRIKER
STUART PEARCE'S SOCCER SELECTION'S

3.99
19.49
11.49
16.99

16.99

GAUNTLET 2

BREACH 2 (ENHANCED)

COOL WORLD

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S
POWERMONGERWW1 DATA DISK
PREMIER MANAGER

20.99

lotus 3 - the final challenge (1 meg)

STREETFIGHTER 2

(KICK OFF 2, MICROPROSE SOCCER, MANCHESTER

lemmings 2 (out february)

9.99

STORM MASTER

12.99

STRATEGYMASTERS(POPULOUS,HUNTER, SPIRITOF
EXCALIBUR, CHESSPLAYER2150, DEUTEROS)
20.99

9.99

lemmings
lemmings data disk - oh no!

FUTURE WARS

12.99
16.99

19.49

SPACE CRUSADE

POWER UP

lethal weapon (1 meg)

FUN SCHOOL 4 (7*)

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER
CHAOS ENGINE

POPULOUS 2(1 MEG)
(CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN. X-OUT,
ALTERED BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS)

16.99

12.91
10.9!
6.9!

CHAMPIONS (MANCHESTER UTD, BOXING
MANAGER, J.KHANN SQUASH)

18.99

16.99
4.99
16.99
8.99
16.99

16.99
16.99

19.9!

BOXING MANAGER

games 2 (triple pack)

PARASOL STARS
PICK *N" PILE
PIRATES
PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS & SIM CITY

FUN SCHOOL 3 (7+)

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S
BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BEACH VOLLEY

BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)

LAST NINJA 2
6.99
LEANDER
10.99
leather goddesses
8.99
legends of valour
23.99
leisure suit larry 3 value pack
with space quest 3 and hoyles book of

17.99

FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7)

BATTLE ISLE

BLUES BROTHERS

16.99

16.99

6.99
16.99

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S

AIR BUCKS

19.99

22.99

SIM CITY & POPULOUS

12.99

13.99

16.9i
6.9!

7.99

SHUTTLE

SILENT SERVICE 2 (1 MEG)

JAGUAR XJ220 (1MEG)

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA)

ADVANTAGE TENNIS
AFTERBURNER

SHOOT-'EM-UP CONSTRUCTION KIT

JAMES POND
JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD

JOHN BARNES EUROPEAN FOOTBALL

(COLORADO, BOSTON BOMB CLUB,

16.99

4.99

TURRICAN
TURRICAN 2
ULTIMA 5
ULTIMATE GOLF
UNINVITED
UTOPIA
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA DISK

6.99
6.99
16.99
7.99
6.99
11.99
10.99

VROOM
VROOM DATA DISK
WARHEAD

12.99
12.49
6.99

WIZ-KID
WWF WRESTLING

16.99
16.99

WWF WRESTLING 2
XENON 2 MEGABLAST
ZAK MCKRACKEN

16.99
7.99
9.99

~ "WE ONLYSUPP~y"mEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDERAS YOU 7oTn"
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.

(PLEASE PRINT !N BLOCKCAPITALS)

--.-.

SHADOW OF

16.99 |

3.99 | Name

IAddress_

Inter-MediatesLtd. Registered Office:2 South Block, The Meltings,Sawbrldgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG. Inevitably,some
games may not yet be released. Please phone Sales on 0279 600204for latest release dates and stock availability. We
reserve the right to chang e prices and offers without prior notification. Please ring for latest information.
E.&O.E.
_Postcode _

We only supply members but you can order as you join.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP: UK £6.99

EC £8.99

WORLD £10.99
EEnter membership number (if applicable) or

to all members bi-monthly. NRG features full reviews ofnew games PEi^MBEi

jMembership £6.99 UK. £8.99 EC. £10.99 World

—~ plus mini-reviews, new products, Special Reserve charts, Release fliA. C
Schedule and hundreds of special offers.

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS

£30 worth of money-off coupons
to save even more money off our amazing prices

<•*&»

*P*

NRG also contains competitions to win ££££s worth of prizes. Currently on offer is a I ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT
chance to enter THE BIG COMPETITION in which First Prize consists of an AMIGA, SUPER
NES AND A MEGADRIVE, yes all three! There are 6 SUPER NES's and 6 MEGADRIVEs [ Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa Switch Issue No_
up for grabs to the lucky runners up too! Closing date: Feb 28th 1993.

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for Megadrive, Master System, Game
| Credit card
Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, IBM PC and CDTV.
expiry date_

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection
120,000 people have joined Special Reserve, so don't delay, join today!

You can phone in your order or use this coupon >

_Signature__

Cheques payable to:

SPECIAL RESERVE

i P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas OrdersSurcharge (EC or World): Software orders

jl please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items please add
i

25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.
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FALCON030 VS
capabilities of the new Com
modore machine outstrip that
of the Falcon. Well, sorry, but
the technical specs of the 1200
don't match up to those of the
Falcon - just take a look at the
figures in the box in the table
on the far right.
The main claim to fame for

the Amiga A1200 is its high resolu
tion HAM (Hold And Modify) mode
capable of displaying 256,000
colours on-screen from a palette of
16.7 million colours. Unfortunately
only static screens can be dis
played in this mode, and HAM has
always been susceptible to flicker
ing. The Falcon uses eight bits to
store the data for each pixel giving
a true 8-bit per pixel graphic mode
and can display true colour (65,536
colours on-screen) animations at

it can only use up to eight bitplanes compared to the 16 bitplanes available on the Falcon. All
this means is that the A1200 can

and both can run at the same time;

display a still image at a greater
resolution and with more colours,

while you work on the program in
the top window the program in the

and that's all.

bottom

It has been alleged that the
Falcon030 does not use "proper"

process data. There may be brief
halts while both applications try to
access the same peripheral at the

Amiga
have
over

afficionados
been crowing
the

release

of

in

HAM

takes up to three pixels to change
from one colour to another while

the Falcon can change colour using

a single pixel offering a higher

machine

ahead

con030,

claiming

effective resolution, and, although
the A1200 offers a greater palette,

the

Fal-

that

the

DALEK ATTACK
•

to

pre-emptive
multi-tasking

priority over the other preventing
any software crashes.
The Falcon is provided with
an FPU co-processor slot for a
68881 or 68882 maths co-proces

system with
adaptive
prioritisation

sor, the A1200 has to have its FPU
installed at the factory. The main

multi-tasking, and that MultiTOS is
a "bodge" job - that is, when one
operation is being performed,
other operations cease. MultiTOS
is a full pre-emptive multi-tasking
operating system with adaptive pri

and built-in instruction cache. The

processor in the A1200 is a
Motorola EC68020 running at
14MHz, while the chip has embed
ded internal 32-bit buses, it only
has an external 24-bit address bus

mode

the new Amiga A1200 games
of

continues

between the programs gives one

MultiTOS is a full

resolutions of up to 640 x 400 pix
A1200

window

same time, but the communication

els using interlace mode.
The

munication through MultiTOS. This
means that you can run two differ
ent programs in separate windows

Dalek Attack

oritisation with inter-process com

EC68020 is normally restricted to
clock speeds of 16 and 25MHz, so
why did Commodore use only
14MHz to run their machine? The

Motorola

68030

has

full

32-bit

internal and external addressing

NICK FALDO'S
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF

is an improve

• "Hey, what's

ment on the

original series

the matter with

- the special

you? Why are

effects look

you squinting,

good and the

Nick?" "I've

acting is far

just got a
birdie shot in

less wooden.

the eye."

Just when you thought you

could hang up your floppy hat and
scarf forever, the Daleks launch a

surprise attack and cause you to

spill tea down your best cardigan.
Dalek Attack is a scrolling

As Doctor Who, you have to foil
Davros's evil plans and do battle
with a variety of baddies including
the Ogrons and the Robomen.

Luckily, you have some help in the
shape of an assistant - Ace or a

platform shoot-'em-up on Alterna

UNIT soldier - and K9, the endear

tive Software's mid-price Admiral

ing metal dog.
The game costs £16.99 and

Can Nick Faldo successfully
make the transition from putting

follow on data disks. Up to eight
human players can take part and

Daleks' leader, who's trying to
destroy the earth's ozone layer

is released at the end of Novem

on the green to putting on the ST?
Well, you're about to find out. Nick

there's even a modem link so two

ber so that it conveniently ties in

with the aid of his metal cronies.

with Dr Who's 29th anniversary.

Faldo is

the same time.

label.

It

features

Davros,

the

the

latest release from

Grandslam and looks set to put

other golfing sims in the shade.

players can play from a distance at
As you play your way around
the course you have to cope with

Officially endorsed by the
man himself, this golf game fea

various

"Do you know
Doctor in the

tures a section based on Faldo's

advice on the best clubs to use and

TARDIS?"

training videos, so you can prac
tise your swing and putting tech
nique. There are two full courses
included in the game with more to

how well you're playing.
Nick Faldo's Championship

•

Doctor Who:

Music-loving
Dalek: "Sing it
and you get
exterminated."

weather

conditions

and

your caddy gives you help and

Golf is

to

be

released

in

December and costs £29.99.

mid-
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AMIGA 1200
•HMMH.

H Mr™

BP™ ASk

jMmr^mwM fmm mt

FALCON

MH^T]
IblVIHz

uiock speed

I4.d£ivinz

MIPS

2.5

3.84

Multi-tasking

Yes

Yes

FPU coprocessor

• The Amiga 1200 games machine doesn't really deserve a place in an ST

magazine, but hey - it's no competition for the Falcon, so why worry?

along with both instruction and
data caches, thus increasing the
processing speed of the chip.
The

Falcon

runs

at

16MHz

making it faster than the A1200 and
later versions are likely to run even
faster - perhaps at 25 or 33MHz.
The

Motorola

68030 can

run

at

clock speeds of 16, 20, 25, 33, 40
and 50MHz. If you combine these
features with the fact that the DSP

chip can process information at
high speeds (16MIPS at 32KHz), 16bit stereo sampling, 256 times
oversampling from the CODEC
sound processing chip and stan
dard connections to SCSI devices

and CD-ROMs, it is plain to see that
the Falcon is technically the supe
rior machine. Unfortunately, Atari's
marketing skills are another matter
entirely, however.

socket?

No

Yes

Instruction cache

256 bytes

256 bytes

Data cache

No

256 bytes

MMU?

No

Yes

Max Internal RAM

6MBytes

14MBytes

Max Video RAM

2MBytes

14MBytes

ROM

512K

512K

Complete boot
from ROM?

No, disk required

Yes

Expansion slot

PCMCIA slot

DSP,

16-bit true colour

No

Yes

graphics mode

No

Yes

Graphics Blitter

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Internal Bus Expansion

True 8-bit per pixel

Independent pixel-

I

defining in maximum
colour modes?

COMPOS COMDEX
LAUNCHES
Compo have just launched a
fast PC 286 emulator board for the
Falcon030 at the Comdex show in

Las Vegas. The board plugs into
the internal expansion bus slots of
the Falcon and is fully compatible

stereo and record it directly to the
hard drive. Rather than being clas
sified as a pure direct-to-disk
recording system, the program can
also

act

as

a

real-time

sound

drive and external SCSI hard dri

effects processor.
All the usual sampling effects
are included in the software, along

ves. It is also supplied with a spe

with

cial

karaoke mode. The harmoniser can

with

both the

screen

internal

driver

for

IDE

hard

Microsoft

a

harmoniser

effect

and

Windows v3 which enables Win

take a vocal and duplicate it at half

dows to take full advantage of the
Falcon's screen modes. No price

an

for the

286

emulator

board

has

been announced as yet and it
seems likely that a 386 or 486 ver
sion of the board is presently being
developed.
Another Falcon-only program
is Musicom, a combined sampling,
direct-to-hard drive recording and
sound processing package which
uses the Motorola 56001 DSP chip
for processing. It can take input
directly from the stereo micro
phone port and can sample it at
frequencies of up to 49.2KHz in 8bit mono, 8-bit stereo and 16-bit

octave

above and

below the

original sample, making a solo
voice sound like a group of three.

Custom

graphics chips

Yes

No

Max resolution

1280 x 400

640 x 480

Palette

256,000 from 16.7m

32,768 from 262,144

Optional hard drive

Yes

Yes

1.44MByte

Internal floppy drive

880K

Stereo audio

8-bit

16-bit

Playback channels

4

8 + PSO (3 additional)

Record channels

No

16-bit stereo

Digital Signal Processor

No

Motorola 56K series

SCSI2 port

No

Yes

DSP/DMA audio port

No

Yes

MIDI ports

No

Yes

No

Yes

Local Area Network

(LAN)

Karaoke mode removes the voice

part of a sample from recordings to
leave just the music. Best of all, the
effects can act on the input in real
time, outputting the sound plus the
effects as they are input, making
Musicom a true sound processor.
Another

innovation

that's

part of this program is an on
screen graphics equaliser with ten
sliders for each of the stereo chan
nels. Combine all this with the new

3D interface that Compo is building
into all its Falcon products makes

this a very interesting package. The
expected price of Musicom is
around £50 and it is expected to be
available

as soon

as the

Falcon

starts selling.
Also announced by Compo at

Comdex is the English version of
That's Address 2, a powerful
address database that you can use
either as a program or Desk Acces
sory and can produce dialling
touch-tones to call a

number on

both Falcons and STs. The pro

gram creates a card-based address
book and you can customise it to
suit yourself - all field names and
lengths can be configured just as
you want them. That's Address 2 is
fully compatible with Write On and
other Compo software, enabling
data to be moved between pro

grams.
No
price
has
been
announced although Compo have
said it will be "affordable."

Compo can be contacted on

t» 0480 891819.
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EDUCATION WAS NEVER THIS MUCH FUN
Noddy's Playtime is a graded creativity
and entertainment package for home
computers based on solid educational
principles for 3-7 year olds.
Drive with Noddy in his car and explore

the magic of Toytown, visiting the 8
special learning locations.
Railway Station - memory game
N&B Works - observation game

Chimney House - musical fun
Noahs Ark - jigsaw puzzle
Farm Yard - animal matching
Market Place - letter recognition
Post Office - counting
Police Station - maze game

Also included is a junior Art Package
which develops your childs creative
ability.
• Picture Colouring.
• Electronic 'fuzzy felts'.
• Freehand drawing with pens and
spraycans.

• 50 pre defined fill patterns.

• One finger on, one finger off mouse
control for tiny hands.

Noddy's Playtime features user friendly
icons so that even the youngest family
member can learn and have fun.

There is a choice of 3 carefully defined

learning levels designed in consultation
with teachers. Noddy's Playtime also
includes FREE: Toytown map, keyboard
overlay and wobbler.
A comprehensive manual and parent

teacher guide will enable you to bring
your childs imagination to life.
ST Format

ST 520 and above, (FM/E compatible),

colour monitor or TV required (D/S).
Available from the end of

November at major stockists.

tAY^O^S
Original Text and Images © Darrell Waters Ltd 1949/68. Text and Images of
BBC Television Series © BBC Enterprises Ltd 1992. Licensed by BBC Enterprises Ltd.
NODDY is a trademark of Darrell Waters Ltd and is used under Licence.

ENID BLYTON (signature logotype) is a trademark of Darrell Waters Ltd and is used unde
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THE FUTURE
STARTS HERE
wares. There were major exhibi

ROB

tion stands from Ocean, Psygnosis,
Sega, Nintendo, Virgin Retail,

MEAD

Commodore

and

a

Radio

One

roadshow. You could try your
hand at Virtual Reality, have a go
on many of the softies' new games
and even ride in a flight simulator.
On the Electronic Arts' stand you
could take part in the Road Rash
competition
astride
powerful
motorbikes, while the Aston Mar
• People gathered in front of the
video wall to watch the heats of the

National Computer Game Challenge.

Thousands of people had
to be turned away from
the

Future

Entertainment

Show, the world's biggest leisure
computer exhibition.
So many people tried to get
into the four day event at Earl's
Court that on the Saturday the
ticket office had to be closed and
London's

local

radio

stations

broadcasted emergency messages
telling people to stay away.
Despite this, the show was a
resounding success with over
55,000 visitors coming to see some
of the biggest names in the games
software industry displaying their

tin used by James Bond in The Liv
ing Daylights was on display with
Domark's exhibits.

One of the show's highlights
was the National Computer Game
Challenge finals. Heats were held
over each of the four days with the
grand final taking place on the
Sunday. The competition was
intense and crowds of people
gathered in front of the video wall

in a bag to pull out the letters, or
dropping tiles down the back of the
settee. Rather a pity really. On this

Microdeal

stand.

Atari

failed

to

stage an appearance at the show,
so Commodore staged another
marketing coup with brisk sales of
the new Amiga 1200.
After the exhibition was over,

the

computer

leisure

industry

helter-skelter rides to anyone fool
hardy enough to dare try it.

Bandai

take part and there are over 12 lev
els of difficulty - Level One fea
tures 2,400 words, while Level 12
has nearly 135,000.
There are practice and com

petitive play modes and you can

"Reaction

from

from

summed up her experience at the
show by simply saying "Wow,

Cheshire,

Sarah

Johnson,

wow, wow."

Because the show proved so
popular, it is moving to Grand Hall
Olympia for its next bash in
November 1993. Holding the exhi
bition at Olympia enables Future
Publishing - the people who bring
you ST FORMAT each month - to
• Allan Brett (left) and Tony Eaton,

cater for even more exhibitors. If

finalists in the National Computer

this year's show was anything to
go by, the 1993 Future Entertain
ment Show is going to be very
spectacular indeed.

Game Challenge, collect their
cheques from Andy Crane of ITV's
Bad Influence.

ask your ST's advice before you
make your next move. At least you
ST version, up to four players can

declared

the public was overwhelming... It
reflects the extraordinary boom
the industry continues to enjoy
even in recessionary times." Mean
while, a dumbstruck six year old

Show a resounding success. Mark
Hayes, Director of Marketing for

way through UBI Soft's Pro Tennis
Tour and Lemmings 2 among oth
ers. The £10,000 prize money was

finally awarded to 17 year old
Allan Brett from Nottingham, who
confessed to playing his machine
for up to eight hours a day. "My
parents get a bit annoyed with the
amount of time I spend playing.

• Ocean software were offering free

declared the Future Entertainment

to see the contestants battle their

SCRABBLE
Scrabble has leapt into the 21st
Century with the release of US
Gold's version of the game. Just
think, no more sticking your hand

but I guess they may change their
minds when they see the cheque."
Runner-up Tony Eaton, a 27 year
old gas board engineer, won
£4,000 - he had previously beaten
Allan in the West Midland playoffs.
On display in the Retail exhi
bition, an eagle-eyed ST FORMAT
hack spotted a solitary Falcon run
ning a Videomaster demo on the

a
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Scrabble's built-in dictionary can
sort it out for you. Scrabble is
available from the beginning of
January, priced at £27.99.
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know that, with this version, there

aren't going to be any arguments
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cheats by

including
his name.

SHORTIES...
V.32 upgrades

Clip here

Pirates beware

Supra are giving away a free ROM upgrade for

Over 50 disks of professional clip-art are now avail
able for the ST from Kuma covering such varied
subjects as transport, caricatures, cartoons, reli
gion and music. Clip-art is ideal for importing into
documents you've created with DTP programs to
brighten up the page. The Goldmind collections of
disks are £19.95 each and the Kuma Klip disks cost

FAST are cracking down on pirated software being
sold at car boot sales in a link up with Trading

their Supra Fax Modem V.32 and V.32bis for all
registered customers. The new ROMs enhance the
operation of the modems and incorporate new fea
tures such as ECM (Error Correction Mode) for fax
transmission and a

silent answer mode which

detects incoming fax calls and intercepts them; if a
voice call is detected the modem ignores it. To
order your upgrade contact Supra via CompuServe

(Go Supra), contact the Supra BBS on » 0101 503
967 2444 or write to ROM Upgrade, Supra Corpora
tion, 7101 Supra Drive SW, Albany, OR 97321.

£15 each. Demo disks are available at £3.50 for the

Goldmind disk and £5 for a 76 page catalogue and
three demo disks containing details of the Kuma
Klip range. Contact Kuma on » 0734 844335 for
more information.

Standards officers. FAST can now seize software

which infringes copyright without a warrant and
are also setting up a nationwide database to track
down the professional pirate rings. With up to ten
complaints a week related to pirate software and
car boot sales, the problem seems to be on the
increase with business software becoming the
main target alongside games. Contact FAST (the
Federation Against Software Theft) on « 0628
660377 if you think you have been ripped off.
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* NODDY'S PLAYTIME

FRONTIER: ELITE 2
At last it's here! The longawaited sequel to Elite, the classic
space adventure, is to be released
by Konami at the end of January.

This time around, the trading
aspects of the original game
merely serve as a background to
the main plot. Instead, you're sent

The scenario is the same as the

on

original game - you're still the
pilot of a small spaceship wending
its way across the galaxy but you
now have the choice of following

chosen from

"Oi! What are you doing to my livestock? Get orf of moi laand!"

driven,

so

there's

no

need

to

worry about little fingers prodding
the delete button on your ST. Also
included is a junior electronic art
package, a Toytown map and a
comprehensive manual for teach
ers or parents.

Noddy's Playtime is available
now from Jumping Bean, priced
£24.99. Watch out for the forth

coming BBC series and the Noddy
car and video machines appearing
outside shops and pubs around
the country. This may be your last
chance to relive your childhood.

a

series

of
a

mini-adventures
bulletin

board -

some of these activities are illegal
and you could end up running the

gauntlet of the authorities, or
being pursued by powerful ene

either an arcade adventure or a

If you've always fancied career
ing around Toytown in a red and
yellow car, then now's your
chance. Noddy's Playtime is an
entertainment and education pack
age aimed at three to seven year
olds, but what's the betting you
end up playing it, too?
You get to drive around
three levels with Noddy, interact
with his pals and take part in lots
of puzzles and activities such as
memory games at the railway sta
tion and animal matching at the
farmyard. The package is mouse-

LATEST

role-playing game. In the arcade
section you can either start off as
a pirate or as a gunner on a battlecruiser, so you get involved in
plenty of shoot-'em-up action as
you tackle increasingly complex
missions. In the later stages you
have to cooperate with friendly
forces, so you have to be discrimi
nating about who you fire at. Your
ultimate aim is to receive your
own ship from the pirates' leader
and so join the main game.
If you like to spend months
playing a game, then the roleplaying section could be for you.

mies. The aim of this section is

open-ended and the outcome
depends on the scenarios you
choose.
Elite 2follows the familiar 3D

and bitmap graphics of the origi
nal and the game environment
features over 100 worlds based on

the mathematical probabilities of
planet formation. Space travel in
Elite 2 now follows the fly-by-wire
method and features the ability to
travel thousands of times faster

than real-time, so there's no need

to leap into hyperspace every time
you want to get somewhere fast.

MAKING MUSIC
On this month's Cover
Disk you can find a demo
of Improvisor, an
"interactive
improvisation editor" - if you enjoy
playing around with that you'll be

pleased to kow that you can get
hold of the full program for £49.95that's a saving of almost £50 from
the standard price. Contact Creative Sounds on w 0272 244395.

MANSELL S WHEEL OF FORTUNE
I "Oh yes, here we're looking at the

Nigel Mansell has recently signed

cockpit of Nigel's latest supercharged

an endorsement deal with

indie racer. Because it's an American

puter accessory company, Logic 3.
The world racing champion has

car it comes equipped with its own
colour TV, burger dispenser and cola
machine." "Have you noticed how

much stability the flanged wheel nuts
give to the racing position." "Eh?"

lent

his

name to

com

Freewheel,

a

steering wheel controller, which is
available from January for £29.99.

The Freewheel simply plugs into
your ST's joystick port and can be
used in conjunction with a set of
footpedals, price £24.99, to make
all those racing sims far more real
istic. You can get in touch with
Spectravideo on n 081 902 2211.

Write On manual

(ECC). We gave you Write On on Cover Disk 33, if

resolutions of 800 x 1024 pixels on a Qume 15 inch

If you want to get the best out of Write On then
you need A Practical Guide to Write On On The
Atari ST, a helpful new book costing just a fiver. It
also'covers versions of That's Write up to 1.52 and
explains practically everything you need to know
about both programs in an easy to follow way.
All money raised from the sale of the book
goes to supply funds for The William de Ferrers
School to help with the purchase of a desktop pub
lishing system. If you would like a copy of the
book, send a cheque for £5 to Terry Freedman, The
William de Ferrers School, Trinity Square, South

you don't have a copy of it then turn to page 58 to

A4 monitor (in

order a back issue.

Hitachi 21 inch A3 monitor.

The big screen
Titan Designs have reduced the price of the Reflex
Graphics Card by £50 to £199. The card increases
the resolution of any of the Atari high resolution
monitors to 1024 x 960 pixels enabling more infor
mation to be visible on-screen. By comparison, the
maximum SVGA resolution on a PC is only 1024 x
768 pixels.
In addition to increasing the resolution of Atari

A4 mode) and 1024 x 870 on a

The card can be installed in both Mega STs
and standard STEs (with an adaptor costing £25
extra) and is also compatible with the Spectre GCR
and AT Speed emulators. Titan can supply the
Qume A4 with the Reflex card for £648, Hitachi A3
with Reflex card for £995 and the 520 STE with

Woodham Ferrers, Essex 3CM 5JU. Please make

monitors, the card can be also be used with multi

Reflex card fitted for just £399. Contact Titan
Designs on » 021 415 4155.
Titan are also rumoured to be working on a
true colour hardware project for the FalconO30,
perhaps this will be the first major add-on for the

cheques payable to The William de Ferrers School

sync, A4 portrait and large screen monitors with

new machine? Wait and see...
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© 1992 All rights reserved.
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Once again, the WWF* Superstars unite for
the Grand European Rampage* Tour.

<<jy|i««F'

Join your favourites,

Hulk Hugrn**, Ultimate Wflnfer
and many more,

as they travel across Europe to square off in
the ring against tag teams like
;

Natural Disasters and the

NastyBoys

' v>s%*J

Follow them to the Grand Finale

Match at Madison Square Garden

^

wtf

in New York City.

Test your strength and skill.
Work with your team-mate to achieve
the ultimate goal -the
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50

OF

THE

BEST

You know what

they say - the

game is not lost
until it's won.

Something like
that, anyway. No,
we don't know
what it means

either. It just
seemed like a

vaguely relevant
introduction to the

50 finest ST

games of all time.
So far. What we're

saying is that if
you own an ST
and you enjoy
playing games,
then you could do

DON'T

DREAM IT
PLAY IT
PARASOL STARS OCEAN

cartoon-quality graphics and a

The third in the Bubble Bobble

stormer of a two-player mode.

lineage - Rainbow Islands being
the missing link. As sweet and
sickly as tipping a bag of sugar
down your throat. Cute and var
ied, teeming with power-ups and
bonuses, and featuring terrific

Boring platform games have
never felt so good - perhaps
because you've never been able
to pretend your umbrella is a
lethal weapon before.
Rated 91% in STF 37

FLOOD

idea of the game is to collect

ELECTRONIC ARTS

trash before the screen is com

Platform games have always
been at their best when they're

pletely flooded with water.
It's extremely playable and
utterly sickly, which does tend to
make for a rather devasting com

also at their cutest. Flood deliv

ered brilliantly on that front by
presenting us with a scuba-div
ing mini-dinosaur. The bizarre

bination.

GODS

ing - all cleverly balanced with
some lethal power-ups and
brain-addling puzzles. Being a
Bitmap Brothers game, it's char
acteristically slick and playable.
Psygnosis' Ork is a similar, but
inferior, concept.

Rated 87% in STF 13

a lot worse than

this bunch. You're

RENEGADE

bound to disagree
with the choice, of
course. But that's

Not, as you may have thought,
one of the god games. Gods is a
platform-'em-up with wonderful
graphics, astounding title music
and a decent smattering of deft,
pixel-perfect jumping and bash

Rated 92% in STF 22

the point. Healthy
debate and all

that. Just get hold

of them and play
'em to death. They
really do deserve
it. Andy Lowe
clears his throat

and opens the
gold envelope...

CAPTIVE MINDSCAPE
Yes -

the first RPG makes an

cally controlled space-prison. A
neatly designed icon control-sys

appearance. Inspired by the illus
trious Dungeon Master, this one
ignores the dusty old dungeons
and leaps straight into the
smoothly polished future, where
you're banged up in a cryogeni-

tem makes this one of the first

BARBARIAN US COLD

to slice your opponent's head off
it rolls to the ground with a satis
fying thud and a goblin strolls

One of the most famous two-

player games ever. This is the
original beat-'em-up and it's as
good today as it was five years
ago. High points include some
brilliant samples and moments
of extreme gore. If you manage

examples of the slightly tweaked

RPG system. It works brilliantly and we still get letters about it
two years after its release. .
Rated 93% in STF 16

onto the screen, kicks the head

off like a football and drags the
supine player off by his feet.
Simple and enduring.
Rated 65% in STF 25
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RAILROAD TYCOON

Strategy games are, indeed, strange

MICROPROSE

beasties. Either you love 'em or, er,
you despise 'em. Here you have to
build up your very own railway
empire. It's complex stuff, and
strangely compelling as you try to lay
down tracks on sensible areas, stimu
late supply and demand, juggle the
finances and avoid the overpriced
bacon-burgers and tepid coffee.
Rated 93% in STF 28

THE KILLING GAME SH
PSYCNOSIS

The Running Man and Smash TV
without the film licence or shooting-

'em-up. The game achieves a good
balance between console-like action

and puzzle aspects. There's a slight
fly in the ointment, in the shape of a
lethal liquid which slowly rises up

THREE GAMES!

from the bottom of the screen. So -

TURN NOW TO THE

hang around and you get smothered
by it - losing a life in the process.

CONTENTS PAGE FOR
DETAILS!

REVENGE OF THE MUTANT
CAMELS LLAMASOFT

SILENT SERVICE 2
NOVACEN

Rated 90% in STF 23

This is written by Jeff Minter - an
incredibly silly man with a gloriously
original sense of the bizarre. You play
a camel and you have to trot over a
landscape shooting walking sticks,
telephones. Atari logos and other pul
sating psychedelic objects. It's great
fun and it has the ability convince your
mother that ST games are seriously
bad for your mind. Excellent.
Rated 95% in STF 31

RICK DANGE

Admittedly this isn't the most actionpacked game that's ever been
released, but despite that it's certainly
one of the most absorbing. With an
awesome array of options both in the
kind of submarine you control and in
the war arena you battle in, this game
has got a seriously heavy duty shelf
life. Its appeal is enduring and its qual
ity constant.

THE IMMORTAL

More platforming around with Rick the intrepid adventurer whose first
pixel-oriented excursion saw him, er,
performing rather similar stunts to

MICROPROSE

those executed here. But this is bet

ter. Much better - the further you
progress, the more you want to. One
or two random elements are likely to
upset the purists, but it's definitely
one of the finest jump-'em-ups ever.
Rated 86% in STF 15

ELECTRONIC ARTS
iWilWl MMWUMJW*.Ki\» JWI/W.1 .-WitWIT?

This is one of those rare games that
breaks down the genre barriers. On
one level it's an adventure game,
while on another it's an arcade game.
With brilliant animation and a teasing
plot, there's plenty to hold your inter
est. You have to save a wizard but

you're lucky if you can save your own
life from worms, spiders and traps
that are littered around the levels.

Rated 88% in STF 30

Rated 87% in STF16
__xutaii.; ict: ifiwiiii

LEGEND

RPG number two and a darned good

TETRIS

MINDSCAPE

one it is. Legend has it all: weird, wibbly names, bands of brave - and stu
pid - adventurers, complicated spellmaking procedures and a rather com
plex plot. Nifty isometric views mingle
with 3D business - and you're not
going to get anywhere in it unless you
dedicate a few weeks of your life to it.
Brilliantly designed. Love it.
Rated 89% In STF 36

INFOCRAMMES

ESCAPE FROM THE I
OF THE ROBOT MON

Invented by a Russian scholar after a
round of alcohol-induced staring at
the shapes of the tiles on his bath
room floor. Another of the true clas

sics - converted on to almost every
micro and console imaginable - Tern's
is an incredibly complex concept. You
have to fit different shapes together
as effectively as possible. Brilliant. It'll
keep you up at night, believe me.
Rated 69% in STF 24

DOMARK

INTERNATIONAL SPORTS

One of those criminally under-rated

Coin-op conversions are usually crap,
but this is one of the best. The original
was a bloody bizarre isometric shoot'em-up with satisfying sci-fi overtones
and a strange little sub-game where
you had to drive a truncated tube train
down a maze of passages. The ST ver
sion retains it all and still manages to
be a playable game. Really. Trust me.

CHALLENGE EMPIRE

games that, for the sheer originality
of its events and presentation
deserved a rating well into the 80s. It
easily competes with the console
sports sims and it keeps the strategy
element toned down, but just in focus
enough to keep it realistic as opposed
to irritating. Sounds good, eh? The
diving's still a bitch, though.

Rated 80% in STF 10

Rated 83% in STF 38
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Probably the finest graphics ever to
grace your ST even if it's a bit slow -

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
US COLD

EPIC
OCEAN

the cinematic feel is, however, aston

want it to be because there's a cheat

ishing and, if you've ever fancied
yourself as a bit of a Poirot, then this
is the game to tune up your deductive
skills. The map of the boat is essential

included in the manual to give you full
weaponry, but then you don't have to
use it. Commonly believed to have
been overhyped. There's a large gap
in your games collection without this.

and the animation incredible.

Rated 91% in STF 37

Rated 76% in STF 29

If Populous was a bit too plotless for
you - this one, with an excellent sci-fi

UTOPIA
GREMLIN

DEFENDER 2
ARC

scenario and futuristic feel could have

X'
-

J
A
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'
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A 3D space shoot-'em-up, the main
problem is that it's as easy as you

Space 1999 fans scribbling cheques to
the mail-order companies. You might
find, of course, that your green ideals
are a tad unrealistic - but have a go.
Not as easy as you think, is it?
Rated 90% In STF 29

"Hello, I'm Jeff Minter. Every other
Shareware programmer hates me and
I wrote this when I was prepared to
deal with the capitalist software
houses." Yes. OK, Jeff. If you want a
shoot-'em-up to fry your brain and
have you bashing your ST in frustra
tion, look at this. A wonderful game.
Rated 88% In STF 18

n

GOBLIIINS
DIGITAL INTEGRATION

French games tend to be either utterly
crap or extremely original and grip
ping - Gobliiins is the latter. It may be
a howler of a typographical error, but
what a game it is.

In this god game you get to nurture
your own city; group together the lowcost houses and create a ghetto. Lay
down some spaghetti-like railway
tracks and cause delays. Set the tax
rates too high, then say it's not your
fault when everyone starts to move
out. See, it's just like real life, isn't it?

Rated 87% in STF 36

Rated 92% in STF 12

Utterly silly and bizarre puzzles, giving
you the feeling that you're taking part
in

some

kind

French

of

surreal

weirdness. A

SIM CITY
INFOGRAMMES

cartoon.

ANOTHER WORLD

More

US GOLD

gets catapulted into a parallel dimen
sion because a particle-acceleration
experiment went spectacularly wrong.
As you do. Cue some ground-breaking
animation and one of the few games
that could, conceivably, be made into

scientist

ISHAR - LEGEND OF THE
FORTRESS DAZE

from his fortress. Without a shadow of
a doubt the finest RPG ever to run in

high resolution mode on your ST. And
it's French. See, regardless of what
The Sun says, it's not all black coffee,
croissants and onions out there.

a film. Sort of a surreal THX 1138.

Rated 93% In STF 33

SPEEDBALL 2
MIRRORSOFT

A bone-crunchingly brilliant attempt at
a sports game set in a more violent
future. If you haven't got it, and you
want it - you're stuffed. Yes - you'll
remember that

Set off with a band of unruly compan
ions and eject the evil dark lord Krogh

Rated 90% in STF 37

FIRE AND ICE
RENEGADE

Mr Maxwell took it

upon himself to fall into the sea, drag
ging Mirrorsoft with him. Call Rene
gade on s 071 481 9214. It's worth it.
Rated 88% In STF 18

A touch over-rated, but still a playable
game - and it's more than platforms
and power-ups. Deliciously attractive
graphics give it a cutesy appeal, while
the soul-destroyingly difficult gameplay puts it firmly in that "Grrr. I'm
going to complete this *!@&% game
if it's the last thing I do!" league.
Rated 95% In STF 38

ER, WE'LL LET YOU KNOW
Those game scenarios we

• SILLY SUICIDE.
me.

software house evaluation

managers' bins...
BACTERIA.

You control a cute little

— patch of fungus in a variety
of different colours depending on
the nature of the - er, manure it

has had lavished upon it by pass
ing animals. The idea of the game
is to nurture it with rotting food
and other putrid substances until
it's old and pestilent enough to
look after itself. Lots of pointing
and clicking on "Multiply" and
"Spread disease" icons.

I
1 You're a depressed stu
dent living in a cold and damp
bedsit with a special sort of black
mould growing on the walls. The
debts are mounting up, your fas
cist bank will only give you an
£8,000 overdraft and your landloard charges £75 a week. You
drink lots of cheap cider, pretend
to be getting loads of girls and
not go to lectures. To complete
the game you must kill yourself.
J I N THE LAND

OF ZXKPDKNDJ.

An ancient old man steps
forth, telling a stark and harrow-

ing tale of a distant land now
wracked by a foul and raging evil.
Your task is to find the ten pieces
of the Sceptre Of Hhtyrpx and use
its awesome energy to stop mess
ing with these cliched RPG scenar
ios and get out a bit more.

the phrase "Happy smiles from
Bet Ridley and Graham Travis of
Banalsville, Insipid, as they tie the
knot outside an embarrassingly
unpicturesque registry office" and you complete the game, vow
ing never to marry.

4 I 1 TEDIUM.

5 1 1 PLASMANETRONICAL.

Another role playing
i
• game. You're a local news
paper journalist whose sole job is
to write those awful captions for
the photographs of two hideously
ugly people dressed in ridiculous
and impractical clothes leering
falsely into the camera - other
wise known as wedding photos.

Shoot things. Then, after
•
• some numbers appear on
screen and take an annoying

And, er, that's it. Cheat!... Enter

bothered to care.

amount of time to add themselves

to your score, shoot some more
things. Stare into the distance.
Vaguely wonder what the hell the
name of the game is supposed to
mean and whether you can be

GAME S
50

KICK OFF 2
ANCO

This is the game that inspired the
superior Sensible Soccer and which
dared to suggest that football wasn't
all Jimmy "Bloody" Greaves and Ian
"Git" St John woffling away on a Sat
urday afternoon - yes, you could
enjoy playing it. Hear yourself shout
ing "Oh-hhh" and "Ye-ees" a lot.

ROBOCOP 3
OCEAN

MUJJJ"LLIU!J!J!
•

OF

THE

iit
BEST

From Epic programmers, DID, a filled3D extravaganza - to use a technical
term - with plenty of gratuitous vio
lence and, thankfully - for a film
licence, plenty of variety in the game-

play. There's nothing else to say about
it really except that it's simply a bril
liant film licence. OK?

Rated 94% in STF 34

Rated 92% in STF 14

CYBERCON 3

Have you seen that film, Complex? It

THEIR FINEST HOUR -

LUCASFILM/US GOLD

US GOLD

was a made-for-TV thing about a high
tech building controlled by a superintelligent computer which goes hay

THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN

Lots of different options and a finely

place to itself. Cybercon 3 has a simi
lar plot. Only it's much better. And it's
in 3D. And it's an ST game, not a film.

tuned WW2 atmosphere. A flight sim
with a cause and a purpose. Another
of Chris Lloyd's favourite games: "I
think that this game was a major con
tribution to me only getting a 'D' in
my Art 'A' level." Cheers, Chris.

Rated 91% In STF 22

Rated 91% in STF 15

wire and

OIDS
PUBLIC DOMAIN

decides that it wants the

This one's so old that only Chris
Lloyd, our Disk Editor, remembers it:
"It's a very simple idea, but it has a lot
of addictive qualities. A bit like Tetris,
really. Only it's a different game. It's
brilliant." That's the great thing about
Chris - you can rely on him to make a
difficult point a bit more mysterious.

Crazy Cars 3 is effortlessly the finest
driving game available on the ST so
far. It takes the genre all the way and
back again with some unobtrusive
strategy and gambling elements,
plenty of all-weather scenarios, fast

CRAZY CARS 3
TITUS

and smooth action and some serious

car add-ons. Buy buy buy.
Rated 86% in STF 39

Rated 75%

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS
VIRGIN

Here's a bit more pointing and click
ing. To say that this game is inspired
by Monkey Island is to say that Bread
is crap. Yes, that much is obvious,
OK? Look, it's got great graphics, a bit
of humour and plenty of satisfying
character

interaction

-

and

it

JAMESPOND2OPERATION ROBOCOD
fTPTWI

was

inspired by Monkey Island, OK?
Rated 92% in STF 35

MICROPROSE GOLF
MICROPROSE

The idea here is that you can play a
good, realistic game of golf without
having to wear stupid trousers. It's the
best version of the game ever. The
STF team once saw Bruce Forsyth at
the local golf course in Bath. Andy
even shouted "Good game, good

MILLENNIUM

Millennium have noticed that a good,
solid, dependable and cute character
is a fine way of keeping the customers
interested, as they follow James
Pond's daring exploits in a far supe
rior follow-up. An oddball little game
that plays like a dream.
Rated 86% in STF 31

ryiTT-ri-y"*L"*V

MAGIC POCKETS
RENEGADE

game!" at him. But he ignored him.

Magic Pockets is a slightly dated, but
still wonderfully playable platform
game with some trendy Betty Boo
samples. You play this geezer called
the Bitmap Kid who has managed to
get lost in his own pockets and so,
amid all the tatty receipts from Boots
and bits of fluff, he has to escape.
Rated 90% in STF 27

Rated 95% in STF 27

SACK THE PROGRAMMERS!
Some games just didn't
cut it, did they? Their
looked like badly designed
Sixth form Computer

Studies projects written in
BASIC, with millions of
GOTOs and the occasional
"for without Next" error.

So, In an affectionate

homage to those who tried
- and failed, we present
the five games which
achieved the lowest ever

ratings In ST FORMAT. If
you own any of them,
well, at least you've got a

spare potential blank disk

The

The Oh, God please save
me - it's a strategy game.

- Suddenly that weeding,
that washing up, that
inside-the-car-cleaning looks dis
tinctly enticing" award for pure
tedium goes to... Legend Of The
Lost from those people at
Impressions.
Rated 22% in STF 17

I

1 vative and original, why

don't we have a

have a go at

sports sims?" award for a pretty
dodgy first attempt goes to... the
game Warp from the boys at
Grandslam.

Rated 20% in STF 7

2"| The "Erm, excuse me,
sorry to interrupt you,

The "Dearie me, what a
sad and terrible mess"

i

award for a dull and com

on... Wildlife - from them at New

going on here? I can't be both
ered to decipher all this" award
for outstanding services to dull
ness... is in the shape of Star-

Deal Productions.

wrek from Castlesoft.

pletely uninspiring Operation
Wolf clone is gladly palmed off

Rated 21% in STF 14

~| But in the final analysis,

Sod this, I m getting

^J bored at trying to be inno-

1 but, er what the hell is

Rated 15% in STF 7

these games are all well,

•

—I perhaps not really that

bad in comparison to that prize
turkey, that stained, repulsive
and horrifyingly crusty kitchen
surface of a game... This is the
"Game equivalent of that horri
ble yellow and brown cardigan
you received from your auntie on
your 14th birthday and had to
pretend you liked it, that it was
the height of fashion and even
had to call her and thank her for
it" award for absolute and undi

luted awfulness is ungraciously
flung in the direction of...
Prosoccer 2190 from, er. Vulture
Rated 12% in STF 17

GAMES
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£• PUSHOVER
OCEAN

Never before has an ST game fea

A platform game with plenty of hid

tured an ant as the major character.

den depths and some of the finest ST

So, Pushover is a first before it's even

graphics you're ever likely to witness.
You're an elf - surprise surprise - who
has to rescue his elf-ess. Nothing too

started. We think. It's a puzzle game in
which you have to plod around shift
ing loads of blocks and arrange them
so that, when you push them, they all

original

R-TYPE

visual

with colour, and it ail moves incredi

bly smoothly - and the arcade-quality
action that keeps you going. Certainly
one of Ocean's direct hits, even if it is

a bit on the tough side.
Rated 89% in STF 29

A classic space shoot-'em-up, in the
Defender mould. You get to blast the

MIDWINTER 2-

MICROPROSE

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

Designed by that Mike Singleton fella
who is responsible for some of the
greatest 8-bit RPGs like Lords Of Mid
night - it introduced a new-found
slickness and accessible complexity to
the basic point-and-click interface,

hell out of an assortment of alien bad

with a clever mix of action and strat

graphics and fast scrolling action, this

US GOLD

it's the

It's an unusual and strangely addictive
game, and, at the end, you have to
pour boiling water over the main char
acter to kill him. Crazy.

dies, picking up plenty of power-ups
and special weapons en route. This is
the kind of game you can play for
hours and hours and still not get
bored. 100% addictive with tasty

OPERATION STEALTH

But

fall over in a sort of "domino effect."

Rated 91% In STF 39

ACTIVISION

there.

appeal - the whole thing's bursting

game is well deserving of its place in
the top 50. In retrospect, the original
rating seems a little on the low side.

egy. It could, however, be a bit of a
mystery if you don't own the original
Midwinter. Both games are well worth
digging out.

Rated 79% in STF 31

Rated 92% in STF 26

Ed Ricketts, Games Editor of times
past but who still sits around the cor
ner, once described this game as "a
cross between James Bond role play

SENSIBLE SOCCER

Let's face it, whoever invented foot

RENEGADE

ing and F-19 Stealth Fighter." But
then, he's completely and utterly
insane. He's also dead right. You're a
secret agent on the trail of a stolen
Stealth Fighter. Sounds about right to
me. Outstanding graphics and some
very handy, if not exactly ubiquitous,
pointing and clicking.

ball knew exactly what they were
doing. In much the same way that,
whoever thought of turning it into a
game on your ST knew what they
were doing. There are millions of 'em
- football supporters and ST footy
simulations, and this is, undoubtedly,
the best football game you could ever
wish to encounter. Play it with a mate.
You might lose a friend, but the
game's great fun.

Rated 93% in STF 15

Rated 91% in STF 39

BEST
And so, we reach the

LEMMINGS

LLAMATRON

dizzy heights of the Top
Three ST games ever. Bar
none. Unanimously voted
in by our "experts." In
fact, to prove that we

two-fingered

haven't fiddled it, here's

thr.se who think that a

LLAMASOFT

Minter's masterpiece. A

the voting system in full...

game

salute to
constitutes

.99's worth of film
ANDY HUTCHINSON - To

all... "Will you stop playing
The Secret Of Monkey
Island and do some *&!!£$
work?"
ANDY LOWE - Overheard

message to a telephoning
reader's plea for help...
"Bugger off, I'm playing
Llamatron."

ED RICKETTS - Spoken to a
mate down the pub... "Cor.
That Lemmings is a bit of
all right, isn't it?"

wmmmmkAoL
Better known as "that bloody game." Designed
by some of the most sadistic and perverted minds
in the history of programming. Lemmings works
on two levels. You can try to save the lemmings,
or you can get them all out into the open, double
click on the "nuke" icon and then snigger hysteri
cally at the brutal pyrotechnics as they all
explode - which isn't very productive, but it's
pretty funny. You're supposed to go for the for
mer option and guide all the cute little creatures
to their home - which is usually right on the other
side of some seemingly impassable iceberg or
steel works. The game is so addictive and infuriat
ing that DMA Design, the programmers, have
actually received death threats from irate players
who can't get past the last level. Yeah - that was
a lie, too. Still, it almost had you convinced for a

N,

v

*-_%

'
\j

_—

=

=_

licence and pretty graph~—
ics - and very little else.
Lust after this game, it is im
ful on almost every count. Sill,
ics, incredible sampled sound, frantic and
merciless game action and that indefinable Minter
nark which so many have strived for but no
mas are captivatingly
strange-looking
crea
tures and this game

/

pays comical homage
to

/

their

weirdness

downright

and

even

manages to turn them
into some kind of sci-fi
wonder beasts. What's

more, it's Shareware. It

/1

only costs you a fiver.
Exceptional.
Rated 95%

second there, didn't it?

So, there you have it...

-5

cocky and determined ij&

Rated 94% in STF 24

in STF 31

GAMES

•

i

5

96%? Well, that's a bit high, isn't it?
Yes. Probably. But, since we're now
firmly into the Top Ten, F-19 Stealth
Fighter must surely deserve the acco
lade of being one of the most sensible
£29.99s you ever grudgingly extracted
from your wallet. It's one hell of a
flight-sim, with a great feel of what it
must be like to fly one of these radarinvisible demons. Hideously complex,
but incredibly rewarding once you've
got stuck into it.

F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
MICROPROSE

0

OF

The god game. If you've ever been
fuming with inner rage after a ticking
off from your mum as to how messy
your bedroom is and how you never
help around the house, then Populous
2 enables you to escape, to become
immortal - you can be a deity who

POPULOUS 2

CORE DESIGN

secret

missions

has

to

concern

himself

sequence, too.

Rated 91% in STF 28

A little green man nipping off to the
toilet is the basic premise of Wizkid.
He has a quick wee and is subse
quently carried off by an inflated con
traceptive. Then, he meets up with a
dog reading a newspaper on the toilet
and a rather confused-looking donkey.
A mad, mad game with lots of variety
and hidden sub-games and genres.
Catchy music and illogical, DIY puz
zles - but plenty of clues. Utterly bril
liant and utterly idiotic.
Rated 92% in STF 37

WIZKID
OCEAN

with

We all know the Archer Maclean anec

DUNGEON MASTER

dote

MIRRORSOFT

how

he

conceived this

Mr Ricketts is still gibbering on about
this one to this day. "It's great!" he
gibbers, "I completed it, but I still play
it, and try to make it more difficult for
myself!" Ye-es. It's difficult to fathom
exactly what the hell he is going on

game after a dream in which he was
flying around a snooker table. Yeah,
right. So we all know what Archer

Maclean gets up to just before he
goes to bed. Yep - he eats cheese and
plays snooker all the time. Actually, he
doesn't. But this is the only snooker

about, but this rich and varied 3D RPG
was so influential, it's still being
copied as you read. Probably. Any
way, it's all about leading warriors,

simulation worth chalking your cue
over... or some other unlikely and
rather forced sporting metaphor.

>

of

missions, toast the enemies and get

Rated 95% in STF 30

about

hordes

shouted at by the chief tactician if you
screw up. Terrific animated intra

petty things like keeping his bedroom
tidy. Dream on.

JIMMY WHITE'S WHIRLWIND
SNOOKER VIRGIN

where

screaming jet fighters would be a bit
of a giveaway. You get to pilot the

rules all, who makes decisions affect
ing millions of people and who never
once

BEST

A flight-sim which has been peppered
with a delightful selection of shoot'em-up elements. The Thunderhawk
AH-37M - or is it AH-73M? - is a super
high tech attack helicopter used in top

THUNDERHAWK

Rated 96% in STF 12

BULLFROG

THE

defeating the great Lord and solving
devious puzzles. And it's brilliant.
Rated 92% in STF 31

Rated 94% in STF 27

THE SECRET OF
MONKEY ISLAND

LUCASFILM/US GOLD
Oh, what a surprise. Not. (Sorry.)
Monkey Island is much, much
more than just a game. It's
turned into something of a leg
end. What's amazing about it is
that the technology to create
this kind of thing has existed for
ages - it's just that no one has
ever

harnessed

this

kind

of

visionary approach to games pro

gramming

before

Lucasfilm

lobbed an effortless sneer in the
direction

of

the

traditional

nture game format anJ

ated the first outing of one Guybrush Threepwood - a wannabe
pirate and virgin adventurer.
The graphics are unbeliev
able - each backdrop is its own
individual work of art. Hardly an
action goes by without some
' lyly humorous comment
or affectionate nod to

kind of existing
attitude

or

only game-playing experience
that leaves you feeling like
you've just sat through a brilliant
and multi-faceted movie.

Of course, the downside is

that you didn't get to check out
the sequel - an even better game
which, in its Amoeba guise,

re. It's a game that

separate

disks!

But

jvists and double-turns

if you've played The
Secret
Of
Monkey
Island, you can, at I
be satisfied that y<
experienced the g
est bunch of bytes
to be punched into
ST.
If
you
ha
played it, you are h

nd it is probably the

a

Mastermind situa-

once
you've
d it, you've got to
nish. It features some

eautifully
structured
nd
carefully
placed

-

ted 94% in STF 23

comes on a massive 11

film

iterally takes you over

at ST FORMAT order you to buy
it as soon as you get a spare sec
ond. It'll change the whole way
you look at your ST's capabilities
and will definitely cheer you up
in the dour, winter nights to
come. Incomparable.

sheltered life and we

Tell me

S'why do

•
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.tibles. Please ring for more details on this range

PECIAL OFFERS ON
SSORIES WHEN BOUGHT
WITH A MONITOR.'.'

Same
- a n i t out
uui.pu>.(u
put as lthe
iic t
240
t« u
but
ui w
with
n n less
less facilitii
raciuui

Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99

40 Mb HD & VGA monitor

mical & Sales 6 LINES

>w only £169.99

£217).99

Dnly £259.99//.'

Supra Fax Plus
(up
to 9600 BPS)
iuptovouuB

FIRST XMAS PACK Witn theabilltyto sendfaxes, and evi
The
First 10
Games Pack" mifclgiaMI^lj^3il
niciHii
ivuufimrucK.,
With the ability to send faxes! and even faster than the
ase HQ, Arkonoid, Super Hang On,
Zealand
Storey, Operation Wolf,
Zealand Storey,

With the FIRST EXTRAS Pack you can
make sure you have every thing you

standard 2400
2400 from
from Supra
auto dial
dia and auto receive.
standard
Supra with
with auto
9600bps
V22,V42Bis,MNP5and auto
WOO
bps Hayescompatible.
Hayes compatible.V22,V42Bi

1y Cars, Super Cars,
Cars, Skitz, Switch
de, and Axels Magic
Magic Hammer

need when buying an Atari. All the
essentials required for the first time
buyer and at a bargain price!!

adjusting facility to maximise transmis
transmission speeds. Spec

I

^

.% **

A^%

only £29.99
£19.99 with any Atari
KS
Joysticks
ip Stick Triple Fire
Quick Shot Python I

Quick Shot Flight Grip I.

a..

...._.

now only £139.99

Comprises:
•Top quality microswitched

Powerplay Cruiser joystick
•Dust Cover

..now £12.99
£28.99
£13.50

Includes free
modem cable and
lndudes
free modemcable
and comms
comms software.'.'

...

•Mouse Mat

iser Black
iser Multi Colour

Quick Shot Aviator 5
Quick Shot Maverick I....

a

• 10 high quality Blank Disks
• Plus 3 extra games.'.'

only £29.99

Supra 2400
Get on line with this incredible value fast modem with

auto dialand auto receive. 2400baud Hayescompat
ible, V22 BIS. Includes

modem cable and comms

software.'.'

only £79.99
All Supra Modems come with a
5 year warranty.'.'

THE COMPLETE
COLOUR SOLUTION

SCANNERS

ACCESSORIES

SOFTWARE

BYROMBO

THE POWER SCANNER

The Zy-Fi Stereo System

WORD PROCESSING & DTRr-

As official dealers for Rombo, we are now able to

This scanner comes with the latestversion 2 sofware.

offer this excellent packageat a great price.The
Complete Colour Solution comes with RGB
Splitter,VidiST,Vidi Chrome and Power supply

flexible scanned image display i
:lude Clean up, embolden, resize & flip.

only £94.99

now only £119.99
VIDI-ST
Highqualitydigitizing. IncVidi chrome colourising
software

RGB SPLITTER
red green blue filter set. Can be used with all
Rombo products

only £54.99

NAKSHA MOUSE with Operation Stealth, mouse

only £19.99

only £39.99

I MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the Atari

STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion modules

VGESTREAM

only £22.99 (perMb)

ERSION 2.2

FORGET ME CLOCK 2
• ins ib a reai time ciockcnacplugs inco cne

cartridge port. Includes a through port
and software for setting time and date. All
Frontier products carry a full 2 year

only £24.99

guarantee

GOLDEN IMAGE

spec, fast access and VERY QUIET.
The DC range come with a 64k disk

OPTICAL MOUSE
High quality 3 button mouse with full opi

cache as standard that can reduce

mechanism

DISK DRIVES

which

includes

only £39.99

successor to the popular Timeworks
_ this new version boasts over 40 new

Atari Internal Drives

significant features.

now only £82.99
First word Plus v3.2

only £29.99

Monitor Switcher Box (switches
between mono & colour monitors, such Thats Write V.2
Write On word publisher
a',SMI44&RSm MK7I
r.nlv/17 00

rial drive, high quality low m
Inc PSU

only £49."
SAMPLERS
REPLAY l6byMicrodeal
16 bit sampler.Awarded ST Format Gold

only £ I I 9.99

only £66.99

STEREO MASTI

ROM SHARERS
,ade your Atari to TOS 2.06 with this

to install add-on. Gives you the capability
/itch between your old TOS and 2.06

Mouse/joystick switcher (put joystick
and mouse into one port)..only £ 13.99
Video Scart Switch
only £ 19.99
2 way Parallel port sharer box with
cable...
only £ 17.99
Joystick and mouse double extension
leads

£4.99

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

£3.99

25 CAPACITY DISK BOX

£2.99

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£4.99

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

£6.99

A FRONTIER
RAM EXPANSIONS
where the quality counts

VIDEO ANDGRAPI H.ICS
Deluxe Paint ST inc mouse. ...£24.99
...£31.99

HYPER Draw
HYPER Paint

Vortex ATonce 386SX

only £299.99

STFM Deluxe SIMMS mo

4 Mb unpopulated

£37.99

4 Mb populated to 512k

£52.99

...£POA

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5. ...£39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5.... ...£24.99

£8.99

£16.99

..£29.99

£3.99

....£9.99

from £4.99

..£16.99

ATARI 520 DUST COVER

£6.99

12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£5.99

ST TO SCART CABLES

£9.99

MUSIC/SOUND
.£29.99
..£24.99

STD 1.8 METRE PRINTER STAND..£4.99
MODEM & NULL MODEM CABLES..£9.99

..£49.99
..£47.99

2WAY Parallel port sharer

£109.99

£ 17.99

..£66.99
£119.99
..£39.99

only £95.99
8Mhz AT SPEED

only £149.99
l6Mhz AT SPEED

.£29.99

BUSINESS

QTY

..£37.99

Bulk Mi BRANDED

..£59.99
.£59.99
.£69.99

SBA Cash

Frontier offer a seven day money back
guarantee provided the product is still

..£14.29.

.£16.99

..£21.99.

.£26.99

in as new condition. All Frontier

UTILITIES

..£39.99.

.£52.99

DIAMOND BACK 2

200....£72.99

£99.99

,...£169.99.,

£189.99

1000..£339.99

£POA
.£POA

The ultimate backup utility for the Atari
by HiSoft. Essential for users of hard drives.
Recently reviewed in ST Format (August)
and awarded GOLD status (92%)

products come

First STE RAM exPa

only £224.99

"•.K

Fitting service available and
full repair service on all

. Jb...
4Mb

Atari Product//

£119.99

All our 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A LIFETIME and are

CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE double sided, double density disks arehigh
quality magnetic media and areextensively used byduplicating houses

-1 »I=r=1• 1 • i MI ir+ ^ . fg«a I

4 Mb populated to 4 Mb....£l 49.99

...,£9.99

Touch Up scanner software ..£27.99
PROGRAMMING

The Deluxe range of RAM expansions by Frontier
Atari. Expandable to 4 Mb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS
modules, the 512k expansion is ideal for the user
who may need more RAM later on.

....£9.99
...£9.99

for the older STFM must be the best available on the

EMULATORS

£44.99

150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO.....

14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

inc TOS 2.06 ROM

£109.99

90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX

PRINTER COVERS

only £64.99

I

TIMEWORKS2
PUBLISHER

Power Supplies

only £49.99

dec 3.5"
ternalDriv

version

~mly£l39.99UKSpec

Atari ST

ZvdecTrackball..£29.a.
Golden ImageTrackball £37

latest

compugraphic fonts, spell checker,
comprehensivetext manipulation and effects
and much more.

only £17.99

only £29.99

REPLAY 8

only £ 105.99

Protext 4.3

Protext is the one!

RAM CHIPS

GOLDEN IMAGE Br

award Oct92

...only £74.99

pher Gold

columns and box mode and spell check as
you type. With mail merge, Help, English
dictionary and lightning fast operation,

only £23.99

GENIUS Happy mou<

BSgySTrsKi] »ijMH L171

ligrapher Pro

sub £100 WYSIWYG word processor for
any Atari program on the market

only £24.99

These drives are autobooting, high

ABLE FORUPGRADES....£POA

THE POWER RIPPER
CARTRIDGE

mat, holder and 2year warrant/, 290DPI.

New concept in mice. Held in a similar w;

BARE HARD DRIVES AVAIL

a grammar checker.

| MICE&TRACKERBALLS

we can offer these high performance
drives at truly realistic prices

only £339.99
Progate 80.
28ms
only£4l9.99
Progate l05DC.I6ms
only£469.99
Progate 120DC. 16ms
only £589.99
Progate 240DC. 15ms
only £919.99
Progate 440DC. 15ms
only £1389.99
Progate 500DC. 15ms
only £1589.99

text manipulation, formula editor and even

The ultimate cartridge for the Arari ST.

mouse with Deluxe pai

Pnogate 20.
.40ms
only £215.99
Progate 40
28ms
only £289.99

only £38.99

to alter and manipulate high resolution im
Needs I Mb of RAM and runs in mono only

As authorised dealers for PROTAR

disk accessing time by 50% Standard
warranty I year, The DC range
comes with 2 years

market for the ST. Includes many features
not found in more expensive DTP packages.
The Gold version also comes with powerful

the highly rated Touch Up software enabling yv

inc mouse mat. Same quality as the Naksh

IARD DRIVES

js. The

speakers are optimised with reflex ported
cabinets. Complete with its own power supply the
Zy-Fi system can also be powered by batteries

new version ofthis famous 400 DPI scanner. Incl

only £119.99

CALLIGRAPHERDTP (•

113^H J7v1ITnn['^iT^rT5T*'W7I»vTTiJ1rnr

AKSHASCAN.

only £79.99
Enables youto ColourDigitizein asecond.Replaces

erful speaker system with built i

£14.99
£55.99
£111.99

First STE RAM products comes with a
full 2 year guarrantee

TDK Branded disks come

complete with labels

Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99

..£39.99

only £34.99
Neodesk 3 Desktop
Multi Print

£34.99
£9.49

•
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DISK42
It all happens

THIS MONTH'S MENU

here with this

The Last Arcadian

month's tasty

Excellent snow-'em-up.
Page 27

Page 24

selection of

Improvisor
Demo of amazing MIDI package.

Ozone

Platform leaping of the highe st order.

Page 25

software. Chris

Lloyd shows
you the ropes

Downfall

Brilliant 3D flight sim.

Spacewar
Two-player classic with knobs on.

Page 25
Rubricks

Screen saver with a twist.

Page 28
Fractal Engine
Definitive fractal generator.

Page 28
Back-Up
Keep your disks safe.

Page 27

whizz about wasting the enemy. The task is to
destroy the enemy bases and get back to your
own. The enemy bases spit ships and missiles
every now and again which do their level best to

The Last
Arcadian

Page 28

interfere with you. It's up to you to take control
of the situation by running the ARCADIAN.PRG,
firmly grasping your joystick, getting in there
and kicking some bottoms.
I

BY: MICHA STALPERS

I This is the
sort of view

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

you need to

FILES: ARCADIAN.PRG AND FOLDERS DATA

get in the

AND OBJECTS

Last Arca

GET STARTED WITH: ARCADIAN.PRG

dian; look

ing straight

It's the year 2389, well, no it isn't actually in
case you hadn't noticed, but just imagine it is
and that the solar system has been colonised by
an evil alien horde. You do what any right-

down at an

enemy base
a s you

I

bomb at to
bits.

minded individual would do in that situation and

get together with a bunch of tasty fighters and
get in there shooting and bombing.
The Last Arcadian is a 3D flight sim which
puts you in control of a squadron of Mantas see what they do in that box up there on the
right. Use the joystick to control your craft and

EIUCT
Tread carefully
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe,
write-protect it by moving the black
tab so you can see through the hole.
Nothing can now be written to your
Disk. Write-protection also keeps
your Disk safe from viruses.
Study the map
Space on Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may find text files on the
Disk. These have the file extension

.DOC. It's always a good idea to read
these for more information on the

program. Double-click on them and
select Show to display the text. If
text disappears off the screen when
you try to read a DOC file in low res,
change to medium res and try again.
Avoid the pitfalls
To keep your ST FOB/WAT Cover Disk
safe you should make a backup, so if
anything goes wrong you still have

the original. Because we use a spe
cial disk format to squeeze programs
on to the Disk, you can't do a direct
disk to disk copy. But we've made
life easy for you with this Back-up
program. Follow the instructions on
page 28 and you can't go wrong.
Now there's no need to risk damag
ing or losing your disk again I
Some programs are compressed
to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

directly from it. Follow the instruc

tions in these Cover Disk pages and

everything is sure to come up roses.
Close, but no cigar
We use a double-sided disk format. If

you only own a single-sided drive
you can't read STF Cover Disks, or
any current software. This is because
single-sided drives are obsolete. We
brought you a guide to fitting inter
nal drives in STF 32 - turn to page 58
to order a copy if you missed it.

COVER

DISK

GUIDES

FLYING MANTA
Read these instructions carefully,
then tear out the page and eat it
just in case the alien hordes come
round your house and decide to

nick your spaceship. The early plan
ets are easy enough, though later
you need to order your friendly
forces into attacking different tar
gets. Good luck.

Rockets left - once

you've locked onto a
target you can fire a guided

rocket at it by pressing <R>, I
each Manta starts out with
ten rockets.

m

Bombs left - pressing
<B> releases a bomb,

the only way to destroy an
enemy base is with repeated
hits, each Manta comes with
20 bombs.

Map display - press <M> to toggle it off
and on. You appear as a little arrow,
other things appear as coloured dots. You

lock onto targets by using the cursor keys to

m

Automatic pilot - press
ing <A> switches on

the automatic pilot; your

~~\f

Manta then heads for the

ztz ,>

move the cross about, then hit <Return>

locked target.

when it's positioned over the desired target.

m

You can now order Mantas to attack it or fire
rockets at it.

Radar - a spot of early warning as ships
home in on you.

Altitude - you get a warning in the mes
sage window if this drops too low.
Climb - shows your climb and fall angle,
you go vertically up and down without

I

Turbo active - for a

serious boost to speed,

you have to press <T>.
E

Manta busy - you can

_^
-•-—

•

order the nearest Manta to attack a tar

get you've locked onto by pressing <G>. You
can control up to three ships; these light up
when they are busy being tough.
" Compass - er, compass.

any problems.
I Rocket and bomb reload - wait while

KB Target lock window - targets you've

I things are reloaded when you've fired.

•—I locked on to appear here with info.

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

FOLDER: OZONE

FILES: OZONE.BWE, RUNJV1E.PRG,
OZONE.TOS

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Ms-1
TTYrH^-^
i

Mantas you have left and <P> to see if you
have permission to return to home base.

adjust it.

BY: NICK HARPER

i ' i

Damage - when the bar disappears it's
kerbluey for your Manta.
Message - handy little snippets appear
here. Pressing <N> tells you how many

Speed - use the <-> and <+> keys to

Ozone

5&

•—•
B

i
3T

• Watch out for the snails in Ozone, they're

deadly. Luckily our hero has found a good little
hidey-hole. Along the bottom is the number of

power-ups that have been collected, how many
lives you have and any special items that you've

collected. At the top are two bars for your health
and how much ammunition you've got left.

Improviser
BY: CREATIVE SOUNDS
RESOLUTION: HIGH ONLY
FOLDER: IMPRO

FILES: IMPR0.DOC, IMPRODEM.GIA, JINGBELS.MID, IMPRODEM.PRG

Go on, admit it, you like a good platform

function keys F1 to F6. If you do well, you find a

game, don't you? Ozone is a cracker of a plat
form game. Your joystick controls this cute little

room

with

clues

to

the

access

codes.

It's

playable and completely groovy, so get leaping.

blue fellow as he battles and leaps through 13
levels of devious puzzles and equally cute but
deadly enemies.
To pack this epic onto the disk it has been
archived - that is, squashed down to a fraction
of its size. Get a spare disk ready and run
RUN_ME.PRG, put the new disk into your drive
when prompted and put the kettle on - it takes a
few minutes to uncrunch all the files. When it's

all done you have an auto-booting Ozone disk.
Switch on your ST with this disk in the drive and
the game loads and runs automatically.
Use the joystick to move around. Pushing
it up causes a jumping experience - the longer
you hold it up the higher he goes. To activate
switches and buttons or go through doors,
stand in front of them and push down. There are
six different special icons to collect and use in
the right place. They appear on the bar at the
bottom, you have to activate them using the

improvised music based on simple rhythmic
and melodic phrases. It doesn't improvise in the
human sense, but it does show you the basic
building blocks.
Improviser only works in high resolution
so if your desk isn't lucky enough to be sporting
a super-crisp monochrome monitor you need an
emulator to fool your ST into running high reso

• Ozone's first levels are relatively easy, later on
it gets much much harder. The old grey matter
could well end up getting stretched about a bit.

Ozone is Shareware and registration brings a
rather handy leaflet with hints and codes.

other bits and pieces disabled, but is otherwise
fully working and gives a taste of what is possi
ble. Have a read of the comprehensive docu
ment file on disk for all the juicy details.

READ: IMPR0.DOC

lution programs in medium res. Cover Disk 40

GET STARTED WITH: IMPRODEM.PRG

featured just such a goodie called Sebra and
you also need a MIDI instrument connected up
as well. Improviser plays out a four track song of
bass, drums, harmony and melody - terribly
clever. It does everything in real-time, working

I Improviser in all its real-time improvising glory.

out the harmony track and then a scale to match

The full version is available for half-price until the

it. The demo has the file functions and a few

end of January - see page 13.

Music isn't something you're going to pick up
overnight - like any skill worth its salt it takes
time, practice and a fair share of blood, sweat
and banging your head against vertical surfaces.
Improviser enables you to use MIDI to construct

h* '

Includes
Windowing
GEM
Operating system, Stereo sound

Datanet Network Hardware

•

Preston, Lanes,
PR1 2QP
Ladbroke
Computing
mmw((MCf<
International are one of the longest
estabished home computer dealers in the
U.K. We have devebped an extensive
customer servce polcy which involves

to ensure that goods arrive in working
order offering free advice and support
over the phone and keepng cutomers
informed. Although our prices are not
always the cheapest we do endeavour to
offer consistently good service and
backup.

All prices are correct at copy date
16/11/92 (white slocks last), and are
subiect to change without prior notce. All

prices include VAT but exckjde delivery.
How to Pay
You can order by mail Cheques/Postal
orders made payable to Ladbroke

Computing. Or give your credit card

930am

•

Connects via Coax and BNC

software.

E

219

1Mb STE

E

229

2Mb STE

£

275

4Mb STE

E

330

•

Wordprocessor,

Spreadsheet

and Database.

•

Creativity

pack

to 5:00pm

E 250

2Mb1040STE

£ 310

4Mb 1040STE

£ 370

e

All Data-Pulse Plus Drives are

formatted, partitioned and tested
before despatch.
Autobooting and Autoparking,
Extremely low noise.
DMA device selector & On/Off
switch on front of case. DMA

Out port.
Full metal case measuring
300mm x 285mm x 51mm (wdh),

providing good shielding and
monitor stand.

•

We

only

use

quality

ICD

LanNet with PowerNet

£

89.99

MidiNet with PowerNet

E

59.99

•

Will fit any ST(F)(M) or Mega ST
Solder in design for higher

instructions

Star LC100 Colour
Star LC20

£
£

165
124

Star LC24/100
Star LC24/200 colour

£
E

179
259

512K Board

E

39.99

2Mb Board

£

79.99

All Star Dot Matrix printers include 12
months on site warranty.
StarJet SJ48 Bubblejet
E 210

4Mb Board

£ 129.99

512K SIMM's STE

£

7.99

2Mb SIMM's STE

£

57.99

SJ48 Sheetfeeder

4Mb SIMMs

E 109.99

E

69

2xSIPP to SIMM adaptors £

Citizen
Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 240 Colour

E
E

119
270

£
£
£

339
449
580

£

224

Hewlett Packard

HP Deskjet 500
HP Deskjet 500 Colour
HP Deskjet 550 Colour

Triumph Adler
JPR7825 Bubblejet

3.00

Our Servce department can repair
ST's in minimum time at competetive
rates. We can arrange for fully insured,
courier pickup and return delivery of
your machine to ensure it's safety. We
even have a same day service which
will ensure your machine is given
prbrity and subject to fault, completed
the same day. We can fit memory

upgrades,

PC

Emulators,

Security

79

Data-Pulse + 213Mb

E 539.99

Ricoh LP1200

£

759

Seikosha OP104

£

549

Add £3 for Centronics cable and £5 for

next working day courier deivery.
Stores over 20Mb of data on a

3.5' Floptical disk. Reads/Writes
Atari SC1435

£

174.99

The SC1435 comes complete with
cable and tilt/swivel stand.

Philips 8833MKII

£ 189.99

Available as a stand alone unit,

Includes 12 months on site warranty

an upgrade to Data-Pulse(Plus)

and free Lotus Turbo challenge II.
Philips 15" FST Tv
E 219.99
Philips 15" Cube Teletext E 259.99

Hard drives. 21Mb Floptical
diskette included with every
drive.

21Mb Floptical Drive
Datapulse upgrade
21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk

E 399.99
E 299.99
£ 24.99

E

2.98

Please add £2 lor P&P on mice.

and memory test

software.

£

with

7.99

come packaged in a 10 capacity
disk box, complete with full fitting

Seikosha Drum Unit

or as a combination unit

£

Ladbroke's Mouse mat

429.99

•

Jin Mouse

All Aries RAM upgrade boards

E

than

Optical Mouse
E 24.99
The Golden Image Optical Mouse is a
high quality. 3 button, replacement
mouse. The fully Optbal mechanism
means no moving parts offering far
higher reliability. Includes Mat.

Dpi resolution,

Data-Pulse + 127Mb

second (6 times faster
Floppy disk).

was

Upgrade-able in stages from the

We offer a Quotatbn service for

Average access time 65ms.
Data transfer rate 200K per

E 14.99
Mouse

base 512K to 2Mb then 4Mb.

19

720K and 1.44Mb 3.5" disks.

Image

mouse has resulted in a high quality
Opto/Mechanbal mouse featuring 290

69

•

Golden

board, smaller than a credit card.

in house
Multi-Layer circuit

E

•

19.99

designed

£

warranty & free expert support.

£

Don't be deceived by the low prce of
this mouse, Mass productbn of the Jin

Seikosha Toner (2 units)

months

Gl Brush Mouse

reliability.
Extremely compact

Seikosha 1Mb RAM

12

package with full manual.
Gl Brush + Dpaint ST
£ 24.99

Award with 90% and offers 290 Dpi
resolutbn, 2 high quality mbroswitched

319.99

include

DELUXE PAINT ST art

Ethernet compatibility and E-Mail

E

drives

Includes the exceptional

recently given an Amiga Format Gold

Data-Pulse + 52Mb

All

•

LanNet device.

devces, ROM upgrades, hard drives to
Mega STE's etc.

•

500mm /SEC tracking speed.
Switchable between ST/Amiga.
Direct Mouse replacement.

buttons and a free mouse mat.

E 289

Lasers

controllers with clock.

•
•
•

The

99.99

•

k\zl

150Dpi resolutbn.
Opto/Mechanbal mechanism.

Golden Image Mouse

£

offers while stocks last.

Star

DrtM

•
•

MidiNet devbes.

DataNet with PowerNet

Above Curriculum packs are special
1040 Midi Master Pack

"The Natural way to draw"

Full Falcon compatibility using

coming soon.

•

1040 STE

As

smmm

•

•

MultiTasking Network software
allows applications to run on the
server while drive and printer
accesses take place in the
background.
Albws the mixing of Network
types, ie DataNet. LanNet and

including

Tel: 9 am- 530 pm (5 Lines)

•

•

•
Educational software catering
for 5yrs to GCSE level.
Business pack consisting of

Fax: (0772) 561071

•

•

Hyperpaint and Music maker

Ladbroke Computing Ltd Trading
Ladbroke Computing kiternatonal.

•

connectors.

Powernet Network Software

Language and Tutorial

software.

Postal deivery is availabte on small items
under £40 (Normally £3. phone for details).
Add £5 for courier delivery, Next working
day delivery on Mainland UK subpet to
stock (£11 for Saturday deivery).

tvbn-Sat

4 Great games; 9 lives, Escape
from the planet of the robot
monsters. Final fight, Sim City.
1st
Word
wordprocessor

520 STE

detaite over the phone.
Deivery

Open

Compatible with ST(F)(M), Mega
ST, STE, Mega STE.

Basic

•

speed

•

Neochrome Art & Ani ST

testing ot all Hardware prior to despatch

high

in

Includes Mouse and built
modulator to connect to TV

33 Ormskirk Rd,

based

network solution.

output,
•UIUIWUJUUI11>

Cartridge

E15 for whbh we will examine your

machine and report back with an
exact price for repair. If you do not
wish to go ahead with the repairs then
just pay the E15. However if you do go
ahead then the charge is included in
the minimum charge.

Quotation

E

Minimum repair charge

£ 35.25

15.00

Same day service

£

15.00

STFM(E)PSU

£

39.99

1Mb Internal drive

E

39.99

SCART input Tv

TOS 2.06 + Switch STFM £

65.00

•

Fastext teletext

TOS 2.06 + Switch STE

65.00

E
£

9.99
9.99

720K formatted capacity.

•
•

Double sided, Double density.
Daisy Chain Through port for
compatibility with older ST(M)

•
•

External Power Supply.
Attractive case design.

machines.

Gl External drive

E

54.99

ST Internal drive

£

39.99

COsjdqII (SmBMMm
•
•
•

100,200,300.400 Dpi resolutions.
1 letter mode. 3 photo modes.
105mm scanning head.

•

Includes the excellent MIGRAPH
TOUCH UP 1.8. This is the full

•

Includes DELUXE PAINT ST full

package with manual.

package with animation and
manual. One of the best

available art packages for the
ST

•

MIGRAPH's OCR Package
available as an Upgade to all
Golden Image Scanner Owners.
Golden Image Scanner
£ 119.99

Please note: The minimum charge

covers labour, any extra parts are
chargeable.

•

8833 MKII-Amiga cable
Philips SCART to Amiga

•

£

•

Autotraces bit image graphics to
resolutbn independant vector
graphbs.

•

Produces Bezbrs. B-Splines,
High resolutbn grey scales.

•

Imports IMG. DEGAS. TINY

•

Exports IMG, GEM(1,3). SGF, DXF

•

Requires 1MbST Hi-res monitor.

MacPaint, GEM, SGF files.

EPS(Postscript) files.

Courier Pickup

11.00

Silhouette

Courier return

6.00

Calamus CVG support coming soon.

£

60
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* Downfall
BY: ANDREW SAGE

RESOLUTION: LOW RESOLUTION
FOLDER: DOWNFALL

of the screen before it does yours - easy. Your
joystick controls your cursor, just plug a second
one into the mouse port for your friend. At the
top of the screen you each have a row of icons,

once the snow in these reaches the top you gain
the ability to use more of your icons.
Between the two playing areas are your
energy bars - using the icons drains these

click on these with your cursor to activate them.
Along the side of each area are two small tubes,

momentarily. At the bottom of each side is a
hole, when snow falls into the hole two coloured

FILES: READJV1E.DOC, DOWNFALL.PRG
GET STARTED WITH: DOWNFALL.PRG

bars appear below your section. When the bars
meet, the floor of your opponent's section is
raised. Sounds a little complex but it isn't - after

Got a friend? Fancy driving him crazy? Good,

comes into its own.

READ: READ ME.DOC

a few games you get the hang of things and it
now try Downfall on him, it's a two-player effort

The first step is to create a couple of 45
degree barriers to funnel snow into your power-

that's worthy of a serious outing. This is a mix
ture of strategy and joystick manipulation skills
- the basic idea is not to get snowed under.

up tubes and then funnel the rest of the snow

Open up the DOWNFALL folder and run DOWN
FALL.PRG.

The screen is divided vertically into two,
half for each player and snow falls from the top

where you and a friend use brains and manual

of the screen. To win, you just have to make the
snow pile up to the top of your opponent's side

compete in the piling-up-snow stakes.

• Downfall - an original and rather snowy game
dexterity and, failing that, a quick rabbit punch to

into the bottom hole. Of course your opponent
does the same. You can create and destroy bar
riers on both sides, so don't expect things to
stay positioned as you've built them for long.
Downfall is a refreshing and original game that
should provide hours of good clean family
entertainment. It says here.

SNOWED UNDER
The secret of success .

y barrier - erases
ers, uses up more

Downfall is getting to
grips with the icons along
the top of the screen.

Initially only two are high
lighted and useable. As
you collect more snow '
your side tubes, more

your opponent for a while. How
annoying for them, eh?

teleport snow falling into them
to the same position on the

I-.;.-11 Snow fall - makes all the

other side. Needs a bit of plan
ning to use effectively.

if you destroy barriers on
opponent's side. Select this

p^l snow fall on your oppo

icon, then use the joystick to
choose your position and press
<Fire> to start zapping.

nent's side for a while - not

'•a k'"| Build barriers - builds the
..*X| blue barriers in the same

|»^1 Snow melt - turns all the

always a brilliant tactic, so use

11^1 snow on your side into hot

with care.

stuff that melts any snow it
touches, can be handy for clear

11...

Extra energy - this has a

iJi-1 permanentand cumulative

ing piles of the stuff.

icons become available.

manner, again it uses up more

Just click on them to

energy if you do it on your oppo

effect. It increases the rate at

k'iJ

Stop bar - stops the bar at

nent's side.

which your energy bar gets to be
replenished.

!•!

the bottom of your screen

from moving up when your oppo

yy.j Black holes - enables you

snow. Can be a handy life-saver

select them. Choose

wisely and then let 'em

•1-,

have it

nent fills the bottom hole with

Control reversal - reverses
the joystick controls of

Fractal Engine

•J to place ten pixels that

you go. A full size picture takes longer, so save
this option for when you've got a pretty one.
Before your very eyes the picture develops.

J U L I fl|
TOLETTESl

^^

BY: DANIEL GRACE AND MIKE HARRIS

Load FRACLENG.PRG and press the mouse
button to get past the title screen. There is a

There is a small squad of example files to load
in, these are held as coordinate files, load 'em in
from the CO-ORDS option.
For a quick look at what else you can do,
load in the full-sized picture on the Cover Disk.
Select Load Pic and click on Yes when you're
asked if you want to load a full-sized picture. Up
pops the file selector, and inside the Pictures
folder you find a wonderful example of what the
Fractal Engine can do. Answer Yes to a small
copy and you are returned to the main screen
ready to start zooming about again. Once you
have sussed things out, try going for an anima
tion or two. Fractals can be habit forming, so be

comprehensive document file with full details

careful out there.

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: FRAC ENG

FILES: FRAC ENG.DOC, DISPANIM.PRG,
FRAC_ENG.PRG AND ANIMATE, COORDNTS,
DEFAULTS AND PICTURES FOLDERS

READ: FRAC_ENG.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: FRAC.ENG.PRG

co-ords

yvPKgfi;,c "SET,e«.

'

PERIOD:

.

!il'ltl Al):
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SHDlT^ gS""" ! - i.fgaee
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:

-

0.XO70JL

7 3
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TYPES
• The main screen from Fractal Engine - the top
window holds your fractal ready to be zoomed
about in. The bottom window holds the coordi

Fractals involve some complicated mathe
matical theories to produce graphical represen

nates of the fractals position within the set.

tations of wacky equations with numbers that
don't really exist - like the square root of minus

your own animations.

one. All rather spiffing and useless except that
the graphics produced are stunning. You don't,
however, need to have a grasp on all the com
plex theories to produce your own wonders.
There are loads of fractal generators about
- you've probably got quite a collection by now
if you've been collecting our Cover Disks. What
makes the Fractal Engine special are the eight
fractal types and the ability to produce serious

at times.

ations, especially if you want to start creating

on the lot. Here's the quick and dirty guide. First
click on TYPES and use the TYPE - and TYPE +

boxes to choose one of the fractal types, then
click on CHOOSE. Answer YES to the alert box

a separate disk. An easy way to do this if you
don't have a second floppy drive, a hard drive or

about losing the current picture. Now click on
ZOOM and a box appears in the little window
over your fractal. The left mouse button
decreases its size and the right increases it.
When you're happy with the position of the box,
press the Spacebar and click on IN on the alert

I The results from Fractal Engine can be

aren't competent with RAMdisks is to use Back

box. The number of iterations determines the

some of the most hypnotic and beautiful

up, then delete all the other programs. You
need plenty of disk space to store your ere-

accuracy and complexity of the drawing, 100
should be fine, use a spread of one and away

animations. You need the FRAC_ENG folder on

patterns you are likely to see. Wow and
double-wow.
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* Rubriks
BY: THOMAS SCHALLAR

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

machine. You can adjust all the settings by
selecting Rubrikfrom the Desk menu - you can
change the time it takes before it starts sliding
your screen about, as well as the speed, the
appearance, and what stops it moving. You can

save your favourite settings, although for some
strange reason it only seems to save on hard
drive systems. There is a little switch at the top
left of the box to turn him off if you want to

study a still screen for a while.

FOLDER: RUBRIKS
FILES: RUBRIKS.ACC

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Leaving your ST's monitor switched on for
long periods displaying the same picture
doesn't do it much good. It can cause phosphor
burn-in, which leaves a faint ghost of the image

on your screen. There are a good few screen
savers about that either blank the screen or dis

play a moving image. Rubrick is one of the best,
turning your screen into one of those sliding
puzzles. It kicks in after a period of inactivity but
don't worry, touching the mouse or keyboard
restores everything.
Rubrick is a Desk Accessory - that is, it's

loaded into your ST when it's first switched on
and is then available from the Desk menu. To do

this it needs to be in the root directory of your
boot disk - that is, it's not inside any folders on
the disk in the drive when you first switch on.

Copy the file RUBRIK.ACC file from inside the

• Don't panic, it's not some strange affliction that has overtaken your ST. It's the Rubrik screen saver

RUBRIK folder onto a new disk and reset your

doing its thing, everyone say - er, look it's the Rubrik screen saver doing its thing.

Spacewar

options. There is a central sun which has a vari
able gravity and you can choose from a range of
special features or use dual mode where each
player chooses one with his joystick. You can

BY: HOWARD JONES

fire up to five shots at once and er, that's about
it really.
Lots of good clean fun to be had blowing
your opponents' ship into so much space dust.

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
• Deep in space

FOLDER: SPACEWAR

around a burn

FILES: SPACEWAR.PRG, SPACEWAR.DOC

ing yellow sun

AND FIVE DTA FILES

the two mighty

READ: SPACEWAR.DOC

warships come

•* *

GET STARTED WITH: SPACEWAR.PRG

close enough
for the respec

1

tive captains to

Got a friend? Is he still your friend even after

you've buried him under a huge pile of snow?

lean out of the

Try this. The idea is simple, just as the best ones
always are. You each use a joystick to control a
little spaceship - press forward to thrust and
pull back to activate your special feature if you

windows and

make uncompli
mentary ges
tures at each

other. Spacewar

have one.

- in space,

Hit <Fire> and send a photon torpedo with
your enemy's name written on it spinning into
space. From the main menu you can select your

hear you gloat.

nobody can

Cover Disk

lent Back-Up which does a quick and easy copy

Back-up

Before you do anything, write-protect
your Cover Disk - move the little black tab so
you can see through the hole. Now nothing can
be deleted or written to the disk. Now get a
new disk ready and run Back-Up. From the
menu press <1> and swap disks when you're
prompted. In just a twinkling of an eye you
have a fresh new copy of your Cover Disk.
Remember that the source disk is the disk you
are making the copy of - that's the Cover Disk and the destination disk is the intended back-up
disk, otherwise you might get pretty confused.
If you have two drives then drive A is used as

BY: BRIAN TILLEY
RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: BACK UP
FILES: BACK UP.TOS

GET STARTED WITH: BACK_UP.TOS

Accidentally mucking-up your Cover Disk is
not really what you want to do. Even if you
think you don't want to be bothered with mak
ing copies now, you're bound to change your
mind later when it all goes horribly wrong. To
be absolutely safe, you should make a backup
copy immediately you get it.
Because our disks use an extended for

mat, we can squeeze more goodies on each
one but it means you can't do a standard Desk
top copy. No problems, on the disk is the excel

in two shakes of a lamb's tail.

the source and drive B as the destination.

Back-Up can also be used to back-up
other disks. Press <2> to see if that's possible.
You can't get past the copy-protection on com
mercial disks and anyway copying them is ille
gal, but almost all other disks can be copied
quickly and easily.

PROBLEMS?
My Disk is duff!
S7"FO/?/W.4Tduplicate thousands of disks every month
and inevitably a few go a bit wonky. If you can't load any
programs or open a window at all, you may be unlucky
enough to have a defective disk. Don't worry - we guar
antee a free replacement. Send the disk in a sturdy enve
lope along with a brief note highlighting the problem
and a self-addressed envelope (we pay the return
postage) to:
ST FORMAT January Disk Returns,
DisCopy, Units 2 and 3
Omega Technology Centre,
Drayton Fields,
Daventry,
North Hants
NN115RT

I can't work a program out
Everything loads OK, but there is still a problem with
one of the programs. You've read the Cover Disk pages
and all the on-disk documentation and yet you still can't
figure it out. Give us a ring on » 0225 442244 and we'll
do our best to help.
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ADD

QUALIFIERS

FEATURES
RED & YELLOW
CARDS

SUSPENSIONS
NEW NATIONS

ENHANCED

GOALKEEPERS

LATEST TRANSFER

RACK PASS RUf

European Champions
1992/3 SEASON EDITION
NEW ENHANCED VERSION!
OF THE GREATEST FOOTBALL GAME EVER
For existing owners of Sensible Soccer - European Champions who want to have the new version, just send a
cheque or Postal Order for £4.95 (inc p&p) made payable to Sensible Soccer Offer, along with your original DISC 1
to Sensible Soccer Offer, c/o Unit B3 Edison Road, St. Ives, Huntingdom, Cambs PE17 4LF. Both sets of discs will

be returned to you within 14 days of receipt (allowing for cheque clearance).
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C1, Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, London E1 9SS ©1992 Sensible Software. Published by Renegade
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« «.«(«!*. ST FORMATBBS..

There are two programs on this month's
extra Cover Disk - and they're both brilliant there's been no skimping, no, we're not like
that on STF. We bring you Knife ST, the most

comprehensive disk and memory monitor, editor and data
recovery program available for your ST. And we bring you
Michtron BBS, so you can set up your own bulletin board. Wow
O n e of the worst and easiest things you

BUSTERS
. _SS FIELD: Area before a sector containing

the location of the sector on the disk. Consists of
track number and sector number.

can do to your system is to acciden
tally erase files and disks containing
the only copy of vital data. If you do not have a
disk editor program the data is lost forever - this
is where KnifeST can help. In the following

the format of the disk.

single floppy drive system.
ST FORMAT WARNING: Always work on a

CLUSTER: Data is stored in clusters 1,024 bytes

backup copy of the floppy disk which contains

long, on STs a cluster is made up of two sectors.

the erased files - this ensures that no more

DIRECTORY: A list of the files on a disk and their
length and start location.

damage occurs to your files. Remember that a
disk editor can destroy data if you do not know
what you are doing.

EOF: End of File.

FATs: File Allocation Table; stores the location of
every part of a file.

ct DATA
•ct

DATA

d

chetksun.

Track 60 Sector 05 Side 1 - CRC (

•ct

DATA

'Ct

DATA

d
d

checksun.
checksum.

ct DATA

field

checksun,

85 Side 1 - CRC <
85 Side 6 - CRC <

Track 61 Sector 05 Side 1 - CRC (

pages we explain how to recover data and files
that have been erased from a floppy disk on a

BOOT SECTOR: Contains data which describes

Track 58 Sector 05 Side 1 - CRC (

Track Gl Sector

Track 59 Sector

TT-'-VlTT}

• Information about physically damaged areas of
the disk are displayed on-screen (and on a print
out if the printer option is highlighted). If there are
damaged areas, make a note of the track, sector
and side number. If you have a 520 ST, you may
have to make more than one disk swap to make a

complete backup. If you feel paranoid, you may
want to make a copy of the copy - this double
coverage can be useful if ruin your first backup.

Recovering files with KnifeST
Case 1 - Recovering a deleted file

INDEX FIELDS: Another name for the address

Coou « Repair Disk

field at the start of a sector.

1 Source

LOGICAL SECTOR: The sectors on a disk are

1 Report Errors to

If you have accidently deleted a file then it is
usually possible to recover it completely as long

|

MM 1 H 1 1

as no other data has been written over it, so if

numbered sequentially starting with track 0, sec
tor 1, side 0 (logical sector 0) and going up to
track 79, sector 9, side 1 (logical sector 1440).

|

you do happen to have dragged something to

j PRIHTEH 1

[ COPY |

|CflNCE^

the trash can by mistake, then you must not use

>;
i

w-vt

that disk again until the data is recovered. Load
up KnifeST and put the disk with the erased file

TRACK ADDRESS FIELDS: Contains details of

• The first thing to do is make a backup copy of
the damaged disk. Go to the Format/Copy menu
and select the Copy and Repair option. This dialog
box appears with just a few simple options, if you
have two floppies then select drive B as the desti
nation. Put the damaged disk in drive A with a
blank disk ready, and click on the Copy button.

each sector on the track.

KnifeST reads the disk into memory and prompts

of its name replaced with a bomb symbol has
been deleted - clicking on the filename displays

you to swap disks when necessary.

details of the file.

SECTORS: A disk track is split into 512 byte seg
ments to make data more manageable. Each
segment is called a sector.
SOF: Start of File.

on it into drive A, then go to the Show menu of
KnifeST. Select the Directory option and a full

listing of the root directory is displayed in a
large dialog box. Any file that has the first letter

W DOES A FLOPPY DISK
It helps to recover your data if you
can understand the intricacies of

how a floppy disk works. So here, for
your enjoyment, is an explanation.

rather like slices of a pie called sec
tors; there are usually nine or ten
sectors on a disk. On a standard for
matted ST floppy disk, each sector

lar way to cassette or video tape,

can store 512 bytes of data; with
nine sectors per track and a total of
80 tracks, this makes a total of 720K

except that a floppy disk is circular

on a double-sided disk. More data

A floppy disk is a magnetic stor

age medium which works in a simi

In addition to the disk rotating,
the read/write head moves over the
disk from the edge towards the cen
tre, to enable access to the tracks.
The read/write head is controlled by

a stepper motor, this can move the

rather than a continuous strip of

can be stored on a disk by increasing

head in accurate steps very quickly
so that it lines up with the correct
track on the disk. So with the disk

tape. Information is stored on the

the number of sectors to 10 or 11

rotating at around 300 rpm and the

disk in a series of concentric rings
called tracks, there are usually 80 on

a 3.5 inch floppy. Each track is sub

and increasing the number of tracks
to 81 or 82. Formatting disks beyond
these limits may cause the disk to

forth along the radius of the disk,
large amounts of information can be

divided into a series of segments

become unreliable.

written or read very quickly.

read/write head moving back and

When formatting programs lay
out the sectors on a track, informa
tion about each sector is stored in
the address field at the start of the

sector. This is a special area that is
not used for storing program or file
information, but holds information
that your ST can use to find the cor

rect position on the disk surface. The
sector number and track number are
stored here, so on a standard ST disk
the first sector is recorded as track 0,

sector 1, and the last sector on a disk
is track 79, sector 9.
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The program supplied with KnifeSTto recover

in the attempt to save the file. Although the

files is called UNDEL.TTP. A TTP program is a

standard wildcard characters (* and ?) can
normally be used to replace characters in the
TTP command line, it is not recommended
that you do so with UNDEL.TTP because this

special type of GEM program which enables
information to be entered into it before it runs

- in this case, the path and name of the file to
• Make a note of the name and path of the file you
wish to recover - the full path name is shown at
the top of the dialog box. Here the files we wish to
recover are in the root directory (that is, not in a

folder) so the path is simply A:\. The full path and
filename must be entered into the recovery pro
gram to save the file, so the file we are trying to
save is A:\*ail12.pi1. Remember, if new data has

been written to the disk then you may not be able
to save the file.

be recovered is entered onto the command
line. The program then uses this information

APPLICATION

UHDEL

.IIP

In many cases you can use the backup you cre
ated using the Copy and Repair option. If you
can get at the data, then copy all the files you

UNDEL scans the disk and repairs the file
cluster by cluster until the file is fully recovered,
if the file cannot be saved then a message tells
you the full file is beyond repair. You can still
recover some of the file, however, using the
Build file option of KnifeST. Once you have
recovered the file, or files, write-protect your
disk and make a backup.

sectors

When you get the infamous "Data on the disk in

Drive A is damaged" message, it usually means
that there is physical damage to the disk itself,

|
n

Ktmausi

• Exit from the conversion dialog box, go to the

FATs menu and select the Which File? option.
Enter the relevant cluster number (we've used
644) and press <Return>. The name of the file that

has that cluster allocated to it is displayed. If it is
a program file that is corrupted, you can simply
re-install it from the master disk. If it is a data or

you have found the information, switch to the

text file, you may be able to use it without prob
lems although most programs do not load cor

backup disk which you're going to repair.

rupted data.
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Version 1,18
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.nife ST

i-ornat/topy

uptions

II

version l.H

0
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Useful Conversions
Select Drive

Physical •

Side 8 Track 72 Sector 88 u/S

Logical •

Logical Sector 138J

000000

Cluster •

Data Cluster 644

0000SJ

§

B00B0EI

>

$irfk a He*>'::.:' »«
Input MsU. for Conv,

I

Select Type of Disk.

SIDE: L

I Single •gilTlilCT
Select Sector jize, •

IT

• If the data cluster entry on the Conversions dia

Knife ST

Fornat/Copu

it converts the data obtained from the Analyse
Disk section to a cluster number. Select Physical
and enter the side, track and sector details. These

figures are then converted to a logical sector num
ber and a data cluster number. Here the cluster

number is 644, you need to note yours down.

Knife ST

damage has occurred. On an ST disk, the first FAT

the Commands menu and choose the Select Drive
option. This dialog box appears. Ensure that drive
A is highlighted and click on OK.

Version 1,10

Knife

M

I Sector size (bytes)
I Cluster size (sectors)

>

I Cluster size (butes)

>

I Hoot Old size (sectors) >
I i in size (sectors)
•

I Start Sector of Z^FAT •
I Ster-t of 1" Data Sector >

ST

version

1.10

IBH forwat
SIDE

M

TRACKS

1 SINGLE 1

I Hunber of Data Clusters >
I Hunber of Sectors/Track >

I FBT Entry Size (bits)
I Umber of Sides

>

• If you are using the program from a single

• When you are confronted with a disk and you

• One of the useful features of KnifeST is the

drive system, then drive A is automatically
selected for editing. If you have a two floppy or

are not sure of its configuration - the number of

ability to format disks to IBM parameters, this

tracks, sectors, sides, number of FATs and so on

enables data to easily be transferred between

hard drive system, then will have to select

- then you can use the BIOS PAR AM BLK com

STs and PCs. PC disks can be formatted with

which drive you are going to edit. To do this go

mand from the Show menu. When you select this
option, a dialog is displayed showing the com
plete details of the disk in question. This data
can then be used for editing purposes.

either 40 or 80 tracks and be single- or double-

to the Commands menu and click on the Select

Drive option to bring up the Select Drive dialog
box. Click on the letter of the drive you wish to
work on and then click on OK.

>
•<

is on logical sectors 1 to 5, the second is on logi
cal sectors 6 to 10 and the directory starts at logi
cal sector 11. If the directory is damaged, go to

I BIOS Parameter Block |

» 0 BBBB
BBS q a a
bobs a

z

c

the logical sector number indicates where the

Options

Version 1,10

>

log is N/A instead of a number this means that the
damage is to either to one of the File Allocation

SOME USEFUL FEATURES OF KNIFE ST
Show Read FftT's

am

Tables (FATs) or the disk directory, in this case
• Press <Hclp> and this is the dialog box you see,

Case 2 - Recovering data from bad

OK

have a printer connected, select the Printer but

the disk with the file you wish to recover in the
drive and click on OK. The program tries to
recover the file; first it tells you what it thinks the

file length is. Press a key to start the process.

PROTEXT.PRG

ton to produce a hard copy of the faulty sectors,
if not select Screen and make a note of the dam

KnifeST disk by double-clicking on it. A text com
mand line appears in a dialog box, enter the path
and name of the file you wish to recover, place

is allocated to

Path

File

However, in many cases the data cannot
be recovered as simply as this. Go to the For

aged areas. You need to record the track, sector
and side numbers to pinpoint the exact cluster
number where the damage has occurred. After
I Exit from KnifeST and load UIMDEL.TTP from the

Cluster

can to a newly formatted branded disk.

raneters:

XtaiU2.oii|_

first file it comes across.

or to the magnetic information held on the disk.

mat/Copy menu and select the Analyse Floppy
option and put the original damaged disk in the
drive, ensuring that it is write-protected. If you
OPEH

confuses the program causing it to select the

sided. Atari standard disks can be formatted to

nine or ten sectors, 0-81 tracks and single or
double-sided. Custom formats can also be cre

ated by changing parameters such as the num
ber of sectors and the cluster size.

v
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KNIFE

ST

Case 3 - Garbled FATs

IT CAN DO ALL

You can see when you have a garbled FAT
because the data in files is completely wrong,
this most often occurs when a disk swap has

KnifeST\s an all-purpose disk and memory

also read and repair damaged disks, format

taken place that the ST hasn't registered. Some
times only one FAT has been garbled and you
can use the Compare/Copy function to sort it

editor that you can use with both floppy disk

floppies to unusual formats and produce PCcontemptible disks. However, KnifeST cannot

out. In most cases the machine usually writes to

lost files from disk, examine and alter data in

FAT 1 first, so copy FAT 2 to FAT 1. Normally it
is the most recently saved files that have

within itself, examine and edit non-GEM disks,

and hard drives. Its functions include the abil

ity to undelete erased files with ease, rebuild
programs and files, run other programs from
alter the directory structure of a disk and even
change the attributes of a file to hide pro
grams or data from prying eyes. KnifeSTcan

become garbled, so check them first to see if
they are OK. If both sets of FATs are damaged
then you are probably not able to recover the

be used to copy protected games disks or
read Amiga and Mac formatted floppies.
KnifeST works by ignoring all the normal
disk protection built into GEMDOS. You must
be very careful when altering data because
changing a single byte of information can
result in destroying a file.

data in this way.
logical: oooo7||

Directors & Attributes

I

1

a:\

Msstm
EXFILE
GREEK
README
STARTUP
TUT0R1
TUT0R2
TUT0R3
TUT0R4
PROTEXT
DESKTOP
WIDTHS
DESKJET
DIABLO
DJ500

CFG
HLP
INF
PP
PPD
PPD
PPD

| DISK |

PRINT |

COMMAND

<Fo lder>

16-85-93

27
289
866
93
16365
15953
12439
19182
1714
39341
478
12228
2738
1361
3708

18-07-88
85-04-89
24-89-92
17-12-89
22-11-98
22-11-98
22-11-98
22-11-98
23-11-98
22-11-98
18-07-88
17-85-89
88-11-98
08-11-98
11-12-98

1 :•:•:•:
12:loan

00398
00399

81<36an
84.85an
11.44an

88462

NEXT MONTH

|

Vou can replace 1 FAT with the other.
WARNING

06463
00404

B7.80pn
B2.23pn
82:24pn

!!!

This can severely corrupt your disk
if not handled correctly.

Have you checked you SOURCE FAT is
OK to use ?

02.24pn

SOURCE FAT: QJ Q

02.24pn

DESTIN FATl U

ll:13an
12i81an
81:36an
84:28an

m

CAHCEL |

| WRITE |

Although there are those days
when just about everything goes
wrong so you can't avoid making
mistakes with your disks, there
are some basic rules you should
be aware of to ensure that your
disks and the data on them

03>23pn
63<28pn
83:86pn

| m.ji bjj pnGE »| NEXT |

OK |

| Copy FAT

The FAT'S are different on this disk,

• You know from the logical sector number if it is

doesn't get damaged. Because we

FAT 1 (sectors 1-5) or FAT 2 (sectors 6-10). The

believe that prevention is better
than cure, we're going to be

trick is to copy the good FAT to the bad FAT. Here
we know that FAT 1 is damaged so we must copy

• Now go to the Show menu and select Directory.

FAT 2 to FAT 1 to repair it. Select Compare/Copy

If you can read all the entries in the directory then
you should be able to copy the files to another

this presents you with this dialog box if the FATs

from the FATs menu and select Screen. Doing this

are not the same. Select FAT 2 as the source and
FATl as the destination, then select Copy. Once

disk, if some of the directory entries are garbled

then copy the files that you can salvage. If the
logical sector number indicates that one of the
FATs is garbled then you need to repair it.

this is done then you should be able to salvage the
files and copy them to a good disk.

KNIFE ST mail order

showing you how to look after
your data to minimise the chance
of having to go through what can
be tricky repair procedures. Watch
out next month!

~l ON OFFER!

"•"I'.

We got together with HiSoft to
bring you Knife ST, and now we can
offer you more incredible bargains.
First of all you have the opportunity

Name

Address _

to get hold of the manual for Knife

.Telephone,

Postcode,

Price

ST - a real necessity if you need to
make lots of repairs to your disks.

KniieST manual plus Knife ST 2 upgrade coupon

£14.95

Included in this manual is a coupon

Manual with Silver Support Service

£29.95

Description

Quantity

which enables you to upgrade to
KnifeST 2 when it becomes avail

TOTAL ORDER

able - and that's for £14.95.

Secondly, you can get the man

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

I1 Access
Connect

• Visa
• Cheque

ual as above, and also register for

• Switch
• PO

HiSoft's Silver Support technical

backup service for a total cost of

ZJ

Card number |

Expiry date f

£29.95 - that's a saving of £5. This

support service offers you lifetime
technical help by letter, fax or tele

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

To order by telephone, call « 0525 718181 or fax 0525 713716

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
HiSoft

SEND THIS FORM TO: HiSoft
The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE.

phone during the daily technical
support hour, free periodic newslet
ters detailing new products and

upgrades to existing titles as well
as access to HiSoft's closed user

support conference on Cix.
To make the most of these

offers, till in the coupon opposite,

or take a photocopy, and fill that in.
Post it, with the relevant payment,

Please quote reference number KSTF43HS when ordering by telephone.

to HiSoft, The Old School,

Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE.
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TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650
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BBS

MICHTRON BBS
we've got our own BBS - it's so good

callers - a minimum of 1MByte of RAM is rec
ommended although you can just about run

that we've decided to give you the

Michtron on a 520.

Y o u ' v e probably noticed by now that

software so you can set up your own.

Setting up the BBS on your system

First you need a machine that can be left on for
the time you wish the BBS to be "open" for

ware take up lots of disk space. OK, now you

can open up the BBS folder which is located on
the second Cover Disk; you'll see ten folders and

The next thing you need is a good reliable
modem running at least at 2,400 baud. Finally,
you need a hard drive and to be able to dedicate
at least one partition of 20MByt.es to the BBS;
the SIG folders, mail, E-Mail and system soft-

files. All these files and folders have to be

dragged to the root directory of the hard drive
partition you have elected to use for your bul
letin board. Follow the five basic steps below to
set up the system.

THE MANUAL

DIFFERENT OPTIONS
The options and menus that

BBS folder to another folder on

.MCL.

run

Obviously we cannot describe the entire

you see on-screen when you're
logged onto the Michtron BBS

the hard drive, then copy the

BBS.TOS you find a completely
new set of options is available.

get the most from Michtron BBS v3, you

contents of DCLICK into the

VAN_NEST all contain readymade BBS files that you can
use. Move the contents of the

:3:
F4:
i:

View Modem 2
View Modem 3
View Modem 4

F6:
F7:
•=8:
,9:

Show
Show
Show
Show

F10: "'•',•-

Show last message

Shift FT:

Multi-tasker details

mod

MCL.TTP and then type in the

written

names of all the files with the
suffix .M. These are then com

Language which enables cus
tomised

piled into files with the suffix

modules added to the system.

in

Michtron

BBSs to

Control

have extra

programming language on a single page. To
need the manual. It is available for £9.95

from Microdeal, PO Box 68, St Austell, Corn
wall PL25 4YB or call them on « 0726 68020.

They only have a limited number of manu
als, so if you want one you must be quick.

SETTING IT UP
m

Desk IflHail User Hail

)

3G0 |i 1200 [\mmiM" %DE1

IfnitCodc'i RLTOBFILD,"Z

baud rate the ridden

_

can u

disable

r. I \bbsMunx\
c:\bbs\serious\

'ID

|| v240fl

H

9600

ia

jiitCodt: -

F2: Modem 1 profile
F3: Modem 2 profile
F4: Modem 3 profile
F5: Modem 4 profile
F6: Answer request to chat
F7: Force caller into chat mode

Shift F8: Enable chat mode
Shift F9: Disable chat mode
Shift F10: Exit Michtron BBS

iqfodtl

j.V £JjH 1IE11 tKTJn \WEM

Before you can use the main BBS pro
gram, you must configure the syst

where to store and fetch things when

so that it looks far everything in the right

the system is running. Select Sig Settings

place on your hard drive. The other thing that

from the Install menu and this menu is dis

must be set is the maximum speed of the
modem. Run the MAINT.PRG, go to the Install
menu and select Modem Control. Select the

your topic areas, or SIGs (Special Interest
Groups), and on the right you enter where on

highest speed that your modem can cope with

the hard drive these files are to be uploaded

by clicking on the box with the correct num
ber in the Modem 1 dialog box. If you want

and downloaded from. You can also set up pri

your system to answer automatically, then
type "autobaud.2" in the command line. This

played. On the left you can enter the names of

vate areas for privileged callers by toggling
the Yes/Mo options on the right of the screen.

answers a call after two rings.

00:00/00:11]
60:00/00:80
CONSOLE

BBS1

roll*

U T h e BBS software needs to know from

r n . o j i urn^TB

Lagged an to Console
Hon-Rcslstcrcd Defa It Tine:

00

*^j

SusDunp

CQ
Passed

c

I

rtosugc Block

: 8Z2S 442244__

lefault Sig: 1_

EHSSEMli

su=°pH

Sksi

• Parker gour nanc tV,H,0) [HI ? Ves

48

I like to register (¥,H,0) C¥l 7 Yes

ShU
DK

: Cliwc Parker..
: 30 Honnouth Si

: Bath

Phone

Usurnane: Elllfi Parker
Can't locate gou In the user log

Driun

Usernane
Address

City
IB

CD
Hail

t:\bbs\siglA-.
c:\bbs\ganesS

ci\bbs\ganes\

"~12BB l^46^l^6BB~

latest data file
latest upload
latest download
most recent callers

S„».n =

BBS uses

HangCode;

View Modem 1

next

ules compiled from text files

Log on to console

!:

Shift
Shift
Shift
Shift
Shift
Shift

you

program to the BBS folder, run

FUNCTION KEY
COMMANDS
:1:

Michtron

BBS folder. Copy the MCL.TTP

are contained in the MAIN.MCL
file in the BBS folder. The fold
ers
DCLICK,
SARMCL
and

When

T-iord do lieu »m

I Bditorl

H

The next option to use from the Install

I menu is called Limit Control. The top

I

You now have to log onto the BBS so it

I recognises you. Load the BBS.TOS pro

I

Press <Shift> <F10> to exit the BBS soft-

I ware and return to the Desktop. Now

line of the dialog box is used to enter the sys

gram; after all the configuration messages

run the MAINT.PRG again and choose Modify

tem name, here the CoverDisk BBS. Set up the

have flashed on-screen you are told some files
are missing and would you like them to be

from the User menu. The screen should dis

created? Answer yes to these prompts or the

into them. You can use this area to change

program exits. A message appears saying:

people's status on the board, change your
details so that you are a Wizop, give yourself

default settings for new callers to the BBS,

enabling them to become registered automati
cally and set the time allowed on-line. Many
systems giuve you 20 minutes on-line to look
around and then a longer time once you have

registered. The system and mail drive parti
tions can be set and the amount of disk space

devoted to messages configured, the default
setting of 40 blocks is normally enough.

"Waiting for a call on console." By pressing
<F1> you can log on to the BBS as if you were
calling in, enter your name, password and so
on until you are registered. Once you have
reached the main menu, press <Return> for a
list of options and then press <B>to exit.

play this dialog box with your details entered

access to all SIGs and increase your time per

day to eight hours. Never change a normal
caller to anything higher than registered sta

tus because higher ratings enable you to
access to the BBS system.

Evesham Micros]

[vesham Micros]

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING 'TIL 7PM, WED - FRI •

REFERENCE HARD DRIVE

|M»1

COMBINING EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE WITH QUALITY

Itftl

AND HIGH CAPACITY, OUR HARD

mr\

DRIVES OFFER EXCEPTIONAL

Irel

|B»1

3

VALUE FOR MONEY!
FAST ACCESS NEC SCSI
MECHANISMS FOR OPTIMUM
PERFORMANCE • HIGH QUALITY
METAL CASING • AUTOPARKING
• DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY • COOLING FAN

AATARI

• ICD INTERFACE & SOFTWARE • DMA THROUGHPORT

/C/CfC OFF' wi'fh GAZZA of

QZfiLHZZEnEEBi
(RRP: £25.53)

* 'ASTERIX'
rERIX'

......

fRBP: £25.53>

* 'LEONARDO'
>NARDO'
+top' quality
joystick
QUALITY JOYSTICK

rK.EE! ' TRACKSUITMANAGER 90'

(RRP: £20.42)

* 'SUBBUTEO'

With every *'the bail game-

(rrp: £24.99)

* 'TREASURE TRAP'

(RRP: £25.53)

Capacity • Quality Sony /
Citizen Drive Mechanism

• Convenient On / Off switch on rear

of drive • Long reach connection cable
for location either side of computer

inc.VAT and

£249.99

INCLUDES ITS OWN
EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

delivery

'Sim City' * 'Escape from the Planet of Robot
Monsters'* 'FinalFight'* 'Nine Lives*

ONLY E269.99 WITH 1 MB RAM FITTED
ONLY E299.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

'NeoChrome'* 'FirSTBASIC* 'Atari ST Tour'

ONLY £349.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

Beware of other makes of drive that take

their power from the joystick port I

LOWEST PRICE
EVER !

£52.99

5.25" External Drive 40/80 Track Switchable

I Educational Softwaremodules, split intothreeage categories,
from Early School to GCSE revision. • Productivity Software

CURRICULUM

| featuring Wordprocessor, Database andSpreadsheet (RRP over

PACK'

£100) • Plus! Hyper Paint, Music Maker and FirST BASIC

Prices include VAT,

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE
Star LC 20 Successor to the LC 10, 4 fonts, 180/44cps

iMl

ft/eiV.'Star LC 100 Entry level 9-pin colour, 4 fonts
Star LC 200 9-pin colour. 4 fonts, 180/45cps

£ 129.99
£ 168.03
£ 193.88

NEW! Star LC 24-100 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps
Star LC 24-20 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps, excellent features

£ 196.23
£ 204.45

Star LC 24-200C 7 colour 24-pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps

E 269.08

Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pis.state model)....£ 64.95
£ 249.99
£ 369.00

Star FR15 COLOUR powerful 9-pin colour, 31k buffer
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col, power printer
Citizen 224 Colour 24-pin colour with 3 LQ fonts, 192/64cps,
2-Year manufacturer's warranty, optional.sheet feeder

£ 249.99

Olivetti JP-150 intqet rjodcTquality -exceptional value

£249.99

Olivetti JP-350S Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer
including Epson Emulation Cartridge
Carton BJ-10EX award-winning inkjet. Epson compatible

£ 349.99
£ 222.08

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500

£ 327.83

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

£ 410.08

| NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

E 527.58

Panasonic KXP2123 Profesional 24-pin Colour Ouietprinter

£ 399.00

inc.VAT and

£299.99

delivery

400dpi HANDY SCANNER

ONLY £349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
ONLY £399.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

QUALITY SCANNING - AT
THE RIGHT PRICE !

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

delivery and cable

1 2 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

In I

£74.95

1040 STE including educational & productivity software :

1040 STE'FAMILY

PRINTERS

""

* Full 1Mb Unformatted

TOT..
RRp OF
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £170.00 !

- PLUS -

'DISCOVERY
EXTRA' PACK

ONLY £449.00

Very quiet • Slimline design
• Cooling Vents • Sleek,
high quality metal casing

(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

i, SKIDOO'
IDOO'

ExcellentSTE starter package from Atariincludingthe 520
STE with 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM,DigitalStereo sound,

520 STE

100MB VERSION

ONLY £299.00

3'/2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

P|«PP| *'G.4ZZA2'

STE Pack

40MB VERSION

7^9

GIVE YOUR ST THE BENEFITS OF SIMMS RAM
EXPANSION WITH OUR SIMPLE-FITTING UPGRADE!

• Fits Atari STF, STFM and MEGA series computers
• Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for Effortless Upgradeability
• Full kit with detailed instructions- no specialist
knowlage needed

• Probably the neatest ST RAM Upgrade available!

Upgrade unit unpopulated

Representing outstanding value for
money, this package combines top quality
scanning hardware with the distinctively
powerful DAATASCANPROFESSIONALsoftware.

At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner produces trulysuperb
quality scans. Has a fuFI 105mm scanning width, variable brightness control and 100/
200 / 300 / 400dpi resolution. Daatascan Professional scanning and editing
software allows real-time scanning in either line art or in grey scales. Provides
powerful editing features and
~
excellent compatibility with
most DTP and Paint Packages,
eg. Deluxe Paint, Touch-Up.

£ 44.95

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

£119.95
£199.95

smoothest, most responsive I
and accurate replacement mouse you I

can buyfor yourAtari ST.Excellent I
performance, witha 300dpi I

N.B. Due to the large variance in design ot the Atari ST. there is a small

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With its dedicated monitor input, this model

combines the advantages of a high quality
medium resolution colour monitor with the
convenience of remote control Teletext TV

- at an excellent low price! Features dark

glass screen for improved contrast, plus
full range 3-way speaker sound output.

OQCQ f\f\

3

TRUEMOUSE

With 512K RAM Installed, gives1Mb RAM total....£ 74.95
With2MbRAM Installed, gives 2/2.5Mb total
With 4Mb RAM Installed, gives 4Mb total

ONLY £99.99

M

resolution. Amazing low price!

£14 99 SATISFACTION

520ST PLUG-IN 1MB
SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADE

GUARANTEED

Allows easy upgrade to a total 1Mb RAM• Simple, fast and effective RAM
upgrade path • Suits almost any 520ST model (not suitable for STE
• machines) • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
NEW LOWER PRICE!..

Including VAT,

TRACKBALL

delivery & cable

High performance trackball which operates from the
mouse or joystick port. Super-smooth, accurate and

versatile, allowing total one-handed control. Top
quality construction and opto-mechanical design,

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UK version, stereo sound) including cable, 1 year on-site maintenance
and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game

£ 229.00

NEW! Atari SM146 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

£ 119.95

ST SOFTWARE

No driver software needed !

SPECIAL !!!
We are offering a complete

NeoDesk 3

E 29.95

First Word Plus

E 57.95

Data Manager Professional .
Cyber Pamt 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2 0)
Degas E-ne

E 29.95
C 37.50
£ 37.50
£ 22.50

Deluxe Pamt

£44,95

Digita Homo Accounts 2.
Personal Finance Manager Pro

£ 49.95
£ 32.95

Timeworks DTP Version 2

£ 89.95

Replays

£63.95

HiSolI Dnvpac2.23 .
Lattice C 5.06.02
Power BASIC
Atari Fasicom 2

E 44.95
E 115.00
£ 29.95
£ 34.00

Atari A re hi vo

£30.00

Mavis Beacon Teac.nes Typing

£22.50

delivering high speed and accuracy every time.

Word processing and Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small

OTHER RAM UPGRADES
520STE 1Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS)

E 30.00
£ 60.00
E 120.00

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering

E 49.00

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves... ..

E 79.00
E 149.00

TIMEWORKS DTP 2
©KILL^

ZY-FI Amplified Stereo Speaker System
VIDI-12 ST incorporating VIDI-Chrome

£ 39.95
£ 99.95

VIDI Complete Colour Solution

£ 160.00

VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input
£ 64.95
AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with
DR-DOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit. with full fining
instructions. Requires very slight case modification ..

FIRST WORD PLUS ♦

ONLY £29.95

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS

£ 49.95

£ 199.95

Atari LYNX-2 inc. 'Batman Returns' and Power Supply
Slime World
£21.95 Turbo Sub
Chips Challenge
£16.99 Ishido
California Games....£19,99 Cryslal Maze II...

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults

£ 54.95

Please contact us on 0386-446441
Please note that we reserve the right to refuse any
machine which is beyond economic repair

£25.99 Robo Squash
..£22.95 Robotron
£25.99 Xybots

Atari Lynx Pouch Accessory
Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter

£19.95
£22.95
£24.99

£ 9.95

For STF/STFM/STE machines

Dust Covers - available for any ST

£ 99.99

£4.95

£ 4.95

for any MEGA

£ 9.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 17.5% AND DELIVERY
Same day despatch whenever possible. Express Courier Delivery (UK MainlandOnly)£6.50 extra.
-MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT-

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WRl 1 6TD

1*01

L*l
|f|

Mon-Fri.. 9.00 - 7.00; Sat, 9.00 - 5.30
Unit 9 St. Richards Rd
Evesham
Worcs WRIT 6TD

S

0386 -765180

fax :0386 - 765354

lOpenMon -Sat, 9,00 -5.30

IEvesham Micros]

5 Glisson Road

322 Witan Gate

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Milton Keynes MK9

*5 0223 - 323898

'S 0908 - 230898

251-255 Moseley Rd
Highgate
Birmingham B12 0EA

fax : 0223 - 322883

fax:0908 - 230865

•3* 021 -446 5050

Open Mon - Sat, 9.30 - 6.00
Corporate Specialist

Open Mon - Sat, 9.30 - 6.00

fax : 021-446 5010

Corporate Specialist

Open Mon - Sat, 9.00 - 5.30

Fax: 0386-765354

Technical support (open Mon-Fri, 10,00 - 5.00): 0386-40303

Call us now on © 0386-765500

i£o

Send an Onlcr nitb Cheque, Postal Order or

orernmenl, Education and I't.C orders \eelcoi

A( ('ESS/ \ ISA A Wi Tt H ami detail*, I'leas,

.Mlproductscoveredby 12 Months WBHWMty
All goods subject to availability.

allow 5 banking daysfor Cheque clearance.

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING 'TIL 7PM, WED - FRI •

SI
\a*\
3

BUmiffriafi

nialogic Computers (U.K) Ltd

Mon-Fri 9am to 7pm Sat 9am to 5.30pm

6, Ashway Centre,
Crescent,
Iston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

TEL: 081-546-9575
FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

NALOGDC
NALOGIC
MALOGIC

THE OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE

:OMPUTERS • PRINTERS • MONITORS
EPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES

£59.95

1040 ST/STIWSTF/STFM/STE.

Including next day delivery by Courier service.
ad charges to save your valuable time waiting for ET Visit us for *while-u-wait repairs at no extra charge

EET Absolutely FREE diagnostics. Not even a penny

itation

charged if you decide to postpone repairs for your
own personal reasons and no questions asked.

irges include next day delivery by courierservice
)r to door service for pickup and delivery

ET 90 days warranty
ET Technical helpline 6 days a week for all customers

computers insured in transit
y fast turnaround

•We pick up computers for repairs and
lemory upgrades for Next Day delivery
by Courier service for only £5.00 + VAT

Door to Door
Courier Service

MEMORY UPGRADES
MARPET DEVELOPMENTS OFFICIAL XTRA-RAM Deluxe INSTALLERS

TF/STFMto 1 Meg
T/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
T/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg

*£59.95 520 STE to 1 Meg
£89.95 520 STE to 2 Meg
£139.95 520 STE to 4 Meg

*£17.95
*£59.95
'£114.95

EMULATORS and ACCELERATORS
leed
eed8
eedC16

£89.95
£134.95
£199.95

Vortex 386 SX-16

*£299.95

AD Speed ST
AD SpeedSTE

_

*£144.95
£169.95

STE, MEGA STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
EDiscovery XtraPack II
rE Family Curriculum Pack II

512k

1Meg

2Meg

4Meg

224.95

239.95
274.95

279.95
334.95
P.O.A

339.95
394.95
P.0.A
P.O.A

TE

_

P.0.A

B0

-

PROTAR HARD DRIVES (New Protar Series 2)
M)
10 DC
120 DC
=i44

£289.00
£309.00
.,.£499.00
£579.00

;1435 Colour Monitor
CM8833 Mk II

2 year replacement warranty.
New Protar series 2 accept a second internal drive

• support up to 7 extra SCSI devices• Autobooting
• DMA Throughport • Device Number Switching
• Disk Management Software

ACCESSORIES andUVIERFACES

MONITORS
/I146 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

All Protar Hard Drives with Disk Cache have

POA STE/STFM Scart Lead

' TV /Monitor (Designer Model) t Remote Control +Scart Cable....£255.00

"TV/Monitor +Remote Control +Scart Cable (Model 3332) ...£239.00
5" TV/Monitor as above with Teletext (Mode! 2331)
£269.00

SquikMouse

E14.95

Dust Cover

..£4.95

PRINTERS
20 Mono
200 Colour
24-20
24-200 Mono
24-200 Colour
120D+

Mouse Mat

£4.95

10 Blank Disks

£5.95

AD SCSI

£69.95

A0 SCSI with clock

£79.95

ForgetMeClock

£16.95

DISK DRIVES

POWER SUPPLIES
;TE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)
FM/STE Power Supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

£14.95

£215.00 STESTFM Lead toPhilips CM8833II .£14.95
Philips CM8833 Dust cover
£6.95
POA Twin Joystick/Mouse PortExtension Lead ,..£5.95

£34.95 High Density 3.5"Internal Drive
£44.95 1 Meg 3.5"Internal Drive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its ownPSU
£139.95
£199.95
£204.95
£254.95
£279.95
£129.95

£54.95
£44.95
£59.95

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9

£179.95
£189.95

Citizen Swift 24E (Colour)

£289.95

Please ring for Canon, Panasonic and HP range

All prices includeVAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability
Fixed charge for repair does not include Disk Drivereplacement &Keyboard
All prices subject to change without notice
We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair
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FEEDBACK
Welcome to Feedback where you can say what

you think about life with your ST. If you want to join in this
great debate, write to The Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
Rather enthusiastic about
Falcon

Potentially one of the best aspects
of any mag is the letters page, and
certainly it's the page I always turn

Simply because Atari have done
nothing to market the Falcon.
A couple of press announce
ments are just not enough. I
haven't even seen any adverts in
the Atari mags. What Atari should
really be doing is advertising in PC
mags. Atari need to pull their fin
gers out with some serious market
ing. For God's sake we're talking
about the home computer with the

home use (misguidedly, true, but
buying them nevertheless). This is
eating into the Atari/Amiga market
and something drastic needs to be

cost £399. As soon as this main
stream consumer version of Fal

Bednall's dissection of that issue is

power of the $6,000 NeXT system

home about?

masterly. I don't know who Mr

(and I should know, I use a NeXT at

Darren Smithson

con is launched, Atari are going to
start advertising it.
There's been little point in
Atari plugging the '92 Falcon
because the ST press have been
doing such a good job for them.
As soon as they've got some qual
ity software to package with the
machine (early '93) Atari will get it
out to the Currys and Dixons of
this world and start selling it

Bednall is but he knows his tech

work) for £500! Why aren't Atari
sticking that down PC FORMAT'S
gullet? Alright, so maybe I tend to

Reading

through the usual media.

stf: Right, guys, let's get a few
things straight. Atari have said

to first.

In

issue 40 the

readers

excelled themselves, all apparently
because of the Falcon.

I wrote to you a few months
ago regarding the so-called threat
from PC technology, but Matthew

nology. However, in my letter I
argued that both Atari and CBM
had to face up to the real threat

from PCs - that of superior market
ing forces. Just look at your letters
page: Roland Given thinks the Fal
con won't see the light of day until
this time next year, Micheal Hull

done. Well, how about this: Atari

and CBM get together and form an
alliance to bring a new home com
puter standard to the market. Oh, I
know it could never happen (but
then, look at Apple and IBM), but
wouldn't it be something to write

All of this is a bit of shame

get too enthusiastic about technol
ogy, but I've had an STE for about
three years and I wouldn't give it

from the start that Falcon won't

because Commodore have got the
drop on Atari yet again (their 1200
went on sale in early November).

seriously be marketed until the

Oh - and for the record (before

up for anything. Even when I get

New Year. They decided to release

you bury me beneath a flood of

the hard disk Falcon in the New

10,000 of the machines over here
this year so that all the hardcore

letters), here's the official ST FOR
MAT line on the 1200. First, don't

Atari techno fans can get your
mitts on the latest home computer.

believe the hype; the only thing
that the 1200 has got over Falcon
is in the graphics department. The
1200 isn't half as quick, it has a

Year my STE will stay.

mistakes the Falcon as a rich man's

In the so-called "real world"

STE and poor misguided Anthony

there are only three platforms - PC,

Barker believes that the 586 (actu

Mac and Unix (all flavours).

ally it's the P5, but that's beside the
point) will kill the Falcon off. Why?

prices are falling dramatically and
people are starting to buy them for

PC

Early in '93 they will release a bun

dled Falcon. This is undoubtedly
going to be in a new case and will

small disk drive, no MIDI, no DSP

FALCON TEASERS
We keep getting sacks full
of letters about the Falcon;
here are a few questions
donated by a couple of
readers

1. Will ST FORMAT support the

Falcon or will there be a separate
magazine?
2. Have Atari positioned the joy
stick ports in a normal position

will I need to take the external

resolutions, you need an S-VGA

text directly into a word proces

route?

monitor which costs about £150.

sor or vice versa.

8. Is it true that early Falcons

4. The multiplexer chip can be

have no multiTOS?

looked on as a traffic warden on

6. Falcon has genlockable video
modes. This means that you
need to purchase add-on hard
ware to overlay computer graph
ics on video images. These are
likely to cost about £100.
7. You can upgrade internally or
externally - it's up to you. To
upgrade the internal drive, you
simply take the lid off, lift out
the existing drive and then drop
the new one in, you don't have
to do any soldering or wire con
nections. If you connect an
external drive, this enables you
to access data more rapidly than

9. Are Atari going to redesign

the main circuit board. Its job is

the case?

to direct information around the

10. How long will this take if
they are?
11. When are Atari going to

Falcon, thus freeing up vast
amounts of processor time from
the two processors. Combined
with the 68030 central processor
and the DSP56001 parallel proc-

advertise the Falcon?

Peter Nicholls and David Wagner

cessor, it makes the Falcon blis-

on the Falcon?

3. Do you need a special monitor
to access the new modes?

4. What does a multiplexer do?
5. Does the Falcon have multi-

TOS fitted as standard? Is it a

true

multi-tasking

system

on

which you can work on some
thing else while another program

stf: 1. ST FORMAT are going to
support the Falcon; at this stage
there aren't any plans to have a
separate magazine, but obvi
ously if the machine takes off in

a big way then this might be
considered.

teringly quick and capable

of

true colour animations.

5. Yes, it has multiTOS fitted as

standard. This is a fully-function
ing pre-emptive version so if one
application falls down the others
keep going. Applications can run
at the same time quite merrily,
with the multi-plexer doing a lot
of the work pointing data in the

much will the add-ons cost?

2. At the moment, the joystick
ports are in exactly the same
place. We don't know if they're
going to be repositioned when
the Falcon gets its new case.
3. You can get all but the inter

7. Will it be possible to upgrade

laced (no border) modes on a TV.

other, so,

to an internal hard drive later or

If you want to view the higher

muncations program could feed

can runs in the background?
6. Do I need extra software or
hardware to

use the

machine's

genlock capabilities - if so how

correct direction.

What's more,

the programs which are running
concurrently can talk to each
for instance, a

com-

the internal version.
8. No.

9. Atari are likely to redesign the
case when they release the bun
dled Falcon in early '93.
10. As above.

11. Atari are going to start seri
ously marketing the Falcon early
next year.
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chip, a slow (compared to SCSI-2)
IDE drive controller, and vastly
inferior sound capabilities.
What should be emphasised
from the very start is that Com
modore's machine is very different
to the Falcon; they are different
machines and I doubt that they
could be clumped together as a
new joint 32-bit platform. Falcon is

always reproductions of pictures
and, by and large, weren't very

even more challenging, but if you
haggle with those awfullly nice

church, Satan may try to steal it,
but we righteous rockers are steal
ing it back. From one holy roller.

good. Now, if you would like to

chaps at STF for back issues 21/22

start creating some original pic

- see page 58 - your frustrations

Matthew Billingham

tures - that is, not poached from

will be relieved with the solutions

Tyne and Wear

fantasy artwork books or birthday
cards - and if we think that they are
of publishable quality, then we'll
consider bringing the Gallery back.

to all of Level Two and most of

designed to do new and massively
promising jobs, hence the inclu
sion of the 68030 chip and the

Slipped disk
My brother recently purchased
James Pond from Special Reserve.
Imagine my surprise, on examining

awesome DSP 56001. Commodore

the disk from GEM, to find Lotus

have decided to go for a much

Esprit Turbo Challenge on the disk
as well - and a fully working ver

stf: Well, that's the Cadaver prob
lem solved. Which brings us along
to another one. We've managed to
destroy our copy of the most excel
lent Warhead - a game produced
by the now defunct Activision. If
anyone's got a spare they could let
us have, we'd be jolly grateful.

a multi-media machine, it has been

higher graphic resolution, though

it's doubtful if the 68020 CPU is up
to the job of displaying much more

sion, no less. I examined the advert

than static pictures in the higher
resolutions. Of course, in the end
it's down to the applications that
emerge for each machine. Turn to

and found no sign that Lotus was
included. If anybody out there has
a copy of James Pond, check the
disk - you might also be lucky and
have a free copy of Lotus.
Joe Holmberg

page 8 for a news story that
should dispense with all your wor
ries about which is the more capa

and

James

Pond's

Level Three.

Scott Carling
Edinburgh

instructions,

Righteous rocker

who? Rock came from the church.

records off the back of Old Nick. I

listened to your tape and, while it
certainly didn't cause me to shriek
out loud and stomp on it, I don't
think I'll be nipping out to purchase
records from either One Bad Pig or

stf: Strange, indeed. The only free-

sequences and

isn't, is displaying a picture in a
slightly higher resolution with
slightly more colours. I know
which machine I'll be buying.

coffee is the most welcome the

musical form is
derived from

black gospel

morning after the night before.

music

Vision on

I sub

scribed to STF and I believe that

many others feel the same way as
me. I can't believe that you didn't
get any pictures from your read
ers, there are 69,000 a month, after
all. So, please put the Gallery sec
tion back into your otherwise mag
nificent magazine.
Mikeal Folkesson
Sweden

MAGIC

stf: We dropped the Gallery sec
tion for two reasons.

First,

we

were only getting about four or
five disks a month. Second, the

pictures we

were getting were

SPELL"

onto

the

"Unknown spell" and, hey presto!
you're rewarded with a most pow
erful massacre spell, capable of

laying to rest even the most evil of
fire spewing foes. Level Two is

the simple view that it doesn't mat
ter two figs whether the music's
religious or satanic, as long as you
enjoy listening to it. Prince is con
stantly wittering on about God and

The chord sequences and rhythm

Rock chord

reasons that

Lucifer's

it doesn't seem to have harmed

bie I can remember getting with a

one of the

whatever

sales of his records. Similarly,
MegaDeath have sold lots of

Oxford

Caring Cadaver
Would you be so grateful as to
pass this on to poor old Chris
Keers, Surrey (STF 40) regarding
dragon slaying Cadaver style. To
slay any foul breathed reptile you
need a pretty powerful massacre
spell. This spell first appears as
"Unknown Spell" and you receive
it as a reward for dropping Lord
Carolus (Or LC as he is affectionally
known) on to his altar. Then you
set about using your spell-casting
abilities by casting the "READ

in

"Make

ST FORMAT 39, the

game was a rather tasteful mug
when I bought Midwinter. Coincidentally, I still have both the mug
and the game. Both give me equal
pleasure, although the sight of the
former wrapped around a mug of

I've got a complaint about your
mag - you've gone and taken
away the Gallery section. It was

embroiled

getting up to this millennium. I take

Some Noise" article says that rock
and roll is dark and satanic. Says

In

ble machine.

The simple fact is this: there
are many tasks the Falcon can do
which the A1200 couldn't begin to
emulate - the only thing the A1200
seems capable of, which Falcon

stf: Fair enough, the basis of all
modern music is gospel music
which originated in the States;
nobody can argue with that. How
ever, the vast majority of hard rock
or heavy metal - or even thrash
music - is deeply and utterly

and musical form are the same as,

or

derived

from,

black

gospel

music, and Christian rock music is
still very much alive and kicking.

I enclose a tape containing
music from a recently formed
thrash group called One Bad Pig
(from their album Swine Flew)
whose members are all born-again
Christians.

The other side of the tape
contains music from Larry Norman
of whom it was said by Paul
McCartney: "He would be as big as

Dylan and The Beatles if he was
not singing about Jesus. He also
inspired the rock opera Tommy.
Rock

and

roll

came

from

the

Larry Norman. But then, I sold my
soul to the devil and he might get a
bit upset.
Potty about balls
I am writing in reply to a letter in
STF 40 by Stephen B from Cumbria
concerning Jimmy White's Whirl
wind Snooker. He complained that
he kept getting slaughtered by
Tom and some of the shots played
by the ST were "impossible" even
for a professional snooker player
like Jimmy White. He says that the
shot he played would actually go in
on a normal table and that these

shots bounce away on the game
and leave easy shots for Tom.
Well, if he played the game
more often and gave it a chance,
then he would find that, with prac
tice, he wouldn't get slaughtered
and would, in fact, end up becom
ing very good. I have a whole set
of wins against Dick (Level Two)
saved to disk and I only bought the
game four weeks ago.
Second, he must realise this

is an ST game, not a "real game,"

ESTIMONiAL CORNER
Now's your chance to sing the
praises of any company you think
deserves it

HCS Engineering
I am writing to ask you to give me some welldeserved publicity to HCS engineering in Lon
don. The power supply unit in my ST blew up
one afternoon. Over the phone HCS were
courteous and helpful. They repaired and
returned my ST efficiently and speedily, all
for £60. This was all in stark contrast to the

placed quoted £100 plus fitting plus VAT.
Another computer shop didn't even know
what a power supply was!
Ian Thrilling

ing caution to the wind, I ordered Colonel's
Bequest, First Samurai and Midnight Resis
tance from them. The Virgin Games Centre
price for these three games amounted to

ST Direct
I feel it is necessary to recommend a firm
that advertises in your superb magazine. ST
DIRECT were advertising computer games at
extremely low prices and I was wary of order
ing from them after previously being stung

the fastest of deliveries -

£70.14, ST Direct's price was £15. While not
just under two

weeks - I wholly think a saving of £55.14
made up for this in every way. Overall, ST

Direct deserves the highest praise possible.
Colin Bruce

Surrey

so he can't expect every shot to be
precise. Again, with practice, he
will be able to pocket nearly every
shot he plays and amass big
breaks. I have a whole disk full of

breaks above 20, not that I'm brag
ging. So, come on, Stephen B, give
Archer MacLean a break; JWWS is

an excellent game from an excel
lent programmer and I can't wait
for Archer MacLean's Pool which

is guaranteed to be just as good.
Chris Jones

sand unity, man
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Scotland

times expect too much from
games and their programmers.
We ask that they're easy enough
to finish (but not too soon), hard
enough to provide a challenge
(but not too hard) and large
enough to provide plenty of
long term value (but not bewilderingly large). The program
mer is left with the formidable

task of pleasing all the differ
ent kinds of game players,

from those who're happy to sit
down and conscientiously read the

p"eyZd'Z1Zfedhave °"° *'" of*

h^y 9ames and rare/ p,'Th W,th games- ' never learning the basic bunZoH, l°h meant tf>*

P'e °f favourites like Le^m

Jthem.ldo^-JandthetnVi,,^

'^^•^.T^t^Z

tricky

the plural. This includes "Classical

game, but if you put the initial
effort into learning its control
methods you'll get plenty of long
term enjoyment from it.

CDs" and "The Swinging '60s" and

is

a

From there
Any fule knose
I am writing to warn your readers

it spread,

of a hideous newdisease which is

maggot-like,

spreading like wildfire among the
population, and which has now
managed to find its way onto com
puter software. It is perhaps not
quite as dangerous as the com
puter virus, but is definitely more
insidious. I refer, of course, to the
Grocer's Apostrophe.

The
Grocer's Apostrophe
began life as an innocent enough
insertion on a greengrocer's sign
to give "potato's". From there it
spread, maggot-like, to the "avo
cado's" and then, alas, even to the

"onion's." The rest is history.
It is one thing to see bad
grammar on a hastily written sign
but more galling when handpainted impeccably on the side of a
van ("Piano's moved") and worse

still in print, whether on the page
or on the computer screen. Cala
mus and Supercard are both
offenders which spring to mind but
who knows where else it lurks in as

yet unopened windows or Alert

messages in other programs.
For those of you for whom
English lessons are but a distant
memory, let me briefly remind you
of the rules: the single apostrophe

my

completed aa ,=.
J, 9ames ls that, once you have
level,

they can't work out the controls.

Snooker

games is par.

Plenty of
restart points built-,
games have
on
trying on fromln ™d if you could Just keep

«ngs Quest 1,, too hrd fn^ °f m'nd; ™en

b'99est niggles with qamPl 1 me" 0ne of

Whirlwind

the manual and get annoyed when

6XCept for a«>u-

das"- Ihate complex „/3S' Slu9 a"« Duck.

is only used to signify possession
(as in "Grocer's Apostrophe") or
missing letters ("He's forgotten
already"). It is never used just in

manual to those who never read

Rockingham, Australia

n* anyone who wants to ("fl™™
Aboard y*rly
'.'jnt togood
Programo
"""""^
use it for typing.
BA Zbutet°Hfthe
t0°. but then it had
apar1have another

for
stf: Fair dues. I do feel we some

90 throuqh
the same point.
Tha{y,s

when Iswitch off.
pK Sharpen

to the
avocado's

there'd be

no challenge It'll™ W8re last tir"e

not particularly ,nto gaVL l"T^ "™*
for achall you,adameS' **lf y°" buy games
*"**> agame ifit ZZolT*^ *«*

lem has) always been spelling
Kalaalit Nunaat correctly.
effect of the asteroid belt, the 53

Still seeing stars
Having ignored Astrocalc in STF 35
(interesting Astronomical calcula
tions, file under Entertainment) I

identified)

thought Tom Rees's letter on this
(STF 37) took it too seriously although I concurred with his senti
ments. Then came STF39. Ignoring
the ramblings of Phelin Lunny (pro
nounced Loony, perhaps?) as new
age mirth, I must answer the wor
rying rubbish of Phil Wilcox. Since
he gives no reference I cannot

stars (Proxima Centauri)? Further,

comment

on

"scientist"

Michel

of course "potatoes." A particularly

Gauquelin's work - but the charge
of scientists' generally closed
minds is simply prejudice. Let us

common

look at some facts:

mistake

is

to

confuse

"its" with "it's." The first is posses
sive ("on its own") and the second

"moons" of the other planets, the
tenth planet (inferred from anom
alies in Pluto's orbit, but not yet

1. Astrology has been around for
about 3,000 years.
2. Astrologer's horoscopes today
(reproduced by Astrocalc) include

or

even

the

nearest

what about competing systems of
divination based on principles
completely separate from (West
ern) astrology, such as the Chinese
horoscope? What if I am born
under the sign of the bull (West
ern) but in the year of the rat (East

ern)? (Rhetorical question, no
replies please!)
In fact, astrology plays upon
people's fear of the future and
need for reassurance. Rationalism

has led the flight from religion (in
particular Christianity) in the west,
but has left us with the conclusion

is simply an abbreviation of "it is."
Does it really matter? Well,
not much, in the grand scheme of
things, I suppose. It's just a bit
annoying, that's all.
Greg Chapman

the effects of the sun, moon and
eight planets.

that we alone are responsible for
tomorrow - an altogether terrify
ing prospect for most of us. Thus
many look for some "force" to be

3. Of these eight planets, Uranus

still in control of our destinies.

was discovered in 1781, Neptune in

Twickenham

1846 and Pluto in 1930.

stf: Or at least, annoying enough
to cause you to write to us and put
the record straight. I'll agree, use of
the apostrophe has got somewhat
out of control, but I sincerely doubt
that it's anything new. In fact, I
asked my dad (30 years as an Eng

quietly rewritten its rules to include

rebirth,

To conclude, if what you
want to do is base your under
standing of yourself and the uni
verse on the 3,000 year old ideas
of spin doctors speaking comfort
able words (and quietly updated
when science identified gaps in
astronomical knowledge) then you

underworld, crisis and obsession"

are at least three satellites short of

(the purported effects of Pluto) at

a solar system.
Dr Neil Harvey
Derby

Modern astrology must have
these discoveries - thus we can at

least dismiss all horoscopes cast
up to 1929 since they must have
omitted

"Regeneration,

lish teacher) and he reckoned that

the minimum.

the English have always had some
trouble with the usage of "its" and
"it's." Personally, my big prob
lem's ("problem's": short for prob-

But why is our future depen
dent on the immediately visible

heavenly bodies which make up
the solar system? What about the

stf: That's all pretty much on the
money. Do you think irate believ-

FEEDBACK

YOUR

LETTERS

ers in astrology attacked their

astrologers in 1929 after the scien
tists

discovered

Pluto?

Do

astrologers offer money backguar
antees if things don't quite pan out

and new planets suddenly appear
without any prior warning? Did
those astrologers manage to pre

database). Their aim was to show it
is not only useful for learning

vocabulary lists, but has much
wider applications, and they can be

bit silly really, isn't it?

want them.

March Atari will have released the

Norma Wrangham
Halstead, Essex

stf: We're always pleased to let
Parker, who reviewed the program,
text files included with the pro

ing my stars, perhaps? I think I'll
which you cradle in your hand and
wait for a reaction.

was slightly misled by the sample

gram. Having said that, Clive said
in his review that it's probably best
for those kind of people who are

capable of forward planning. If
they're

anything

like

me the

chances of class notes getting writ
ten up into a slightly more compre
hensible format are minimal at

Hard work

I'm worried that people who could
find the Workout program (Public
Sector issue 41) helpful may be

misled or put off. So may I point

exercise book, a content-less pro

gram like a word processor or a
database. Workout's prime use is

to keep and help you get to know

your worknotes as you go, so tak
ing the hard slog out of learning.
! T h e revision aid aspect so empha

sised by the reviewer consists only
of extra practice runs of the note-

files you have already made, and
speaking the answers instead of
typing them.
Workout is simple and quick

to use; all you are expected to do
is enter your scribbled lecture
notes and textbook examples into
Workout instead of into an exer

cise book when you come to write

up your notes in readable form at

ideal

for

quizzes or puzzles, as was advised

16-bit machine and

occasionally

about computers or when we're
bored. Since I'm the only one with
an ST, it's hard to actually win any
of these slagging off matches.

Anyway, when I heard about
the Falcon I told them about it and

they all went a bit quiet for a while,
a few mumblings were heard then
one of them said "Yeah, but the
ST's still crap." Then it stopped
because they were totally out of
ideas. They were so eager to get
me back they started to find any
news they could about Com
modore's

latest

developments.

tight on details of specifications
- the only thing they knew about it
was that it has 16 million colours.
Is this true?

I have already seen a few

ple

with it? Should I wait for the new

compare

your

previous work. The program is pri

cation which the A1200 (the only

con's 262,152.

adverts in your mag for Falcons. IfI
get one now what software comes

to

are a match for any of Com
modore's and are decidedly

technical specifications. Many of
my school friends own that other

by the review (though they are
possible) because it does not pro
vide a reward system but just sim
scoring

and are decidedly
cheaper

Falcon's is the fact that it has 16.7
million colours compared to Fal

the new A4000. They were very

not

Commodore's

Amiga to which it's fair to compare
Falcon) has that is is better than

studying at home, you won't have
Workout is

match for any of

I am investing in a Falcon030
because of its speed, graphics and
sound capabilities as well as other

Then they started going on about

all direct to disk.

machines are a

cheaper. The single item of specifi

gang up on me when we're talking

design or maybe the CD version?

Falcon

has

a

far

better

processor (the 68030 to the 1200's
68020), a higher clock speed
(16MHz to the 1200's 14.3MHz), an
FPU socket, a 256 byte data cache,
a memory management unit, more

can only have up to 8-bit planes),
true 8-bits per pixel graphics mode
(the A1200 mostly uses inefficent
hold and modify mode), a higher
effective resolution (the A1200
HAM mode can take up to three

Feedback

To share your point of view
with everybody else who reads

son

absolutely pointless and totally

ples business letters with a word
processor, or STD codes with a

ridiculous. If Atari had decided to

between it and Falcon is

flog Falcons for that kind of price.

for one player or F2 for two play
ers, then the game runs normally.
When you've finished the flight,

though, you must play again or it
crashes with the message "bum

copy." This solution's not brilliant,
but at least you get a go.
Steve Boulton
Cirencester

stf: Cheers, Steve for that helping

hand, it's good to knowthatthere's
someone out there who has man

aged to find a solution to this
seemingly irresolvable problem.

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.
You could even win yourself
some money!

techie problem about hardware,
software or your ST. Equally, if

you've got a really handy tip
that we want to publish, you

Games tips or queries
If you want to share your cheats
with us or if you're really stuck

The address is ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon

can also be used by teachers to set
tests for other people.

was needed, but these are only
examples (as when you get sam

quick. When it loads, immediately
press either the <Fire> button or F1

ST FORMAT, address your let
ters to The Editor, Feedback, ST
FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

ters to Rob l-can-help-you-out

£2,100 and therefore any compari

same problem. The program does
actually run but you have to be

WHERE TO WRITE TO

Paul Verity

the impression that work-planning

I also have this game, played
on a 1040 STE and have found the

want to share with 70,000 oth
ers - however remotely con
nected to the world of the ST write to The Editor, Feedback,
ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth

true 16-bit true colour (the A1200

scrolling and rotation capablities?

files included gave the reviewer

rogate concerning the game IK+.

U If there's anything that you

internal

in a game, write to our new
Games Writer. Address your let

stf: The new Amiga 4000 costs

noticed the letter titled "Farty
Karate" from J Williamson in Har

RAM

for

How much better is it than the
SNES, is it capable of 3D scaling,

Perhaps the many sample

Now you tell me: which is the

(UMBytes to the 1200's 6MBytes),

capacity

marily designed only for its job of
making the process of learning
easier, and is best at this, though it

llford

local area network connector.

Farty Karate part 2
While reading STFORMAT41, I

Bullied by wallies

home after each session. If you are

any paper notes at all; you enter it

Both (Atari's)

tiously stick to this kind of proce
dure then I'm sure it would be
extremely useful.

powerful DSPchip, a SCSI-2 port, a
DSP/DMA port, MIDI ports and a

better computer?

best. Still, if you can conscien

out that to use Workout does not

need any organising or planning at
all, or even much thought. It is not
a revision planner as the review
claimed, but more an electronic

1MByte version for £399. Later in
the year it is to be joined by the
Falcon040 (priced around the
£1,000 mark). Both these machines

everyone have their say. Clive

Imean, my stars for today tell

stick to my fortune-telling fish

to the other), 16-bit stereo audio
with 256 times oversampling (to
the 1200's 8-bit), eight playback
channels (to the 1200's four), eight
channel 16-bit stereo record (to the
1200's zero channels), a hugely

station standards look crap.
Falcon costs £499 now and by

me to expect friends to turn up out
of the blue with their kids and it
then advises me to put my feet up

and enjoya selfish treat. Like read

pixels to change from one colour

to make not just the Commodores
but everything up to graphic work

ignored or scrapped if you don't

dict the discovery of Pluto? Did

they blush? I don't know, it's all a

then it would have a specification

Mead, Gamebusters, ST FOR
MAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

could win yourself some dosh.
Write to ST Answers, ensuring

that you mark your envelope
with the nature of your query.

BA1 2BW.

Advertising complaints
Although we endeavour to only
advertise companies who give

you the service you deserve,
you might want to disagree.
Write

Technical problems
You need our team of ST
Answers experts if you've got a

plaints,

to

Advertising

ST FORMAT,

Com

Ground

Floor, Rayner House, 23 Higher
Hillgate, Stockport SKI 3ER.
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Programmed by the team that brought you

"Flight Of The Intruder", the definitive 90's flight sim, Reach
For The Skies exploits the same unparalleled technology and
reaches new heights of historic realism.

•

Re-live the crucial days of the battle as controller, pilot
or gunner.

•

•

Includes huge array of in-flight options and controls.

Choose from eight meticulously recreated aeroplanes Spitfire, Hurricane, Bf 109, Bf 110, Ju 88, He 111
or Do 117.

•

Features record and playback modes - watch and

re-watch your favourite dogfights.
•

PC version includes multiple sound board
support, 256 colour VGA graphics and Gaurad
shaded aircraft for extra realism.

Available on PC and 100% compatibles, Atari ST
Virgin (iamt1!. Ltd.
-and

recognised.
igin (iMincs Lid.
.••~JJ

Ladbrukc Grove

London WHISAH

and Amiga.
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VIRTUALLY
REAL

• Now that is some peripheral - pity you need
a small extension to house it. Lawnmower

Man was billed as the first Virtual Reality film
and featured a fictitious Virtual Reality setup

that is only a few years away.

Cyberpunk, alternative worlds,
fantasy amplifiers and silly hats.
Virtual Reality is here - virtually
anyway. Chris Lloyd is in a graphics
co-processor being harassed by
several large pink pterodactyls

reel out "this will revolutionise all our lives"

made people excited to the point of inventing a
new term to focus the hype on are the possibili
ties when you interface yourself with more hard
ware positioned closer to your senses. Forget a
12-inch monitor a few feet away - how about

statements. Technology has now made it possi
ble to swamp the senses with a digitally recre
ated slice of someone else's imagination. In its
crudest form, most ST games offer Virtual Real

two high res screens a few inches from your
eyes relaying a stereo image and filling most of
your field of vision? Add an intelligent sound
system, force-reflecting control surfaces, and a

ity; you play an interactive role within an STgenerated world, a Formula 1 driver, a slayer of

suit that monitors your movements and gives
tactile feedback and you're suddenly right inside
the computer-generated world. The 3D display
moves with your head, hands move with yours
and you can hear, see and feel things that live
only in the Virtual Reality. You can explore land
scapes that don't exist, take tea with creatures

I s the real world getting you down? How

about living in an alternative reality then?
That's the promise of Virtual Reality, the
latest thing to send Californians into a tiz and

dragons or whatever. What has

that aren't alive and exercise the kind of envi

ronmental control that was previously reserved
for the divine.
3D databases

Scientists can walk inside 3D databases and

I Virtual Reality within our

reach and doing what it does best - entertaining.
These linked machine put all the players in the

same 3D game world. Brilliant fun even if you do
look a bit of a prat wearing the gear.

models then structure data directly; architects
can wander around proposed buildings, doctors
look inside you using a 3D picture built from
ultrasound images and gameplayers get the
time of their lives. The possibilities are astound
ing; there's a whole new dimension offering
experiences only science fiction writers had
thought of. As with all barrier-breaking technol

a

bit

of

imagination

you can picture a world
where Virtual Reality has
replaced the real thing people living in a reality that
can change every conceiv
able law of physics and pro

to be true yet, at the same
time, strangely sinister since
the only people with any

power would be those who
were in control of the net

work. There has been a lot

and time travel - anything
you desire, really - you can

of hypothesizing on the pos
sibilities of Virtual Reality;
they are certainly going to
be spectacular in much the
same way that motion pic

be anybody and do anything.
In a way It sounds too good

they

vide

incredible

adventures

for everybody. Space travel

tures must have been when

first

appeared.

Undergoing research
Virtual Reality is still in its infancy and all the
best systems are still in the research labs. As
you might expect, the military and space agen
cies have been hard at work. The US Army has
tank and flight simulators where the crew sit in
copies of the real thing mounted on hydraulic
platforms. The world outside is reproduced by
high definition graphics. The systems are linked
so crews can battle it out together - they don't
even have to be in the same country. Everything
is orchestrated to reproduce an environment so
that crews can rack up training and destroy mil
lions of dollars worth of virtual hardware with

out anyone getting scratched. NASA is
developing remote control robots where the
controller wears stereo glasses and operates
force-reflective arms to simulate what the real

robot arms are up to. The US Marines have a
similar remote controlled robot, only this one
packs machine guns to mangle people's bodies

COMING SOON!

BETTER THAN LIFE?
With

ogy, it has its fair share of critics, crackpot
hypotheses and visionaries. And as with all
media, the possibility for abuse exists; the only
difference being one of scale. Watching a film is
one thing, actually being part of an intelligent
interactive scenario is another. Such a sensory
immersion can tap deeper into the conscious
and unconscious mind of the participant.

There

are always people that are
unable or unwilling to cope
with the reality of life and
retreat into a fantasy world
of their own. Any addiction
to Virtual Reality would be a
symptom
rather
than
a
cause of this. For the major
ity of well balanced individ
uals

it

will

remain

an

entertaining and interesting
diversion - there is nothing
quite like the real thing.

Virtual Reality may be in your hands a lot
sooner than you think. There are strong
rumours bounding around in the ST world
that the new Atari console, the Jaguar, is
to come packaged complete with a pair or
goggles - that's a visette, apparently.
These visettes would enable you to see
what's on your screen three dimensionally rather like the effect those red and green
lensed sunglasses have. Interactive Virtual
Reality games, here we come - be prepared
to make the current crop of Italian hedge
hogs look like dinosaurs.

VIRTUAL
ON

YOUR

REALITY
ST

• Virtual Reality on your ST. Games like Thunder-

• All games using first person perspective offer

• With 3DCK you can create your own alternative

hawk put you at the controls of a nonexistent

simple VR. You view the game as if you were

world built from objects and manipulated with a

helicopter in a nonexistent world filled with imag

there. Cybercon has a fast 3D polygon world of

simple programming language. You are then free

inary enemies. If you want to escape from the

doors, traps and nasty pieces of work. Presently

to wander round bumping into things for yourself.

stresses of reality, this is where to come.

as close to Virtual Reality as you can get on an ST.

Virtual Reality, in a fairly crude form, on your ST.

while the operator lives the experience within an
electronic recreation of the scene - a highly
dubious development. The University of North
Carolina has a system called ARM where 3D
molecules can be manipulated with a special
arm in a virtual world, the laws of the physical
world are represented by graphical changes in
the image. Chemists can test whether molecules

mills, roller skates and powered platforms. None
can reproduce real feelings, but the effects can
be realistic. In the end though, no artificial alter
native reality can ever approach the real thing.
Taking things a step further, how about by

graphic worlds. You think turning down all the
lights and getting really close to the screen to
play F19 is a buzz, how about sitting in the cock
pit and looking over your shoulder to see the
incoming missiles? A British company called W
Industries have produced the world's first and
best selling Virtual Reality entertainment sys
tem giving everyone the chance to experience
Virtual Reality at big arcades like the Trocadero
in London. Future plans include much smaller
and lighter head mounted devices and a tie-in
with Paramount Pictures to produce a Virtual
Reality game based around Star Trek. Give it
time and these sorts of Virtual Reality game
systems will appear so you can play them at
home, even linking them over the phone sys
tem for multi-player games. The games will
blow everything that's available at the moment

will bond or not without laborious lab tests.

Development is racing ahead in various
areas in research and development establish
ments around the world. As the costs come

down and the skills gather momentum it should
escape from the labs and find its way into your
home. The next generation of consoles and
home computers could well come with goggles
to take you right inside the programs.

passing all the clumsy electronic and mechani
cal systems and squirting the data straight into
your central nervous system? You would live
the experience much like a dream - don't you
think that's seriously freaky? It's certainly not
outside the bounds of reality. The sociological
and cultural implications are huge. As it stands,
people are already prophesying great changes
in the way we live. Not only shall nation speak
peace unto nation, but they will be able to shake

hands in a Virtual Reality. Instead of just viewing
other cultures and environments, we will

be

able to experience them much more directly.
Hurdles

out of the water.

There are several technological hurdles to over
come before Virtual Reality becomes what its
supporters are aiming for and starts to approach
a truly believable illusion. Digitally reproducing
reality is a mammoth task even for the most
powerful machines; it consumes all the process
ing power you can throw at it and getting
smooth and realistic graphics is still a problem.

Virtual Reality games
One of the more obvious and certainly the most
entertaining possibilities for Virtual Reality is in
games. There are already Virtual Reality sys
tems up and running in arcades offering multi
user games where you pilot jets, drive cars or
hack and blast your friends in various vector

Displaying the image is reaching the edge of
technological ability, too. Even the highest reso
lution CRT or LCD monitors look coarse and

grainy when they're inches from the eye. Tactile
response can be simulated using a matrix of
electrical contacts passing variable voltage cur

some er, interesting uses for

rents to the skin or in a more direct method

Virtual Reality. Better than the

using pneumatics or similar. Each system still
means wearing a special suit. Even with the best
visual and audio input, the mind isn't going to
be fooled unless it can physically feel move

real thing. Well, perhaps.

•

Lawnmower Man features

ment. Various methods have been tried: tread-

BIG BIRD
Serious Virtual Reality needs plenty of
serious processing power - at the
least a good fast processor, multi
tasking and high resolution graphics
and sound. The Falcon has the kind of

processing power you would need to
get a Virtual Reality system running.
Then you need a set of 3D goggles to
provide you with a 3D window on the
world as well as a pair of headphones
to give you full stereo effects linked
to the graphics. And how about a
glove to give you virtual hands to use

objects and control things?
With its DSP chip and video
processing capabilities, Virtual
Reality isn't that far out of
reach. Imagine yourself moving
around a dungeon in full 3D,
cautiously edging around a cor
ner only to have a slimy thing
leap right out at you screaming
ferociously. Games would take
on a whole new dimension that

could have you leaping behind
the sofa to avoid things. Agh!

Virtual Reality has been hyped as some
thing that can shift the realm of human experi
ence - quite a claim to make. It will
undoubtedly have a significant impact. Like all
pieces of technology, however, it is just a tool it's what we choose to do with it that, in the
end, makes the difference, s t f
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DO
THE
WRITE
THING
Whether you want
to write a novel,
send a letter to

your bank manager
or blitz your fellow
citizens with junk
mail you can't beat
a word processor.
Rob Mead ties a

typewriter around
his neck, puts his
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last few

months we

have

58 to order your copy if you missed it - and last
month we gave away Protext. However, the
packages are very different from each other and
can be used for very disparate purposes - it all
depends what your needs are.

In a business environment you are likely to
be using your word processor for everything
from letters to company reports and mail-shots.
Naturally, you want a sophisticated package that
enables you to produce professional-looking
results and is going to be compatible with other
office software - desktop publishing packages,
for example. In a domestic environment your
needs are likely to be much simpler so you want
something which is going to be easy to use and
can produce good results with minimum fuss.
Right on, home boy
Write On is the little brother version of That's

all...

see text effects - bold, italic and all the different
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what your document is going to look like when
you print it out. If you're new to word process
ing this greatly simplifies the document creation
process and means you don't spend all your
time getting bogged down in command lines
and special keys - you simply select the option
you want from menu bar and apply it.
Write On has all the usual word processing
functions - such as Search and Replace, Cut,
Copy, Paste and document formatting. There's
even a mail-merge facility, so you can print out
loads of begging letters and send them out to
the world's richest pools winners. You can also
install up to 20 standard ST GEM fonts, which
can be selected from the Type menu. However,
creating fonts in Write On can be fiddly and its a
good idea to invest in a package like Fontkit Plus
4 (£24.95 from the ST Club *r 0602 410241) or C-

Font (£9.99

from

Compo Software «

0480

891819) which converts .CFN fonts into GEM for

mat. Another useful feature is the page and
paragraph layout function which enables you to
change the way your document looks - this is
useful for creating tables and letter formats and
means you can assign style sheets to your docu

ments rather like you can with a desktop pub
lishing program. You can also include .IMG
pictures in your document, so you can either
create your own images in a paint program or

import others which have been created already.
Printing with Write On couldn't be simpler
since it creates its own printer driver WRITEJDN.WOP which works with most types
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Write, the professional word processing package
and originally received a rating of 90% in STF
22. Although it has a limited range of features
when compared to Protext, it's still sophisticated
enough to enable you to produce great-looking
documents. One major advantage it has over
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• You can choose up to 20 fonts from the Type menu and with the WYSIWYG

• Write On offers you many text manipulation functions and enables you to

interface you can actually see what they look like on-screen.

cut, copy and move blocks of text to different parts of your document.
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• Pay £20 for the full version of Protext v4.3 and you get a comprehensive

• To toggle between the Edit and Command modes simply press the <Esc>

spell checking utility. Ignore markers can be inserted next to words you

key. Command mode appears in the bottom third of the screen and can be

don't want the utility to check.

used to save, load and print files.

of printer. Compo Software also produce addi
tional printer drivers for use with Amstrad and
Canon printers.
Unfortunately, Write On lacks a thesaurus
or a spelling checker, although it's possible to
get one if you fancy upgrading to That's Write
(£50 from Compo Software). You have to regis
ter your copy of Write On with Compo Software
first, though, for £15. Write On also uses a lot of
memory and this could mean you could run into
problems trying to manipulate or save your text.

Command Mode option and a host of keyboard
shortcuts to make getting around your docu
ment easier. It can take a while to get to grips
with this alternative way of working and, for the
beginner, the sheer quantity of options and
commands can be bewildering. Protext also
lacks a WYSIWYG interface, with many of the
text effects displayed in terms of command
codes embedded in the document - for exam

ple, you can't see how a font looks until you
print it out. However, there is a PRINTS com-

Professional wordsmithery

STF 41's Cover Disk featured a copy of Protext
v4.3, with an option to upgrade to v5.5. Protext

-• bird L

is very possibly the best word processing pack
age you can get for your ST, and it received a
massive 95% in STF 31. Protext is very powerful,
very fast and comes packed with a mass of fea
tures which make it perfect for professional or
business use. It's especially good at coping with
long documents, which makes ideal for com
pany reports and so on.
Although Protext shares a click-and-point
menu interface with Write On, it also includes a
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• The Help menu contains comprehensive informa

tion about Protext's options and command lines.

mand which enables you to check the page lay
out - and this is especially useful for perform
ing mail-merge operations.
While Protext isn't the most user-friendly
word processor in the world, it certainly makes
up for it with some extremely useful features.
For example, the multi-lingual spell-checker
option enables you to use a number of different
dictionaries to check your document (a very
popular feature for all you language students),
while the Box and Line draw options enable
you to customise your documents by separat
ing off parts of the text. It's even possible to
print text in multiple columns.
The text block manipulation functions are
comprehensive - as well as all the normal word
processing options, you can swap characters,
change text case and whizz the cursor around
your documents, virtually at will, using the key
board shortcuts. Window scrolling is also much
more fluid than the stolid GEM-like environ

ment used by Write On. Finally, there are also a
host of printer driver options, which enable the
user to send output to either serial or parallel
printers, stf

THE WORD IS DTP
Although the facilities in many word processors are becoming increasingly sophisticated, there are now a number of desktop publishing (DTP)
packages which offer text editors as part of their setup. Obviously, you are not going to get the same level of functions in a text editor as you
can in a fully-fledged word processor and it's often easier to generate text outside the DTP environment, then import it. Still, here's a brief look
at the best DTP packages with a text-editing facility.

Calligrapher
MACHINE: ALL STs WITH
1 MBYTE OF MEMORY

PRICE: £139 (JUNIOR VERSION
£69)
FROM: WORKING TITLE
CONTACT: » 0865 883233

Calligrapher is a word processor
that thinks it's a DTP package.
It's armed to the teeth with

fonts, dictionaries and mail-

merge facilities, and you can
even import graphics or create
tables and flow diagrams with it.
In text-only mode scrolling is

tion, so changing your text can
get a bit frustrating. Calligrapher
also has a penchant for creating
new rulers at every possible
opportunity and turns your on
screen page view into a jumble
of different text blocks. Despite
these pitfalls, Calligrapher is a
very good package and a cut
above your average word proces
sor, ideal if you want to create
the occasional complex docu

ment but don't want the expense
of a DTP program.

STF Rating: 89%

fast, but not as fast as a true

Calamus SL

word processor like Protext.
Oddly, there's no overwrite func

RES MONITOR.

MACHINE: 1 MBYTE AND HIGH

4MBYTES RECOMMENDED

PageStream 2

PRICE: £587.50

PRICE: £199

FROM: HALCO

FROM: SILICA

CONTACT: n 0734 441525

CONTACT: o 081 309 1111

Calamus SL is one of the best

PageStream is another top of the
range DTP package with text
handling facilities. Although
there's no pop-up text editing
window like in Calamus, you can
toy around with the text just like

DTP programs for your ST and
features an excellent built-in

word processor, Pks-Write, as
part of its makeup. It's very
quick and easy to use and fea
tures the majority of functions
found in proper word processors.
It does lack more sophisticated
functions such as a spell-checker
or word-count option, however.
If you do more desktop publish
ing than word processing, this
could be the option for you

STF Rating: 89%

you can with a word processor.
PageStream has hyphenation dic
tionaries, a spell-checker, para
graph and line manipulation
facilities and, of course, a large

number of fonts. But, then you
expect that with a DTP package,
don't you?

STF Rating: 95%

DTP

MASTERCLASS

THIS IS A PUBLIC
SERVICE

This month Paul

Hughes looks at
a way in which

you can use your

DTP setup to
actually earn some
money. It's unlikely
to make you rich
overnight but,
follow these guide
lines and it could

provide you with

a regular
supplement to
your income
T h e advertising sheet concept involves
starting with a blank sheet, creating
some equal-sized boxes, getting some
people to buy advertising space and then
organising the distribution. If the thought of
selling advertising space horrifies you, don't
despair - it's not as bad as you might think.
Also, if an advertising sheet (or broadsheet) is
already being produced in your area again,
don't worry too much - you can see why soon.

Who needs a broadsheet?

The word broadsheet is not to be

confused with the type of broad
sheet you would find in the news
paper
publishing
world.
The
publication you're going to learn
how to create is simply an A4 sheet, printed
both sides, carrying advertisements. If you live
in a town or a village then there are likely to be
many people who will find the broadsheet
invaluable. The many business people who live
locally who need a way of advertising their ser
vice or product. To regularly advertise in news
papers and magazines is expensive and quite
often well out of the reach of many people. Just
think of the many home-based businesses that
exist like picture framers, book keepers, taxi dri
vers, accountants, artists, mechanics, plumbers,
electricians and the like - there's loads of poten
tial for filling your sheet.
For example, if your car/washing machine/
microwave/ television or whatever breaks down,

then wouldn't life be easier if you could pick up
your local broadsheet and locate the service you
require from someone who lives in your area?
Horrendous call-out charges may not exist if you
use someone who lives locally. The whole con
cept of the broadsheet is about providing a ser
vice to the local community and, at the same
time, putting some money in your pocket.

Getting started
1. Restrict the entries to one per category. If, for
example, you carry an advertisement for an
electrician then he should be the only electrician

in the broadsheet until he drops out. This makes
selling the ads far easier. If someone believes
his ad is to be the only advert for a particular
service, this is likely to encourage him to book
space before the competition gets in. Category
restriction is quite common which explains why
you should not worry too much if a broadsheet
is already operating in your area. If you happen
to personally know three plumbers in your area,
and are worried about who to approach first,
then write a letter to all three explaining how
this works and put the ball in their court.
2. Begin by running it on a monthly basis.
3. Try and use local advertisers where possible after all, it is a sort of community service that
you are providing for you readers.
4. Stipulate a minimum booking of three months
and insist on payment with the order. Don't
bank any money until you are sure of getting
enough advertisers to make the project viable.
5. Stick to two box sizes; if your broadsheet
grows beyond an A4 sheet, you may then con
sider charging by the vertical column centimetre
as newspapers and magazines do.
6. Gain some experience first. Offer to do all art
work free of charge. Generally, for this type of
publication, clients won't be too upset if you
can't match their existing artwork exactly, espe
cially if it is produced free. A hand-scanner is
indispensable for this type of work.

Selling space
When trying to sell advertising space in your

broadsheet, remember that you are providing a
service. If people take out an advert they should
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' Now fill in the necessary details

I Start by laying out nice symetrical

explaining what the broadsheet is all

BACK:

I

I The layout on the back is the same

equal-sized boxes as shown, not forgetting to

about- Don't forget to put your own contact

other than adding half-sized boxes as neces

leave a space at the top for your own details.

number and address.

sary. Put these in as you sell them.

DTP
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ANNOUNCEMENT
not feel they are not doing you a favour - it is
the other way round. In fact, they should feel
honoured that you have approached them first,
and not one of their competitors. If all goes well
(and with a following wind), people should be
asking you if they can place an advert.
A good source of potential advertisers can
be found in shop windows where you can
advertise on postcards because many of the ser
vices are slightly unusual nature which makes
for more interesting reading. Obviously, it is
very useful to have electricians, plumbers and
the like in your broadsheet, but try and source
some interesting occupations such as a hyp
notherapists, dog groomers, nappy deliveries,
that sort of thing. Too many ads for personal
massage followed by a very physical description

of the potential masseur could, however, give
your broadsheet a reputation you don't want.

What to charge?
The large boxes shown below are about 10 x 7.5
cm. An average price for this size of box would
be around £10. A half-box would usually sell for

you often receive leaflets with your newspaper
then check this route out as it can be a very costeffective way of distribution, although it is actu
ally illegal for a newsagent to insert leaflets,
flyers and the like inside newspapers - techni
cally, the leaflet should be delivered separately.
This is something that you should discuss with
your newsagent, he'll be able to provide you
with all the relevant information. There are dedi-

Too many ads for

personal massage
could give your broad
sheet a reputation you
don't want

cated leaflet distributors around, but the cost

incurred is likely to be too expensive.

around £6. You could also offer an incentive

whereby the first six advertisers to book for 12
months would pay for only ten months and
would also be guaranteed a box on the front
cover. It is also a good idea to leave an empty
box for your own advertising, for example,
"This box costs only £10 per month."

How many to print?
If your newsagent is delivering for you, then the
size of the print run depends on the size of the
delivery round. On average, try between 500 to
800 in a village environment and the same per
newsagent for a small town.

Distribution

What printing method?
If you can produce laser or ink-jet printed mas
ters, and have access to a photocopier, then this

Before you sell any space, it is a good idea to
arrange the distribution of your broadsheet. If
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Do you have a
full/part-time business?
Do you have a
product/service you need to
advertise locally?

Then why not rent this box for only
£10 per month, or ahalf box for
only H per month.
For more details phone Paul
on Blagtborpe 12345

Try and reserve a box for yourself to
continually advertise your service.
This could also cover your DTP/print services.

WORMED ABOUT YOUR
MICROWAVE LEAKING?

Professional leak testing service In
your own home for only £10

Repairs - Sales - Parts
for allmakes available
BLAGTHOKPE MICROWAVE
SEKYICES

I Look through newspaper ads for ideas.

I Reversing-out (white on black) can be
quite effective if used sparingly.

is an ideal method of producing a professionallooking broadsheet. Remember, you are pro
ducing a leaflet so there is no reason to go
through any ultra-expensive print-process to

achieve a good polished product.
Commitment

When you take money from advertisers it is
important that you honour your part of the bar
gain, sticking to the deadlines and volumes
specified. If the advertisers don't get any
response from your broadsheet, then they're
going to seek out an alternative method of
advertising. So, in general, the higher the num
ber of broadsheets you produce, the better the
chance of a good response rate for your adver
tisers. If you have a local garage, shop and pub,
then ask them to display a small quantity on
your behalf, say 20 sheets each. Rememeber
that every sheet someone picks up is a potential
customer for you too. Finally, a couple of things
worth noting. Although it might all seem a bit
of a headache at first, when you have been up
and running for a couple of months you are
likely to begin to enjoy running your own
broadsheet and your typesetting prowess will
be dramatically enhanced. Many of your clients
will be just like you, starting out on the risky
road to business success and are going to need
someone to produce their funky new corporate
stationery. Give them a bell and see what tran
spires: "Now let me see, sir, was that 50,000
two-colour letterheads you said you required or
just the 30,000 this week?" Stranger things
have happened... stf

TOS
THE

BASICS

WHAT'S IN IT THEN?
The world of TOS is

crammed full of acronyms
each controlling an aspect
of your ST's operation.
Here's the low-down on

the main sections

GEM - Graphic
Environment Manager
GEM has a fancy interface includ

GEMDOS - Graphic
Environment Manager

ware directly and gain a bit of

Disk Operating System

speed, but you lose compatibility.

ing drop-down menus, icons, dia
log boxes, windows and file

This sorts out your disks enabling
you to read directories, create or

XBIOS - extended Basic

selector. You can call these from

delete files and so on. GEMDOS

programs with the minimum of

also has some miscellaneous com

fuss. GEM is in two sections, VDI -

mands for talking to character

Virtual Device Interface which

devices like the screen and

This is a collection of low-level

provides low-level graphics and
AES - Application Environment

printer.

routines that cover functions like

Services which handles the front-

Line A Routines

BIOS: Basic Input/Output
System

talking to the keyboard, screen
and printer and the disk drive at a
basic level. BIOS is more difficult

to program than GEM, but much
faster since you miss out interme
diary levels of operating systems.

that draw on-screen, setting and
reading individual pixels, includ
ing all text and software sprites
such as the mouse pointer. GEM

colours, vertical blanking interval
and its position in memory, and
the sound chip. It also handles the
the Multi-Function Peripheral chip
which acts like a housekeeper and
handles a variety of input/output

VDI uses Line A routines to draw

tasks.

Low-level graphics commands

level routines of TOS to do its

work, it's not as fast as accessing
these directly but provides a slick
and familiar face on programs.

cover the more fundamental tasks of dealing
with disk drives, screens and printers.
There have been five

Y o u r ST doesn't know anything, not a

jot. Before you can do even the sim
plest task such as popping a disk in
the drive and running a program, it needs
something called an Operating System. This is a

inevitable compatibility problems. Programs
which stuck to Atari's official programming
guidelines had no problems. Many games and

program that deals with all the basic running of
your ST, telling it how to communicate with the
screen, disk drive, keyboard and so on. One of
the big pluses of the ST is that this program is

With
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• If you get this box when you click on Desktop

Info then you're packing the latest versions of
TOS, that is 1.4 on an STFM and 1.6 on an STE.

Public Domain programs pay little regard to offi
cial

rules and with

each

new version a

few

refuse to run. A great fuss was made with the
release of the STE about compatibility problems
- in the end there weren't that many difficulties
and all the main packages that failed were
quickly fixed.
Whatever version of TOS you have, you've
got a remarkably solid piece of software. It's fast
and friendly, putting you in the driving seat with
the minimum of fuss. Anyone who has spent
time on other machines has stories to tell about

TSftSH

• The Mega STE got the rather swish TOS 2 with

keyboard shortcuts, files directly on the Desktop,
definable icons and a host of other tweaks that

WIMP - Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointer.

the replacement Desktops like NeoDesk boast.

This is the environment you see at the Desktop

You can get the ROMs and plug it into your ST or

and in GEM-based programs such as First Word

get ROM sharing board so you can switch
between your original TOS and v2.

Plus and the lower-level TOS functions which

TOS

new version there were the

lotions

FLOW EIS*

197388 fautes

stored on ROM chips - Read Only Memory,

192K of them. This means you don't have to
muck about with start-up disks as you do with
Amigas and PCs - you just switch on and go.
The ST Operating System is called TOS The Operating System. It consists of two main
sections, the higher-level GEM - Graphic Envi
ronment Manager, which deals with the familiar

each

GEH, Graphic Environnent Manager

main versions of

TOS on the ST, gradually improving the opera
tion and speed of the ST. The first version was
the cunningly-named v1.0. Each new version got
a new number, 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6. A small bug in
the STE's TOS which stopped STEs booting in
medium resolution was fixed - it wasn't a major
upgrade so Atari called it 1.62. Unfortunately, to
fit the new longer number in, the way in which
the number is stored was changed. This meant
TOS 1.2 suddenly became 1.02 and some pro
grams that read the TOS version got completely
confused, recognising the new version as 1.98.

TOS

Input/Output System
The next level up from BIOS,
XBIOS conatains a much larger set
of instructions that are more spe
cific to the STs hardware. They
include handling the screen, the

end business that you see on the
Desktop. GEM uses the lower-

GIVING A

to screen. You can hit the hard

spectacular crashes. When was the last time
your ST crashed while it was at the Desktop?
The TT has the flashy v3 and the Falcon comes
with a stunning-looking v4, soon to be followed
by a fully multi-tasking version. TOS remains
one of the easiest and most reliable Operating
Systems on any machine.

WHICH ONE HAVE I GOT?
The easiest way to check which
version of TOS you have is to
use

the

CHECKST.PRG

Alternatively

DESKTOP

INFO

check

from

the

out
Desk

menu on the Desktop. Click on
this and up pops a copyright box
with a

Dates up to 1989

TOS"

have from the list below.

TOS 1.4/1.04 "Rainbow

STE version of TOS 1.4 with sup
port for the extra hardware.
VI.62 fixed a minor bug and is

which

comes as part of Knife ST on this
month's Cover Disk - see page
31 for details. Just run the pro
gram and you are given the low
down on your ST's internals
including the ROM version num
ber.

tell you which TOS version you

load of dates on, these

TOS
Date: 1985

TOS 1.0 "ROM TOS"
The first version fitted to STs,
STFs and STMs and early STFMs

Major upgrade greatly improving
hard drive access and giving you
a

symbol on the copyright box has
an

Dates up to 1987

attractive

effect.

The

multicoloured

latest

version

for

STFMs

Dates up to 1991
TOS 2.05 and 2.06 "Mega
STE TOS"

Major
update
for
the
new
machines with many of the fea

TOS 1.2/1.02 "Blitter TOS"
Relatively minor upgrade, includ

ing Blitter support. First fitted to
Mega STs, then all STFMs.

the current STE TOS.

decent file selector. The Atari

Dates up to 1989

tures of TOS 3. Also available as

TOS 1.6/1.06 and 1.62 "STE

an upgrade for STFMs and STEs.

HELP!
GAMEBUSTERS

Are you the kind of
person who sits at the
front of the class and

leaves an apple for the
teacher? Or are you the
GAMEBUSTERS
ROB MEAD

sort who sits at the back

Cheated this month:

and cribs off everybody

Formula One Grand Prix

page 53

else? Rob Mead finds a

Ishar

page 50

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2

page 53

Lotus Turbo Challenge 3

page 53

This man's

major claim to
fame is that he
once shared a

packet of

cheesy foot
balls with
someone who

met Frank

..page 49

Bough's cousin
in his local

Voodoo Nightmare.

..page 55

supermarket.

tTi

ST ANSWERS
BILLY ALLAN

the blackboard
CLIVE PARKER

Billy once
dreamed he

was a gar
den centre.

He woke up
to find a
shed and 14

tons of peat
in his ear.

MAC MARSDEN
/

bit of bubble-gum under
his chair, picks out the
grit, and uses it to stick
this month's games
cheats, hints and tips to
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31
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Clive was a
bouncer at a

playgroup,
but the bad

language
and violence

ix^^ !^>c8

him to bear.

These handy pocket-sized cheats, tips and type-ins
all go to prove that size is not important. Unless
you keep being elbowed in the face by giants in the
supermarket, of course...
Annihilator - PI

Press the Spacebar to pause game. Then press <Shift> and
any Function key (F1-F10) to take you to that level.

TIM TUCKER

Mac's not his

EH35JI31

Tim's been

real name, of

banned from

Fantasy World Dizzy - Codemasters

course. I fs

China after

On the High Score table put your name as IMMORTAL to

really Gerry

his last visit

gain infinite lives.

and he had
minor earth
hits in the

quake when

'60s with the

fans rushed

Pacemakers.

to greet him.

Today's techie tips

TONY WAGSTAFF
Ex-president

Assembly pointers.

..Page 62

Gorbachov

Final Fight - US Gold

Pause the game and type SHERIFF FATMAN in order to
achieve infinite energy.
Parasol Stars

Pause the game and type CYNIX, then press C, T, D, G, X, B,
M for a few surprises.

said of Tony

Convert CFA Draft to GEM

Metafiles

Page 61

"This is a
man I can do

GFA Programmer's
surgery

Page 62
..Page

Music and Midi

.Page62
Page 62

5705 Corner..

.Page60

business

Pitfighter - Domark

Type LOBSTERS and then press keys <l> to <0> for Level C
for championship and L for grudge match.

with." No
wonder there

Rolling Ronny - Virgin

was a coup.

Press <Return> and type in SONIC to get speed or type in
ROCKET and press <Return> to get the ability to fly. Press F9
for extra money.

WIN!

WIN!

Be a good blokey and send in some corkin' Gamebusters or ST Answers tips an' yew could get the
chance to roll about in the hay with Daisy, the prize
Friesian cow. If you don't fancy that you can 'ave £25
instead. Can't say fairer than that, can ee?

Sly Spy - Ocean
Type your code in as 007 and type SHAKEN NOT STIRRED
for endless continues.

Terminator 2 - US Gold

Puase the game and press F1-F10, then unpause by pressing
<Fire>. Now <Esc> to skip levels.

TURN TO PAGE 60 FOR ST ANSWERS

•

help;

gamebusters

ISHAR, LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS
tips to share food, potion com
ponents and arrows between
your characters. With a bit of
luck this means you never have
to buy them again. According to
young Bob, you need a twohanded weapon - that is, a cross
bow, heavy axe or mace - and at
least two arrows, food or other
components.

1. Click on the face icons to display
the hands of two characters.

2. Give a two-handed weapon to
the

character

with

the

item

to

duplicate - food, for example.

• "Blimey! I wouldn't mind recruiting her." "She doesn't even like you' It's me

she wants to make magic with." "What, with that great big hole where your
eye used to be?" "What hole?" (Squelch). "I see what you mean."

3. Take the time to duplicate the
item and click on the shaded hand.
4. Place the item in a second char

some handy maps of some of the
dungeons and villages to help
you find your way around Ishar.

your team fall in love with her and
you can't get rid of her.

The Witch is in Fhulgrod forest in
the form of a small pig. Use a Pig

Stuart Wimbush of Strathclyde
has sent in a hint for attacking

the Princess - otherwise the men in

acter's hand.
• Satanic traffic wardens caused

great misery in fsftar by towing
away untended waggons.

5. Repeat steps three and four until
you have the maximum number of
items.

6. Warning: You can't share these

cheats, tips and lists, but
there's still no complete solu

items

between

characters

in

the

normal way. To share the items fol
low steps one to four, but then pass

waiting... Anyway, here's just

the item onto another character.

a selection of some of the stuff

This is most useful with food.

we've had in:

Maps and tips

Bob Carpenter of Walsall has
sent in these extremely useful

baddies and a

her back and she can join your

and hints found in Kendoria.

list of rumours

team. The witch is useful because

This one is going to run and
run. We 've had stacks of

tion. That £25 is still

Detransformation potion to change

Paul Forbes of Tooting, London
has also sent in some tips and

she has an anti-Krogh spell which
you can't buy. She also has a pow
erful lightning spell.
You can build up a large
amount of cash - if you're patient by going to Elwingil village. The
monsters regenerate when you
enter or exit, so all you have to do
is kill plenty of them and visit the
tavern which is a short walk from

the village entrance - when health
levels run low.

ELWINGIL VILLAGE

You

Here's a map of the village, showing all the principal locations.
Be sure to heed Paul Forbes' advice about Erwan '$ daughter you need the key to Valathar's dungeon
N

have to rescue Erwan's

daughter - the Princess - and take

Recruit the Unknown Occult Monk
from the tavern in Lotharia since he

has a Lightning spell. This is useful
for attacking all enemies simultane
ously and doesn't have to be aimed.
If you write runes with it, then,
when you encounter an enemy,
switch to the Inventory screen of
one of your characters. While on
this screen you can't be attacked,
but you can use the scroll icon to
cast the spell at the enemy, so
killing them while avoiding getting
killed yourself.

her back to his house in Halindor.

He gives you a key which opens the
gate to Valathar dungeon. The
Princess is held in one of Elwingil's
squares. Unfortunately, you must
have a team of women to rescue

Rumours and information

Tavern in Angarahn

Life is now impossible with Krogh
around...

• "Right then, lads, what can I do your for? Spot of weight-training? Bench
presses?" "Sod this, I'm off to buy a bottle of Lucozade."

HELP!
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We

had

better times

with

Lord

Tavern A in Urshurak

Jarel...

I moved the old chap Olbar yester

You know his mates are still alive

day... We took him back to the

and one of them lives here, in the

square... The poor man is not get
ting any better with age... His fights

village...

3--VC

--

with Morthgoth have left him back
ward.

Tavern in Lotharia

A new medium lives in Osgirod. I
went there yesterday. He is very
good... cheap rates, no long, quite
competent. He told me I was
inversed, chaotic and orcophobic.

Tavern B in Urshurak

West tavern in Fragonir

History
question:
where
was
Morgula confined after she tried to
oppose Krogh? In the Forbidden
House? You lost! In Fhulgrod for
est... My turn!

I will tell you a secret... It is said
that Krogh may be Morgoth's son!

Tavern C in Urshurak

• "Have you got any pickled witches' feet in stock?" "No, but I've got a few

I heard a good one this morning.
Krogh the son of Morgoth and...
guess who?... Morgula the Witch!
Speak low, you idiot! Someone

packets of wizards' nasal hair left over from All Hallows." "We'll take them."

The friend who told me this knew it

from Irvan's daughter...
Irvan's daughter... (sigh).

ahh...

East tavern in Fragonir

magic flask believed
Rhudgast forest...

to

be

in

Elwingil's squares. How cruel. He is

My friend Leslie has disappeared!

a harmless, senile old man!

Last time I saw him, he was in Zen-

could hear us.

You remember Fragom, my cousin
from Lotharia?... Well, anyway, he
recently attended a magical semi
nar and now he is searching for the

Tavern E in Urshurak

doria's area. I hope he did not try

Tavern A in Elwingil

to enter the Forbidden House...

I will begin my mission tomorrow.

has left the business. He sold his

Tavern in Halindor

magic shoppe down in Rivoli Street
and moved to the city of Kandomir.

Thorm, Jarel's faithful warrior, is

supposedly one of Jarel's compan
ions, managed to get to Valathar.
He will get what's coming to him!

Tavern D in Urshurak

I've heard that a man named Zach,

Grand Master Jon, Jarel's alchemist,

under

house

arrest

in

one

of

Tavern B in Elwingil

RHUDGAST DUNGEON
In the western part of the dungeon is a large
room with two entrances to the north. The

western access leads you to a runic tablet,
while the eastern access enables you to find a

Mythology question: According to
legend, where is the Magician's Tal
magic flask which is the key to the whole game.
Be careful which route you take, because a
giant is waiting at the crossroads who can
cause you a considerable amount of damage

isman hidden? Well... mmhhh... You

lost! It lies in Valathar's dungeon.
So, listen to all those rumpurs

and pay heed - good luck! To
round off here are some more

tips from the somewhat crypticaly entitled Iceberg of Llandidloes, Wales.

1. If one of your party refuses to use
first aid on all other members, he is

likely to desert you when you're
asleep. Because of this, make sure
you take away their possessions
before you bed down for the night.
2. Don't waste money on getting
members of your party psycho

analysed - you can get an idea of
who likes who when they try to
heal each other.

3. You can find Ygwen north of Silmatil by the water's edge.
4. If you try to pull out the sword
from Baldaron's rock and it says:
"You are a little wet behind the

ears," it means you lack experience
and must go and kill a few more
opponents.
5. Rune tablets can be found in

Lotharia, Gil-Aras, Rhudgast dun

geon, Zendoria (or the Forbidden
House) and Level Two of Valathar's
dungeon.
6. To find Brozl, use a Detect Invisi

bility spell on him.
7. You can get across to Valathar by
using the transporter in Halindor.
And that's it - have fun!

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER

^,

SUPPLIES

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and Government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E & 0 E.
Prices include VAT and delivery by post.
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.
Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance
TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed
below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

MJC SUPPLIES (SF)
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts. SG61UJ.
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines)

LAUGH & LEARN

FUN SCHOOL
The all time best selling educational

WITH ADI

software from Database Educational.

ADI is a friendly alien whichappears on this
latest range of educationalsoftware from
Database(the manufacturers of FunSchool).
Eachpackage is designed to follow the
National Curriculum for a particular
school year.

A number of programs per package
covering a range of subjects.
FUN SCHOOL 2
8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

For 2 to 6 years
For 6 to 8 years

£6.95
£6.95

For the over 8s

£6.95

FUN SCHOOL 3

6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

ENGLISH 11/12 OUR PRICE £16.95

Features pronouns, verbs, adverbs, spelling,
synonyms, prefixes/suffixes.
ENGLISH 12/13

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£15.95
£15.95

For the over 7's

£15.95

MATHS 11/12 OUR PRICE £16.95

FUN SCHOOL 4

6 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£16.95
£16.95

For the over 7's

£16.95

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
AnswerbackSenior Quiz(12+)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
Factfile Spelling (6-11)

£14.95
£14.95
£7.95
£7.95

Factfiles are for use with the Anwswerback

Junior Quiz only.

Covers geometry, algebra, statistics, symme
try, quadrilaterals and numbers.
MATHS 12/13 OUR PRICE £16.95

Covers fractions, transformations,
proportions, mental calculations.

NEW,

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE

Coombe Valley produce a range of
educational adventure games which develop
Reading, Keyboard Skills, Logical Thought
and Planning. Inaddition, most of the games
also improvespecific skills in Mathsand
English etc.

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS
£14.95

HISOFT PRODUCTS
HISOFT BASIC VERSION 2
Hisoft Basic 2 comes complete with a Compiler and
a Debugger. The package is a complete develop
ment system which is ideal for both professional
and casual programmers.

RRP £79.95

OUR PRICE £54.95

HIGHSPEED PASCAL
Highspeed Pascal is designed to be compatible
with the hugely successful Turbo Pascal on the PC.
It features a fast single pass Compiler, Compilation
speed of more than 20,000 lines per minute.
Compile to memory or disk and an integrated multi
Window Editor.

RRP £99.95

OURPRICE £69.95

NEW-HISOFT DEVPAC 3
Hisoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the popular
assembly & debugger package for the ST. Packed
full of features it is the ideal programming environ
ment for beginners and professional programmers
alike. It contains an editor, assembler and a debug

environment.

library functions, fast and powerful Gem
based editor and built-in help for quick and
easy reference.
RRP £59.95

OUR PRICE£39.95

HISOFT LATTICE C V5.5
Lattice C V5.5 is a versatile and powerful
development system for the popular C pro
gramming language, adhering extremely
closely to the ANSI standard. It contains
the most complete set of C libraries to be
found on the Atari 68000 computers, Gem
based installation program, multi window
editor, project manager and lots more.
(Requires 1 Meg)
RRP £149.95

OURPRICE £59.95

STEREO MASTER

STEREO REPLAY
This system can record in high quality
stereo from its twin phono input sockets,
taking sounds from any suitable Stereo
equipment such as a Portable Cassette or
CD player. Editor features include Mark,
Hide, Cut, Loop, Paste, Insert, Delete, Fill,

Clear, Overlay, Reverse, Fade and many
more.

REPLAY 8

RRP £89.95

Replay 8 features powerful sampling and playback
commands such as Sample, Pre-Sample, Auto
RecordTrigger and more,as wellas the usualediting
commands. Replay 8 also contains some Special
Effects softwareand a 2 voiceprogrammableDrum
Machine called Drumbeat 8.

RRP £59.95

REPLAY 16
The first 16 bit sound sampler for the Atari ST
Contains an Editor, Midiplay Sequencer and
Drumbeat16. Samplesat rates up to 46 KHz.

RRP £129.95

OURPRICE £64.95

REPLAY
PROFESSIONAL
Replay Professional is probably the most
complete Sound System for the Atari ST. It
comes complete with Editing software as

OURPRICE £44.95

E14.9H

LCL SOFTWARE
Eachpackage is designed as a complete
course, including a 100page +
paperback book, with 24 programs.

Primary Maths (3 to 11)
MicroMaths (12/adult to GCSE)
MicroFrench (12/adult to GCSE)
MicroEnglish (12/adult to GCSE)
Micro German (12/adultto GCSE)

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

..£44.95

Spectrum 512....

..£22.95

PROGRAMMING

£17.95
£17.95

Mix and Match

£17.95

For further details on our range of
educational software please send or
phone for our Educational Supplement.
WORD PROCESSORS
Protext V4.3

£39.95

Word Writer

£36.95

First Word Plus V3.1

£39.95

Hisoft Basic 2

£54.95

£29.95
£39.95

Concerto

£29.95

Lattice C Version 5

£99.95

Quartet V1.5

£36.95

Mini Office Communications

£15.95

NevadaCobol (inc. CPM emulator) ...£33.95
Hisoft High Speed Pascal V1.5
£69.95
HisoftWERCS Plus (inc GDOS)
£33.95
STOS THE CREATOR
STOS - The Creator

£19.95

STOS- Compiler

£13.95

STOS- 3-D

£22.95

STOS - Creator and Compiler

£29.95

The Game Makers Manual

£11.95

SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL

OUR PRICE £69.95

OURPRICE £79.95

£29.95
£24.95

MICE
SQUIK

Harlekin 2

£39 95

Hisoft Knife ST

£19.95

Hisoft Diamond Back 2

£31.95

Forget-Me-Clock 2
Diamond Edge

£17.95
CALL

True Paint for Falcon 030

CALL

NEW • ROBOSHIFT
Auto Sensing joystick/ mouse switch box

OUR PRICE £13.95

A fully relational database that can take
graphic files as well as text.
91% rating in ST Review October 1992

5 and 48 KHz

MISCELLANEOUS

DATABASES

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2

NAKSHA

Hooray for Henrietta
Henrietta's Book of Spells

Tempus2
Hisoft C Interpreter

nel Drum Machine and Midiplaywhich turns
your ST into a powerful sound sampling
synthesizer. It can sample at rates between
RRP £99.95

LANDER SOFTWARE

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
Deluxe Paint ST..

well as the Drumbeat Professional 4 chan

OURPRICE £95.00

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

OURPRICE £99.95

Stereo Masteris a lowcost, highquality sound sam
plerfor the ST. Its features include: Sample rates
from 3.0 to 27.9 KHz, Mix samplewithfull or half
volume, hifi stereo playback option using the
Playback cartridge. Full STE stereosupport.

OURPRICE £29.95

£14.95

Italian Tutor

Maths Dragons (5-12)
Cave Maze (8-13)
Reasoning WithTrolls(5-12)
FractionGoblins (8-13+)
Picture Fractions (7-10)
TidyThe House (5-9)

Hisoft C features over 460

SOUND SAMPLERS

RRP £39.95

£14.95

HISOFT C INTERPRETER

ger.

RRP £79.95

German Master

Spanish Tutor

Hisoft C lets you develop, debug and test
programs quickly and easily in a simple

OUR PRICE £16.95

Using dictionaries and reference books
construct adverbs, punctuate sentences.

COURIER DELIVERY SERVICE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse. Includes
Operation Stealth, Mat and Holder
OUR PRICE £22.95

A great value replacement mouse

A next day courier deliveryservice is avail
able on all orders - prices start from £3.00 -

OUR PRICE £12.95

Please call for details

ZYDEC 3.5

DISK DRIVE
Quality external, double sided disk drive,
including PSU and cable
OUR PRICE ECALL

VIDI-ST
Vidi-ST + Vidi-Chrome

Rombo RGB Splitter
Vidi-STComplete Colour Solution

£84.95

£49.95
£129.95

HELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

GROOVING IN THE... BUS LANE
You've just popped into the
pit-stop for a quick tyre
change and a bag of barbe
cue briquettes, but wait... no
pit crew! There's only one
thing you can do to save the
Championship. Here's how:
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
GREMLIN

Martin Cubitt of Rayleigh, Essex
obviously knows a thing or two about
supercharged intercoolers and over
head manifold gaskets, because he's
sent in all the passwords for the vari
ous stages of this game. Either that or
he's scanned his floppy disk for oddlooking file names:
Forest
no password required
Night
Twilight
Fog
Pea Soup

resist: If you want to practise one of
the tracks type in a code at the bot

Arcade mode

tom of the main menu under Code

Track 1: PWRWVWHNM-30

Heading. Make sure the Game option
is correctly set to either Arcade or
Championship and the Course option
is set to: "Select your own track." Now

Track 2: XMQIYSKAS-80
Track 3: UVQSNPBCM-70
Track 4: CWVBPQCAV-50

LEVEL ONE-EASY

Willi;£

Track 5: SFXUXXXXP-60

select "Start Game."

Track 6: HSYWYSJCG-50

If you want to practise several
courses of the same game mode Arcade, for example - then you can
define a number of codes when you
select the Define option. Make sure
the Course option is set to "Player
designed circuits" and that the Game
mode is set correctly.

Track 7: IWEMMKOZ-50

Championship mode

JTW

LEVEL TWO-MEDIUM

Track 1: ANNSNQLPN-60
Track 2: VZVDOPHCY-50

Track 3: RTLMYJKHB-60
Track 4: ERRURV -67
By c:rrus

Track 5: NSSSXXXXS-60

softvifke

Track 6: WSVUQPCSJ-70

• As you can see from the picture,

Track 7: OUNDEFACG-99

the Sinclair C5 is alive and well. The

Track 8: GXWDYPACV-68

main difference is a better paint job

LEVEL ONE - EASY

Track 9: BZ ZF B AT-90

and the use of long life HP7 torch

Track 1: CRRIPWBXX-28

Track 10: LWNJWKACN-90

batteries. This is the cabriolet model

with optional head protection.

Track 2: QPWMVQKCQ-34

Snow

The Skids

Track 3: XGPGZHHS-42

LEVEL THREE-DIFFICULT

Desert

Peaches

Track 4: FGWLSYCKM-51

Track 1: IYWNEVQR-35

laps is hard work - you can always use

City
Marsh

Liverpool
Bagley

Track 5: PRRUMPUMV-68

Track 2: KAZZNIKAI-45

Track 6: NANCXXXXZ-39

Track 3: FGGL|DAF-65

Storm

E Bow

Track 7: IPWONWOBP-65

Track 4: MFFSRPYDU-60

the very soft Compound D tyres,
which are very grippy and give you a
better lap time.

LEVEL TWO-MEDIUM

Track 5: PLQTZQDPE-80
Track 6: ZKZGKJKKK-50
Track 7: TGG|GGTTT-63

for fast, medium and street race cir

Track 8: AFZYBQCJT-70
Track 9: )BOUKJHKA-99

cuits. These set-ups do work and can
take you Pro level.

and Andy Parkes of Walsall has dis
covered that if you type in TURPEN
TINE you get infinite lives, DEESIDE
gets you extra time and DUX makes
the track scroll faster.

Lotus Turbo Challenge 3
GREMLIN

Track 1: RLQYDVAKA-48
Track 2: HDMOQFAKA-51
Track 3: WXQBQMDXD-88

Finally, here are some general set-ups

Track 4: UDONAJHAL-47

Track 10: DASICOTET-80

Track 5: NKWCXXXK-33

Track 11: XDNUSEECE-85

Fast

Track
Track
Track
Track

Track 12: QDSCJVEBT-75

Monza.

6:
7:
8:
9:

AONGLQKTC-63
ZXJGHBKHF-70
DPGTQKBHQ-42
IPMIJOBHQ-62

like

Hockenheim

and

Track 13: SKGYXXXXK-57

Track 14: YKG|WVNAK-92
Track 15: WJMEGMEQH-60

Front wing: 25.
Rear wing: 20.

Formula One Grand Prix

Tyres: "D," very soft.

Brake balance: +5.

Track 10: MUYURWFHA-86
LEVEL THREE-DIFFICULT

tracks

MICROPROSE

Track 1: PPRGGQFVL-52

Medium

Track 2: JPIQKUHCE-65

Estork and Interlagos.

tracks

-

like

Silverstone,

Track 3: EIIBGGAFE-48

Track 4: CIGIUQCLT-92

Front wing: 40.
Rear wing: 40.

Track 5: KNHUPHHKE-64
Track 6: VVOSHGSIG-86

Brake balance: +5.

• Ancient Chinese proverb say:

Track 7: RGHSVBRET-89

Tyres: "D," very soft.

"Lotus position teaches us the

Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track

humility of inglorious defeat."

OK, we know we said we didn't want

any more level codes last month - and
we still don't - but this bevy of lovelies
from David Thomas of Hythe,
Southampton was just too good to

8: YDOERACTJ-86
9: GXQFSUMPP-45
10: TVQLSYUFU-89
11: WMQHYMTVJ-85
12: OKUOBJIAC-86
13: FIM||IBCK-68

Street races - like Phoenix, Monaco
and Adelaide.

• Don't you just hate driving round
country lanes? You always get

Front wing: 60.
Rear wing: 55.

Track 14: SIGTXXXXH-35

stuck behind some biddy with the

Brake balance: +5.

Track 15: WNQKMPHVN-80

road sense of a squashed hedgehog.

Tyres: "D," very soft.

Mr E Parkinson of St Athan, South

Glamorgan has obviously got one eye
fixed firmly on Nigel Mansell's vacant
seat and has sent in a few tips to show
you what a driving demon he is. How
ever, you need to be pretty good
already to make use of these tips and
you still need to experiment a bit to
get the right set-up.
1. Don't just do one fast lap on a set
of qualifying tyres, do two or three.
With four sets of qualifying tyres at
your disposal, this means you have the
chance to do at least 12 laps and give
yourself a higher position on the start
ing grid.

MfloJiylg^
• Mr Tobacco Sponsorship likes tak
ing risks with other people's lives -

2. If you're not racing above 40-50%
• "I say, let's get some funky sounds on ICE. How about a spot of Mantovani?

Dire Straits anyone? Genesis then? Jive Bunny? You've got no taste, you lot."

of the total race distance -

20 or 30

overtaking on corners at 235 mph,
lighting up in front of his kids.
Makes you sick, doesn't it?

OmputER
Sponsored by:

Incorporating the
16 Bit Computer Show

f||B
WEMBLEY
Wl
VEMUE OF LECeiUOS

/

The show specialising in everything for your AATARI computer
- Business, Education, Music, Video
CIIIU

19, 20 & 21 February 1993
Wembley Conference and Exhibition Centre, Hall 1

Pre-

Nearest Tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan and Jubilee Lines)
3000 car parking spaces

Purchase

your fast

Bring the family for a great day out

lane tickets

Interactive demonstrations and presentations

by 12th
including all the latest new products from JL ATARI
February to
save money Major feature areas. Competitions,
and avoid

Advice centres and terrific bargains

the queues.
Ticket prices on the door: £6
Under 10's, Students, OAPs

and unemployed: £4
(identification required)

Also on show - products for
PC, Acorn$, Commodore
computers and games consoles.

Westminster
EXHIBITIONS

In advance: £5

To: International Computer

and

Show, PO Box 68,

Under 10's: £3

Westminster
Please send me

St. Austell PL25 4YB

Ticket '

hotline: I

I enclose a cheque / P.O. / Credit card details for £ .

Fast Lane Tickets @ £5.

Exhibitions

Under 10's Fast Lane Tickets @ £3

made payable to
International Computer Show

Name

CO A*) A

Postcode

Credit Card No.

• Off phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card

34 Eden St.,

Kingston,
Surrey

Address

0726 I

Limited,

Surrey House,

KT1 1ER

Expiry date
All trademarks and

<s»

'AMERICAN!
M EXPRESS

tradenames are the

property of the respective
manufacturers

ELP!
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Ifrl'M'WIMinfflSTiT
It took Steve Rennie of Balham,

east across teleports and push the

London about a year on and off to
complete this game and now the
helpful chappie has sent in the
complete solution, so you can do it
in about... five minutes, probably.

rock north-east.

Here's the first instalment because

there's so much Part Two is going
to be in next month's issue.

All directions given in this
solution are based on north being
straight up.

Use the exposed teleport to
collect gems from east corner. Tele
port back and use the second-from-

be back in the big room with the
teleports all down the corridor. Exit

south.

east, exit north.

Kill spider, collect gem and

Hint 1: If you've played other 3D

room and use third from bottom

games like Cadaver, you may find
turning the joystick 90 degrees

left teleport to get to west corner,

anti-clockwise gives better charac

Hint 2: Save often.

exit west. Exit south, exit east, exit
east, exit north.

Kill spider, walk up middle of
room to three blocks, go east and
north to edge of gem area. Go
north and exit north.

Quickly enter the first temple.

Exit east, exit north, exit east,
exit east, exit north, exit west, exit
north, exit west, exit south, exit
south, exit west, exit west, exit
south, exit south. You should now

bottom teleport on right to collect
the gems from the north corner.
Teleport back and use the next
south-west teleport to collect the
gems from the south corner. Exit

exit north. Teleport back to main

ter control.

exit west. Kill spider and exit north.
Kill spider, eat food, exit south, exit
south, exit west. Kill spider.

Kill spider, exit west, exit
west. Collect all gems, exit east,

Kill spider and exit east. Kill
spider and exit east.
Collect gems, use teleport.
Kill or avoid spider. Use the bottom
west teleporter in order to get to
east corner. Collect gems, exit east,
exit south.

Kill spider and collect blue
gem. Exit north, exit west. Teleport
back to main room and use top
east teleport. Exit west, exit west,

exit east, exit east. Kill spider, exit

Exit west exit west.

east. Collect all gems and exit west,
exit south. Kill or avoid spider, exit

gems. Use teleport and exit south.

west. Collect gems, push block, exit

Exit east.

east. Go south-east along Rolo-

Collect gems and exit west.
Exit west, exit west, exit north, exit
north, exit north, exit east.
Collect gem and then you can

steps back to the main corridor and
exit north.

Kill spider, exit north. Exit
north. Collect blue gem and exit

south. Exit east. Collect gems and
teleport into main room. Go north

shaped blocks and use teleport to
collect gems. Teleport back.
Go
north-west
and
turn
north-east between Rolo blocks.

Turn sharp south-east between the
top two right blocks, then north
east to collect gems and exit east.
Exit south. Kill spider and exit west,

made from spicier venom snd petrol.

Jungle
Go south-west to the edge of the
island. Turn south-east and go
through the hollow tree trunk. Fol
low the path north-east, cross the
bridge - keep to edge - and enter

the store south of the bridge by
the gap in the east bushes.

exit south, exit east, exit east.

Spider Temple

Use fourth teleport from north
door, collect gem and use teleport
to next gem. Kill or avoid spider,
collect the gems. Retrace your

• A Voodoo Nightmare is a cocktail

Kill spider and exit north. Col
lect gems and use teleport. Collect

Store

Buy machete and ZZZ potion.
Jungle
Change from boots to machete -

west and exit north.

better for killing creepy-crawlies
and hacking through the various
bits of the jungle. Make your way
in a north-easterly direction to the
next bridge. Cross over the bridge

The spider god gives you a
pin, the power to break many webs
and tops your heart up to five.

the path to the clump of palm trees
and use the machete to hack your J

exit north. Push block to south

and go sharp north-west. Follow

SPIDER, SPIDER BURNING BRIGHT

ere you are outside the

Spider Temple. Don't

I Up the corridor. The black
circles on the floor are

Push the clump of rock at
the end to reveal an extra

hang around too long or all sorts

the teleports you can use to get

teleport. You can now get to the

of nasties start to attack you.

around different rooms on.

jewels in the north-east corner.

H E LP !
GAMEBUSTERS

>|.i^ltM.l:i*V.I.].M.l.M[d!^^
way into the banana grove. Collect
65 bananas by walking over them.
Exit the banana grove and follow
the path south-east all the way to
the store, hacking your way
through some of the bushes.

holes. For most holes or gaps just
walk up to the edge and face the
direction you wish to jump and
press <Fire> - make sure you are
wearing boots!
Collect gem and exit east. Kill
snake and exit north.

Push

Store

Buy some TNT and the hour glass.
Jungle
Go back along the path and cross

north-west

rocks

to

nearest wall to get trapped gems.
Collect the loose gem, then head
north-west and push the growth

Kill snakes, collect gems best way around is via north exit jump the gap and exit east. Exit
south

-

don't

bother

with

this

west of the two black snakes. Col

lect the gem. Walk back and push
the growth between the two boxes
when the snakes are opposite -

room yet.

with one a little further north. Go

Jump the gap, collect gems.
Kill or avoid black snake - try going
south-west after the gap, then
south, do a sharp north-east turn,
then go south-east. Exit south.

round to the south-east wall and

Kill snake and exit south. Col

push the other growth to the two
boxes - this traps one of the
snakes. You have to kill the other.

Use the teleports to return and go
to the west exit. Walk south-east,

jump the gap, collect the gems and
jump back. Retrace your steps to

south-west wall. Go back and use

lect gem and exit south. Exit east.
Kill snake, collect gem and exit
north. Kill snake, collect gems - kill

the second teleport on the left.

or avoid black snakes -

Step onto the next teleport and

north. Kill snake and exit north.

down, jump across the gap, collect
the gems, jump back and exit east.

cluster of huts in the clearing, enter

use. Face north-east and carefully
push the growth - don't fall down

Collect gems and exit west. Exit
north. Kill snake, collect gems and

block and exit south. Collect gem

the store.

the exposed hole. Teleport back to

exit east.

and exit north. Exit east, collect

Store

the first teleport, walk and jump
over the hole. Collect the gems,
jump back and exit east.

Kill snake. Jump carefully to
collect gems and exit west. Exit

gem and exit south. Kill snake and
exit west. Exit west. Push growth in

north-west. Turn

south-west and

the bridge. Go south-west and

push the other growth to the

cross the other bridge. Turn north
east and work your way up the

island, keeping to the eastern side
of the island. When you reach the

Buy the witch doctor doll and the
medicine bottle.

Exit south. Kill snake. Don't

touch the gems yet and exit east.
Jungle

Continue up to the top of the
island, turn north-west and work

your way westwards towards the
Snake Temple, which is located in
the hollow tree trunk at the top
left corner of the jungle.
Snake Temple

Push the growth, which looks like a
molar, north-west to exit circle. Kill
the snake, collect the gems and

exit north by jumping over the

Kill the snake, collect the gem and
then you can exit east.
Use teleport, push any rock all gems turn red - collect gems

and exit

south, exit south. Push block and
exit south, exit west, exit north.

Kill snakes and exit east. Push

middle of the room and exit north.

Work your way through,
jump gap and exit north. Collect
gems. Kill or avoid snakes. Exit

Jump gap and exit west.
Use the west teleport by the
south exit. Collect gem and then
you should kill the snake. Teleport

north.

back and exit north.

Kill

snake

and

exit west.

Push growth in middle of room to

and teleport back. Push the solitary

north-east.

block to the south-east and exit

north. Kill snake and exit east.

west. Exit west.

the south-east wall. Follow the wall

Kill

snake

and

exit

Push growth near door south
east across edge of gap. Return
and push the other growth to the
north-east wall. Use the teleport by

Jump to the rock on the small
island and push it to the south-east
to turn all the gems blue. Jump
back and collect the gems. Exit

the north exit, then use the next

south. Kill snake and exit east. Kill

teleport. Quickly go north-west and

snake, push rock and exit east.

down the corridor to the north

The snake god takes ten blue
gems and rather kindly gives you a
pin, snake bite immunity and tops
your heart up to eight.
As you exit the tree trunk,
wait for the sun to come up and
you are transported to the Eagle
Temple in the sky. Phew!
Next month we bring you the
Eagle Temple... if you can wait!

WATCH OUT OR I'LL PULL YOUR LEGS OFF

H

M
J

You can't get to the jew

I To collect the blue and

At last, some well needed

els on the right until later

I red gems you must use

food. Kill the spider and

god gives you
extra heart

on. You also need to push the

the teleport in the bottom-right

and get a move on. You've nearly

points for your efforts. Now ifs

block to make good your escape.

corner of this room.

completed this temple.

time to go out into the jungle...

SB

PC AND SEGA GAMES

ALSO SUPPLIED
PLEASE PHONE
When service
matters

cTB<USiTE^R3
AMIGA

A TRAIN *
A320 AIRBUS
ABANDONED PLACES 2 "

N/A ...29.99
24.50 ...24.50
N/A ...17.99

AQUATIC GAMES (JAMES POND)

"17.99

...17.99
17.99 ...17,99
17.99 ...17.99

ADVANTAGE TENNIS
ADDAMS FAMILY

AIR BUCKS
AIR SUPPORT 1PSYGNOSIS)

20.99 .20.99
'17.99 ...17.99

AMBERSTAR

20.99 ...20.99

ARCHER MACLEANS POOL

'17.99

ARSENAL '

.17.99

17.99 ...17.99

ASHES OF EMPIRE

N/A

.2599
.1799
23 99

ASSASSIN

'17.99

BARDS TALE TRILOGY '
BANE OF THE COSMIC FORGE '
BAT 2'
BATTLE ISLE

N/A
N/A ,2399
23.99
23 99
'20.99 .20 99
'13.99 ..13.99

BATTLE ISLE DATA DISK
BIRDS OF PREY 1 MEG

N/A

23 99
N/A -16.99
17.99. ...17,99

BLACK CRYPTS
BONANSABRCS
BUSHBUCK*

:

N/A. ...19.99

CALIFORNIA GAMES 2

17,99 ..17.99

CAESAR

19.99 -.19.99

CAMPAIGN

'22.99 ..22 99

CARL LEWIS CHALLENGE

17.99 .17.99

CARTOON COLLECTION (COMP)

16.99, ...16.99

CASTLES
CASTLE OF DR BRAIN
CASINO TRUMP 2 '
CELTIC LEGENDS
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 1 MEG

19.99 ..19.99
N/A, ...24,99
N/A. .-17.99
20.99 ..20.99
16.99. ...16.99
17.99. ..17.99
'22.50. 22 50
17.99. .17,99

CHAOS ENGINE *
CIVILISATION
COOL CROC TWINS

LEISURE SUIT LARRY V
LEMMINGS
LEMMINGS DATA DISK
LEMMINGS CH NO1 MOHL STAND ALONE
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK

LINKS H/D ONLY

LINKS FIRESTONE DATADISK
LINKS BOUNTIFUL DATADISK
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
L O T U S 3 THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS 1MEG

M1 TANK PLATOON
MAGIC POCKETS
MAGIC WORLDS'
MAUPITI ISLAND

MEGAFORTRES3

MEGA SPORTS
MEGA TRAVELLER 2 1MEG

MICROPROSE GOLF
MIGHT AND MAGIC .III

17.99... .17 99

•f
•
11•
H

PARASOL STARS IRAINBOW ISL 2)
PGA TOUR GOLF . DATA DISK
PGA TOUR DATA DISK

PINBALL DREAMS

N/A.. .22.99

CRUISE FOR THE CORPSE
CURSE OF ENCHANTIA '
CYBERSPACE'
D'GENERATION

N/A. ,23 99
N/A. '9 99
12.99. , ,12,99

POWERMONGER
POWERMONGER WW' DATA DISK
PREMIERE 1MEG
PROJECT X 1MEG

EPIC 1 MEG
EUROPEAN FOOTBALL CHAMPS
EYE OF THE BEHCLDLH

N/A. .2050

N/A... .12.99

'17.99... .17.99
N/A... .19.99

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE

ELVIRA THE ARCADE

N/A... .19.99

PERFECT GENERAL
POOLS OF DARKNESS
POPULOUS 2 12 MEG OF 1 MEG
POPULOUS 2 ChA._L.NGE

EVIRA 2 THE JAWS OF CERBERUS

22.99
25.99
20.50
1799

PINBALL FANTASIES

..17 99
19 99
18 99. .1899

'17.99 . .1799
19.99. ...19.99
'20.99. ..2099
N/A. .2399
17.99. ..1799
19.99. .19.99
17.99. ...17.99

PROPHECY
PUSHOVER (PUZZLE)
PUTTY

'22.99.. .22.99

N/A.. .21.50
19.99.. .19.99
11.99.. .11.99
19-99.. .19.99
11.99.. .11.99
N/A... 20.99
N/A.. 17,99
'19.99. 19.99

17 99- 17 99
N/A.... 17 99

RAILROAD TYCOON
RED BARON

RED ZONE
RISE OF THE DRAGON
RISKY WOODS
ROBIN HOOD ADVEN-URE

ROBOCOD (JAMCS POND 2)

22.99..., 2299
WA

2299
'17 99- 17.99

N/A.. 24 99
"17.99.. 17.99
17,99- 17,99

17.99-

N/A. .22 99
19 99. -.19.99
22.50. .22 50

R080COP3
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

17.99.. 17.9:
N/A.. 17.99

SABRETEAM'
SAMURAI 2'

17.
19.

F 19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FALCON 3'

20.50. .20 50
24.99. .24 99

SENSIBLE SOCCER 1.1 '
SHADOWLANDS

17.99... 17.99
19.99... 19.99

FASCINATION

19.99.

FIRE AND ICE

17.99. -.17.99

FIREFORCE

N/A. -.17.99

FLOOR 13
FOOTBALL BOSS '
FOOTBALL MANAGER 3 •
GLOCK
GLOBA-EFFECT

'20.99. . -20.99
16.99. ...16.99
16.99. ...16.99
17.99. . .17.99
'24.99. 1999

SHADOW OF THE BFA3T 3

SHUTTLESIM
SILENT SERVICE 2 1MEG
SIM EARTH '
SIMANT1MEG

GOBLIINS
GOBLIINS 2 '

17.99. ...17 99
17.99. .17.99

SIM CITY/POPULOUS
SUMMER CHALLENGE
SPACE CRUSADE
SPACE QUEST 1V
SPECIAL FORCES

GRAHAM TAYLORS FOOTRAI I CHA.LENGE
G U N S H I P 2000 '

17.99. .1799
N/A. .23 99

STALINGRAD

GUY SPY

"19.99.

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

1999

N/A. -.17,99

HAND OF ST JAMES '
HARLEQUIN

19.99. ,.19.99
17.99. -17.99

HARPOON 1.2.'
HARPOON BATTLE SET 3
HARPOON BATTLE SET 4

N/A, .-22 99
N/A. .11.99
N/A. ...11.99

HARPOON EDITOR (NOT PLUS)
HEAD TO HEAD F19 . MIG 29 S/FULCRUM
HEART OF CHINA
HEIMDALL 1 MEG
HEROOUEST/RETURN OF THE WITCH LORD
HEROQUEST 2 '

N/A, ..13.99
'29.99. ...29.99
N/A.
22.99.
19.99.
T B A.

N/A... 20.99

N/A. ..12.99
N/A. ..9.99
N/A. .17 99
N/A. -25.50
..2550
..22.99

. 20 99
..19.99
..17.99
..20.50

AMIGA

7.99 .
5 99.
5 99 .
5.99.
5.99 .
N/A .

BATMAN THE MOVIE

BLADE WARRIOR
BUBBLE BOBBLE
COUNT DUCKULA 2
DEMON BLUE
F16.COMBAT PILOT
FALCON
FALCON COUNTER STRIKE
FALCON FIRE FIGHT
FIRST DIVISION MANAGER
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
FUN SCHOOL 2 UNDER6

6.99
5.99

-.7.99
...5.99
...5 99
-5.99

.699
- 5.99

7.99 -7,99
13.99. 13 99
8.99

8 99

8.99. . 8 99
5.99.
.5 99
5.99. .599
5.99. . 5 99

FUN SCHOOL 2 6-8 YEARS

5.99.
5 99
5 99. .599
5 99. -5.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 8- YEARS
HEAD OVER HEELS
IK+

INDIANA JONESLAST CRUSADE (ARCADE)

5 99 . -5.99
5.99 .
5.99

JACK N GOLF

N/A ..

17 99 ..
15.99-

FUN SCHOOL 3 8 4 (UNDER 5)

17.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 S 4 5-7
FUN SCHOOL 3 S 4 7-11
THE FRENCH MISTRESS

17.99.
17.99 ..
15.99..

THE GERMAN MASTER

15.99..

THE SPANISH TUTOR
THE ITALIAN TUTOR
ANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ 6 11 "
ANSWER BACK SEN QUIZ 12-ADULT '
MATHS ADVENTURE
PENPAL
WORDWORTH 1.1

15 99
15 99.
14 99.
14.99..
N/A..
N/A
N/A..

KINDWORDSV3

N/A..

"All FactFiles for Answer Back available @ £9.99

JAMES POND

5 99..

KICK OFF 2 EUHOPE
KICK OFF EXTRA TIME
MANCHESTER UNITED
MOTOR HEAD
PANG
POPEYE2
PRO TENNIS TOUR
RTYPE
RAINBOW ISLANDS
SIKWORM
SOCCER PINBALL
SUPERCARS2
SWITCHBLADE 2
TOTAL RECALL
TURBO OUTRUN
ULTIMATE GOLF
WIZBALL
WLD CHAMP BOXING MANAGER
WLD CRICKET

5 99 ..
5 99 .
7.99 ..
7.99 ..
5.99..
6.99.
5.99
5.99.
5.99
7.99 .
N/A ..
7.99..
7.99 .
5.99 ..
5.99 ..
7 99 ..
5 99
5.99 ..
5 99 -

Check out our prices on budget title, cheapest arounr

CO?A£&IJLJZtt09&

FIRST SAMURAI/MEGA-LO-MAHIA PACK

AND RISK

DREAM TEAM

'ST VERSION HAS NO MONOPOLY, ONLY E1B.99

FOUR GAMES ONLY £19.99

TERMINATOR 2, THE SIMPSONS AND WWF (SPECIAL
WWF VIDEO WITH THIS PACK ONLY FROM RUBYSOFTIi)
PRICE ONLY £17.99

FAST FOOD, KWIX SNAX, FANTASY WORLD DIZZY,

14.99- 14-99
"17.99- 17.99
19.99... 1999

ULTIMA6
VIKINGS FIELD CF CONQUEST

20.99- 20.99
N/A... 18.99

WESTERN FRONT'
WING COMMANDER '
WIZKID

MA- 2099
N/A... 24.99
17.99- 17 99

WORLD CLASS CRICKET 1 MEG
WORLD SERIES CRICKET PACK
W W F EURCPFA'J RAMPAGE '

N/A.. 19.99
N/A... 17 99
17.99- 17 99
17.99

* PLEASE NOTE: Titles asterisked may not be released at
press date but willbe dispatched within 24 hour of release
subject to availability. PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR ANY

ITiA &>I rnTS)fI& Er.'JSr

YOU'D HAVE TO BE CRAZY NOT TO BUY THISII
ONLY £17.99

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES

DIZZY PRINCE OF THE YOKEFOLK, SPELLBOUND DIZZY,
BUBBLE DIZZY, PANK DIZZY, QUICK SNAX, ONLY £16.99

M0NSTEHPACKV0L2

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2, KILLING GAME SHOW AfAWESOME ONLY £17.99 AMIGA ONLY

PSYCHOS SOCCER

INT SOCCER CHALLENGE, KICK OFF 2, WORLD CHAI
SOCCER AND MANCHESTER UNITED.
FOUR GOOD SOCCER GAMES ONLY £20.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION

BIG BOX 2
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3, THE REAL GHOST BUSTER

BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND AND NEW
ZEALAND STORY.
GREAT COMP FOR THE YOUNGER ONES
THREE FANTASTIC GAMES ONLY £13.99

R-TYPE, SINBAD. IK+ ARMALYTE, TV SPORTS
FOOTBALL. BOMBUZAL, DEF OF THE EARTH AND
SHANGHAI

BIG COMP FOR ONLY £19,99 AMIGA/ST

SOCCER MANIA

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, GAZZAS SOCCER,
MICROPROSE SOCCER AND FOOTBALL MANAGER 2
WORLD CUP EDITION
FOUR GAMES ONLY £13.99
STRATEGY MASTERS •

A NEW GENERATION HAND HELD GAMES MACHINI
AND GAMES AT POCKET MONEY PRICES.
QUICKSHOT SUPERVISION 39.99
WIDE CHOICE OF GAMES AT ONLY £12.99

•DEUTEROUS, POPULOUS, HUNTER, SPIRIT OF
EXCALIBUR AND CHESS PLAYER 2150
ALL FIVE GAMES FOR ONLY £21.99
•DEUTEROUS ONLY ST

TITLES NOT SHOWN AS WE CANNOT SHOW ALL TITLES
AVAILABLE. ALL TITLES CAN BE PUT ON BACK ORDER.
REMEMBER WE HAVE NEVER DEBITED A VISA CARD YET
FOR GOODS NOT SENT!!

KICK OFF 2, PLAYER MANAGER, AND FINAL WHISTL

FIVE GOOD GAMES ONLY £16.99

FOOTBALL, MIDWINTER AND FALCON
STILL OUR VERY BEST SELLER FOR ONLY £20.99

TRIVIAL PURSUITS
TRODDLERS
UTOPIA TWIN PACK

FOOTBALL CRAZY CHALLENGE

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY, MAGIC LAND DIZZY.

N/A.... 17.99
N/A.... 19.99
29.99
'20.99... 20.99
17.99- 17.99
N/A... 21-99

VOLUME 1 (THE BITMAP BROS)
XENON. CADAVER AND SPEEDBALL 2
ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.99

THE DOZY COLLECTION

TOP LEAGUE

1999 — 19.99

MONOPOLY DELUXE'. SCRABBLE DELUXE, CLUEDI

TWO VERY NEW GAMES ONLY £19.99

SPEED BALL 2, RICK DANGEROUS 2, TV SPORTS

'17,99-

MINI OFFICE

STOS COMPILER
THOMAS FUN WITH WORDS

mJIMr IBTUIDXSIET!
ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM
ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE SIM
BADLANDS
BATMAN CAPED CRUSADER

17.99 — 17 99

TITUS THE FOX
TREASURES Ol 1 HE SAVAGE FRONTIER

ZOOL (IT RIVALS SONIC) 1MEG

45.99

N/A
34.99
N/A
20.99
N'A
24.99
N'A ...235.00
N'A
59.99
N'A
54.99
N/A
29.99
N/A
79.99
N'A
53.99
44 99
44 99

'17.99... .17.99
19.99... 1999

THE MANAGER

KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
KICK OFF 3 "

N/A.
22,99.
20.99.
N/A.
17.99.
20.50.

.16 "

17.99.. .17.99
17.99... .17.99

THE LOST TREAS OF INFOCOM (TEXT BASED ADV)'N/A

KICK OFF 2 1MEG

KINGS QUEST 1V

THE HUMANS

wRm

.16.99

-23 99
.22.99

19.99. -19-99
17,99 .17,99
N/A. -17,99
N/A. -22.99
TBA -24 99

KINGS QUEST V
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY
KNIGHTMARE
KYRANDIA
LEANDER
LEGEND

THE GAMES IESPANA) 92

Baaa»HH.H

N/A„ .17.99

.1999

.TBA
HOOK 1 MEG
17.99. ...1799
INDIANA JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS ADV 1MEG' 24 99. .24 99
INDIANA JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS ARCADE ' .19.99. 19.99
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE
19 99. -19.99
ISHAR LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS 'MEG
19.99. ..19.99
JACK NICKLAUS UNLIMITED GOLF 1MEG
N/A. .20.99
JAGUAR XJ220
"17.99. -.17.99
JIM POWER '
17.99. ..17.99

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER
JOHN BARNES FOOTBALL
JOHN MADDONS AMERICAN FOOTY
JONES IN THE FAST ..A\IE '
KGB *

TENNIS CUP 2

•t
•-

N/A... 22 99

STREET FIGHTER ? (RACK ORDER THIS ONE) "_J8.50

TERMINATOR2

HE

20-50-' 20.50
22.99- 2299
N/A... 2999

16.99..

SUPREMACY

N/A

A MO S
AMOS COMPILER
AMOS 3D
BARS AND PIPES PRO RRP £299.00
DELUXE PAINT 4
DELUXE VIDEO 3
DIGICALC
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO
G B ROUTE PLUS
HOME ACCOUNTS 2

ST

'19.99- 19.99

SPORTS BEST (COMP)

SWORD OF HONOUR
TEAM YANKEE 2 (PACIFIC ISLANDS)

39.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
24 99

17.99
..19.99

19 99- 1999
TBA... ..TBA
17 99- 17.99
N/A...
22.99...

STRIKE FLEET '
STRIKER

17.99

39.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
17.99
N/A.

17,99

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2 1MEG
EYE OF THE STORM '
F 15 SRIKE EAGLE 2 1MEG

19-99

Wsh-

22.99 . .22.99
N/A... 22.99

Si

19.99.

DOODLEBUG

18.99... -18.99
'19.99.. -19-99

N/A... .23.99
19.99- 19.99
N/A... 22 99
T B A... TBA
'17 99... .17,99

NIGEL MANSELLS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP '
NOVA9 1MEG
OUTLANDER '
PAPERBOY 2

17.99.

DUNGEON MASTER - CHAOS
DYNA BLASTER BOMULRMAN

20.99- .20.99
N/A... .20.99

AMIGA

3D CONST KIT (LTDQTY ATTHIS PRICE)..17.99
3D CONST KIT 2 "
AD1 ENGLISH 11-12 YRS
A D I ENGLISH 12-13 YRS
ADI MATHS 11 12 YRS
AD I MATHS 12-13 YRS
EASY A M O S
AMOS PRO

MONKEY ISLAND 2 1MEG

22.99. .22.99

N/A, ...17.99

i
•

N/A...
N/A'20.50 17.99...

CRIME CITY

N/A -.17.99
N/A. -.20.99
N/A . .17.99

ST

i

MIDWINTER 2 1MEG
MOONBASE
MOONSTONE
MONKEY ISLAND 1MEG

COVERT ACTION

DAILYSPORT COVER STRIP POKER

KUBY StZ-RIOUS/EVUCATIONA

N/A... 2299
17,99- 17 99
13 99. .13.99
17.99.. .17.99
1999- .19.99
N/A.. 23 99
N/A.. .12.99
N/A.. .12.99
17.99- .17.99
17.99.. .17.99
19.99... .19.99
20.50- .20.50
17.99.. .17,99
17.99... .17.99

MICROPROSE .-ORM 1 GRAN PRIX (THE BESTM)22.99- .22.99

C R A Z Y C A R S III 1ST SPECIAL)

DARKMERE'
DICK TRACY ADVENTURE
DOJODAN

,'

ALIEN, BLOCKBUSTER, BRAINPOWER, CARRIER,

CHALLENGER TANK, EAGLE, HASH, GRAN PRIX,
HEROKID, HONEY BEE, LINEAR RACING, OLYMPIC
TRAILS, PAC BOY, POLICE BUST, SEA BATTLE, SNAK

FANTASTIC WORLDS'
REALMS, PIRATES, WONEHLAND, POPULOUS 1 AND
MEGALOMANIA
GREAT COMP FOR ONLY £23.99

SPACE FIGHTER, SUP BLOCK AND
TENNIS PRO.

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR HANDHELD
GAMES MACHINES
PLEASE PHONE.
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Credit c^ards debited only on day of despatch. Tel: 071 381 89^8/071 610 1703 'Ja-Kj 071 610 1703
Rny orders received after 15th 'Dec cannot be guaranteed for Xmas delivery
Please charge my Acess/Visa No:

Valid from:.

..Expiry date:.

ORDER FORM S3 H£ lE H Date
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

Please supply me with thie following for Name

Computer
Titles

Business hours

Address

10am-5pm
Monday to Saturday
After hours + Sundays
Ansaphone order hotline:

Price

..Postcode.
Tel.

071 610-1703

* This number is a fax/tel

switch system. Listen to the
announcement and wait

Please make cheques & PO payable to RUBYSOFT. Credit card
orders cashed only on despatch. (Please note we do not make any
charge for credit card orders). Please add 75p p&p per item for all
UK orders, EEC countries add £2.50 per item, non-EEC add £3.50
per item, all other countries add £4.50 per item. All items are subject

to availability. Allprices subject to change or manufacturers price
reviews without notice. E&OE. Please note mail order companies
may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt of orders.
Please allow for cheque clearance. (Dept STF January 93)

W% J* |^fc B^ St/// in stock: 20 (37 programs on Disk, plug-ins guide), 21 (animation), 22 (desktop publish-

D n w I V ing, word processing, recover lost data, Devpac 1), 23 (15 programs - 3D construction kits,
3D, comms), 24 [l.lamatron, ST video, digitisers roundup), 25 (memory upgrades, classic
games, emulator roundup), 26 (protect your ST from viruses, UVK on the Disk, ST on TV)
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TheHi
shape

things

toll^l
come"
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Disk: A/rSupport,
Hyperbase - create
your own multi-media
applications.Protext
v4.3,Sound Lab.

Disk: Magic Story
Book, Captain Dynamo,
multi format slideshow;
PackIce;Pro 12
sequencer;

Falcon and Falcon

Inside: Sequencer
roundup; make some
noise feature; hard
rive roundup, DTP

games reviews,films
tied intoSTgames.

masterclass. We ask
Are Games Too Hard?

Inside: Multi-media on

your ST,samples and
monitorsanalysed,

July 1992
Two Disks: K-Spread
2 spreadsheet package;
[- Fire andIcedemo,

Sensible Soccer demo,

YOUP Super Boot 7.4, The

Mapper 2

Cf Financier money man

Inside: Get closer to
|3bL 'ij:'^t yourSTwithSummer

School, Falcon and

* -^yw?

j

October 1992

ISSUE 3 8
September 1992
Two Disks: Spectrum
512,Spec Code,

ST
1 iFORMAT

||l|
1BsTMJSig

December 1992

i>'"

13 ii.i. J

|

MegaSTEsinvesti
gated, STOS tutorial,
gettingprofessional

sow?

JJ roundup, Calamus SL

BJT^^ reviewed and rated

with MIDI music

in
I FORMAT m^^r^j Two Disks:

STUPGRADfS

_• ^1

S&. ISSUE 34

ISSUE 3 5

ISSUE 3 3
April 1992

June 1992

GFABasic

V3.S, GFA Assembler,
J3pfrooiEx5£5E GFA
vlB-GFA
As
Raytrace complete;
YOUR MIND

PacificIslandsdemo,

complete database and
astrology programs,
and much more

Inside: upgrades stepby-step;STastrology;
programfractals

^•J-

|Si^j|Shj9j
isSw,

IsSn

Two Disks: GFA Draft

Two Disks: Write On

Plus 3 complete2Dvec
tor drawing package;
Campaign demo; Intro
Designer; six morefull

package; Leanderpre
view; tworaytracing

programs

and more!

Inside: 21 pages of art
guides;ST Book
portabletested; weird
games; 120tips;
Buyer'sGuide

Inside: Over20 pages
of all sorts of tips; com
plete guide to
raytracing; get the best
from Sequencer One

\£ ISSUE 31

.,..& 30 GAMES

SS" ^f

March 1992

February 1992

Disk: Knightmare
demo; Kozmic pattern
generator- exclusive;

Disk: Sterfit^fster

STOS extension and

SPssI more!
j Inside: Find out how
(L^
-%$ you can make money

fc'i^S
E.»*£L aN||||1 of STOS 3D and

at with your ST;reviews

Jfat^U'^i jSpP Timeworks 2: over 40

Jf§•!?•—Ib [P~

ager, and more
Inside: 50 ways to
soup up your ST;what
happenedto the games
heroes of yesterday?
HPinkj'et printer review

STtips!

programs; complete
Penguin game; fractals

<h\

IU-tHII*l.l
January 1992
iplete

sof

fy///"""~

fis

it;

Baby

Bu need to

1o getstarted

.O*

and more

•"with the ST; roundups

Inside: Being creative
on your ST-desktop
publishing,program
ming,graphicsand
high res games

of top software,games
and add-ons; inside

yourSTE, assembly
languageprogramming

How many reasons do you
need to subscribe?
You guarantee your copy
each and every month
You get it delivered direct
to your front door

You get the first crack at
all those special STF offers
You get software packages
and accessories - as a gift!

You can save money on the
price of the issues
You get your copy of STF
before it's in the shops

Complete the coupon on the right and return it to us straight away.

Can't wait? Then phone our credit card hotline for fast and friendly service: ir 0458 7401 1

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include Cover Disk, packing and
postage. Note that issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 41 cost a bit more because you get two disks! Each copy
costs: in the UK £4.00, in Europe £5.45 and elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41.

ST FORMAT guarantees you the best
roundups and reviews of anything you
want for your ST, so subscribe!
You k n o w ST FORMAT

YOU EVEN GET SOME GIFTS! ULTIMATE VIRUS

is a great magazine -

KILLER, TWO FREE ISSUES AND A

you can trust our

BINDER

When you subscribe to ST FORMAT, you don't get a year's supply of
your favourite ST magazine. And that's because you get two free

judgements in our

issues, so we'll keep you supplied with

hardware and s o f t w a r e

the latest and greatest ST news,

reviews, you can rely
on us to bring you
interesting features, the

reviews and features for 14

3jg£ la*

months instead of 12! At face
value, these issues are worth

tlC^PHs £7.90, butwith the second
Disk containing a software
package, they're worth far

latest and m o s t reveal

ing news, exciting sorts
of what they call

more than that. As if

"reader interaction.

toilet

So subscribe - there';

that's not enough, we're
also giving you an

incredible new, shiny
red ST FORMAT binder

so, as you collect your

no question about it

subscribed-for copies
of STF, you can put
them away safely,
preserving them in pris
tine condition. Last, but certainly not
least, we're going to give you UVK
i/5.4-it's worth £9.99 and it's capable
of recognising over 60 viruses and

repairing over 450 virus damaged
games disks. So - subscribe today!

BACK ISSUES
Address

Telephone

Postcode

Please send me the back issues I have circled
To ensure you receive your magazine and Disk quickly and in perfect condition,
all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail

I

I I
I I
I I

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

J Access

Visa

Cheque

Issue: 20
33

21

22

26 27

32

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

J Access

Credit card No

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

24 25

34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
UK £4.00*, EUROPE £5.45*, Elsewhere £7,50* percopy
*(No33,34,35,37,38,39,40,41: add £1 extra per copyl

• P0

Expiry date

23

I I
I I

• Visa

_j Cheque

• P0

Credit card No

Expiry date

direct mail from other companies!
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

I I
I I

No stamp required if posted in UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man

SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
No stamp re

PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 31 JANUARY 1993

Jm

$WM

PLEASE NOTE! THIS COUPON IS ONLY VALID UNTIL 31 JANUARY 1993

I I

i

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
I Pa
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ANSWERS

Questions, questions, questions, that's all we get
here in the ST Answers department - and we love
'em! You tell us your problem and we'll give you an
answer - address your queries to ST Answers, STF
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW and state

the nature of your problem on the envelope
THE ICONS
GINIMERS

Budding Walt Disney...
I am interested in making short car-

space - the more you have of each, the larger the

Si f toons around 20 to 30 seconds long

Another point to consider is how complex the
animation is going to be, if you have a vastly
detailed background then each individual frame is
going to take up more space. If you have a simple
background, then not so much memory space is

using my STE. The characters are 2D
Mickey Mouse style animations. Is

Don't know one end
" vour ST from the

hen you
new to the

this possible on the STE and how can I transfer
them to video tape? Do you think it would it be
easier to use a Falcon?

COMMS

Are you fascinated
by the world of
modems and commu
nications? Check it

I find it very awkward drawing with the
mouse, is there a better pointing device for the
ST that feels like a pencil?
Colin Brunger, Kent

all out here.

DISKS
Your

work properly.
Having probs? Here
we sort them all out.

GAMES
So! You want to

stf: Yes, you can produce excellent animations on
the STE. The program you are looking for is called
Deluxe

Paint

from Electronic Arts (a 0753

549442), this program enables 999 frames of ani
mation to be created. We created a 300 frame ani

mation that used about 800K of disk space - this

should be ample for your needs. The length of the
animation is limited only by memory size and disk

animations can be.

used by the animation.
To record your animation to video tape, a
standard STE to SCART TV lead should do the trick.
Do not use a STE to monitor SCART lead because
this does not work with a video recorder since moni

tor leads use RGB signals, while TV and video
recorders use composite videosignals. You can get a
STE to SCART TV lead from Meedmore (» 051 521
2202) for £8.80.

Finally we come to your drawing device. Your
best option is to get the Golden Image Brush Mouse
from Ladbroke Computing International (& 0772
203166) which was awardedan STF rating of 88%
in issue 37. This is a replacement mouse shaped like

cheat, huh? Well,
look at Gamefausters
. since we don't cover

games here this month.
GRAPHICS
So much potential
can be achieved in

the world of ST art

uiTliliim

STOS CORNER

Billy Allan tries to sort out your STOS
programming queries

as well:

and graphics. If only
you knew how...

10 for T=l to 100

It's the size that counts
HARD DRIVES

If you have one, you
want to use it, right?
To get the most out
of yours, check out
this icon here.

I have written a backup program which backs up

new or updated files on my hard drive. The prob

It needs counselling
- we can help, relax...
PROGRAMMING

like that sort of thing.

: print rnd(100)

next T

Wayne Carrol, New Zealand

Nice front end

stf: We suspectthat you are saving out the file like this:

programs, but how do I check for the mouse click
ing on a box on the screen? Also, when I try and

10 bsave "file.dat", start (x) J

link scrolling frames, as in video titling programs, I
get a stop in between. Please help.

I would like to have point-and-click interfaces in my

to start(x)+length(x)

Bill Jones, Holyhead

Theproblem is caused by STOS always reserving mem
ory banks in multiples of 256 bytes, so you need to do
something like this to get the actual length:

— All sorts of program

ming this month,
listings and every
thing. Brilliant. If you

20 timer=rnd(50000)
30

lem is that when I bsave the file, its length is
rounded to the nearest 256 bytes.

PRINTERS

Does your paper all
get in a tangle when
faced with your ST?

ber. You can, however, greatly improve the random
ness of the result by randomising the timer variable

stf: To check for collisions with the mouse and a box
use the SET zone and zone(x) commands. This

should demonstrate the basic principle:

10 open in #1, "file.dat" : J
L=lof(#l)

10 set zone 1,0,0 to 32,32

: close #1

20 bsave "file .dat" , start (x)

to start (x)+l

20 repeat : Z=zone(0)

: m=mouse key :J

u n t i l Z=l and M=l

which ought to solve the problem.

Random problems
In 1st Basic there is a command called randomize

ST PROBLEMS
Miscellaneous bits

and pieces live in
here - so if your
problems are vague
and woolly, come here.

Since you have an STE, you can use the enhanced
hardware to solve your scrolling problem. Assuming
you have three pictures you want to scroll through,
this ought to work OK:

timer which mixes up the ST's clock so that the
random number routine works properly. Which

10 reserve as work 10,4*32000

command does the same in STOS?

20 load "picl.neo" : J
screen copy logic to start(10)

Mikko Ranta, Finland
stf: STOS doesn't need to initialise the random number

routine before you call rnd(x) to get a random num

30 load "pic2.neo" : J
screen copy logic to start(10)+32000
40 load "pic3.neo" -. J

HELP!
ST

stf: Good news for you, David, the Star Sj-48 printer
can use some of the printerdrivers that are supplied
with the programs you mention. If you look at your
printermanual, you can see that it explains that the
printer works under Epson LQ and IBM Pro-printer
emulation. What this means to you is that you sim
ply select the Epson LQ drivers when you're
installing Write On, and select Epson LQ drivers
from the other programs. The Star Lj-48 can use
both 180 dpi and 360 dpi Epson LQ drivers, so you
can achieve excellent results with all of your soft
ware. Practically all serious software has Epson LQ
printerdrivers included as standard so you can use
yourprinterwith any program.
I Another animation created by Deluxe Paint. We
took a picture of a lion and broke it down into 16

segments, these segments then tumble towards

the front screen from a vanishing point at the
back of screen and assemble themselves into a

complete picture.

a rather thickpencil- it sounds like being just what
you want, and a new higher dpi version is now
available. The Brush Mouse costs just £19.99, or if
you lash out an extra fiver you can get Deluxe
Paint with it for £24.99.

.IMG package required

Is there a graphics package that can

ANSWERS

chrome files in all three resolutions. You can get
Hyperpaint 2 from Softmachine for £29.95, call
«r 091 510 2666.

PAL confusion

I have a PAL TV and I wish to change
it to SCART, is there a device that
enables me to do this or do I need a
SCART TV?

J D Cordon, Edinburgh

stf: We assumeyou mean you want to change from
using an RF (aeriallead) connection to a composite
video (SCART) connection. Unfortunately it is impos
sible to convert a TV without composite video capa

be used from a hard drive and in all

bility to use SCART connections, the hardware is not
available. SCART in TVs was originally designed to

three resolutions? I also need to be

make a direct video connection between a VCR and

able to save files in .IMC format so

TV to provide higherquality audio and visual repro
duction than can be achieved by the normal RF con
nection. Toimprove yourpicturequality you have to
get a new TV with SCART capability or a dedicated

that I can import the files into my DTP software,
I have tried using Canvas from your Cover Disk
but this program seems to baulk at loading and
saving files to my hard drive. There also seems
to be a problem with .IMG format in Canvas - it

monitor.

doesn't work!

David C Hibbert, Cheshire
Bubble trouble

Please could you tell me if I can use
the Star SJ-48 Bubblejet printer with
my 1MByte 520 STE? If I can, where

can I obtain printer drivers for the
programs I use? I need printer drivers for Timeworks 2, Write On and First Word Plus.

David Woodley, Devon

screen copy logic to start(10)+64000
SO get palette(logic)
60

GFA Draft to GEM-Metafile
Conversion

: wait vbl

for Y=0 to 599

70 loke $45E,start(10)+Y*160 : wait vbl

stf: Canvas has never worked properly with .IMG
files although we have never had any problems with
running it from a hard drive. The onlyprogram that
springs to mindthat works in the way you require is
Hyperpaint by Atari. Both Hyperpaint and Hyperpaint 2 support Degas and .IMG files in all three
resolutions, and Hyperpaint 2 supports Neo-

2. I cannot get the STOS assembler program to dis
assemble programs with the "Z" directive.
Can you help?
Alan Bartholomew, New Zealand

80 next Y

Mr N C Coles of Wey.'

mouth wrote in and said

that we didn't explain
how to convert GFA Draft

files to GEM Metafiles using the
META.PRG in our introduction to the

program in STF 34 - we were a tad

Programming tips
Finally, here are some more little tints

and hips to aid your programming
There is an undocumented command in the Com

„_

90 loke $45E,0 : wait vbl

stf: 1. Theeasiest solution is to temporarily remove the
extension which you don't want to use for the moment,

This program works by taking advantage of the fact

then load in the BASIC file and save it back out as an

that you can set the STE's screen address so as to

.ASC file and the memory banks as an .MBS file. Then
rename the offending extension and re-install the other

move it up or down through memory by one line,
which is 160 bytes. The system variable at $45E
holds the address of the screen at the next vbl and

can be used rather than physic

to set the screen

address. One final point, it is very important that
you clear the address when your program finishes.

one. Now load in the .ASC and .MBS files and the

should be correctly tokenised.
It is rather unwise to rename extensions, however,

because it means that everyprogram you receive which
uses it has to be put through the above process.
2. As far as we are aware, the assembler doesn't work

verywell at all. Ifyou can, tryto get hold of something
Sprites again

like EASYRIDER or BUGABOO which has the effect of

How do I turn off Just one sprite on the screen with
out affecting the others?

making life much easier.

stf: The best solution is, of course, not to use STOS

"Inside STOS" else print "Outside STOS"

If you are really short of processor time, then you
can try using memory banks rather than arrays:
10 reserve as work 10,16 : S10=start(10)
20 Dl=deek(S10)

:

D2=deek(S10+2)
:

:J

D4=deek(S10+6)

10 dim D(3)

20 D1=D(0)

: D2=D(1)

:

D3=D(2)

: D4=D(3)

Also, remember that FOR loops are much
than writing the commands out in full.

stf: First of all, we wouldsuggest that you re-read your
STOS manual with particular attention to the screenCOPY command. Here is an example:

Disk. The problem stems from having to change the
extender to one I don't already use which then

10 load "pic.neo",back

is it likely to cause problems with memory banks?

10 if compad>0 then print J

to try it for myself but can't work it out.

supplied with the STOS extensions on the Cover

causes problems with the tokens in the BASIC list
ing. I have written a program to alter the tokens, -

run within STOS or not like this.

is faster than

Absolute beginner
Please can you tell me how I'm supposed to get a
small part of the Neochromepicture onto the screen
just like Chris Lloyd did in his Big Eye demo? I want
Grant Donald, Kendal

Token problem
1. I have had problems using example programs

can be used to check whether a program is being

D3=deek(S10+4)

Luke Channon, Natland

sprites at all. If you insist however then try the sprite
OPP (X) command which will turn off sprite X without
disturbing the rest.

piler extension called COMPAD which, we assume,
returns the address of the compiler extension. It

10 for T=l to 10

:

X=X+10

:

next T

is much slower than
20 get palette(back)

: wait vbl

60 screen copy back,0,0,160,100J
to physic,80, 50

10 X=X+10

: X=X+10

: X=X+10

:J

X=X+10

: X=X+10

: X=X+10

: J

X=X+10

: X=X+10

: X=X+10

: X=X+10

ELP!

ST

ANSWERS

^HMUilHJ
o you make a printer driver?

Mac Marsden sorts out

written in ASCII? Is there a hard

CFA programming problems

H$,

Strings 'n* things
I am writing a small menu-driven
database program and was wonder
ing how to write ten individual
records to a sequential file with the
fields NAME$

and ADDRESS$.

To find a specific file you must input a
search file to be compared with your
original data:

Once

they are written, how do I find and

INPUT "NAME to be J

delete a file?

found ";SEARCH?

andi

fast format?

found, x holds the value of the position
in the string where search$ is, hence it

Ken and Kev Swann, Moray

is greater than zero and exits the DO

stf: Well...

loop. If a match is made, then the vari

1. ~BIOS(ll,BCHG(BIOS(ll,-l),4)).

able loop holds the number of the file

you have found and wish to delete. To
delete this file all you have to do is to
make it equal a null string:

ing on its current status. If you make a
variable equal the statement, say:
x=BI0S(ll,BCHG(ll,-l),4))

| Mancad, Bangor
stf: Firstyou need to arrange some mem

ory forthe files to be held in, thisis done
by the dim statement, so your first line

Now you need to compare each name

NAM$(F)=""

with our Search$ to see if, in fact, your

ADDRESS$(F)=""

name exists:

The IF statement stops the program if
no match is made, nb - nam$ is used
instead of name$ because name is a
command used for another function.

would be:

DIM NAM$(10),ADDRESS$(10)

X=INSTR(NAM$(F),SEARCH$)
EXIT IF X>0

Next you need a loop of some descrip
tion to enter your ten data files into
memory. Use the following listing:

Each time the <Caps Lock> is pressed, x
changes its value.
2. You are on the right track with
VQT_NAME

and VST^LOAD_NAME,

but you must have CDOS installed via
an AUTO folder. Once you have installed
CDOS the following procedure should
get you on the right track.

Swarm dive
UNTIL LOOP>10
IF LOOP >10

1. How can you tell when the <Caps
Lock> is pressed?

RESERVE 25600

2. How do you load an alternative

NAME%=VQT_NAME(NUMBER_FONTS,J

screen font ? I have tried vqt_name

FOR P=l to 10

and vst„load_name but so far have
got nowhere.

PRINT "INPUT NAME NUMBERJ

The instruction

NUMBER_FONTS=VST_LOAD_FONTS (0)

FONTS)
FOR F=l TO NUMBER_FONTS

DEFTEXT ,,,,NAME%

image is put into the Drawings folder. 8. Reboot
and load META.PRG. When it's running select

short on space - it's quite hard to condense a

down. 4. Change the view back to standard A4

250 page manual into four STF pages! Mr Coles
has spent many hours fiddling around with

and drag the image so that the left edge is at
5mm on the x-axis and the bottom edge is at

the Levels button. 9. Click on Level One, select

GDOS and the other files needed and has come

5mm on the y-axis. 5. Resize the image so it fits

up with the following procedure. Remember

into the A4 view, and ensure that the shape

dow around the image. 3. While the image is in

far right of the image and note the x-position
coordinate. Add 5mm. Move to the top of the
image and note the y-position coordinate and
add 5mm. 7. Save the image to disk and then

your image for conversion, then click on OK. 10.
Select Options and set the paper size to the x
and y values you calculated in step 6, to centre
the image in the frame. 11. Go back to the main
screen and select Start. The image is converted
and given the extension .GEM instead of the
previous extension.12. Quit META.PRG and copy

the window, flip around the x-axis so it is upside

copy it to your META.PRG disk, making sure the

your converted file to your DTP data disk.

remains the same. 6. Move the cross-hair to the

that META.PRG needs GDOS installed to run.
1. Load GFA Draft and load the file to be con

verted. 2. Set the magnification so the whole
image can be viewed on-screen and drag a win

ASSEMBLY POINTERS
Tony Wagstaff sorts through
your machine code queries

Fault-free Falcon

dbra

d5,j

How can I be sure the Falcon has no

faults with the operating system, or
its internals when 1 come to buy it;

and emerges with these

and how do I work out the speed of
the 68K instructions?

Brian Boothe, West Midlands

move.l

$4ba,dl

move.1

#ct,d5

I have a problem exiting the 32colour program in STF 38; I've tried

stf: Therecan be no guarantee that the

dbra

Falcon will be 100% trouble-free. Most

move.l

Pterm but it doesn't work.

versions of TOS have had minor bugs,
although Atari have produced patches
to fix them. What you can be sure of is

sub.ldl,d2

Emmanuel Renquin, Belgium

that any problems will be reportedin ST
stf: The listing is designed as a sub-rou

FORMAT.

tine, not a complete program; as a

There are two methods for timing

resultof a typing error thereshould be a
rts just beforevbl_routine. Place a

the instructions. Firstly, look 'em up, for
instance in The 68000: Principles and
Programming by Leo I Scanlon (ISBN
0-672-21853-4). Secondly, run this list
ing:-

label at the start of the listing, and

jump to it with bsr label. Your main
program should be able to exit OK, hav
ing removed the vbl_routine and
switched off the horizontal blank. You

should also restore the original palette.
A word of warning; it's better not to
change all 16 colours on any one blank,
since some of the line will have been
drawn

before

all

the

colours

=t

$4ba,d2

sub.l d3,d2

ond. This is not too accurate as the tim

ings do vary with temperature and
other conditions, but it will give you a
rough idea as to whether one instruc
tion is faster than another.

I have written a program to check if

move. w

#$20,-(s

viruses are in memory, but it ignores
them whether any are present or not.
James Loftus

trap

#1

move.1
move.

1

#6,sp
$4ba,d2
#ct,d5

the low res screen above its usual 320

x 200 pixels. Now a French team have
produced an art package which will
display pictures on a larger screen.
Full CFA Basic and assembly source
code is included so you can put them
into your own programs.

Contact Computer Connections

#0,-(sp)

addq. 1

Full screen

A few of you have written with
details of how you can to write to the
border, with the effect of increasing

On an ST, the value in d2 divided by
60000 is the timing in 200ths of a sec

1

move.

are

changed, making the borders between
palette changes fuzzy.

here

d5,loop_2

Virus check

59999

egu

an AUTO program or from the Desktop
rather than from the boot-sector.

loop_2

your instruction goes

No Exit

which may or may not be a virus. You
should have more luck if you run this as

stf: James' program works as a boot-sec
tor program, checking whether the

on •=• 03548 590 and ask for disk 775.

Multi-function chip
How do I program the MFP 68901
interrupts, particularly the horizontal
blank?

lames Mulligan, Scotland

EI.P!

ST

0,"THIS IS J

printer manual. Because each type of

T NO."+STR$(F)J

printer has its own set of commands, the

best thing you can do in yourprogram is

+"NAMED "+F0NT$

to set your commands to match Epson
FX Escape codes. Most printers are able
to use these codes. Another option is to
write your program so that youcan enter
your own codes to match your printer.

u«-{2)
NEXT F

-VST_UNLOAD_FONTS
RESERVE

The program reserves memory for the
fonts, gets the number and names of
fonts installed with CEMDOS. The "F"

loop runs through the fonts and prints
them on the screen one at a time, wait
ing for a key press after each has been
displayed. The fonts are then cleared
from memory and the reserved memory
is cleared.

3. 1st Word Plus (£58.95, Mail-Centa

«r 0332 204 007), has printer drivers in

ASCII form, whichyou can study in con
junction with yourprintermanual to see
how the Escape codes work. Basically
you can set the printer from within CFA
Basic by using the print chr$(xx)
command from your program, where xx

is the decimal value of the particular
function you wish to to alter.

All Escape codes are listed in your

As for a standard format, different pro
grams seem to use different ways of

deriving the printer drivers, making
themincompatible withotherprograms.

ANSWERS

scrolling games, learning machine code
would be an advantage. (GFA Assem
bler ivos given away on STF 34). You
may find that STOS is more suited to

duced using the GET

games programming with its wide vari
ety of graphics and sound commands.

GET x,y,xl,yl,A$

2. To use music recorded from your hi-fi
you wouldhave to use a sound sampler,
but beware of breaking copyright laws.
The best solution is to write your own
tunes using a PD program like Sound-

a$

tracker or the XBIOS Music Construc
tion Kit. Both cost £1.25 from PDSSC

the command PUT is used:

(* 0354 8448), Soundtracker is on disk

PUT x,y,A$,n

and PUT com-

mands. Tocreate a spritefrom a picture
loaded on-screen use the command:

holds whatever is in

the area

defined, x and y are the top left cor
ner coordinates and xl,

yl are the

bottom right coordinates of the area.

To place the sprite onto the screen

GFA or machine code?

M022 and XBIOS is on disk M020.

1. Is CM Basic suitable for creating
games? 2. How would I put music
from my hi-fi into the game? 3. What

3. Machine code, also known as assem

Only

bler, is a low level language which

required to put the sprite back onto the
screen, and an optional number n which

is machine code and what is the dif
ference between this and BASIC? 4.

Does CFA Basic handle sprites well,
and are they easy to produce?
John Dough, Worcs
stf: 1. Yes, GFA is suitable for program
ming games as long as speed is not a
major consideration. If, however, you
wish to program shoot-'em-ups or fast

SCART cable for VCR

enables you to directlyprogram your ST,
unlike BASIC or other high level lan
guages (C or COBOL) which have to be
compiled and linked before use. This

V^ compatible with both the ST and the
Amiga machines? And can you tell
me where can I get a SCART to
Philips CM8833 Mk2 monitor, not for either of
my computers but for my VCR?

top

left

coordinates

are

can have a value between 0 and 15.

This number tells GFA how the data is to

be written to the screen, three being the

shorter program length and freedom
from the operating system.
4. GFA has a built-in sprite command,

value most commonly used, where the
new sprite is transferredon to the screen
replacing anything that was there
before. See your GFA manual for a full
explanation of the various modes for

but sprites are limited to 16 x 16 pixels
in size. Pseudo-sprites can be easily pro

command.

makes machine code much faster and

gives more efficient use of memory,

machines. Your secondquestion is a bit more inter

Is there an external drive that is

the

writing data to the screen using the put

Illegal? Me?

esting. Because a VCR SCART connection uses com

I have read in magazines, including
ST FORMAT, that it is illegal to copy

posite video for its video signal, you need a SCART
to CM8833 Mk2 composite video lead and switch
the monitor from RGB to composite video. This is

or back up games software. In
Knights of the Sky and Populous 2 the

done via a small button on the back of the monitor

manual says that you must make a backup copy.

marked CVBS/RGB. The composite video input is a

If I do this will I be breaking the law?
Matthew Garside, Derby

M A Wheedlin, Bolton

phono socket on the monitor, so a standard SCART

stf: The answer to your first question is no, there is
no single drive compatible with both of your

(o 0702 554161) supply a lead for £8.95 that is
exactlywhat you need,part number JW38R.

to phono TV lead should do the trick. Maplins

ters. Computers Technical Reference
Guide, volume 3 (ISBN 0-87455-149-8)

rupts on that channel. These must be

cleared so that the interrupt can be used

trolled by which bit. To take an exam
ple, Timer B, which signals an "event"

again. The Pending bit is cleared auto
matically, but the In Service bit must be

foreach horizontal blank, is assignedto

cleared by your routine. The interrupt

bit 0 of each of the A registers.
To take advantage of the MFP chip,

must return with rte, not rts.

interrupt handler

needs

to

be

installed. A handler is simply a routine
that runs automatically each time an
interrupt on the appropriate device
occurs. So the RS232 clear to send (CTS)

will trigger an interrupt, if one is
instolled, when the RS232 is ready to
send a signal. The interrupt handler
could then be responsible forsendingit.
To install an interrupt handler, its
address is placed in the MFP vector
table, beginning at memory address
$100,

and the relevent bit set in the

Interrupt Enable (register A at address
$FFFA07, register B at $FPFA09) and
Interrupt Mask registers ($FFFA13 and

$PFFA15) to open the interrupt chan

nel. This can be done directly or by
using the XBios

Mfpint

function.

specifically gives you permission to do so in the

automatically, stopping any other inter

has details of which devices are con

an

stf: It is illegal to copy or backup software unless it

Horizontal blanks are not, strictly
speaking, MFP interrupts, but are con
trolled by Timer B, which is in turn con

trolled by the MFP chip. See ST
FORMAT issue 38 for details of how
these are installed.

Printing from the registers
How do I print the contents of a data
or address register to the screen?
C Hodgson, Staffordshire

r div„by_d3

string dc.b 'this is i

string',0 *don't forget the 0

move.l #string,a0 'point J
aO to string
move.l a0,-(a7)

move.b do,(al)+
clr.b (al)

Since all computers store text in a differ

ent way to numbers, printing the con
tents of a data register is more
complicated. As you probably know,

rts

div_by_d3
divu d3,d0
move.w d0,d4

every character has a code known as an

clr.w dO

ASCII code. If you want to print that
character you need to ask the computer

swap dO

add.b #'0',d4

to print the ASCII code.

move.b d4,(al)+

Fortunately converting a numberto
its ASCII equivalent is simply a matter of
adding it to 48. Firstthough we need to
convert it to decimal, again a simple
matter of dividing by multiples of ten.
The following will convert the low byte
of do to text and point aO towards it.
Load do

stf: If the register points to a string, that
is it contains the memoryaddress where
a stringis stored, the solutionis simply:-

dd.b #'0',d0

with the number, branch to

this subroutine, then use the first routine

buffer ds.b 4

Try adding code to print larger num
bers, you could also work out how to
check for a negative number and to
ignore leading zeros.
If you can't manage all that you do

to print it.

have the option of cheating! All you
have to do is get yourself a copy of

bin_to_dec

movem.w d3-d4,-(sp)

Assembly Language Subroutines for
the 68000 by Leventhal and Cordes
(ISBN0-07-707150-6) which shows how

move.1 aO,al

to do all this and more.

movea.l #buffer,a0

E
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miMHi
sending MIDI program change messages
from your sequencer on, er, Channel 9.
You might have to experiment with this
to see which numbers bring up which

Tim Tucker dips deep into the
postbag and comes out with
this selection of questions

sounds.

Yammy link up?
I have a Yamaha VSS-200 keyboard
with a sound sampling thing on the
back. Can I connect it to my 1040
STE? What leads do I need?

causes the auto-accompaniment section

I have an STE with a Philips CM8833

to start playing. If you want autoaccompaniment parts to play on a dif

Mk2 monitor. The sound from the left

record

the

MIDI

speaker seems to be much louder
than the right. Is this a fault on my
STE or is this normal?

Replay 8

stf: This is not normal behaviour from

Microdeal Ltd =• 0726 68020) is a great
package to start off with. It gives you

colour monitor, but have been told

your equipment - you have a problem
with either your STE or your monitor,
where the left channel has probably
gone down. Contact Evesham Micros on
<r 0386 446441 - they should be able to
fix the problem, and they charge a fixed

this is not so and that I would need

rate of £55.

What is high res?

I have a couple of programs which
only run in high res. I saw the Philips
CM8833 Mk2 advertised as a high res

from any music shop.

Atari's

own

mono

monitor to

run

Problems on the E20

high res. Also, can a high res monitor

When using Roland E20 synth with
MIDI programs, say Sequencer One,
it's difficult to assign channels. Roland
say it's not the best keyboard to use
because it's not very user-friendly. I

be used in medium and low res?

Synth or sampler

D Wallace, Glasgow

I

two

different

sequencers,

I am

CM8833 Mk2 monitor. I read that it

Channel 3 - lower keyboard
Channel 4 - upper keyboard

usually not a problem because most pro
grams that run in lower resolutions can

Channels 5, 6 and 7 - accompaniment
instruments' (transmit and receive)
Channel 8 - accompaniment Bass
Channel 9 - receive only Channel
Channel 10 - drums (manual and
accompaniment)

run in high res also.
Games could always be played on

your TV too, if you want the colours. If
you want to get a monitor that produces
all three resolutions, you're looking at a
multisync monitor. These are very conve
nient, but also extremely expensive. In

Youcan change sounds on Channel 9 by

FM Stereo?

whether I should buy a sampler or a
synth keyboard, or both. What should
I buy for a budget of £400?

low and medium resolutions, but this is

In these cases, because

have

nies have different definitions of what

fined as follows:

assign MIDI channels, they are prede

the ability to record samples directlyinto
your ST, and it comes with a software
sample editor to manipulate your sam
ples, as well as a drum machine pro
gram to make music with the samples
you create. You can also use the samples
in Sequencer One and mix them with
the music coming from your MIDI key

and 39. What I would like to know is

Channel 2 - manual bass

stf: With the E20 you can't actually

Sampler (£59.95

stf: The trouble is that different compa

constitutes high resolution. Atari's defin
ition of high res is 640 by 400 pixels on
the screen, which the Philips monitor is
not capable of producing. As you sug
gest, Atari's own high res mono monitor
can do the job. Unfortunately you can
not use the high res mono monitor in

Mike Chilvers, Middlesex

Sound

board.

Sequencer One and Pro 12 from STF 30

want to record and add on while pre
vious tracks are playing back.

over £2,000! If you want sampling
capabilities, look no further than your
ST itself. You can buy a sampling pack
age made up of hardware and software
that turns your ST into a sampler. The

Simon Welch, Birmingham

edit screen.

MIDI ports, which unfortunately means
that it can't speak to your ST. The only
answer is to get yourself a MIDI key
board, which you can attach to your ST
using standard MIDI leads available

manual.

Hardware samplers are very expen
sive, most of the good ones coming in at

Off balance

channel,

could certainly get a good deal on the
synth second hand if you looked around
the high tech music press classified
columns.

You should disable the MIDI

information to your sequencer and
change the channel of the part in your

stf: The VSS-200 has the sampling capa
bility built-in, but it doesn't have any

buy the multisync.

clock set on your sequencer because it

ferent

Geraint Richards, South Wales

fact, it's usually cheaper to buy both a
colour and mono monitor than it is to

the manual

instructs you to makebackups, you are not breaking
the law. It is still illegal to make copies and pass
them on to others- the backupsare strictly for your
own use.

F Salami, London

stf; To start off with you should get

considering buying a Philips

produces stereo sound - can it still
produce stereo sound with a 520
STFM, or do I just get a mono sound
output from the monitor?
Ben Jones, West Midlands

yourself a multi-timbral synth/keyboard,
which enables you to make multi-instru
mental music using the programs you
already have. Fora little more than your

budget you could get the Kawai K4
synth (£499 Kawai a- 0202 296629),
which offers 128 PCM sampled sounds
internally, which you can edit yourself.
You can create music using eight differ
ent parts, including drums, so you
shouldn't need any other sound sources,
whatever music you're creating. You

address in the documentation.

If the Canon printerhas a standard Centron
ics connection then you should be able to connect
the machine up with a standard parallel printer
lead from any computer supplier. Try Epson drivers

supplied with software because most printers work

stf: The Philips monitor only gives you
stereo sound if the computer it's con
nected to outputs sound in stereo. Unfor
tunately, the STFM can't do this. The
STE, on the other hand, can, so if you're
really interested in getting stereo you

need to upgrade your ST as well as the
monitor. Alternatively, hang on until the
Falcon appears - that not only gives you
stereo sound, but 16-bit, CD quality to
boot.

stf: Ifyou have a normalTV rather than a TV/Moni
tor then you need an STE composite video to SCART
lead rather than an RGB SCART lead.

Contact

Meedmore on * 051 521 2202 and have details of

your TV handy - if they don't have a ready made
lead in stock they can make one for you.

with these, if not, then experiment with others. Any

spooler utility should do the trick, Turbo602 from

Bundle of woe

Where can I get my joysticks
repaired - both of mine don't move
to the left. I have bought someone's
disk

collection

and

some

of the

games do not work - is this because he had an
STFM and I have an STE?

If I had a Canon PW1080A printer, could I
use it with my machine and what is the best
spooler to use? And finally is there anything I
can do to repair my games disks which I acciden
tally virus-killed?
M Davis, London NW1

stf: It is probably better to get a replacement joy
stickrather than repair the ones you have - repair
ing the old ones could turn out as costly as getting
new ones. Many oldergames do not run on the STE
and have not been updated - it is best to contact
the producers of each game or software package
you are having trouble with, there is usually an

Cover Disk 37 (turn to page 58 if you don't have a
copy) is as good as anything else in thisrespect.
You've got a bit of a problem if you have
wiped out your games. The Ultimate Virus Killer
can repair many games (about 700 at the last
count) but you may have games that are not
includedin the UVK program. In this case you have
to contact each game producer by letter explaining
your problem and enclose the master disk - they
should be able to help you out.
UVK cosfs £9.99 from Douglas Communica

Which machine?

1. I want an ST for working, drawing
and playing adventure games, would
you advise the 1MByte 520 STE or

the 1MByte 1040 STE?
2. Why is a 1MByte 520 STE cheaper than a
1MByte 1040 STE?
3. What does RAM stand for?

4. Can you play ST games on an STE?
5. How do 520 and a 1040 STEs differ?

P Horn, Cumbria

tions on s- 061 456 9587 or from our mail order

stf: 1. Both machines are identical so either is OK.

offers on page 128.

2. The 520 machines are cheaper because they are

usually supplied with games, while the 1040 is usu
ally supplied with expensiveproductivity software.
More SCART problems

I am trying to get the correct SCART
lead between my STE and a Sanyo
21FST TV. Can you help?
A F Abdalla, London NW10

3. RAM stands for Random Access Memory.

4. All new games which are written for the STFM
run on an STE, but some older STgames may not.

5. The only difference between the two machines is
the label - internally they are identical.

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers
to you at LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range
is built to the highest standards, by a company that is used to
manufacturing high quality precision products. In fact, you
_ may be wearing one of these products on your wrist, as
Seikosha are part of the massive Seiko/Epson group (with a
turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!).

•
•

DOT MATRIX
LASER

•

THERMAL

PRINTERS

MODELS - NEW LOW PRICES!)
N 192cps PRINTER

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica, we
will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT {worth £25+vat

= £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE (see panel below). For further
information on the Seikosha range of printers, complete and
return the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your
hands on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order
hotline, 081-309 1111 to place your order now.

FREE!
•
•
•

FROM

SILICA

CCLfVcKi Next day -anywhere in the UK mainland.
MtLPLINt Technical helpline during office hours.
OlAKTcR K.IT With every Seikosha dot matrix printer.
ON-SITE WARRANTY

All Seikosha Dot Matrix Printers come with a 12 month repair warranty
included in the price.Silicaare nowpleased to offera full one year on-site
warranty option with Seikosha Dot MatrixPrinters for only £10wat extra! In

the unlikely event ofa problem with yourSeikosha printer, an engineerwill
visit your home or business within 8 working hours of your call {on-site

warranty effective for UK mainland only). ^ VPAD

HMIVCIft

OP-108 laser Includes1 year on-site warranty.

(On-sitewarrantynotavailablewilhSmart Labelprinler).

(+VAT = £11.75)

Ref:POS8195

9-PIN 300cps PRINTER
300 CPS

24-PIN 240cps PRINTE
80 COLUMN

•

240 CPS

NEW!

• Seikosha SP-2400 - 9 pin - SOcol
• 300cps SD, 240cps D, 60cps NLQ

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SL-90 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps SD, 192cps D, 84cps LQ

21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts

•

• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

20K Buffer + 2 Fonts

• Parallel Interface • Opt. Font ROM
• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi

• GraphicsResolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit

• Epson Emulation
• Standard Semi Auto Sheet Feeder
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP
£199.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00
TOTAL VALUE: £224.00
SAVING: £69.00
SILICA PRICE: £155.00

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP
£199.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00
TOTAL VALUE: £224.00
SAVING: £89.00
SILICA PRICE: £135.00

,+VAT= £182.13 Ref: PRI 8290 J

NOTEBOOK PRINTER ENTRY-LEVEL LASER

LABEL PRINT
The NEW Seikosha

Smart

LabelPrinter Plus range now
includes a PC version with
both DOS and a Windows'

NEW!
'PLUS' MODELS

STARTER KIT

driver and an Apple Macintosh

r

model. All are able to mix
fonts on the same label and

i

have many other new
features. They will provide
letter quality address labels,
file labels and bar code labels
on demand. The Smart Label

Printer sits on the desk,
working m the background,
while your normal desktop
printer gets on with the
documents. Using memory

••qar,-batleiyor.mainii,j;f,..v.y.,1|^

144 CPS

80 COLUMN

• For IBM PC compatibles only
• Seikosha LT-20DX - 24 pin - 80 col
• 180cps SD, 144cps Draft, 60cps LQ
•
•

1K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi

orCAB7614 lorST/Amiga - £14.95

' 512K RAM- expandable to 2.5Mb

FRI8B22

• Flexiblepaperhandling: Standard
paper cassette • 100 sheets,

Optional2nd bin - 300 sheets
• QuietOperation 46dB(A)

the

screen

text

of

most

- •- •

popular software packages.
is supplied complete with a
power cord, a serial cable for

oiliuh

1 year guarantee. The Apple
Macintoshversion (PRI8012)

£499

061192-1415

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION+ GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheetsof Duality Continuous Paper

price of £165.vat.

•

RRP

100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopeson Tractor Feed
Printer owners may order the Silica Kit (ref: KIT

hVAT = £217.38

On-Site Warranty not available on this product

MAIL ORDER:

—J

• 3'A" Disk with Amiga & ST PrinterDrivers

is also available at a new low

+VAT= £586.33

"1?

„1_

CHARGE. It includes all you need to get up
and runningwithyour new printer.

software, a roll of labels and a

rnioc

r~^- • • '• -

EverySeikosha dot matrix printer from Silica
comes with the Silica Printer Starter Kit,
worth £29.38 (£25wat) completely FREE OF

The Smart Label Printer Plus

connecting to your PC. SLP

RRP £&S9vat

1 Centronics Parallel, RS232C/
RS422 Serial Interfaces

£219

f

Paper Path
• RequiresCAB7500 lor PC • £9.95

' Uses Original HP"-'1 FontCards
• Postscript Emulation Option (Extra)
' Optional IBM, Epson&Diablo
Emulation Cartridges

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP
£299.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00
TOTAL VALUE: £324.00
SAVING: £105.00
SILICA PRICE: £219.00 -:•-•-= :3S7.33

• Compact Designwith Straight

• HP LaserJet IIP1" Emulation
1 14 Resident Fonts_

Plus is

able to produce a label from

• OP-104-4 Pages per minute
< Resolution: 300x300dpi

Parallel interface

•1:

resident or DA software, the
Smart Label Printer

5000) for only£24,38-£5 off RRP! WORTH £29.38

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Order Lines Open; Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Tel: 081-309 1111
No Lale Night Opening
Fax No: 081-303 0608
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
3 Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On allhardware ordersshippedinthe UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team oftechnical experts at your service.

LONDON SHOP:

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record inprofessional computer sales

SIDCUP SHOP:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-302 8811

£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

ESSEX SHOP:
Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA
Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 930am-5 30pm (Sal 900am-6.00pm)
No Lale Nighl Opening

Tel: 0702 462426

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London S Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyourrequirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buyyour newprinter, wesuggestyou think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buyfrom
contact you with details of newproducts? AtSilica Systems, we ensurethat you will have nothing to

worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREEliteratureand begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service",
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

mucA
SYSTEMS

Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Sal close 6.30pm)

Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Nighl: Thursday - 8pm

Late Nighl: Friday - 7pm

Tel: 071-629 1234
Extension: 3914

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0193-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX~>,
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:....

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please returnthe couponlor the latest information.

scover the
How do

they do it?

FUTURE

tonal
With Modern Techno1

m

Your computer, your creativity and Future
Music are all you need to enter the
fascinating world of making music. We'll
guide you to the right software and
hardware at the best prices, then show you
how to get the most out of them.

Eveiy month we will open up for you the
Meat Beat Manifesto's
tricks of the trade

entire world of music technology, from

creating and playing live to recording and
producing. Your computer can be the
starting point for making superb music STs, Amigas, Macs and PCs are all at the
.•I***8*8"

Get it taped

Kic
Axe!
We put the Roland
GR-1 guitar synth
through its paces

hub of making music today.
We won't swamp you with jargon and
technical drivel because we know just how

confusing the business of music technology
can be. You'll get clear, concise and
entertaining reviews and features, written by
experts who know what they're talking
about and can show you how to do it too.

Find out just how
BASE FOR WINDOWS

exciting creating music
can be. Future Music

uiure
PUBLISHING

issue two is at your

newsagent now!

Your guarantee of value

News pages
packed with
previews,

personalities,
the latest

launches,
opinions,
updates
_ and events
Informative interviews with

performers and sound crew

world of music
Take control of your music!
Sampling on the ST

mm

0?

Mysteries al r BReSRS—*™

theuniverso

As

^P
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Authoritative reviews of all the
latest hardware and software

!i

4 Expert technical advice on all your
musical problems every issue

Technology plus creativity

Don't just listen - play!

JJfc contro, of your synth
MooWn t^Umoffer peat pow*r,M ca* be hart

to control.DatidKughci*MMMtthe lyitfc
faterfaeaa andnmttolathaiput,ouinchant*.

Buyers' Guide
Looking forth*tltfrtpieceof hardware of Mltwareforjnu?Them's* tat to

choose from outliteral Lot u*help you with th*Future Hi/sic Buyers' Guide.

^&

How to... guides that will help
you get the most from your gear
♦ Comprehensive buyers'
hardware and software

Jssue

guides to
\

FUTURE

Mi

The technology for making music is becoming increasingly
affordable, giving more people than ever the access to equip
ment that can create, play and record to a high quality level.

complicated world - ripping out needless

jargon, giving authoritative reviews, provid
ing essential advice and keeping you up to date

What you need to know iswhat equipment isright foryou and with everything to do with music technology. Join us every
how to get the most out of it. We will guide you through this month andbe partofa unique club ofmusic enthusiasts.

Don't sit in silence - make a noise!

MAKE THE MOST OF TALESPIN
GET TO KNOW ALL THE NOOKS AND CRANNIES!
Microdeal Ltd

Ifyou've enjoyed playing with the Talespin adventure creator on last month's Cover Disk then the
chances are you're going to want to investin the brilliant manual. Forthe miserly sum of £9.95 you
can get this 144 page epic
which covers all the in-depth
features of the program. This
manual is an essential com

panion to the program.
PRICE: £9.95

MAKE YOUR
ADVENTURES
NOISY!

Microdeal Ltd
How do you fancy adding
some

real

spice to your

adventure games by includ

ing some samples within
the game? Buy Microdeal's
Master Sound 2 cartridge

and you can do just that,
sample real sounds then
include them within your
adventures.

Talk

about

added realism! In this spe
cial ST FORMAT offer you

can get Master Sound 2 for
the seriously low price of

Speciau

£14.95.

PRICE: £14.95

BuUoththeTa|esp.in mam
$flmpIer

HOW TO
ORDER

MICRODEAL mail order
Name.

• Just fill in the

Address.

coupon oppo

site, and send it
to Microdeal

Telephone_

Postcode

Price

Description

Ltd,
Box 68,

St Austell,
Cornwall
PL25 4YB

I If you wish to
order by credit
card or have any

queries, ring the
telesales

department on

TOTAL ORDER

Method of payment- please tick appropriate box

• Access
• Visa
• Diner's Card • Cheque

• American Express
• PO

Credit card no 1
Expiry date |

H

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies •
To order by telephone, call « 0726 68020

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
ge

» 0726
68020

Microdeal Ltd

SEND THIS FORM TO: Microdeal Ltd,

Box 68, St Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB.

RANT!
ARCHER

MACLEAN

Archer Maclean, who programmed Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker
and the forthcoming Archer Maclean's Pool on:
U T h e ST... The ST's a good machine, but it's going downhill because the industry keeps talking it down. It's a selffulfilling prophecy. You only have to look at the ABC of ST FORMAT to realise there is a considerable number of

ST owners out there. Many conversions onto the STfrom other machines are not done by the best programmers
for the job and often seem to be done on the basis of "get it done as fast as you can" or "never mind - that'll do"
type of attitudes. I know for a factthat Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker has sold a damn sight more STunits

to date than any ofthe doom and gloom merchants could ever imagine. The ST version of Pool is going to be 20 to 25% faster graphi
cally than the Amiga. The two music bits aren't going to be as good as the Amiga's samples, but they only occur during the title
sequenceand the Hall of Fame - apart from that the two versions are pixel identical in just about all respects.

The future of games... In a couple ofyears time you'll see the full-priced games market polarised between PCs and the consoles, with
most other machines somewhere in the middle with a small market share to fight over. The new Amiga 1200 is a technically fabulous
machine with about four to five times the power of existing Amigas, and, without a keyboard and
disk, it could, technically and perhaps on price, kill all known consoles dead in a big way and set
the standard for years to come. But, Idon't thinkCommodore have the marketing cloutto do that.
The Falcon... I haven't got a Falcon yet, because I simply have too much to do as it is. The Atari
stand at the ECTS show was a serious disappointment. The bloke I was trying to get some

•

Archer Maclean

- lover, fighter, software developer

answers from really didn't know anything at all. He was handing out a very simple and very
badly printed A5 sheetoftext with nothing conclusive at all on it. He couldn't demonstrate any
thing proficiently at all. The so-called demo software consisted of a few high res colour images
of parrots and one or two other things - it reminded me of the way people used to demonstrate

and cocktail waitress. Is there no end to

the static colour images of the new-fangled colour graphics systems of ten years ago. For such
an expensive stand at the show, they clearly hadn't spent any money on having some halfdecent demo software to sell the machine with. Idon't think I'm wrong in saying that brain-shakingly good visual and sonic demo soft
this man's considerable talents?

ware has helped establish and sell more computers over the years than any other form of computer advertising, except, perhaps,
successful hype. Ieven suggested (to Atari) that the power of the machine might mean that a 256 colour version of Pool with trigonometrically correct numbers rolling around the ball as it rotated, but the salesman couldn't confirm resolutions, colour ranges or proces
sor speed. All Igot was a few urns and a few erms chucked in for good measure. I hope for Atari's sake they've sorted out this type of
approach and paid reasonable money to reasonable developers to produce some decent software.

Consoles and hype... How many people can afford £65in a recession for a game like Street Fighter 2? It's a good game and it may
be a 2MByte cartridge, but I'm pretty certain the manufacturing costs of a 2MByte cartridge are nottwice or four times that ofthe more
common 1MByte and 0.5MByte versions going out on the street for £30 or £40. Although I'm surprised it's done as well as it has. But,
you know what sells more carts than anything else? Hype, pure and simple. Hype of the ram-it-down-their-throats
variety that costs heaps too. Unfortunately, this approach means the best product is often not the one which sells the

most. If it's any consolation, Dropzone is shortly going to be available on the NES and Gameboy for £20-£25. The
NES version is brilliant, seriously addictive, and does things with the graphics Ihaven't seen on any other NES game.
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THE

S

T F

BBS

If you are remotely
interested in

comms you're

probably thrilled to
know that

we've started up
our own bulletin

board service.

CALL ME A

COMMIE
The STF BBS is provided as a service for you to
log on and leave messages for other readers
and the ST FORMATteam, leave queries for ST

reveals the sordid

Answers or Gamebusters and leave letters for

Feedback. In fact, you can chat about any sub
ject to anyone - you can even talk about

text file you can upload it to the board for every

details of how

Madonna's various fetishes if you like. Whether

ST world will be posted on the board for you to

you get any replies about her is another matter topics have to be of interest to more than one

read while you're on-line in our regularly

you can link your
machine to

person.

We provide the latest and best PD software
as well as the best software, games and demos

ours...

from over 50 ST FORMAT Cover Disks. In fact,

The ST FORMAT Bulletin Board
Service

Call: 0225 461330 24hours a day, seven days a
week

Sysop: Clive Parker

Operating speeds: 300, 600, 1,200, 2,400 and
9,600 baud

24 hours a day, seven days a week. No rest for
the wicked!

Our textbase provides useful text files on
ST subjects that you can read on-line or down-

You need this to call us

software in that case. There are some very good
programs available in the PD that you can use,

ple can ring the BBS using

grams to the BBS, receive
(download)

is constantly running on an

connect

from

ST

"log-on." While connected
to the BBS you can read
open
messages
between

and send private files to and
from other people. BBS ser
vices can offer specialist

other callers, read private
messages left by someone
for you, leave private mes

areas such as MIDI, games

sages, send (upload) PD pro

BT

phone system by a modem,
and usually run by a dedi
cated enthusiast at home for

hobby.

The

service

designed to act as a

is

mes

sage and file base, and peo

to

the

board

ber: the STF BBS is on 0225 461330 and runs for

So you want to get on-line to ST FORMAT, do
you? Well, you're going to need some comms

their STs and modems to

the

expand and change to provide the best on-line
service available for ST owners anywhere.
The BBS has started with a single line run

are not available are commercial game demos
that are subject to copyright.

type of comms program that
to

updated news section.
Best of all, the STF BBS is to gradually

ning at speeds of up to 9,600 baud, but we are
going to add at least one extra line soon with
the possibility of another one after that. Remem

A bulletin board is a special

connected

one to read. All the latest news from around the

you can download all the Cover Disks in com
pressed form so you can catch up with all the
software you may have missed going right back
to 1988. The only portions of Cover Disks that

WHAT'S A BBS, THEN?

a

load to your machine and read later. The first of
these text files is to be a comprehensive list of
ST related contact phone numbers and
addresses. If you have an interesting item in a

Clive Parker

to

the

PD
BBS

programs

and

receive

usually they are as good as - and sometimes
better than - any commercial offering. Both the
programs below are available from most of the
PD libraries listed in our PD directory on page
125.

or programming. Any hobby

FZT Freeze Dried Terminal v2.10

can be a subject area on a

MERLIN PD SOFTWARE - DISK MPD0973

BBS service.

Freeze Dried Terminal, or Fizzydizz as it has
become known in the comms world, is becom-

THE ULTIMATE JARGON BUSTERS CUIDE
The num-

ft

of bits of data per
second that can be trans

When your
modem can accept commands
from your machine.

mitted by a modem.
Those mysterious "V"
_ numbers (V22, V23 etc)

|!]jiQfjjQ't!J are simply shorthand
codes for the various

process of compressing informa
tion to transmit more information

from a BBS to your machine.

hardware on more expensive
modems.

Data Terminal Equipment,
this is your computer.

A private message either

A message with a file
attached, only the receiver of the
message can get the file and this
can be extracted and used at a

to or from you.

later date.

in less time.

baud rates. You should set your

speed that both your modem and

Equipment - in other words, your

Agreed methods of transmitting

Buffering sys
tem that enables the computer to

the remote system is capable of.
The higher the baud rate, the less

modem.

error corrected and data com

modem rate and the modem to

systems baud rate to the fastest

Data Communications

time you spend on-line. Beware of

Standard

modem connection without error

modems marked V23 only, these
are only capable of 1200/75 split

correction, compression or flow

rate speeds that is not supported

control.

modem rate to be different. Data

and 5, V.42 and V.42bis are some

can be sent at a higher speed to
the modem from the computer

common protocols.

than the modem can send over

verifying that data is transmitted

the phone lines, the modem com
presses the data to increase data

correctly, commonly built into

flow speeds.

A mear s for

by the majority of comms soft
ware and BBS services.

pressed information. MNP 2, 3, 4

Receiving a file

COMMS
THE

S

TF

BBS

PAYING FOR INFORMATION
CompuServe and Cix are rather

be quite a costly way of getting

bly start a specialist area for you.

number which is 100012,2571.

different from the standard BBS

hold of software and information.

The ST support area has a section

The comma is part of the ID num

service. For a start, they are both
huge, with hundreds of thousands
of registered users. The other
main difference is that you have
to pay for these services - not just
your phone bill but also how
much time you spend on the ser
vice is charged to you on a quar
terly basis. This means that it can

The different support areas
cover all types of computers from
the oldest to the newest, along
with areas for sport, news,
finance, art, graphics, music, film,

set aside for US software and

ber and cannot be left out when

hardware producers, so you can

leaving mail or messages.
Get on line to CompuServe on 071

TV and video, science fiction and

that may be of interest.

so on. In fact, if you can think of a
subject that is not covered on
CompuServe then they will proba

MAT on CompuServe, simply
leave a message or mail for our ID

contact them directly if you have
any problems or ideas (such as

how to get hold of their products)
You can also contact ST FOR

enables you to find out what a menu option
does simply by double-clicking on it. While in
Help mode an information window appears with
full details on how to use the option selected.
The program enables you to contact all

437 4393 (up to 9,600 baud) and
CIX is on 081 390 1244. Using
these services is not cheap, and to
get an account with CIX you need
a credit card. You have been

warned. Bruise that plastic.

easy to configure settings. Helpful touches like
the passwords for the BBS being called are
assigned to the left and right cursor keys. Vanterm is highly recommended if you're new to
the ST comms scene.

BBS services and can be used to transfer soft

• These large friendly buttons make Fizzydizz a
great comms program. Not for the beginner but
still reasonably simple to get to grips with.

ing the most popular program available for
hardened comms users. This is largely because
it has a huge number of functions for the

ware using most of the popular protocols avail
able. To make up for this you can launch and
run other programs from within Vanterm, so
you can use one of the many PD Z-Modem utili

To enter the wonderful world of comms you
need a modem. Try the Best 2400 Smart One

ties around.

£59.95 it is a low cost reliable unit and well

Options abound within Vanterm, including
a full disk utility menu, a text capture facility and

worth the outlay. Another winner is the Supra

Vanterm 3.8

MERLIN PD SOFTWARE - DISK MPD0049

Vanterm is another excellent PD comms pack
age, and even though it has been around for a
few years it is still one of the easiest to use. It
has an excellent built-in help system which

faster modems are available but cost a

desk.

enter a BBS system, usu

Using Vanterm, logging onto our ST-based BBS is
as easy as phoning up Cricketline.

tocol, methods of error correction

MichTron BBS 3.0 software

very
adaptable
package
because modules providing

and has been customised for

extra functions and services

ST FORMAT by Andy Curtis

can be written in the special
MCL language and added to
the BBS. Ad.Lib provide a
module writing service to
you
if
you
have
the

The

and

STF

BBS

Dave

their help.

of

the

MichTron is a

been transmitted correctly.

Detection, this is when the
modems "talk" to each other to

The modem

set a connection rate and proto

that you are connected to over
the phone lines.

col.
The
same as a Direct Connection but

does not support error correction
or flow control.

These settings
must be the same on both your
machine and the one you are try
ing to connect to if you're going

machine is connected to another

machine via the modem enabling

as 8-none-1. Most comms soft

communication between them.

ware is usually set up with these
settings.

A method of checking
that a file, or part of a file, has

MichTron BBS software, cre
ating add-on modules to
order for a small fee, of
course.

WIIMET

The SYStem OPerator, the

Ad.Lib

is

also

member,

an

where

MichTron BBSs link up to
pass messages and informa
tion on to each other.

person who runs the BBS. Large
systems such as CompuServe have
sysops for each section of the
board.

Sending a file to a BBS
from your machine.
IFff^Fl^fiFTinfFM
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to be able to make a connection.

The most common settings on a
BBS are 8 data bits, no parity and
one stop bit, referred to generally

can be transmitted over the

phone lines and back again.

on

Ad.Lib BBS (091 370 2659) many thanks to them for

this means that your

tor, that box which converts sig
nals from your ST into a form that

runs

(Weaker

and data compression.
MOdulator/DEModula-

tasty £259.99. It's available from those First
Choice chaps, stf

ORIGINS

with flow control, this connection

Microcom Networking Pro

receive faxes. These extra capabilities are
reflected in the price of the modem, a rather

• Hello, the ST FORMAT BBS? What's that then?

ally by entering your name fol
lowed by a password that only
you and the BBS know.

bit

more. The Supra-Fax Modem enables normal
connections at speeds of up to 9,600 baud and
with the appropriate software can send and

also known as

The one on your

2400 modem from First Choice (« 0532 319444)

Both can transmit and receive at 2,400 baud;

It has a built-in text editor, so you can
write and store messages ready for transmis
sion to a BBS, a variety of transfer protocols
ranging from X-Modem to Z-Modem, a compre
hensive auto-dialler, the ability to record and set
slots, a full disk utility section and the ability to
run script files. All text received by the modem
can be captured by Fizzydizz and saved as an
ASCII file to disk for you to peruse at your
leisure. The program is easy to learn with large
buttons for almost every option and you should
consider registering with the author to get the
full version for a meagre $25.

Modem from HCS (« 081 777 0751) - at only

which has recently dropped to £79.99, Supra
modems are well known for their reliability.

comms addict to get hooked on.

up automatic log-on macros, 40 normal macro

The hard stuff
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THE Nol MONITOR FOR THE ST
AND AMIGA

PHILIPS 8833 Mk ii

OFFICIAL

14" COLOUR MONITOR__-

TUW»?

USING A
14" CGA COLOUR MONITOR

with a domestic television set,

• OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT

then you are missing out on picture quality.

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY

Unfortunately, because your TV is used to receiving inferior UHF
transmissions from the airwaves, it only has a UHF socket. So,
your computer has to downgrade its high quality digital RGB (Red,
Green, Blue) signal to UHF to enable your TVto receive it.
However, because your TV can only display using RGB, it has to
convert the UHFsignal back to RGB before it can put a pictureon
the screen. Of course, every time you convert from one signal to
another, there is a loss of qualitywhich means that the final picture
on the TVis not as good as the original signal from yourcomputer.
You can overcome this with a monitor, which has an RGB socket,
not UHF. Your computer will recognise this, and send its original

• FREE! LOTUS TURBO
CHALLENGE 2 SOFTWARE
• RESOLUTION: 600x285

THE GAME

THE COMPETITION

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 from Gremlin
Graphics takes racing games to new
dimensions. Pass through hazardous
tunnels; twist along log-strewn tracks;

WIN A DAY FOR 2 AT THE
1993 BRITISH GRAND PRIX

Imagine grandstand seats at the most acclaimed
event in the Formula One year - The British
packed test of your skill and speed - Grand Prix. Philips will fly you and a friend into

speed over sand drifts. It's an action

Silverstone and there's the chance to meet a

CAN YOU HANDLE IT!

famous Formula One personality at a celebrity
FINAL CHALLENGE EXCHANGE
reception. It's then time to take your grandstand

If you already own a copy of Lotus
Turbo Challenge 2, don't worry. You
can return the Free copy from your
new monitor and, for just £5, Philips
will exchange it for "Lotus - The Final

seats for the morning's practice. A delicious 4
course lunch follows; then it's back to your seats
for the Grand Prix itself.

software to design and create your

It's all part of an exciting first prizepackage inthe
Turbo Challenge Competition. And, if you don't
get the chequered flag, there are 40 runner-up

very own racing circuits.

prizes of Ferrari Testarossa remote control cars.

Challenge". You can use this

new

RECOMMENDEDII

• HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15.6KHz
• .42mm DOT PITCH

• STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS
• EARPHONE SOCKET
• TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL

RGB signal to the monitor which will display the image directly to
the screen with no loss of quality.
The Philips 8833 is the best selling colour monitor for the Atari ST
and CommodoreAmiga . Ideal for game playing, it offers excellent
colour graphics and has stereo audio speakers for enhanced
stereo output from the ST-E and Amiga. The performance and
reliability of the 8833 is exceptional, which is why we are confident
to offer 12 months ON-SITE warranty with every Philips 8833

• CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL
• DARK GLASS SCREEN

• GREEN SWITCH TO
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY
• AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE

monitor. Plus, every 8833 from Silica comes with FREE Lotus

• CABLE REQUIRED
See Accessories below

Turbo Challenge2 software,all for only£229 inc VAT.

CABLE - £9.95

All of the accessories below

ACCESSORIES

For maximum enjoyment of Lotus
Turbo Challenge 2, we are pleased
to recommend the best selling Zip
Stik Super Pro Joystick. The Zip
Stik is probably the best joystick

are suitable for use with the

Philips 8833 Colour Monitor

You will need a cable to connect the Philips
8833 to your computer. These cables are
normally £14.95 each but, if you buy one from

Silica at the same time as your new monitor,
we will give you a £5 discount so you pay
only £9.95 ™ vat. Make sure you order the

currently available and the world's

correct cable for your computer.

fastest rapid fire! At only £12.95, it
represents superb value for money.
•

Durable steel shafted handle

•

8 microswitches

CAB 5510 - ST-E STEREO SOUND
CAB 5508 - ST-FM MONO SOUND
CAB 5050 - AMIGA STEREO SOUND

SAVE

• Handheld/table top
•

2 fire buttons

• Triple action auto-fire
Single shot
Short rapid burst
Megablast continuous fire

TV?

Switch to a monitor and
SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSING!
If you are currently using your ST or Amiga

£5!

f

• Rubber suction
icnon cups .^m^
• Extra long
• 1 yr g'tee
HI-TECH GRIPPA
COPY HOLDER

CQ QC moa
A*«7ai'7w

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

FREE DELIVERY

MAINLAND

MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardwareorders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamof technical expertsat yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proventrack recordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliableand profitable.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstrationand trainingfacilities at our London&Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyour requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailedto you withoffers + software and peripheraldetails.
• PAYMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthlyterms.
Before you decide when to buy your new monitor, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be likea few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-309 1111

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
No Late Nighl Opening

Tel: 071-580 4000

Orderlines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.3Qam-6.00pm

No Lale Nighl Opening

-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA

Mon-Fri 9.3Qam-5.30pm (Sat 9.Q0am-6.O0pm)

Fax No: 071-323 4737

No Lale Night Opening

Tel: 081-302 8811
Fax No: 081-309 0017

Tel: 0702 462426
Fax

No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0193-92, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DXI

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Company Name (if applicable):

experience and expertise, we can nowclaimto meet our customers' requirementswithan understanding

Address:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Fax No: 081-308 0608

LONDON SHOP:
Selfridges (1st Boor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Sat close 6.30pm)
Lale Nighl: Thursday - 6pm
Extension: 3914

company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

1550

Surname:

Postcode:

is

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor Ihe latest intormation.

The Best o f
ST FORMAT

. the cream of

s\r FORMAT: the
features, beginners'
guides, technical
tips and reviews
and combine them

1*75** i

in a single volume.
1 Actually you

I -'.SS'v

' needn't bother,
^0«t*tfJ

*»Al>

•••-"l!.',".::i-11''W^r,-4'—«

|'cos we've done it
for you. And it
only costs £9.95
ESSENTIAL: Eleven thorough chapters of
11it I fill lir<l[*]lM<tMtllBnfl*Tsr<tm*lfc'llllli

the very basics to the more complex aspects.
Includes: word processing, art and graphics,
business software, desktop publishing, music,
programming, comms, games and the world of

TWO GREAT
DISKS

the Public Domain.

(See the Optional!
box on the right)

ST ANSWERS: Nine chapters answering more
of your technical queries, including over 200
new tips.

OVER

!

A huge section including a great

Buyer's Guide, a gigantic jargon Busters chap
ter and indexes to everything that's ever been
in STFORMAT -you need never have to search

for that elusive review again!

OH V,
Or S

DISKS: As well as the optional disks - see below
-1 lere is also a section explaining how to get

The Best of ST FORMAT

the most out of them.

PTION
Telephone
Quantity _

Description
The Best of STF with disks (STBOOK D) .

The Best of STF without disks (STBOOK)
Plus £1.45 per book P&P
Total order:

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Access

D Visa

• Cheque

Credit card no |

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies
To order by telephone, call « 0458 74011

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Ltd
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR

t an extra £4.00 you a
1two complementary disks,
se feature: • Accompanist- a poweril 16-track sequencer • Back-Up-a handy
utility to back up your Disks • Art ST- a
paint program with a wide range of func
tions • Cybernetix-a fast and furious blaster
~ Fastbase- a slick fully-featured database
Fastcopy 3 - choose your disk's format
Financier- a customisa ble accounts pack
age • Gallery- a slideshow with frills • OEM
Calc- a spreadsheet which can handle up to
100 cells •

Llamatron - an addictive alien

blaster • Maccel- speeds up your mouse
-" Mountains - create beautiful landscapes
• Pack Ice- compress and decompress files
• Quickdisk- a very handy RAMdisk
• Quickview- makes reading document files
a cinch •

Selector- choose which Accessories

you boot up with • 57 Writer Elite - a power

ful word processor • TrendyHandy Randy
Hendy Bendy Mandy - create your own
Mandelbrots • Zapcard- a digital card file

ST IN B

ACE - 900 -

"Gorgeous cutesy
console-style graphics".
"Sheer, unadulterated addiction".
AMIGA COMPUTING • 85% •
"Cartoon-style graphics with a
sense of humour

loads of challenge".

C + VG HIT -9-

"a well deserved hit...

highly recommended".
. i r KLaLylhS - HiTCsMvlKS

'.II-'i •:

- 'i ' M '

2 CASTLE STREET . CASTLEFIELD . MANCHESTER . M3 4LZ

ST FORMAT GOLD -90%"if only all games could be like this".
"A thoroughly absorbing cjame...
enormously entertaining".
ALL AVAILABLE FOR

ATARI ST & AMIGA

£7.99 ea

Unit 2

GASTEINER
PhiHong <SP Seagate Quantum"
5t«inb«rg C-LrTB GST
Optical Pen

tical Mouse

London N17 9QU
Tel: 081 365 1151

'LMHiTiroraE
GOLD
AWARD
WINNER
INST
FORMAT

Mega Mouse

GOLD
AWARD
WINNER
IN AMIGA
FORMAT
90%

92%

St Format 81%

Cu Amiga 79%

A stylish Pen mouse with

with effortless micro switch

smooth fast movement Micro

Stylish three button trackbaUs.with.
third button supporting auto fire

buttons.fast smooth and

switch buttons. Ideal for

and click and hold

reliable. Includes Optical

Drn=artwork^tc. Includes

Mouse Pad and Holder

Optical Fad

Superb300dpiOptical Mouse

qualityconstruction and

£26.00

PC 720P External drive£50.00

with duel colour

movement,with micro switch buttons.

Mouse only

Mouse with hard mat
and mouse holder

£29.95

£34.95

Vortex
£25.00

A 290dpi high resokition Opto-Mechanical Mouse. Top
quality construction ensures rapid and smooth

Crystal Ball

£35.95

Power
BEtz Turbo

Millmead Road

Fax: 081 885 1953

Trackballs

Mouse

Millmead Business Centre

£14.95

£10.95

Monitors

D386 Emulator runs at 16

Real Time Clock

SM124

£139.00

SM146

£149.00

MHZ. True multitasking in
PC mode on ST

PC 720B with Blitz

£65.00

51/4" Disk Drive

£95.00

Power scanner

£95.00

The ulinmate Cartridge£25.00

386 SX-16

£279.00

387 Co-Pro

£115.00

Philips 8833II £195.00

Fast RAM Cache

£30.00

Atari SCI1435 £209.00

PhiHong

Goldenlmage Mouse

Replacement Power Supply
for ST, STF and STE

with Mat.

Eaiot

£29.95

£13.95

The Brush Mouse with D-

um.

Multisync Monitor for ST,
STE, Mega STE and
Falcon

£349.00

Drive £45.00
At these price and not at
echange prices

mouse

£29.95

Marpet

Gasteiner STE and

XTRAM Deluxe Simm

Mega STE Upgrade

Upgrade for ST STF
and Mega ST
1/2 MB

£ 39.00

2 Mb

£75.00

4 Mb

£115.00

£29.95

1/2 Mb

£12.00

2 Mb

£50.00

4 Mb

£100.00

TOS 2.06
STFM

£49.95

STE

£49.95

Peripherals

connect other

peripherals.

joystickjoytick/j
•tideJoytidc/joystick

£12.9S

£14.95

lStWosd +

£55.00

CalligrapherPro

£79.00

Calligrapher Gold

£109.00

That's Writs VL4

£19.00

Monitor Switch Box Colour/

Mono

St Format 80%
This clock is equipped
with a thru partes to

Word Processing Software

£10900

Goldenlmage External 3.5"
Drive
£59.00

Goldenlmage Optical

Automatic Switcher

betwecu two input devices
Willidick of a button . Eg.
mouse/mouse,inause/

Multisync Switch

Goldenlmage Hand Scanner Box

Official Atari Internal Disk

St Format 78%

DTP Software

£13.95

Multisync Switch Box£29.95

Pagestream V22

£149.00

Timeworis Publishing2

£80.00

Printer Cable

£6.00

Calamus V...9

£129.00

Modem Cable

£6.00

Calami SL

£339.00

Serial Cable

£6.00

OCR Software

£165.00

Touch Up

£49.00

Philips/Atari STE
Cable
10 Disks

£10.00

Easy Draw

£34.00

£7.00

CyberStudio

£25.00

Cordless Infrared
£45.00

Mouse

256 Greyscale Scanners
Total solution for scanning A4 images
Features:- True greyscales, 100-400 dpi, 105mm head,
OCR option

Cyder Control

£25.00

Cyber Paint

£25.00

Human Design Disk

£10.00

PutureDesign disk

£10.00

Archrtechrural Design Disk

£10.00

3D Font 1

£10.00

CAD 3D

£10.00

CAD 3D DevelopersDisk

£10.00

N»Desk3

£28.00

Top quality hardware with the latest version of software from
Mkjraph. Allows real time scanning, provides powerful editing/painting g

Trusts FunFace

£18.00

features. CompatibleOmportafexports) FF,IMG,PCX,TFF and

Signs + Banners

£15.00

Calender + Stationary

£15.00

MACPAINT fotmats.Compatible with all Atari's

Touch UP and

Touch UP , Merge
It and Special OCR

Greeting Cuds

Merge It Software

software.

C-Lab Note to-

£279.00

C-Lab Creator

£179.00

Minmum system requirement
2Mb RAM, and a Hard Disk

£119.95

£199.00

£15.00

Music Software

Full OCR Version
Software Available
£165.00

Cubeat

£150.00

Cubase

£279.00

Cubase light

£150.00

Pleaseadd £330 postage and packing to all orders under £100.00 and Orders over £100.00 add £5.00 postage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. AU prices include VAT.

Cottearu* accepts, paijiurits. by Vita, Aooeu, Cheque or. postal etdst,
E.&.O.E. PiioGi. -subject to change without notice Goods. subject to axHJabaily. Spec^cation. .subject to ohnngo without noUoc.Att feidomruki.
Aefcnmilkdged,

Unit 2

Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Road

m****

. ALFA
^DATA

r^*r- i

Iff

London N17 9QU

I CIJ M^i5et £fV£ POWEB

Tel: 081 365 1151

A ATARr V/°rTeX PHILIPS Fax: 081 885 1953

GOLDGNI

COMPUTERS

AATARI"

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVE
For ST, STE, MEGA ST, MEGA STE

520STEl/2Mb

£219.00

and FALCON

520 STE 1Mb

£230.00

520 STE 2Mb

£265.00

520 STE 4Mb

£305.00

1040 STE 1Mb

£299.00

All mega drives now comes with:* ICD host adaptor
* High quality metal casing
* Backup software
* Power cable with plug
* Comprehensive manual
* 12 months back to base guarantee.

MEGA STE

•DMA in and out (with thru* port for an extra drive/laser printer)

0Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 379.00

1Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 399.00

2Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 429.00

4Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 465.00

OMb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 579.00

1Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 599.00

2Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 629.00

4Mb With 48Mb Seagate H/D

£ 665.00

OMb With 120Mb H/D

£ 679.00

1Mb With 120Mb H/D

£ 899.00

2Mb With 120Mb H/D

£ 929.00

Gasteiner Floptical 20Mb Drive £399.00

4Mb With 120Mb H/D

£ 965.00

Gasteiner Floptical 20Mb Disks £20.00

1Mb With 170Mb H/D

£ 999.00

Note

2Mb With 170Mb H/D

£1029.00

ICD Controller With Clock For The Above Drives,

4Mb With 170Mb H/D

£1065.00

Please Add £15.00 Extra.

Feature :- Fully Autobooting ,Autoparking, East Access SCSI drive.

50 Mb 24Ms (Seagate)

£289.00

52 Mb HMs (Quantum)

£309.00

87 Mb 14Ms (Quantum)

£399.00

105 Mb HMs (Quantum)

£429.00

125 Mb 14Ms (Quantum)

£479.00

170Mb 17Ms

£459.00 \l&

All Quantums have minimum 64K Cache

Bare Drives

Mega STE Hard Drives

STBQOK

50Mb

£199.00

105Mb

£300.00

170Mb

£389.00

1Mb 40Mb Hard Drive

£1275.00

50 Mb Seagate

£179.00

1Mb 80Mb Hard Drive

£1475.00

52 Mb Quantum

£199.00

105Mb Quantum

£279.00

170Mb

£349.00

Mega STE Kit, Atari Host-

20 Mb Floptical disks

£20.00

Adpt and Software

limited quantity available

Prices include official Atari

FALCON
1Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 499.00

2Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 529.00

4Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 579.00

8Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 779.00

16Mb Without Hard Drive

£ 979.00

1Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£ 899.00

2Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£ 929.00

4Mb With 64Mb Hand Drive

£ 979.00

8Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£1179.00

16Mb With 64Mb Hard Drive

£1379.00

ICD Products
Ad Speed ST

£140.00

Ad Speed STE

£160.00

ICD - THE LINK
Connects an Atari ST

AdSCSI Micro Host Adpt £

55.00

AdSCSI Plus (with clock)

69.95

computer to an exeternal SCSI
hard drive, floptical drive, CD

AdSCSI ST

59.95

Rom

Metal Case for H/D

35.00

£65.00

Power Supply

£

35.00

SCSI Cable

£

5.00

DMA Cable

£

5.00

Please add£3.50postage and packingto allorders under£100.00 and Orders over£100.00 add£5.00postage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. AU prices include VAT.
CaAteiru* accepts, payments, by Visa, Aooeu, Cheque st postal etdjofc.
E.&.O.E. Prices, .subject to- change Without notice. Goods, .subject to- oMaJabJity. Spoocfioaljoa -subject to change without notice.AH Indenvniut.
Acknowledged.

UleServe
Atari Workstation

/Expansion System
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated ST colour.

Special price tZ /.OU

New Citizens

Swift 240
24pin Colour*
replacement). Phone for a data sheet
•optional colour. Price with cable & paper

£245
£265

Swift 200
24pin Colour*
Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224
replacement.) Phone for a data sheet
•optional colour. Price with cable & paper

200 Mono
200C Colour

£195
£219

Printer Packs
All printers are supplied with a printer pack
consisting of printer paper and a connection
cable.
p.
e
i

Free of charge

A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

Citizen 120D +
with cable

c* ,-.Q

& paper

Hard Disks

Floppy Drives

1/2MSimm

Protar Progate

Exclusive Scoop

with cable Mono £155

Colour £179

Panasonic
KXP1123

£12.90
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

12.90
49.00
94.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

44.00
79.00
119.00

20DC 20M Hard Disk
40DC 40Mb Hard Disk
50DC 50Mb Hard Disk
105DC 105M Hard Disk

1040STE 1 M ram

£279
£319

quality at dot matrix price.

1040STE 4M ram

£379

3 year warranty.
With cable & paper

£>o O c
LOZO

Deskjet Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost.

3 year warranty.

n ji i r\

Withcable & paper

New

Only with an ST

STF rating 90%
While stocks last

HP

300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality, with colour
and black cartridges resident.

LOZ3

Printer Drivers
Canon BJ-IOe/ex

£5

Deskjet 500 Colour

£10

Citizen Swift

£5

Printer Dust Covers
most types in stock

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

_

Panasonic/Epson
134
215
189
229
119

_ _

New Price

189
265
329

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Happy Mouse
for Atari ST&Amiga £ •] 4,90
Naksha Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga p O 1 Rn
I .OU

Squik Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £13.90

UlBSCrUB

£47.00

Atari SM146
£145
14" Colour Monitor pi QQ

with cable

t- I &&

Philips CM8833 mk2
UK. 240V
Colour Mon
+game

£1 99 with cable
£1 95 without cable

No game reduce above by £5.00

Philips CM8833 mk2
Rebadged as AKF17

£165
with cable

£219
£229
£269

520STE4Mram

£315

Above ST's are supplied with
START PACK Software:

IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,
Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

Add £ 1 0

Medium Res.

+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives, Final
Fight, Robot Monsters

£169

SONY

without cable

Hyper Paint

DISKETTES

£199

9.95
4.00
69.00
28.70

9.90
49.00

Borodino game
All items subject to availability

£159

4.00

119
175
185
1 75
249

Prices include VAT cable & paper

True Mouse
£15.90

Naksha Scanner
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with new touch up software

£109

3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

7.50
32.30
59.93
141.00
540.50

100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

DISKETTES
SONY/DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)

Accessories

Star

(100% certified error free)

10x
50x

Power pack software
20 ST games
£29

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88

LC20 Mono 9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2420 Mono 24pin
LC24100 Mono 24pin ....
LC24200 Colour 24pin ..

SONY branded
(lifetime warranty)

9.90

FirST Basic - HiSoft
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.
TimeWorks Pub. 2
NeoDesk 3

to above for

DISCOVERY XTRA Software:
1 ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,

14" Stereo Colour Monitor.

Dot pitch 0.42mm.

from £219
520STE 512k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2Mram

Special Offers

9pin colour with cable & paper

for Atari ST &Amiga

Atari STE's
with START PACK software

Organiser - Trangle

New

Internal 1M Drive

£19

Special Offer

frnn

Withcable & paper

£52.90

Atari SC1435

Deskjet 550C
3 year warranty.

Zydec 1M
1 M external drive for ST's

Hi Res. 1 4" Mono monitor & cable

L41 H

Star LC 100

*••&

84 tracks.

TenStar Games pack

Pretext V4.3

£169

Olivetti JP350 inkjet

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

£69

1040STE 2M ram

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

Epson LQ570 24pin

Cumana CAS354

Atari STE's

Deskjet 500

Star SJ-48

KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin
KXP2180 9pin Colour....
KXP2123 24pin Colour...
Epson LX400 9pin
Epson LQ100 24pin

£215
£315
£345
£475

HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser

Probably the best 24pin mono
printer available. With cable & paper

with house &mat

Series II Hard Disks

from £4.70 inc VAT

r_ I Uy

Citizen Swift 9
&paper

Special Offer

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E

240 Mono
240C Colour

of Hampshire Established 7 years I<§•

Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
21.86
100x3.5" DS/DD 1 35tpi
39.60
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
94.88

Ikx

3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

353.68

40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .. 7.50

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Phone for our 60 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT)

UleServe
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

Best for service UlCSBrUB Best for service
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ANDY HUTCH
• Andy spends Saturdays down his local rave
emporium. "It's great - I can stand there and

rave on and on for ages and nobody listens to
a word I say." So, it's a bit like being at work
then? "Erm, well, yeah."

ED RICKETTS
• Ed can't think why he does it, he just does. He
likes to wander into ladies' hat shops and try
on all the see-through plastic head scarves.
"The ones with the dog patterns on are the
best," he says.

JAMES LEACH
• When James pops into his local DIY super
store he always takes a tape measure with
him. "There's nothing more satisfying than

• Pete gets all his footy shirts from

IClive likes junk shops. "So far

measuring cut timber, the smell of the wood
is fantastic." Yes, James.

^:.„

RICH LONGHURST
• Rich likes to stand next to the stationery
counter in WH Smith's and poke his tongue out

I've managed to get an Amoeba, a

Oxfam. "Fashions in the football

PC and a Spectrum for only 25p
you find in these places."

industry change so quickly I'nt
sure my '72 Dukla Prague away
strip is back in vogue."

Al

CH

each. It's amazing what rubbish

JRTIS

at anyone who buys a packet of A4 ring rein- /
forcements. "The ones you have to lick your

self really do it for me." he confessed. 1

ROB MEAD
I Rob's favourite shop is Mandy's massage
parlour. "You get a really good mud bath, a rub
down and a packet of bubble gum for only £75.
It's worth the money for the gum alone - it

lasts ages." J

EIMPLAY
Around the World
Back to the Future 3
Bombuzal
Bunny Bricks
Caesar
Defenders of the Earth
Dizzy,
Prince of the Yolkfolk
Dr Fox's Football Annual
Dungeon Master
England

page
page
page
page
page
page

87
102
102
84
80
102

Espionage

page 100

Flight of the Intruder
ISS
King of Chicago
Leeds United Champion
Lemmings

Page 87
page 102
page 102
page 88
page 97

Liverpool
Paladin 2

Peter Beardsley
Predator 2

R-Type
Rampage
Rampart

page 92
page 88
page 97
page 100

Saint and Greavsie

Scramble Spirits
Sinbacl

Spellbound Dizzy
Striker Manager
Terramex

Terry's Big Adventure
The Flintstones

The Running Man

page 88
page 95
page 100
page 102
page 102
page 102
page 83
page 100
page 100
page 102
page 92
page 88
page 100
page 100
page 100
page 100

• Andy doesn't like shops, or high

• Chris met his girlfriend in a New

streets. In fact, he lives in a tree

Age shop. "Our eyes met over a

house in Epping Forest and wears

rainbow coloured crystal ball and

clothes made out of oak leaves.

we've never looked back since."
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Ah, the joys
of ancient
Rome.

Rampant
orgies,
tortured

slaves,

oppressed
natives,
crucified

Christians

and corrupt
emperors.
Richard

Longhurst
calls that a
civilisation

CAESAR
FROM: IMPRESSIONS
PRICE: £29.99

Y o u ' v e got to admit that
the game would have
looked a bit more of an

attractive proposition if it had
been called it Caligula. But this is
strictly an orgy-free zone, don't
even think about bringing your
horse, and you probably won't
even need the grapes. We are talk
ing serious empire building here.
Caesaris pretty much like the
great grand-daddy of construction
games, Sim City. You start with an
empty plot of land, a mountain of
money (or a modest pile if you
play on the hardest difficulty set
ting) and the ability to pluck build
ings out of thin air and plop them
down on the ground. Your perfor
mance is measured against four
criteria: the peace your people
have enjoyed, the level of culture
in the city, the prosperity of the
people, and the extent qf your

• These are the sage-like fellows who give you all the information you need
on the slave population, finance, taxation and your personal standing. They
also stab you in the back if you give them just half a chance.

drome, which costs a whopping
300 dinar. All the buildings cost a
certain amount to maintain, so

your resources soon dwindle away.
But there's no point plucking
and placing at random, there has
to be method to your madness.
First of all you need an administra
tive centre to collect taxes, you
may even need several of them to
ensure there's plenty of red tape.
You need houses for people to live
in, all of which have to be near a

road and water supply, and so you
have to

12/

92/

36/

average rating
• Your rating is shown by a typi
cally Roman column - the higher
the better. When you've achieved a
minimum and an average in each,

it's time for a promotion.
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• See that bust - that's you, that is.

This screen shows your favour
with Rome and enables you to set
your own salary - but don't take
too much or the people get fed up.

50/

47/

empire within the province. Do
well enough and you're promoted
up the ranks of the Roman political
system, and it's on to conquer a
new province.

build the town's

infra

structure. Then you need lots of
places for people to work (unless,
of course, you'd rather be creat
ing a Conservative vision of
Britain), places for them to learn,
places for them to go when
they're poorly, places for them to
enjoy themselves and places for
them to pray, as well as barracks
for soldiers to live in.

While you're building your
finely balanced urban ecosystem,
you have to indulge in the famous
Roman pastime of rounding up

provincial level map shows the
entire province and it's here that
you can do some more plucking
and plonk down some forts and
roads to connect the villages.
Slave management

Being in the Roman army is not an
attractive proposition when there
are hordes of barbarians maraud

ing around the countryside, so you
have to jack up the wages and the
conscription level to get some
poor suckers to serve for you. It's
best to get four or five strong
cohorts early on because those
barbarians are nasty little fellows,
and if they make it into the city
they can wreck loads of buildings
and can only be stopped if one of
the militia men happens to run
into him.

The presence of barbarians is
both a strong and weak point. The
good side, if you're an Impressions
fan, is that when a cohort meets a

horde, you have the option of
switching to the Impressions'
Cohort war game to play out the

slaves, which turns out to be a sim

battle in detail. But for the rest of

ple matter of allotting money to

us, the chance encounters just

Build build build

slave welfare. The slaves are the

The main aim of the game is to
place buildings and produce a
throbbing little metropolis to rival
that of Rome itself. A wide variety
of buildings can be plucked from
thin air, but there's a price to be
paid, because every building you
place saps away at your money. A
lump sum is payable when you cre
ate the building: anything from a
few dinar for a house or temple,
through 50 or so for a decent
workshop, right the way up to the
top of the scale and the hippo-

men, and no doubt women, who

mean clicking a couple of buttons,
which gets very tedious very
quickly, particularly when the
hordes are so numerous and your
troops are so strong that you win

keep the city ticking over - they
prevent fires, maintain buildings
and keep the roads in order. If
you've got enough of them left
over you can send some of them
off to fight in the army.
Ah yes, the army. You see,
your little city isn't isolated, it's a
small Roman province which is
populated by barbarians, so natu
rally you need a few forts and
cohorts to guard your city on a
larger scale. Switching to the

every time anyway.
Busy doing nothing
And to make matters worse, after
each battle, the cohorts stand

around waiting for new patrol
orders, so it's quite possible for
another horde to sneak into the

city while you doing even more
clicking in a frantic effort to tell

SCREENPLAY

GAME

the cohort where to go. Another
problem with the barbarians is
that early on it's quite likely that
they'll get into the city, which
drastically reduces your peace rat
ing, so towards the end of a level,

when prosperity, culture and
empire are pushing 100%, you're
waiting around for the prosperity
rating to creep up. It moves at
around 4% a year, which means
there's a lot of waiting to be done
when the target is 80% minimum
on each rating.
Get exploring!
But despite these irritating nig

down only for barbarians to come

do is plonk down five or six forts

and wreck them, but there's a

and lay roads from the main city
to the villages. In fact, it can get a
bit tedious having to go through
the same city-building process

gradual learning process as you
learn to balance attending to the
needs at the city level - providing
slaves, water, roads, jobs and
entertainment - and checking the
provincial level to make sure
you've got all the bases covered
with regards to barbarian invasion.
Verdict

When you've achieved the set
objectives regarding peace, cul
ture, prosperity and empire in a
province, you're duly promoted
and sent to a tougher province,

gles, Caesar is a thoroughly enjoy

which has more barbarians and

able game to play. There are lots
of factors to keep an eye on, and
the manual is vague enough to
leave you having to do a lot of
exploration and experimentation
to find the best way to achieve
your objectives. Whether this is

tougher targets. But even
after four or five promo
tions, it's
easy to
develop a technique
A

intentional is unclear because at

first the game doesn't seem to gel
together very well. There seems
little point in plonking buildings

to get 100% ratings

in all factors, so it's

each time you're promoted. But
whereas in Sim City there was
nothing to do when your city was
complete, apart from throw in an
earthquake or another disaster,
the prospect of promotion gives
you the incentive to strive for
improvement.
• Oh no, the barbarians are coming,
the barbarians are coming. Stand

Who needs promotion?

If you
become
particularly
attached to a city (it's pretty
unlikely, but it might happen)
you can decline the promo
tion and carry on build
ing your city up, and

*\.

<\

/\

not too tough to
make the grade for the
next promotion. For exam
ple, to get the 100% on the
empire rating, all you need to

REVIEW

L\- ^
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amassing an enor-

, r\

mous personal for-

a

tune to boot. The

only trouble is, they
stop paying you when

v

you've piled up 9,999
dinar, but you can take the

money with you when you're

fast, men. Remember, we're the

most ruthless and well-organised
army in the world.

promoted to help out if the next
city gets a bit strapped for cash.
Caesar is an excellent game.
Parts of it don't quite hang
together well enough and there's
not really enough variety from one
province to the next, and ulti
mately it's a bit easy to suss out
how to win, but even so, it's very
absorbing and extremely addic
tive. All told, it's a bit of a cracker.

SIGHTS OF THE SUBURBS
Here we see a thriving Roman city from a couple of years before the birth of Christ. Note the typically disorganised road net
work, the high supply of colisseums and hippodromes in the south, and the concentrations of heavy industry in the north
Depending on the value of
______________ the land, houses grow from

,__,_

_
£

*^S

All houses must

be supplied
with water

these little shacks, to semidetached residences, all the

way up to palatial carbuncles

Industry is an essential part
of any society (tell that to
John Major). Surround the
industrial centre with a

variety of workshops

The forum is
the administra
tive centre of

the city. People
love to live near

it, and if you
don't have one,
you won't be
able to collect

any taxes

Build hippo
dromes to give
your people
somewhere to

relax. They
increase land

Barracks provide mili

value too

tia men who patrol the
streets looking for
barbarians and nobbing
civilians

-:

2-Hot 2-Handle (Comp)

20.95

3D Construction Kit
3D Construction Kit 2

25.85
33.95

Epic
Espana - The Games '92
Euro Football Champ
European Championships 1992

20.95
20.95
17.95
17.95

4 Wheel Drive (Comp)

20.95

Exile

17.95

F-15 Strike Eagle II

23.95

GAME

PRICE

A.P.B

Action Masters (Comp)
Addams Family

ADI English (11-12)
ADI English (12-13)
ADI Maths (11-12)
ADI Maths (12-13)
Advanced Destroyer Sim

6.96

20.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
7.95

Advanced Fruit Machine

5.95

Advantage Tennis

17.95

Adventurers
After Burner

17.95
6.96

Agony
Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)

17.95
20.95

F-16 Combat Pilot

7.95

Lemmings 2
lemmings Double Pack
Lemmings Levels
(add-on version)
Lemmings Levels
(standalone)
Leonardo

17.95
20.95
13.95
17.95
6.96

F-29 Retaliator
Falcon

17.95
11.95

Liverpool Football
Lombard RAC Rally

17.95
6.96

Sensible Soccer

Lost Patrol

17.95

Seymour Goes to Hollywood

Falcon - Counterstrike

Data Disk

7.95

Falcon • Firefight Data Disk
Fantasy World Dizzy

7.95
6.96

Fascination
Fast Food
Final Command

20.95
5.95
6.96

Final Fight

17.95

Fire and Ice

17.95

17.95

Ml Tank Platoon

20.95

Sherman M4

Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook
Magicland Dizzy
Magnetic Scrolls Collection

17.95
20.95
6.96
20.95

Fire Force

17.95

Ball Game

Barbarian n (Budget)
Barbarian II (Psygnosis)
Batman - Caped Crusader

6.96

6.96
17.95
6.96

Batman - The Movie
Battle Chess
Battle Toads

6.96
8.95
17.95

Beach Volley

6.96

Beastbusters

17.95

Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-adult)
Bitmap Brothers - volume 1
Bitmap Brothers - volume 2

19.95
19.95
17.95
17.95

Blue Max
Board Genius
Bonanza Brothers

11.95
17.95
15.96

Brain Blaster

Brides of Dracula
Bubble Bobble
Cabal

6.96

17.95
6.96
6.96

Cadaver - The Payoff

11.95

Caesar

20.95

Captain Planet
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge

17.95
17.95
17.95

Carrier Command
Cartoon Collection

7.95
17.95

Castles
Cave Maze

20.95
10.95

Celtic Legends
20.95
Champions (Comp)
13.95
Championship Manager
17.95
Chart Attack - vol 1 (Comp) ....20.95
Chase HQI

Chips Challenge
ChuckYeager2

6.96

17.95
8.95

Cisco Heat

15.96

Civilisation (1Mb)
CJ in Space

23.95
6.96

Continental Circus

Cool Croc Twins
Count Duckula

7.95

17.95
6.96

Cruise for a Corpse
19.95
Cyberconin
17.95
D-Generation (1Mb)
14.95
Daley Thompson's
Olympic Challenge (Not STE) .6.96
Deluxe Paint

40.95

Deuteros

20.95

Devpac ST V2.25
31.95
Dizzy Collection
17.95
Dizzy Panic
6.96
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures..17.95
Double Dragon 1
7.95
Double Dragon n
7.95
Double Dragon m
17.95
Dragon Ninja
6.96
Dragon's Lair - Singes Castle ..23.95
Dreadnoughts
25.99
Driller
Dune

6.96
20.95

Dungeon Master/Chaos Strikes
Back
Edd the Duck

20.95
6.96

G-Loc
Gauntlet n
Gauntlet HI

17.95
6.96
17.95

Midwinter II

23.95

Mig 29M Super Fulcrum
Monty Python

26.95
7.95

German Master
Ghostbusters 2
Gobliiins
Gobliiins2
Godfather
Gods
Golden Axe

15.99
6.96
17.95
17.95
20.95
17.95
7.95

Moonstone

20.95

Golden Eagle
17.95
Graham Souness Soccer Manager ...6.96
Graham Taylor's Soccer (1Mb) 17.95
Great Napoleonic Battles
20.95
Guy Spy
20.95
Harlequin
17.95
Harrier Assault
Head Over Heels
Heimdall

26.95
6.96
23.95

17.95

Narc
Narco Police

Neighbours
New Zealand Story
Nightbreed - action game
Ninja Collection
North & South

6.96
6.96

17.95
6.96
6.96
13.95
6.96

Omar Sharifs Bridge
Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf
Outrun Europa

23.95
6.96
6.96
17.95

Pacific Islands

20.95

Hudson Hawk

17.95

20.95
7.95
20.95

6.96
7.95

20.95
23.95

STOS Compiler

13.95

STOS The Creator
Strider
Strider 2

20.95
6.96
7.95

Strike Fleet

17.95

Striker

17.95

Striker Manager
Super Monaco G.P
Super Off Road
Super Sega (Comp)
Super Space Invaders
Supercars
SupercarsII
Suspicious Cargo

7.95
7.95
7.95
20.95
17.95
6.96
7.95
17.95

Switchblade 1
Team Suzuki

15.96
6.96

BOXES
(with keys & dividers)
10 Slimpack
40 capacity
50 capacity

0.94
4.95
5.60

80 capacity

6.30

80 capacity Banx
100 capacity
120 capacity

14.95
6.80
8.75

140 capacity
150 capacity

9.95
10.95

150 Deluxe stackable

21.95

JOYSTICKS

13.50
13.50

20.95
20.95
17.95

Pro Tennis Tour 1

6.96

6.96

Puzznic

17.95

Quest and Glory (Comp)

20.95

Quest for Adventure (Comp)...23.95
R-Typel
6.96
R-Typell
15.96
R.B.I. Baseball 2
RaceDrivin1

20.95
18.95

13.95

Railroad Tycoon (1Mb)

23.95

Kid Gloves n

17.95

Rainbow Collection

13.95

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1Mb)

20.95
23.95

Rainbow Islands

Legend
Lemmings (Original)

Storm Master
STOS 3D

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY

The Bug

20.95

17.95

6.96
17.95
17.95
15.99
23.95
13.95
20.95
17.95
13.95
13.95
6.96
20.95
6.96

£41.70
£49.40
£60.95
£78.75
£97.30
£116.30
£154.50
£184.65
£364.30
£728.50

10.95
17.95

17.95

17.95

Sooty & Sweep
Space Crusade
Space Gun
Spanish Tutor
Special Forces
Spellbound
Sporting Gold
Sports Best
Sports Collection
Spot
ST Dragon
Steel Empire (1Mb)
Steg the Slug

100
120
150
200
250
300
400
500
1000
2000

20.95

17.95

Leeds United Champions

17.95

Tidy the House
Tip Off

Push-Over

Leander

17.95

Thunderhawk

Putty

17.95

17.95

Soccer Stars (comp)

£21.10
£22.95
£36.35

17.95
23.95
17.95

6.96
17.95

17.95
23.95

Simpsons
Smash TV

45
50
80

Pit Fighter
Plan 9 from Outer Space
Platinum (Comp)
Populous II (1 meg)
Populous II (1/2 meg)
Power Pack (Comp)

James Pond
Jim Power

6.96
17.95

23.95

20.95
19.95

17.95

Last Ninja II
Last Ninja in

Sim Earth

The Manager
The Three Bears (5-10)

8.95
20.95

6.96
6.96

7.95

20.95

17.95

Pro Tennis Tour 2

Kult
KwikSnax

20.95

Sim City/Populous

10.95

Projectyle
Psycho's Soccer Selection

Kick Off II (1/2 Meg)

Silent Service n (1Mb)

Pinball Dreams

17.95

6.96

17.95
7.95
20.95

£5.30
£10.35
£12.65
£14.75
£16.90
£18.95

Picture Fractions

15.99
6.96

Kick Off + Extra Time

Shoe People
Shoot'em up Construction Kit
Shuttle

PRICE

10
20
25
30
35
40

17.95

Jaguar XJ220 (1Mb)

14.99
14.95
6.96

6.96

Double Density
QUANTITY

17.95

Italian Tutor
Ivanhoe

Football (1Mb)
Junior Typist (5-10)
Jupiter's Masterdrive

Double Sided

Terminator II

Powerdrift

John Barnes Euro.

20.95

Silkworm

^

Tennis Cup 2

Powermonger
20.95
Powermonger Data Disk (WW1) ..11.95
Predator 1 (Not STE)
6.96
Primary Maths Course (3-12) ..18.95

Snooker

17.95
19.95

6.96

Shadowlands

^

6.96

17.95

L Crusade (ACT)
6.96
IndyHeat
17.95
International Rugby Challenge .17.95
International Sports Challenge..20.95
Ishar - Legend of the Fortress.20.95

Jimmy White's Whirlwind

Shadow Warriors

3 y*

Parasol Stars

Indiana Jones &

Elf

7.96

Myth

Humans
Hunt for Red October
Ian Botham's Cricket

6.96
8.95

6.96
12.95

Pang
Panza Kick Boxing

Elvira - Arcade Game
Elvira n

Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer

Moonwalker
Motorhead

Heroquest
17.95
Heroquest - Twin Pack
20.95
Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy ...7.95
Hook (1Mb)
17.95
Hoversprint
6.96

IK+ (Not STE)
Imperium

17.95

Shadow of the Beast II
Shadow Sorceror

7.95
First Letters (under 5's)
6.96 Manchester United
17.95
Fists of Fury (Comp) (Not STE)15.85 Manchester United Europe
Flight of the Intruder
12.95 Match of the Day
17.95
10.95
Flight Simulator 2
23.95 Maths Dragons
19.95
Flimbo's Quest
7.95 Maths Mania (8-12)
20.95
Flood
8.95 Maupiti Island
20.95
Football Crazy (Comp)
17.95 Max (Comp)
17.95
Formula 1 Grand Prix
23.95 Mega Sports
17.95
Fraction Goblins
10.95 Mega Twins
French Mistress
15.99 Mega-Lo-Mania/First Samurai...20.95
17.95
Fun School 2 (6-8)
6.96 Mercs
18.95
Fun School 2 (over 8)
6.96 Micro English (8-GCSE)
Fun School 2 (under 6)
6.96 Micro French (Beginners- GCSE) 18.95
18.95
Fun School 3 (5-7)
17.95 Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
Fun School 4 (5-7)
17.95 Microprose Golf
23.95
6.96
Fun School 4 (7-11)
17.95 Midnight Resistance
20.95
Fun School 4 (under 5's)
17.95 Midwinter 1

17.95

Sabre Team (1Mb)
17.95
Secret of Monkey Island (1Mb) .17.95

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge...7.95
Lotus m • The Ultimate Challenge 17.95
Lotus Turbo Challenge n
17.95
Lure of the Temptress (1Mb)
20.95

6.96
17.95

17.95
6.96

13.95

17.95

17.95

7.95

Run the Gauntlet

Lineker Collection

20.95

Atomino

17.95

Rugby - The World Cup

20.95

Alcatraz

Armour Geddon

17.95

Rolling Ronny

F-19 Stealth Fighter

Ancient Games
Another World

Award Winners (Comp)

15.96
17.95

Rodland

Rotox

Amberstar (1Mb)

Answer Back Junior Quiz (6-11).15.99
Answer Back Senior Quiz (12-AD)15.99
Aquatic Games
17.95

RobocopII
RobocopIU

6.96

Rampart

17.95

Realms

20.95

Reasoning with Trolls
Renegade
Rick Dangerous 1

10.95
6.96
6.96

Roadblasters
Robin Hood
Robocod

6.96
17.95
17.95

20.95
17,95 RobocopI

6.96

Python 1 (QS130F)
Maverick 1 (QS128F)

9.25
13.75

125+

9.00

Toki

17.95

Star Probe

Top Banana

17.95

Total Recall

6.96

Competion Pro 5000 - black..13.75

Touring Car Racer
Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

6.96
6.96
4.49

Turricann

6.96

Turtles 2 - The Coin Op
U.M.S. II (1Mb)

17.95
20.95

Ultima 6
Underpressure
Untouchables

20.95
6.96
6.96

Utopia
Utopia-New Worlds Data Disk
Venus The Flytrap

20.95
11.95
6.96

Video Kid

17.95

Virtual Reality 1 (Comp)
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp)

20.95
17.95

Viz

7.95

Volfied

17.95

Vroom
Vroom - Data Disk

17.95
12.95

Warriors of Releyne

20.95

Wild Wheels

17.95

Winter Supersports '92

17.95

Wizkid

17.95

Wonderland
World Class Leaderboard

20.95
7.95

World Class Rugby

17.95

World Cup Soccer

7.95

Wrestlemania

17.95

Xybots

6.96

Z-Out
Zool

6.96
17.95

SpeedkingA/F
Navigator A/F
Topstar (SV127)
Supercharger (SV123)
Sting Ray A/F
Megastar A/F (SV133)

11.00
13.75
21.50
9.00
12.50
22.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Zydec disk drive

49.90

Mouse
Mouse mat
Mouse house
Head cleaner

14.75
2.95
2.95
3.75

Dust cover (Atari)

Dust cover (monitor)
Dust cover (LC10)
Dust cover (LC24)

3.65

'.

Trackball

6.99

7.65
6.99
28.75

Philips CM8833 II monitor with
Lotus Turbo Challenge II, Dust
Cover, Scart Cable, 1 year on

site warranty,
delivery

free

next day
£224.95

All Prices include UK postage and VAT and are effective until January 10th 1992
Postage charged at cost. New titles will be sent as they are released and are subject to manufa

redit Card orders:(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone)

Fax Orders: 071-608-0688

New Extended Opening For Christmas - From November 7th -

A T I H AAQ m AA_|d

.-— ^ * -r

._ •-

Showroom open 10am - 8pm Weekdays 10am - 4pm Saturdays
Cheques/Postal Orders to

E&OE

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB
Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm Exit 2, Old Street Tube
AH orders taken subject to our standard terms & conditions
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like if all

L

REVIEW

grass

looked as

H

blocky as
this?

V
• All you have to do really is get in
there and blast the hell out of 'em.

RAM PART
SOFTWARE HOUSE: DOMARK
PRICE: £25.99

A h me, those days of yore
when the rich family on
the block owned a castle

and the best beer in town was

mead. How the honest peasant
toiled for the greedy land owner
and his manorial family. How the
witch finder general picked on the
most interesting-looking women
and burnt them at the stake. How

people died from the plague and
grew warts in very odd places.
They didn't call them the Dark

out of them. Rampart is an odd
mixture of high speed strategy
and plain old fashioned zapping.
You can play against either your
ST or your ST and another person.
The best fun is definitely to be had
playing against someone else since
the ST's aim is deadly accurate and
another human player means
more targets for your ST.
It's also worth pointing out
at this point that Rampart is for
1MByte machines, so if you've only
got 0.5MByte of memory you
should either get upgraded or do
without this tasty arcade game.

Ages for nothing, you know.

Times have changed (just a
tad) and levels of home ownership
are a lot higher (marginally) but
we still enjoy a spot of siege-bust
ing and some peasant oppression.
Castle bashing is what Rampart's
all about. The idea is simply to
defeat an invading armada of
ships by cannoning the woodlice

Once

you

have

you've only got three, but as the
game progresses you can fill the
entire floor space of the castle

with them. Once all your heavy
cannons are placed, you can start
the battle.

After the sampled command
"Fire" you move your cursor over
the enemy and fire as many times
as you've got cannons. You can't
fire again until the cannonballs hit

their target. What's more, you
have to pre-judge the position of
ships;

cannonballs

that's not to say that there's no
skill involved in learning the game;

quickest munition ever and they

judging the shots and prioritising

take a second or two to hit the tar

your targets does take a fair
amount of practice.
You can't fault the graphics
or sound within the game. There

decided

get. After 20 seconds, the round

finishes and you commence the
task of rebuilding your battered
castle. This is performed by mov
ing a series of blocks in a Tetris-Wke
manner. If you don't manage to
completely encircle your castle
within 20 seconds, you lose a life.

gameplay, while the sergeant who

Verdict

commands you to fire and cease
fire operates like some kind of

you have to decide whether you

Rampart's a medieval blast. The

mad old referee.

want to destroy your human oppo
nent or your ST's ships. It's usu

gameplay isn't enormously taxing
on the grey cells, but this is a
hugely engaging game with a
long, long shelf life. Ram

you're on, there are between four
and six

castles to choose from.

Some of these are better strategi
cally for hitting your opponent,
while

others

are

better

for

destroying the invading armada;

course.

With the tricky busi

part is proof positive that

/

ness of castle choice

out of the way, it's

&

about time to position your arma-

<<\
A

form

of

cepts

Qv
£j»
.

cannons

which you position within
your castle walls. Initially

it's the simple con-

(/

ments. These come in

the
count his teeth? Do you want to?

the

whether you're a veteran player or
a beginner, you get to choose your
castle. Depending on the level

ally the human opponent, of

• Can you face this man? Can you

aren't

which

win

through; it's precisely because the

are some excellent, clear samples
and great polished graphics. The
whole game has been cheerfully
designed so as not to hinder the

There's

\X

not

blow the hell out of each other's

castle. It's a Dark Age hoot in a
New Age suit. Hurrah!

gameplay's a doddle

returning to the game
again and again. Of course,

IMDY

rCHINSON

THE DEFINITIVE STF LIST OF CASTLES
1. Caenarfon Castle: gorgeous place built in 1284 in
the historic county town in Gwynedd, Wales. Prince
Charles was invested there in 1969.

2. Windsor Castle: the largest castle in England. It
was founded by William I and first used as a royal
residence by Henry I. The castle stands on the edge
of Windsor Great Park, formerly a royal hunting
ground. Now charred round the edges.
3.

Edinburgh Castle: situated on a wonderful

craggy bit of granite, this great castle was built by
Malcolm Canmore in the 11th Century. It had its
charter granted by Robert Bruce (try, try again) in
1392. Oh, and they filmed a lassie film here too.
4. Bouncy castles: found at any school fete, fair
ground or home for the criminally insane, these

most excellent large yellow inflatable objects are
designed to be bounced upon. Lots of small chil
dren break noses and fingers on them too.
5. White Castle: chain of hamburger bars in Amer
ica. They serve these diddy little burgers which are
absolutely gorgeous and they have jolly impressive
shops, too.
6. Disney Castle: the one that Tinkerbell flits
around at the beginning of those awful Wonderful

World of Disney programs which are shown on
tedious bank holidays.
7. Barbara Anne Castle: British Labour politician.
During a long career she has (among a variety of

a

a great little game. Crab a friend,
place a few potatoes around the
place, cackle a bit, wear a sack and

that you're likely to keep

. %

absolutely

shred of doubt about it, Rampart's

duced the 70 miles per hour speed limit and the
breathalyser test.
8. Newcastle: so named because it once had a new

castle there. Lots of Geordies livethere, where they
drink copious amounts of Brown Ale and sing about
the fog on the Tyne. Oh and they're dead hard too.
9. Colditz Castle: immortalised in the film Horror

Zombies From The Crypt, this forbidding building
was also referred to in a film about some prisoners
of war during the big one in 1939.
10. Paul Hardcastle: recorded the seminal sampled
hit Nineteen in the mid-'80s. Since then he's been

other jobs) been Chairman of the Labour party and

the prime force behind lots of chart hits, though he
doesn't like appearing the spotlight himself. He has

Minister of Transport. Indeed, it was she who intro

curly hair.

••
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On the moon -

a big step for

BUNNY
BRICKS

mankind and an

even larger

swing of the bat
for Bunny.

SOFTWARE HOUSE

ing here to get at all excited
about. After you've finally man
aged to get used to the awkward

DAZE

PRICE: £25.99
n the sur

control

face,

off a couple of levels, your face
soon starts to sag down towards
your belly as you realise that's all
the game has to offer. This could
be a good game to get out when

nice

fluffy bunnie-wunnies

and

the business end
of

baseball

bats

don't quite mix, but in
the topsy-turvy world of Bunny
Bricks, anything is possible.
Bunny's girlfriend Boubou
has been kidnapped by the Bongo
tribe and they plan to sacrifice her
to the evil god Bong - it's your job
to

rescue

Boubou

and

out with some cutesy animation
and colourful graphics thrown in.

but do you really want to spend

on the final level and bite her head

off, but then by this stage you're
so fed up that Sid Little begins to
look like a comic genius.
"Oh OIlie, what's gone wrong? Our careers have really gone down the pan
Course they have, Stanley, and that's because we're dead."

For example,

ever, this isn't as easy as it sounds

ball into the bricks

You have to rid each of 30 differ

because there are various baddies,

at one point Napoleon steals the

ent screens of all their bricks and

such as Sharky, Naf Naf and even
Stan and OIlie, who try a variety of
tricks to stop you whacking the

ball and elsewhere Charlie Chaplin

pick up the bonuses and sort out
various puzzles on the way. How-

knocked

£25.99 on it? The only really amus
ing bit in the game is when you
see Bong creep towards Boubou

through the obstacles the Bongos
Basically, this game is Break

and

those hated relatives come round,

battle

place in your way. Exciting stuff.

mechanism

stands in your way. You also have
to contend with various barriers

and oddly-shaped walls which
block your access to some
of the bricks. Luckily
there are also plenty

|/
^>

of bonuses - baseball gloves, Super-

/Sp

bat, multi-bats and
so

on

-

which

can

help you, but largely it

IV

jp

^ \/

comes down to how skilful

you are at waggling the joy
stick and controlling Bunny.

Despite the "cartoon style"
animation and the themed back

• King Kong has finally and with great relief retired to the jungle and now
spends his days dreaming of skyscrapers and rabbit stew.

grounds Bunny's stadium,
Bunny's beach, Bunny's paradise,
Bunny's moon and Bunny's jungle
where Bong awaits - there's noth-

Verdict

Sad to say, but Bunny Bricks is
pure, unadulterated crap. There's

nothing here to capture your
imagination, the control mecha
nism

is

awkward

grounds are

and

nothing

the

back

to

shout

down a rabbit-hole

about. You're going to
have to be pretty des
perately
bored
to
want to play Bunny
.
Bricks. You just
can't help won- <
dering why pro
grammers bother to

develop games like
this when we're still

waiting
for
the
sequel to Monkey
Island. Avoid.

ROB MEAD

RABBIT RABBIT
While Bunny Bricks is certain not to go down in history as one of the great rabbits of history,
here are a few things that have

1. Bunny girls: famous for tottering around in high-heels

6. Chas and Dave: You've gotmore rabbit than Sainsbury's..

and leotards with pom-poms stuck to their backsides.
2. Bugs Bunny: theworld's number one carrot-cruncher.
Bunny doesn't stand a chance.

The Shamen of pub rock with better lyrics.
7.Miximatosis/vivisection: the means to bring the scienttfic population under control and perform experiments

3.Thumper: Bambi's best buddy and a classic rabbitfrom
Disney.

uponthem.
8. Hartley hare: "There's Pig., and Hartley! There's

4. Roger Rabbit: doing battle with Doctor Doom inCar-

Topov... and Hartley!" Egomanical puppet from Pipkins,

toon Town.

9- Anyone called Warren.

5.Watership Down: blood-thirsty animated feature for

10. Bunny inEldorado: fat, balding, moustachioed gitwitl"

• "Do you mind if

e a whisper in

the kiddies.

th-eactin9 ability of a bucket of lettuce.

your shell-like?"

ch out, you'll

take me 'ead off!1

Reach the top with

LCL

Self-Tuition Courses

Chosen by Atari for their Family Curriculum pack. World leaders -Hons

Exactly how many awards

graduate/teacher authors. • £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3.

MM KOI \(.l ls||

..„ i | 4B)P

Complete course taking students from spelling and
punctuation to understanding literature. Also for EFL, 24
programs with real speech with a book and manual £24.

(ST, STE, Amiga, PC, Arc etc)

will it take before

you own a copy of

MICROGERMAN (Beginners - GCSE & bus

CorripTe^^oursewi^ire^^pe^clt^cTveriSrre

game & business letter generator, 24 programs with book

Sid Meier's Civilization?

& manual, £24. (ST, STE, Amiga, PC, Arc)

Best Buy

MICRO FRENCH (Beginners - GCSE)

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE, with real

speech & graphics adventure game, 24 program options
with a book and a manual.

(ST, STE, Amiga, BBC, PC)

£24.

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3-12 YEARS)

Sid Meier's

miZATIQN.
Build An Bmpire To Stand The Test Of Tunc

Complete course with full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL

CURRICULUM (levels 1-4) Counting, addition, subtraction, Long and

short multiplication and division, tables, fractions and decimals
24 program options + book & manual £24

MICRO MATHS (11 years - GCSE)

M

I

i'

!

est selling GCSE Maths course in UK. For ages 11 upwards in 24
program options with a book and manual. £24.

(ST, STE, Amiga, PC, PCW, CPC, BBC)

"Definitely a first classpackage." AMIGA SHOPPER
PHONE NOW
FOR

IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH

Sendcouponand cheques/PO's (+99p P&P) or phoneorders or
requests for free colour poster/catalogue to:

LCL (DEPT STF), THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD,
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QB

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs)

AUBSDPROSE

Name

Address....

Title(s)
Computer

Winner!

Best Consumer Product 1991

UPGRADES
and

REPAIRS

Winner!

Best Strategy Program 1991

Free fitting on all upgrades

Any 520 STFM upgraded
to 1Mb only
£39-95

Winner!

Best Entertainment Program 1991

DOUBLE UPGRADE l/2Mb RAM

+ 1Mb Drive only

£87.00

XTRA RAM DELUXE FOR ST, STF, STM, STFM

To- 1Mb
To - 2.5Mb

£54.99
£89.99

To- 4Mb

£137.99

Winner!

Most Original Game 1992

If you have any problems withfitting, returnto us and we will be happy to do it for free.
Return delivery for machines only £5.00

',i Mb Kit

STF
~.f..^.

2Mb Kit

4Mb Kit

£14.99

Civilization

£47.99

Foryour

£92.99
Includescomprehensive fitting instructions, test disk and delivery

ATARI ST

REPAIRS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.

Also available for Amiga and IBM PC Compatibles

DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

THE UPGRADE SHOP
37 CR0SSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK11 6QF. TEL: 0625 503448

•hmm.

9amto 6pmMon to Sat. Please ring beforeyoubring.

\tWm

•^- SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to Fri *2i
SAME DAY SERVICE ON SATURDAYS
ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE WHAT YOU PAY.

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE UPGRADE SHOP.
ALL PARTS ARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH.

AnuKu PROSE
SIMULA HON

.

SOFTWARE

MicroProse Ltd. Unit 1 Hampton Road Industrial Esate TetburyGlos.
GL8 8LD. Tel 0666 504 326.

Eagle
Software
118a Palmers Road

New Southgate
SPECIAL-^

LONDON N111SL.

NEW YEAR "
OFFER

(10 am - 6pm 6 days)

10% OFF

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730

ORDERS OVER

(2733 Faxline after 6pm)
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE:

S
TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

081889 9172

TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

A500+ 1Meg Upgrade
N/A£39.99
A6001 Meg Upgrade + clock .. N/A£49.99
0.5 MegUpgrade + clock
N/A £25.99

Crazy Cars III
Cruiselor a Corpse

3D Construction Kit II

Cytron

£19.99 £19.99

Darkmere

£16.99 £16.99

£36.99 £36.99

4D Sports Boxing
4D Sports Driving

N/A £11.99
N/A £11.99

A-Train

N/A £23.99

Curse of the Enchanter

Das Boot

£16.99 £16.99
£17.99 £17.99
N/A £23.99

N/A £11.99

DaysofThunder

£1299 £8.99
£15.99 £15.99

Action Stations

£1299 £1299

Dehverance

Addams Family
Agony
AirSupport

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

Desert Strike
D/Generation

N/A £16.99
£11.99 £11.99

Aliens 111 *

£16.99 £16.99

AMacleansPool
AMNIOS

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £1299

Disciplesof Steel
Doodlebug
DoubleDragonIII
Dreadnoughts

£17.99 £17.99
£1699 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£2299 £2299

Amos(Easy

N/A £23.99

Duel

Amos3D

N/A £23.99

Dune

£19.99 £19.99

Amos Compiler

N/A £19.99

Amos Professional
Amos The Creator

N/A £54.99
N/A £36.99

Dungeon/Chaos
Dungeonmaster
DynaBlast

£19.99 £19.99
£11.99.. N/A
£20.99 £20.99

Ell
Elvira Mistress Dark

AnotherWorld

£17.99 £17.99

Apkiga
£16.99 £9.99
Aquatic Games star J Pond £16.99 £16.99
Aquaventura
N/A£13.99
Armourgeddon
Armourgeddon Upgrade*
Ashes of Empire

£1599 £15.99
£10.99 £10.99
£20.99 £20.99

Assassin

N/A £16.99

ATAC. "

£23.99 £23.99

ATOMINO

£8.99

£8.99

B17Frying Fortress"
£23.99 £23.99
Bane of the Cosmic Forge
N/A £24.99
BARBARIAN II(Psyg) .... £1299 £14.99
Bard's Tale III

N/A

BardsTale Trilogy"
B.AT. II

£8.99

N/A £19.99
£2299 £2299

Battle Chess II

N/A £16.99

Battle Isle

£18.99 £18.99

Battle Isle Data Disc

N/A £ia99

Battle Toads

£16.99 £16.99

BigRun
Birdsof Prey
Black Crypt

£15.99 £1299
N/A £23.99
N/A £16.99

BlueMax

N/A £11.99

Bountiful HDScenery
Buck Rogers
Buck RogersII

N/A £13.99
£19.99 £19.99
N/A £20.99

Cadaver

£16.99 £11.99

£6.99

£6.99

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER E10

Platoon

£5.99

1 Meg Cricket(Am iga only) £3.99

Predator
Predator II

£6.99
£9.99

3D Pool
Afterburner

£6.99
£6.99

Gauntlet II
Ghostbusters II

£599
£6.99

Ram bo III
Resolution 101

£6.99

£6.99
£6.99
£5.99

Ghouts'nGhosts

£6.99

Golden Axe

£6.99

Rolling Ronny
R-Type

£9.99
£699

Barbarian II

£699

Batman The Movie
BattJehawks 1942

£6.99
£6.99

Beach Volley
Bbod Money

£6.99
£6.99

Cabal
California Games
CarrierCommand

£6.99
£6.99
£8.99

Carve Up
CelicaGT4 Rally
Centrefold Squares
Cloud Kingdom

£7.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Colossus Chess
Combo Racer

£6.99
£6.99

Conflictin Europe
Continental Circus

Defender of the Crown

£7.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon I or II
Dragon Ninja
FantasyWorld Dizzy

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

TOP TITLES
Heimdall

£23.99 £23.99

Hero's Quest (Grem)

£16.99 £16.99

Hill Street Blues

£15.99 £15.99

Hoi
Home Alone

£15.99 £15.99
£6.99 £6.99

N/A £19.99

Indy LastCrusade Graphic., £8.99 £899
International Sports Chall £16.99 £16.99
Ishar- Legend Fortress .... £20.99 £20.99
Jack NteklausUnlimited Clip. N/A£10.99
JaguarXJ220
£16.99 £16.99
£6.99 £699

£23.99 £23.99

KGB*

£19.99 £19.99
N/A £19.99

Kick Off II(1 Meg)
Kick OffII .5 Meg)

F14TomCat*

£18.99 £18.99

F15 Strike Eagle II
£23.99 £23.99
F117AStealth Fighter".... £21.99 £21.99
F19Stealth Fighter
£19.99 £19.99
F29 Retaliator

£15.99 £15.99

Face Off-Ice Hockey

£15.99 £15.99

Falcon Classic Collection.. £11.99.. N/A
Falcon
£11.99 Ell 99
Falcon Mission Disk I
£8.99 £8.99

Falcon Mission Disk II
Falcon3.0*

£8.99 £8.99
£23.99 £23.99

Fantastic Voyage
Fate of Atlantis(Adv)
Fate of Atlantis (Arc)

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £25.99
£16.99 £16.99

F. of Free Traders

£6.99

£6.99

Final Blow

£16.99 £16.99

Final Fight

£16.99 £16.99

Fire and Ice

£15.99 £15.99

FirstSamu/MegaLoMan... £20.99 £20.99
Firestone HDScenery

N/A £13.99

Flashback *

£16.99 £16.99

Flightofthe Intruder

£11.99 £11.99

£7.99

New Zealand Stony

£6.99

£5.99

Norths South
Out Run

£6.99
£6.99

Operation Thunderbolt
Operation WoH
Pang
£5,99 Panza Kickboxing

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£8.99

J. Madden's Football

N/A £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

Kick Off III*
Kid Gloves II

£9.99 £9.99
N/A £14.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

KILLINGGAMESHOW.... £15.99

£16.99 £16.99
£1599 £15.99

LeathalWeapon
Legend t Hint Book
Legend of Kyrandia
Legendsof Valour
LeisureSuit Larry I
LeisureSuit LarryII
LeisureSuit LarryIII
LeisureSuit LarryV
Lemmings
Lemmings and Data Disk..
LemmingsII*
Lemmings- Data Disk
Lemmings-Stand Atone ..

£16.99 £16.99
£19.99 £19.99
N/A£20.99
£25.99 £25.99
£1299 .. N/A
£14.99 £14.99
£20.99 £25.99
N/A £26.99
£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99
£21.99 £21.99
£13.99 £13.99
£15.99 £15.99

Life and Death II
Links HD

N/A £23.99

Moonstone

£19.99 £19.99

Monkey Island
MonkeyIsland II
Mouse (SwHchable)
Myth
NavySeaks
N.MansellWorkJ Champ ..

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £25.99
C9.99 E9.99
£18.99 £18.99
£9.99 £9.99
£20.99 £20.99
N/A

N/A £20.99
N/A £23.99

£9.99

£1299 £1299
£15.99 £15.99

£6.99

Run The Gauntlet

£6.99

Shadow ot the Beast
Shadow Warrfcjr

£6,99
£6.99

Sherman M4
Shinobi
Shuffle Puck Cafe

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Speedball
Stargliderll

£7.99
£6.99

Stunt Car Racer

£6.99

Supaplex
Super Hang On

£6,99
£6.99

Switch Blade

£6.99

Teenage MutantTurtles

£6.99

Thunderstrike
Toobin1

£6.99
£699

TVSports Football
Vigilante

£7.99
£6.99

War Zone
Waterloo

£6.99
£6.99

Wings of Fury(Amiga only) ..£6.99
WC Leaderboard

£6.99

Xenon II

£7.99

TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

Sleepwalker*

£15.99 £15.99

Smash TV
Snow Bros
Soccer Kid

£6.99 £6.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Space 1889
Space Ace II
Space Gun
Space Crusade
Space Quest l.ll.lll.or IV
SpecialForr.es

£20.99 £20.99
N/A£33.99
£1299 £1299
£16.99 £16.99

N/A£23.99

Speedball II

£23.99 £23.99
£15.99 £15.99
£26.99 £26.99

SleelEmpire

£20.99 £20.99

N/A £19.99

Stereo Master

Pacific Islands - T.Yankee IIE20.99 £20.99

Storm Master

£16.99 £16.99

PaperboyII

£16.99 £8.99

Street Fighter II

£16.99 £16.99

Parasol Stars

£15.99 £15.99

Strike Fleet

£1699 £16.99

Perfect General

N/A £20.99

Striker

£16.99 £16.99

PGA Golf Tour t
PGA Courses Disk
Pinball Dreams
Pinball Dreams II

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

£20.99
£10.99
£15.99
£1699

Super Cars II
Super OffRoad
SuperSpace Invaders

£8.99 £8.99
£16.99 £10.99

Pirfightet
£9.99
Plotting
£6.99
Populous II- The Challenge £11.99
Populous IIt (1 Meg)
£23.99

£9.99
£6.99
£11.99
£23.99

Super SWIV*
Supremacy

£16.99 £16.99
£18.99 £1899

Premiere

£8.99

KingsQuestV
N/A £15.99
Knight Mare* HintBook .. £19.99 £19.99
Knight ofthe Sky
£23.99 £23.99
Last NinjaIII
£7.99 £7.99
Lawn Mower Man"
Leander

ST AMIGA

£16.99 £16.99

Outlanders*

£16.99 £16.99

Elvira II - Cerberus

Jet Set Willy(Amiga only) ..£7.99

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Nova Nine

Epic
Eyeof the Beholder

£6.99

M. Jackson Moonwalker
Moonshine Racers
Narc

ORBITUS
Ork

£15.99 £15.99

£6.99

£5.99

£19.99 £19.99

J. Barnes (1 Meg)

Impossible Mission II
James Pond

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£7.99

£16.99 £16.99

£1299 £1299
£21.99.. N/A

£6.99

tast NinjaII
fombardRAC Rally
totus Esprit
ManicMiner (Amiga only) ..

I. Bothams Cricket

Jim Power *

IK+

KW Gloves

IndyHeat

J.Khan Squash

£7.99

Might ofMagic III

HomeAloneColouringBook N/A £14.99
Humans

£6.99
£6.99

H. H.Guideto Galaxy

Mig29 Fulcrum

N/A £15.99
N/A £23.99

Hook
Hudson Hawk

HardDrivin'
Head over Heels

TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

£16.99 £16.99

N/A £23.99

£7.99

Alered Beast
Arkanoid II
Barbarian

J. White's Whirtwind

Eyeofthe Beholder II

F16 Combat Pilot

N/A £20.99

Switch Blade II

£8.99 £8.99

£8.99

Sword of Honour

£8.99

N/A £16.99

Tear AwayThomas
TennisCup2

N/A£15.99
£16.99 £16,99

Terminator I!

£15.99 £15.99

Prince ol Persia
Pro Tennis Tour

£15.99 £15.99
£6.99 £6.99

Test Drive III

ProjectX

£16.99 £16.99

The Games 92 Espana .... £20.99 £20.99

Push Over

£15.99 £15.99

Their Finest Hour

Putty

£16.99 £16.99

The Manager

£20.99 £20.99

Puzznc
QUEST AND GLORY

£6.99 £6.99
£16.99 £16.99

ThunderhawkAH-73M
Thunder Jaws

£21.99 £21.99
£ia99 £16.99

RaikoadTycoon

E2199 £23.99

Tip Off

£16.99 £16.99

Rainbow Islands
R.B.I. 2 Baseball

£6.99 £6.99
£15.99 £15.99

Toki

£15.99 £15.99

Troddlers

Red Baron

N/A £15.99

Red Zone

£15.99 £15.99

Rise ol the Dragon
Risky Woods

N/A £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

Robin Hood

£16.99 £16.99

Robocod

Robocop
Robocopll
RobocopIII
RoboSports

N/A £15.99
£19.99 £19.99

N/A £16.99

TVSports Baseball
TVSports Boxing

N/A £11.99
N/A £11.99

Turricanll

£7.99

£7.99

£15.99 £15.99

Twilight 2000
Ugh!
Ultima Martian Dreams*

£2199 £23.99
N/A £15.99
£20.99 £20.99

£6.99 £6.99
£6.99 £6.99
£16.99 £16.99
N/A £23.99

Ultima V

£19.99 £19.99

Ultima VI

£20.99 £20.99

UMSII
UMS II Planet Editor«

£23.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

Universal Masters

£16.99 £16.99

Rod Land
Rookies"

£16.99 £16.99
£17.99 £17.99

R-Type II
RugbyWorkJCup

£14.99 £14.99
£15.99£15.99

Untouchables

£6.99 £6.99

Cadaver-the pay off
£10.99 £10.99
Captive
£15.99 £15.99
Ctrl Lewis Challenge .... £15.99 £15.99

Ftoor 13

£19.99 £19.99

FootballCrazy
Football ManagerIII

£14.99 £14.99
£14.99 £14.99

Castles
Castles Data Disc
Castle of Dr Brain

£1699 £16.99
£11.99 £11.99
N/A £15.99

Free DC
Gauntlet III

£16.99 £1299

£16.99 £16.99

Global Effect

£16.99 E16.99

Lotus Turbo Challenge II .. £16.99 £16.99
LotusTurboChallenge III.. £16.99 £16.99
Lureofthe Temptress
£19.99 £19.99

SavageEmpire

Chaos Engine

Secret Silver Blues

£21.99 £21.99

Chase HQ
Chase HQ II
Chuck Rock
Civilisation

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99 £14.99
£7.99 £7.99
£23.99 £23.99

Gobliins
Gods
GoforGold

£16.99 £16.99
£1699 £16.99
£8.99 £8.99

M1 Tank Platoon

£19.99 £16.99

Secret WeapLutt"

£19.99 £19.99

Vroom

£16.99 £16.99

Magic Pockets
ManUtd. Europe

£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15 99

Sensible Soccer 92-93

£16.99 £1599

White Death (1 Meg)

£1299 £1299

Shadowtinds

£20.99 £20.99

Wild Wheels

£14.99

Golden Shot

£16.99 £16.99

M. Drtka Ultimate Football '£18.99 £18.99

SHADOW BEAST II

£1299 £1299

C.Y'sAirCombat

£20.99 £20.99

G. Gooch Cricket

£21.99 £21.99

£1299
N/A
£16.99 £16.99
N/A £16.99
N/A £23.99

£15.99 £15.99
£23.99 £23.99
£21.99 £21.99
N/A £20.99
£16.99 £16.99
N/A £19.99

£19.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Shadow of the Beast III

CodenamelceMan

Mega Fortress
Mega Sports

Megatraveller II
Merchant Cobny
Microprose Golf
Midnight Resistance

£20.99 £20.99
£16.99 £16.99
£23.99 £23.99
£6.99 £6.99

Shoot em up Con. Kit

£9.99 £9.99
£23.99 £23.99

Sim Earth

£23.99 £23.99

Midwinter
Midwinter II

N/A £18.99

Future Wars

£8.99

Contraptions"

N/A £16.99

Cover Girl Poker

N/A £16.99

Graham Taylor
Grand Prix(Formula)
Gunship2CO0*
GuySpy
Harlequin
Harpoon(1 Meg)

£23.99 £23.99

Harrier Assault AV8B

CoolCroc Twins
Cool Work)"
Conflict Korea

CovertAction

DREAMTEAM only £16.99

£8.99

BITMAP BROS VOL 2* onh/ £16.99

TerminatorII,Simpsons, W.W.F.

Xenon II.Speedball II,GcJs. MagicPockets

ACTION 5 only C19.99

SUPER FIGHTER only £16.99

RackDangerousII, Ghostbusters II.Gunship
Super Ski and Hard Drying

MIND GAMESonly £14.99
Austerltz, Waterloo, and Conflict in Europe

GRANDSTANDonly £11.99
Gana Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour,
Woild Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

BIG BOXonly CI5.99
Captain Blood, Tin Tin on the Moon.Safari Guns

Teenage Queen. Bubble Plus. Purple Saturn Days
KryptonEgg. Jumping Jackson. BoBo,Hostages

4 WHEELDRIVEonly £19.99

PHigtiter.W.W.F..Final FnjH

MEGA MIX AMIGAonly CI9.99
Leander. Agony.Ork

Liquid Kids*

£16.99 £16.99

Lost Patrol
£15.99 £1299
Lost Treasures of Infocom .... N/A £29.99

£6.99

Sabre Team

Shadow Worlds
Shuttle the Sim
Silent Service II

Sim Ant

£6.99

£16.99 £16.99

N/A £2299

N/A £19.99
£16.99 £16.99

£7.99 £7.99
£20.99 £20.99
£23.99 £23.99

N/A £2299
£23.99 £23.99

Simpsons
£15.99 £15.99
NINJACOLLECTION only £13.99

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL1 only CI6.99

£16.99 £16.99
£8.99 £899

Video Kid

£15.99 £15.99

Viking Fields of Conquest. £16.99 £16.99
Votfied

£10.99 £10.99

WillyBeamish
WingCommander I

£15.99 £15.99

WolfChild

£16.99 £16.99

World Championship Boxing £6.99 £6.99
W.W.F

£15.99 £15.99

W.W.F. II

£15.99 £15.99

ZakMcKracken

£8.99

Zool

Mega twins, Rodktnd, Robocod

FLIGHTCOMMAND only £11.99
Eliminator, Strike ForceHarrier,
Lancaster. Sky Fox and Sky Chase

MAGNUM 4 CI 6.99

AWARD WINNERSONLYE16.99

New Zealarad Story, BubbleBobble

Afterburner Double Dragon, Operation Wof. and

Kick Oft II, Pipemania, Space Ace

Rainbow Islands

Batman Caped Crusader

and Populous

POWER PACKonly £14.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only CI8.99

HEADTO HEAD only £26.99

MAX EXTRA only £17.99

Xenon2. TVSportsFootball. Bloodwych and
Loi,ibard Rally

RoboCop, Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones,

Maj29 Super Fulcrum. F19Steath Fighter

Turrican II. STDraoon. SWIV and Night Shit

ACTION PACK only £15.99
Cosmic Pirates. Rotor. Maya, On Safari Eliminator,
Fast Lane, Sherman M4, Hostages, Targlan,
Colorado

Batman the Movie

BIG BOX II only CI9.99
Back to the Future III.R-Type, IKt, Rear
Ghostbusters Del ot the Earth, TV Sports FootbalL
Shanghai Armatyte Sinbad, Bomboozal

CHAMPIONS only CI3.99

BOARDGENIUSAMIGA only C17.9
Deluxe Monopoly. Deluxe Scrabble,

Jahangir Khan Squash. Man Unfed

Cfoudo Master Detectk/e and Risk

and W.C, Boring Manager

Please makechequesandP.O.'spayabletoEag/eSoftware. P&Pis£1.00periteminttieUK.
Ordersunder£10please add50p peritem. Europe: add £3.50peritem. Elsewhere add£4.50 per
item. Newtitleswill be sent as released and are subjectto manufacturers pricereviews. E.&O.E.

STRATEGY MASTER

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

only £21.99

AMIGA only C20.99

Deuteros. Populous, Hunter

Muscle Cars. Calfomia Challenge.
European Challenge. Duel Super Cars

Chessplayer 21SOand Sprrls of Excalibur

SUPER HEROES only CI7.99

2 HOT 2 HANDLE only £18.99
Goklen Axe, Total Recall Shadow Warrior.

Strider II. Indiana Jones. Last Ninja II
and Spy who lo-^wJ me

Super Oft Road Racing

Name:

Address:

SPECIAL OFFER APPLIES ONLY IF QUOTED WHEN ORDERING.
AT

Computer
Title

MYDDLETON
ROAD

Date
Price
Price

Postcode:

WOOD GREEN

Price

LONDON

Price

Card No: _
Exp Date

I P&P

Access r"

N22 4NQ.

SHOP PRICES

MAY VARY.

122

£8.99

£16.99 £16.99

RAVN3 MADcrty CI&9S

TVSports Footbait Wings
TVSports Basketball Lords ot the RisingSun

RAINBOW COLLECTION only CI3.99

Combo Racer

120a

£7.99

N/A £15.99
N/A £19.99

WizKid

DOUBLEDOUBLEBILLonly CI4.99

FootballManager II,Gazza's Soccer, Football
Manager - W.C. Edlion, MKroproseSoccer

N/AE17.99

Utopia
UtopiaNewWorld

D. Dragon, ShadowWarrbr, D. Ninja

Xenon, Cadaver and Speedball II

SOCCER MANIA only £11.99

Lotus Esprit CelicaGTa Rally.Team Suzuki and

VISIT OUR
SHOP

RV.F. Honda

Uridiumll*

*Not released at time of going to press

Total

Tel:

Member No:

Visa £

Cheque [~_

P.O's £

Free Membership with First Order. No obligation to re-order.

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEWS

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
an operation, your next headache
is going to be putting the aircraft

SOFTWARE HOUSE:
DIGITAL

INTEGRATION/

back

ACTION SIXTEEN

carrier.

However,

on

start trying this manoeuvre.
Once you've mastered the

the Intruder won an 57

complicated controls, the game
play is slick and you're soon shoot
ing around the skies like an angel
with 20 MiGs on your tail. The

released

FORMAT Gold rating when it was
originally reviewed back in STF 29.
Based on an aircraft carrier in

Vietnam during 1972, your job is

graphics are reasonable, but can

to take command of either an F4

look a bit blocky with the 3D per
spective sometimes getting a little

Phantom or an A6 Intruder and

various

missions

to

achieve your command's objec
tives. Because this is a flight sim,
rather than a game, the controls
are extremely complicated and at
times you feel as if you need to
grow an extra pair of hands to
cope with all the keyboard com

mands,
menus.

the

the budget Action
Sixteen label, Flight of

PRICE: £14.99

Now

complete

on

there is an autopilot function
included so that you can get some
much needed help when you first

icons and pull-down
It certainly makes you

realise how complicated it is to fly
an aircraft. Luckily, there's a 216
page manual to wade through
which tells you all about the plane,

• The awesome amount of weaponry on this F4 Phantom should be more

confused.

than enough to scare away even the toughest MiG pilot.
Verdict

your missions and the background

because you have to follow the US
to the Vietnam conflict.
Command's Rules of Engagement,
The missions have varying
all your missions take place under
levels of difficulty - with titles like
severe operating restrictions, so
Iron Rain and Hunter Killer you can't take pot shots at sta
and the program enables you
*^v>
tionary vehicles or attack
to swap between Phantom
% "*\J
undesignated targets with
and Intruder aircraft so
/£
out the risk of being
you can always be
court-martialled.
where the action is.
Once you've suc
cessfully completed

An immensely complicated, but
very realistic flight sim which puts
you firmly in the pilot's seat. It's
only

real

rival

is

MicroProse's

utterly brilliant F19 Stealth Fighter,
but at a mere £14.99, Flight of the
Intruder makes an ideal introduc

tion to this genre.
ROB MEAD

• Any second
now this

ship is going
to be blasted
to oblivion

by the
Intruder's

unfeasibly
large
arsenal.

•WMMIIIIIIWBpaHIIH

l^ill

AROUND THE WORLD
Floppy Shop have got together
with the Pixel Shop - more famous

is, well, everything really. The
plot's hardly original, the control
method is jerky and unresponsive
and you can see better graphics on

for their budget releases under the
name of the Happening Boiz - to
release this, which is their first
commercially available arcade
adventure. And it's

a hole-in-the-wall cash machine.

•

pathetic. Really, it is.
You
play
a
blobby chap called

~"9 v

Verdict

This is a totally dis
appointing
and

Phineas who has to
• Can Phineas make to the exit

trawl around 40 lev

before he dies of boredom? It's

els

going to be close... oh no, look out,

Wayne's closing in.
SOFTWARE HOUSE:
FLOPPY SHOP
PRICE: £9.95

looking

for

dull game which is

dia

monds and other things to

collect while avoiding rock-

Why don't you give this
another
anot go, eh, lads?

^ LV i^
^

about as addictive as

getting buried in a drawerful of smelly socks.

falls, toxic waste and your best
mate Wayne who kills you on con
tact. The problem with this game

• Being underwater has never been

ROB MEAD

such fun. If you're lucky you could
get an aqualung.

SCREEBIPLA V

GAME

REVIEWS

As Dylan
Thomas put
it - football.

LIVERPOOL
FROM: GRANDSLAM
PRICE: £24.99

Liverpool. The word itself conjures up visions of
a city in the north of England by a big river with
lots of Scousers and vaguely amusing sitcomfolk. And football, too.

A game

In this game you control the players as

they move around the pitch after the errant ball.

• The goal attempt is crap, with an emphasis on
the gutteral, rolling "r" as in Brookside.

played by
gentlemen

The sprites are bigger than most games of this
sort, but there's a price to pay; the game isn't
quite as fast as it should be.

with odd-

sion is fine until you try and neatly wrong-foot

an opponent, whereupon the ball is delivered to

playing, rather than just any other team who

shaped

him on a plate, and he rushes off. Of course,

have chosen to wear red that afternoon. The

DR FOX'S 1992 FOOTBALL ANNUAL

simply click on the right menu. All the matches
played by all the teams, down to the Diadora

Control is a problem, too. Keeping posses

practising makes this less of a hassle, but it still
doesn't feel quite right.
Each player's name pops up when they are
on the ball, so at least you feel that Liverpool are

studs. Or was

it a game
played by
studs with

44 balls? No,

a ball shaped
by 22..
Anyway,

FROM: DR FOX
PRICE: £7.99

Dr Fox? Wasn't he the guy who could talk to the
animals? Didn't he go round the world in 80

days? Or maybe he invented a time machine?
No. Dr Fox is the proud author of this pro

related items

tures which have yet to be played can have their
results predicted relative to past form.

Why? To win a fortune on the pools, obviously.

You might be a doubting Thomas who
believes that this system can't possibly work.
Fairenough - the irrepressible Dr has thought of
that, too. His program even enables you to com
pare results (which you have to input) with the
forecasts it made, so you can see whether it's

Someone has typed in a vast amount of
data which can be called onto the screen in any

form you wish. For example, if you want to see

any given date, you can call up the correct table.
How many away goals they scored? No problem:

desire, as should you, to be at the top (where in

FROM: CDS

reality they are, give or take a place or two). It's
up to you to get them there.

PRICE: £24.99

Now here's a management game with a differ

Strachan never, ever gets injured. Once he goes

what about Bristol Rovers, eh?

They're in dire need of a manager

bonposture Sunday Morning Crap League. Once
you've managed to stave off that fright, it's time

at the moment.

to train the men then sit back with a glass of

Anyway, consider, if you
will, a Leeds United languishing at

hot toddy to watch the match.
Ah. Bit of a problem here because for the
duration of the match, you tend to see a rather

Champions! The nerve-centre, the
nub, the core of the operation. The

COGC3-JOOC0003C
FOR

janes

TERM
COUNTRY..
DIVISION.
POSITION.
CRPRCITV.
HJERRGE..
.QOPL IE , . .
DEFENCE..
M IDF I ELD.
RTTflCK,..

Your first move is to make sure Gordon

ence; you can only manage Leeds United. Fine if
you're a fan of them, then, but

• The powerhouse of Leeds United

CONTRACT

actually any good.

LEEDS UNITED CHAMPIONS!

the bottom of the league. They

NEW

This gives a statistical rundown of any team. Fix

gram which enables you to analyse the perfor
mance of any or all of the league football teams.

how Bristol Rovers stood in the First Division on

James Leach
investigates
four slightly

Football League or even the Beazer Homes or
HFS Loans League are here.
So it's a powerful database. What you can
also do is harness it using the Analyse option.

Oxford Utd
EHOLRND
a
9
6155
4712
35 .

15J
:l j£

FITNESS,, .
FiJFlMRTICiN
ACCOUNT. .
SPONSOR. .

rrrjrai

I Striker Manager, the game which gives you
the chance to decide when your men should
kick the ball, and roughly in which direction.

down it's time to wave hello to the Toby Gib-

uninspiring picture of the tunnel at Elland Road.
The attacking, defending and blatant fallingover-howling that goes on is only hinted at with

main menu, in fact.

a few words at the top of the screen. And even

STRIKER MANAGER

doing all this) you can go and have a match.

FROM: D&H GAMES

Sensible Soccer it isn't. The graphics are big and

PRICE: £24.99

there's a lot going on, but as far as controlling a

Not only do you get to play foot

player goes, well, you're limited to clicking with

ball here, but you also get to man

the mouse when an indicator points towards the

age your team. Perfect if you
enjoy snatching the glory from
others on pain of being sacked.

goal. This does make a difference to the run of
play, but it isn't very satisfying and there isn't a

The idea is to set up your side so it

"arcade sequences" the management bits are

vast amount of skill involved. Leaving aside the

can't possibly lose, then go in and

pretty good. You use the mouse, clicking on

score all the goals yourself.

icons and highlighting things you want done. It
runs quickly and any mouse-related cock-ups you
might make are easily rectified.
One apparently unique feature is the abil

Most of the usual manage

ment options are here; you can
buy and sell players, train them,

swap them, set up your positions
- anything you like, really. Then
when you're happy (or bored with

ity to get your scouts to search for people of
particular skill levels. By simply typing the skill
rating of the person you feel is missing from

SCREENPLAY

GAME

pitch is viewed from an oblique up-the-pitch sort
of angle, which is all fine and dandy until the

Verdict

ball goes behind one of the largish sprites in a

likes of Kick Off, Sensible Soccer or Striker,

crowded goal-mouth.

but it's not bad and has a grip on real
ity, owing to the fact that you're using
real players. It's tough, too. You do
have to persevere with the practice
matches to get a feel for the game
(you could just leap in, but you

The action is pretty frenetic although it's
not incredibly smooth, and the large players are
interesting to look at since they do their utmost

REVIEWS

Liverpool just doesn't compare with the

to be in the most awkward position possible,
and try to thwart you at every turn.
There are plenty of on-pitch features which
improve the game as well, such as red and yel
low cards, headers and penalty shoot-outs, and
you have the chance to play in a full season as
well as go for the FA Cup. Unfortunately no
European matches are included, but perhaps this

erpool, you'd be better off with any
of the other football games, which do

• Liverpool has plenty of goalmouth action, but can it hold its

would have been asking a bit much.

play better.

own in the baths at the end of the match?

Verdict

If you get Dr Fox's 1992 Football Annual, you're
going to have to input a fair bit of data yourself
every week in order to keep it up-to-date. This
has been made as easy as possible, but it's still
rather a bind.

The conclusion must be that only true fans
(or those who are absolutely desperate to win
some dosh from Littlewoods) are likely to find it
in them to tap away inputting data every Satur

day evening instead of going out and drinking
too much or even just getting a pizza and
watching a video. If you need results, though,
you can send off your disk to Dr Fox with an SAE

and two first class stamps and he promises to
get a modified version back to you by return of

get completely slaughtered for #
the first few games).
&•
So it's not bad. Trouble is,

if you're not especially keen on Liv
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• Last season? Who cares about last season. Let's

ball Annual gives you the chance to do just that.

look forward to the future. Which is yet to come,

Also learn how to splint broken limbs. It's all here.

and is, in fact, still on the horizon.

post. All this on top of his 80 hour hospital
week, too. The whole thing runs off the GEM
interface, making it easy to use and pretty quick,

does well, and the data is fun to

too. It's not much to look at, but what it does it

worse than a human, can it?

-*

rra>

play with. As for winning the ^ gf\
pools... well, it can't predict any X,i

their tempers. Temper is a rating given to each
player, and must be taken into account before

Leeds Utd

what it comes down to is another management
game which, though it's done well, has nothing
new to offer. About the only thing which this

giving them responsibility on the pitch or letting

E.Cantona

Tine

till

3

Alders-hot

CG1B

36

them near night-clubs. You can also increase the

stands at your ground, charge what you likefor

game has and many others don't is the chance

tickets and generally try and extort money

to nick promising players out of your Youth

from punters and foreign businessmen.

team. You don't get to interfere with the Youth

Actually that was a lie.

team (good thing really, because you'd be
locked up) but it pays to keep an eye of the lads

Verdict

y\

because occasionally a decent player turns up,

Leeds United Champions! suffers greatly from

forcing you to child-nap him before he's 18 and

having an exclamation mark after its name.

forced to leave the minor side.

Apart from this, it's a sound management game
with less-than-stunning on-pitch action. Mouse-

as well as training them and trying to control

frig
•Jpe-jj
-lore

• Roll up roll up! Pick a fixture! Dr Fox's 1992 Foot

then the finer points of the melodramatic
screaming and tumbling are glossed over. So

Once more, everything is icon driven and
you can fiddle with the positions of your team,

of lanhEstsp C-.Tm $=i5or 1
J*ru= t-spc-.frnt
•for*
Rje-.f-l.-5 Park Rci =r?r =

Tesii

S;I&<1 -a tg;n

controlled once again, it's as good as most, bet
ter than some and worse than a few. OK?

I If the Elland Road tunnel could speak, what sto
ries it could tell. "Well, I've seen loads of blokes

run through me, then 90 minutes later they run
back. Happens almost every other week."

your side, you can get all the available players
with that skill rating listed.
There is a disk option too, so you can save
and load to your heart's content. It's a small
point, but you still see management games

occasionally which don't have this option.

0

Verdict

Striker Manager is a bit of a misnomer; you
don't get an awful lot of control over your boy
on the field, but for the first few matches it's

worth using the option before turning it off and
concentrating solely on the management side
which is competent and as good as anyone
else's. The only thing wrong with this game is
that it's far too expensive and comes in an
unnecessarily big box.

• Well, ifs a game of two halves, Brian. Brian?

I The main menu. Right, I'll have a steak, chips,

Where's Brian, anybody? Oh Gawd, he's locked
himself in the Ladies' again!

two midfielders and a side order of goalmouth
fouls. Oh, and a penalty to follow.

Q>
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UPER NES WILL
c>ti.i.f

HOW WILL SUPER PLAY
MEET THE CHALLENGE?

inrvc wrr

""•"•"^."nihL"1.

WITH MORE PAGES

Super Play is already the biggest Super
Nintendo dedicated magazine in the UK - by a
margin of at least 32 pages! - and that gap's
just going to get bigger!

.camLevamia.JvJB

[FUN-HOUSE j

•win
WITH MORE OFFICIAL UK REVIEWS

Super Play guarantees to review every new SNES
game as it comes out in the UK - no one else
does. As the floodgates open, official reviews
demand ever more room. With us they'll get it.

- U .-•••-_ •09 •.;

ACTRAISERI
WITH MORE IMPORT REVIEWS

Of course, the newest, most exciting stuff is happening
abroad, which is why Super Play brings you reviews of the
best from Japan and America before anyone else, and in
more detail too! Read about the top games here first!

-MMWHW""—-

iP^l
WITH MORE PLAYER'S GUIDES
Because there's so much to Super NES games,

you're going to need help getting the best out of
them. That's why we bring you giant Player's
Guides, stripping the top games of their secrets!
ijTBWB"

WITH MORE NEWS ON THE LATEST RELEASES

Super Play brings you the news first, with previews of the
top UK and import releases as they happen. If it's on the
Super NES, you can be sure you'll read it in Super Play.
INDEPENDENT SUPER NINTENDO MAGAZINE

The magazine for Super Nintendo players.
Third issue out 3 December.

TJ

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

FREE!

BUDGET 9 pin

PRINTER
Citizen 120D+ -.9 pin
144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ

ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED
WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER

4K Printer Buffer + 2

Fonts
Parallel or Serial Interface

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable
• 3/f Disk-Driver for Windows 3

• o'/i Disk - Amiga &STDrivers
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
•

LOWER

1 44 CPS 80 COLUMN

STARTER KIT

Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation

PLUS! FREE

Pull tractor & bottom feed

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER

100 Continuous Address Labels

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

For faster printingfromyour Amiga,withclearer
images and more vibrantcolours.Availablefree
of charge (on request) when you buy a Swift9,

• 5 Continuous Envelopes

WORTH £29.38

RRP

£199

SILICA STARTER KIT.E25

200 or 240 printer
Features include:

• irr^roviKf itiage 3ircc^:r.c

WITH EVERY
CITIZEN DOT MATRIX
PRINTER FROM SILICA

TOTAL VALUE:

£224

SAVING:

£109

SILICAPHICC:

£115

WORTH
viun i n

• Gamma'Colour Correction

• IrrageScaling
• ColourSeparation

£14.10

• Reduces/ill minales Banning (incVAT- see text)

The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel
interlace as standard. If you require a serial interface instead,

or lor£13.10(£1offRRP)lopurchase(ASC4572)

or £19.38 (£10 off RRP) to purchase.

please state ref: PRI 2125 when placing your order with Silica.

STAND OFFER

9 pin PRINTERS

24 pin PRINTER

EHE2S printer
For Swift 9, 24, 24e, 200, 240

192 CPS

and 224 Printers

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift9x - 9 pin - 136 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

Citizen Swift 240/240C - 24 pin - 80 column
300cps SD (15cpi), 240 cps Draft, 80cps LQ

STARTER KIT.

•
•

•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

8K Printer Buffer • 40K maximum

TOTAL VALUE £354

•

Parallel Interface

• Helpskeep pace with Citizen Printer's
powerfulpaper handling
• Robust & Durable Construction

• Saves space and protectscontinuous
stationeryfrom dust and damage
• Compatiblewithbottomand rear feed
operation

192 CPS 136 COLUMN

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi

• Graphics Resolution; 240 x240dpi

• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•
•

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP
COLOUR KIT

E239
£38

STARTER KIT

£25

TOTAL VALUE: E3D2
SAVING: E143
SILICAPRICE: £159

+VAT= £22,33 rel:PHA1242

80 COLUMN

•

Parallel Interface

SAVING: £155
SILICAPRICE: £199

+VAT-£186.03 ref: PHI 2209

£115

SILICA PRICE

£233

♦VAT;; £280.83 rel: PH! 2560

SWIFT

Quarter PrintingFacility
Auto Set Facility - Bi-directionalIIP,

RRP

Auto Emulation Detection

£199

E3G9

STARTER KIT.

Command Vue IV Front Control Panel

£259

E25

TOTAL VALUE £394

UltraQuiet Mode - 44.5 dB(A)

SAVING: £135

ColourPrinting Standard- Swift240c,
ColourPrinting Optional• Swift240

•+VAT= £233.83 rel: PHI 2309

SILICA PRICE

+VAT= £304.33 ref; PRI 2571

FREE
i r ii_i_ Silica
\j>w*a r
Printer
i u n c i •jtaiiai
Stader n
Kit
u

INKJET PRINTER fWJ-MW JTHT

PRINTERS

£239

£25

SAVING:

Epson, IBM, NEC P20 & CEL Emulations

•*

4 pin

£329

Graphics Resolution:360 x 360 dpi

£329
£25

TOTAL VALUE: £354

fiflp

9 LQFonts + 2 Scalable Fonts(8-40pts)
t x Font Cartridge Slot - forplug in 'Style'Fonts

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RHP
STARTER KIT

£159

COLUMN

ACCESSORIES
SHEET FEEDERS

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
.£7.15
..WO
HSG3

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA1139 120Ot

£56.45

PRA1209 Swift 9/9K/1240/224 . £32.25

PRA1709 Swift 24/24x/24e

COLOUR KITS

£26,38

32K MEMORY EXPN

PRA 1240 Swift 9x/24i

£35.25

PRA1753 124D/224/Swift24.... £13.10

PRINTER STAND
PRA1242 124D.--224/Switf 9/24 . £22.33
PRA1274 Swift 9X/24X
£30.66

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA1143PrMBBatlery
£46.70
PRA 1155 PN.|3C.!i..'f: [>.!!-.

•••[:•:

PRA1163 PM8 CarAdaptor

£16,80

Accessories orice. inc. VATS delivery

CITIZEN PRINTERS
FREE DELIVERY
NextDay- Anywhere in the UK mainland

270 CPS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN 360 cps
Citizen Swift 200 • 24 pin - 80 column

• 270cps SD (15cpi), 216 cps Draft,72cps LQ
• 8K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum

• Citizen Swift24x-24 pin-136 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

80 column

• Citizen Projet • inkjet - 80 column
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head • Whisper Quiet47dB(A)

• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts

•

• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

•

2

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
• Epson. IBM, & NEC P20 Emulations

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards

•

• UltraQuiet Mode • 44.5 dB(A)
• Colour Option Available

• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

• HP Deskjet plus emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation
• PoweredFrom Mains, Battery orCarAdaptor

RRP

RRP
£489
SILICA STARTER KIT £25

RflP

RRP

• 6 LQ Fonts

• QuarterPrintingand AutoSet Facility

£269

SILICA STARTER KIT £25
TOTAL VALUE: £294

SAVING.

D15

SILICAPRICE: £179

£179

\^VAT= £210.33 ref: PRI 2450 J

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

TOTAL VALUE: £514

SAVING: £215

SILICA PRICE: £299

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi

£299

£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496
SAVING: £151
SILICAPRICE: £345

Vj-VAT--. £351.33 ref: PRI 2574 J

061192-1245

£345

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On allhardware ordersshippedinthe UK mainland.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamoftechnical expertsat yourservice.

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven trackrecordinprofessional computer sales.
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.
•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at ourLondon &Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyourrequirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to youwith offers + software and peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Beforeyou decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you thinkvery carefuliy about WHERE you
buy it. Considerwhat it will be likea few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
company you buy from contact you withdetails of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worryabout. We have been established for almost 14 years and, withour unrivalled
experienceand expertise, we can nowclaim to meet our customers'requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. Butdon't just take our wordfor it. Completeand return the coupon now for our
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SAVING:

£126

FREE COLOUR KIT
WitheverySwift9

SILICA PRICE: £199

£199

FREE HELPLINE
Technicalsupport helplineopen during officehours

-.VAT^ £233.33 ref; PRI 2100 J

FROM SILICA

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Mon-Sal 9.30am-6.0

No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
No Late Night Opening

Tel: 081-309 1111
Fax No: 0S1-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax

No: 071-323 4737

LONDON SHOP:
Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Opening Hours:
Mon-Fn 9.30am-7.00pm (Sal closs 6.30pm)
Late Night: Thursday - 6pm
Extension: 3914
SIDCUP SHOP:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.3Qpm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

ESSEX SHOP:
Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 462426
Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri 9,30am-5.30pm (Sal 9,00am-6.00pm)
No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0193-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX~>1
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

mucA

081-309 1111 IYSTEMS

WINDOWS 3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver with Starter Kit

£325

TOTAL VALUE: £325

^+VAT= £405.38 rel: PHI 2090^

Opening Hours:

YEAR WARRANTY
(including the dot matrixprinterhead}

Parallel Intedace

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth£29.38- WithCitizen dot matrixprintersfromSilica

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper

•
•

• Parallel. Interface

8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
Parallel Interface

ao column 64 cps

Postcode:

Tel (Home):
Which computer(s), if any, do you own?

Tel (Work):
-.

E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return Ihe coupon for the latest information.

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEWS

DIZZY, PRINCE OF
THE YOLKFOLK
CODEMASTERS

Daisy found all her cherries had
been stolen by Pogie, the Fluffle.

PRICE: £7.99

See? Utter nonsense.

SOFTWARE HOUSE:

Reading the plot of this one is
like wading through a Hans Christ
ian Anderson story that's been re
written by William S Burroughs

rid of Rockwart the vile troll who

locked you up in the first place,
and rescue Daisy from the indigni
ties of sleeping for too long.

Anyway, at the beginning of
the game, Diz is incarcerated
below ground, but soon gets free
thanks to a puzzle of such

blinding obviousness it

The same sorts of puzzles
crop up as in other Dizzy games,
but you need to do a lot more
X\
bounding around to get the
objects to solve them in this

and illustrated by H R Ciger. To
put it bluntly, Daisy, Dizzy's plutonic pal, caught herself on a mys
tic spinning wheel she found in a

makes you want to weep
After that it's mostly
plain sailing. The
idea's to find the

Heaven, a tree vil

castle

cherries you origi
nally came for, get

lage, the castle and
a large amount of

in

the

Enchanted

Forest

which they blundered on when
9 As Oscar

one. The locations cover

forest. Dizzy's particularly athletic:
his jumps sometimes span half the
screen. The graphics and anima

tion here are a lot better than, say,
Spellbound Dizzy: brighter and
more complicated. In the end,

though, it's all just one more Dizzy
game with which to while away a
couple of hours. Just you wait until
Virtual Reality Dizzy appears.

such diverse places as

__ ..—

£D RICKETTS
• And the egg
chanced upon

Wilde once

said, "To lose

a lion with a

thorn in its

one's friends

paw. And the

is tactless; to

egg said to

lose one's

the lion, "Lion,

wand is

simply

why are you

careless."

s o s o r e trou

If s still not

bled?" And

very funny,

the lion

replied,

is it?

"Bloody hell, a

talking egg!"

SPELLBOUND DIZZY
SOFTWARE HOUSE:
CODEMASTERS
PRICE: £7.99

friends, actually) are in trouble.
Again. What a surprise. Diz went
and read a spell from Theo's magic

cally searching out the stars and
objects you're going to need if
you're going to rescue the Yolks.

book and whisked them all off to

There are about 100 screens, all

You'd have thought Dizzy would
have had enough of all this excit
ing adventure by now. After all,
he's made a tidy sum; surely it's

Cod knows where, so now he has

about time he used his, er, nest

Now what what really
happens is this. Just as
other Dizzy games, it's a

decorated with the simple and
often sparse graphics that charac
terise Dizzy games. The puzzles
are either ridiculously simple or
desperately long, drawn-out

egg to settle down in a carton of
his very own. But no. Back he
bounds, in these, er, re-releases,

but you're probably not counting
any more, anyway.

In Spellbound Diz, the Yolk
Folk (Dizzy's albumenaic friends,
and yes, they are just good
1 Dizzy. Spell
bound as he

is, fails to
take heed of

the old joke
involving the

eigg, the tram-

to follow and rescue them, by col
lecting the Special Rotating Stars
of the Underworld.

case
of
wandering
around the locaA
tions, trying the ,<\
obscure objects in
/i

various places to see

^

and obtuse, so you won't be

completing it for a while.
Spellbound Dizzy is
pure Codemasters:
cheap, cheerful,

I "Well, you're wrong. No, wait a

minute, you're right. Or am i lying?
Do you think I'm lying, Eamon? Yes
or no? No, then? And you're stick

ing to that?" and so on and so forth.

bright and fairly
good value for
money. Like me, really.
I "Well, 1

think he gave
up on the
deep pit non
sense and

found Willy
the Whale

pette Isort of a

instead." "So

more feminine

that's WiSiy

trampoline!

the Whale?"

and trie

"Yes." "And

revolving
mushrooms.

So, what hap
pened next?

you're not
going to
change your
mind." "NO!"

AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION
ACS Electronics is an established service centre for ATARI equipment. We

specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computer hardware. Dedicated
to a programme of quality customer care, our continual expansion enables us to
offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to be second to none. Our
service includes;
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE,

most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY
QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES,

fairer to you, and in practice faster to process. Each repair is quoted for
seperately, no fixed charges full of exclusions, or hidden extras.
REPAIRS FROM £23

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance,

FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day warranty, FREE soak test, FREE software.
No hidden charges.
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

at competitive rates.

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff.
5% DISCOUNT
available to students and OAP's.

UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE FITTED PRICE OF £15 INCLUSIVE

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request.

ACS
ELECTRON I C

S

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS
i.E.C ELDON STREET, SOUTH SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE33 5IE

TEL.(091) 4554300 FAX. (091) 455 1847

GFA-BASIC 3.5
GFA and ST Format gave away the full versions of GFA-Basic Interpreter,
GFA- Assembler, GFA-Raytrace FREE on earlier cover disks. Our policy was
simple.Let ST Format readers decide which is the best programming language
and CAD program by Qiving them away to try FREE. This marketing policy

GFA
Data

Med

U K

worked, as thousands of ST Format readers now use GFA-BASIC and GFADraft.

Available

Those ST Format readers who have not yet obtained the full documentation at
a fraction of the price, should do so now. The documentation only offer expires
January 15th 1993 or earlier if our existing stocks are sold sooner.

by mail order or
telephone order from:

GFA Data Media (UK) Ltd,
Box 121, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG11 5XT.

Registered users of GFA-BASIC for Atari ST receive 25% discount off GFA-BASIC for MS-DOS

Tel: 0734 794941

and GFA-BASIC for WINDOWS. Call or write for details.

The following offers are available until January 15th 1993 and subject to availability. To
order simply circle the products required and send with payment to GFA.
DOCUMENTATION ONLY SPECIAL OFFER

Cheque/postal orders payable to GFA
Data Media (UK) Ltd accepted.

I wish to pay for the items indicated by Visa/
Mastercard; please charge
to
my account. My card number is:

GFA BASIC 3.5 INTERPRETER MANUAL ONLY

j>jEee-"

30.00

GFA RAYTRACE MANUAI ONLY
GFA DRAFT PLUS 3.13 MAN UAL ONLY

j^oer'
2Sjiiee<**

25.00

GFA ASSEMBLER MANUAL ONLY

jturr

25.00

GFA ADVANCED PROGRAMMING TUTORIAL

J&W

15.00

MasterCard

JP*r

15.00

Name (on card)

15.00

Expiry Date

Signature

Standard Product (following include disks)
GFA G SHELL
GFA BASIC AND ASSEMBLER USER BOOK

GFA-BASIC 3.5 COMPILER
GFA GEM UTILITY PACK

Order Date:

20.00

jsvxr

25.00

jo^ae-1

15.00

5 Address

All prices include postage UK only.
POSTAGE EUROPE: + £500 INTERNATIONAL +£10.00

Postcode

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEWS

DREAM TEAM
SOFTWARE HOUSE: OCEAN
PRICE: £25.99

You can't imagine Bart Simpson,
Arnie Schwarzenegger and Hulk
Hogan sharing a bathroom, let
alone a little box with Dream Team

on the front, so what on earth are

they doing here? This is one of
Ocean's latest compilations featur

ing licences you love to hate.
The Simpsons: Bart
vs the Space Mutants

red and buying cherry bombs to
throw at parrots. The aim of this is
to prevent alien baddies building a
machine to take over the planet.
The graphics are surprisingly
good, though the aliens do tend
to bounce up and down a lot getting past them is just a matter
of timing. Because you're up
against a time limit and have to
achieve goals on each level, game
play can get quite frenetic, while
the puzzle element prevents Bart
vs the Space Mutants from becom
ing too boring.

version

of

a

TV

screen.

The

chances are you're soon going to
get bored with the same tired rou
tines. Graphically the game's noth

ing special - the wrestler sprites
look terrible and seem jerky, while
the music is just irritating. Come
back, Big Daddy, all is forgiven.

scenes in the movie. There are a

couple of car chases, some beat'em-up action and even a spot of

plastic surgery. The graphics are
very good, especially in the fight
scenes, but it doesn't really satisfy.
There's no real link between the

Wrestle Mania

This is one dull beat-'em-up mas
querading as a licensed wrestling
game and pits you against oppo
nents with the object of winning
the World Wrestling Federa
tion's champions belt. You
A
get to run around the
ring, throw punches,

I "Excuse me, young man, we're

collecting purple things to destroy
the world." "You're too late, dude.

• Wrestle Mania: a game all about
egos, body size, facial hair and

incredibly silly outfits.

'

Judgement Day
Arnie's great in a scrap,

79

but really lousy with
1/

\^

spot of waggling in

Bart is a pretty standard platformer which has you jumping
about all over the shop - quite lit
erally - spraying purple flowerpots

A

the head-locks.

Then you can watch
the opponents insult
each other on a pixellated
ted

different genres and it can get a
bit repetitive - for example, Level
Four is just the same as Level One,
but a little bit harder to complete.
Verdict

Terminator 2:

kick and even do a

Prince has beaten you to it."

minator 2 is a loosely strung
together collection of different
game genres which represent key

^

k", -Z

women.

You

can

just imagine him
walking up to a girl
in a bar, saying "Hasta

Dream Team is a rag bag of old
licences which must surely be past
their sell-by date. None of the
games are particularly outstanding
and you can find better example
of the featured genres elsewhere.

la vista baby," then
blowing her brains out. Ter

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DSA)DDISKS

ROB MEAD

RIBBONS-POSTFREE
Zoff

Full Mark Brand

4 off

25

10.99

50

20.50

Citizen Swift24Colour(Compat)
Panasonic IOCP10S0/1123/1124

3.25

3.05

100

36.99

Star LC10/LC20

Star LC10-4 Colour

2.60
5.90

2.40
5.70

StarLC24-10

2.95

2.75

PRICE EACH

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24

250
500

34.99

164.99

StarLC200

3.5 SUPERIOR LOCKABLEDISK BOXES

100 Capacity
120 Capacity

100 Cap. box+50 3.5" DS/DD
120 Cap. box +100 3.5" DS/DD
90 Cap. Bankbox+ 50 3.5" DS/DD

24.49
42.99
29.49

3.5"BANKBOX-90CAPACITY
A SUFEK3 FRODUCTWHICH15 30TH
LOCKABLE AND 5TACKA3LE
ONE

9.95

TWO

13.95
26.95

THREE

SNAP
COMPUTER

3.5"PREMIUMDISKSWITHOURBOXES

9.95*

3.00

Star LC200Colour (Compat)
Star LC24-200

3

07030
457111

2.55

12.95*

Star LC24-10 Colour (Compat)

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED
AND ARE COMPLETE WITHLABELS
si

2.75

2.&0

9.95*
2.95

2.75

Star LC24-200 Colour (Compat)

9.95*

Ribbon re-ink

12.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those
marked with an asterisk "

ACCESSORIES-POSTFREE
Mouse Mat

2.99

Mouse Holder

2.99

2 Piece Universal Printer Stand

6.99

3.5 DiskCleanK.it

2.99

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

3.99

Printer Cable(1.5metre)

3.99

Atari STdust cover

3.50

Phillips monitorcover

3.99

Star LC10, Star LC20 covers
Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 3.99

All productsaresubjectto availability - All pricesinclude VAT.
Pleaseadd£3.5(9 p+pfordisksandboxes. E&OE.

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222
Unit16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5QA

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEW

PALADIN
Time:

01:£3:30

l^OUES:

l?ITflL

ttopaw

Sft) ERIK

ENCUMB

Melee:

Moues:
I^itrl:
Health:
Encumb:
Melee:
Riming:
Detect:
See inc?:
Arrows:
Bolts:
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14JS
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Skeino:
?wrows;
bolts;
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D
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time I try to cross the river I

A

get an attack of the baddies.

30X
ZOX

Is it fatal?" "It all depends

I You get a limited number of moves

0
0

tern which really detracts from the
overall attraction. If you're a
beginner at RPGs you might find it

per round, so swap between your

_ 1*

at a time. That way none of your
characters is going to get isolated.

C3i

IS;

SHE

Eli
• The map view in Paladin 2 is useful for planning your character moves and
seeing where the enemies are.

ment, I think I'll go and kill an
allotted amount of enemies, res
cue prisoners and destroy or cap

IMPRESSIONS

PRICE: £29.99

ture scrolls over a series of 20

Picture the scene: tiny cave at
the top of a high, lonely
mountain. From this cave,

quests, all within a time limit."
And he turns and leaves. There

which range in difficulty from easy
through medium to hard and very

a

bit

too

This

is

what

the

front end screens are in medium

res, and the alert box font is so

illegible that it's likely to have you
inserting the wrong disk, very
probably into the wrong orifice.
The music is hardly anything to jot

down on a postcard and return
enough, there is also a built-in
X\
to your place of residence, just
editor so you can construct
Zf %-,
a bit of bleepy chip music
your own gameworld and
^' ^\
while it loads. Don't
place objects and ene
jKH/y,
argue with Impresmies (or not) in it.
flRLlJ [/
sions about it

mins and minerals.

ter, what must I do to achieve true

lo, comes

A paladin, as any fool knows,
is a legendary hero and a knight of

There is also a quest

the answer: "You must drink a

great renown, or so the manual

disk with 20 more,

Slim Fast shake for breakfast, one

says, it then goes on to say that

but the price is a bit

for lunch and have a proper din
ner." The paladin ponders this,

you are not actually renowned but
a freshly-trained novice who has to
get to a renowned status. This is

steep at £15.

all just an excuse to go on a two

and

Ultima series should look like. The

quite quickly, even on the easy
quests. Should 20 quests not be

trained paladin. Suddenly he stops

and eventually calls, above the ris
ing wind, "Sod true enlighten

difficult

appearance.

hard. There are loads of enemies,
such as dragons, giants, fighters
and poll tax collectors, all of which
are very partial to paladin flambe
(especially if they are using the
fireball spell) and tend to home in

and calls back to his mentor; "Mas
enlightenment?" And

rather

involved, even on the easy level.
There's also no sick graphics when
you die (which is all too easy) just a skull covering your character
and an alert box saying you're
dead. The graphics are lovely, with
every character having his own

disk romp through an RPG world
with rivers, grasslands, castles and
guardposts. Oh, and the odd
enemy or 60. There are 20 quests

goes another one, thinks the men
tor and sits down to a delicious,
nutritious shake packed full of vita

for the last time, exits a newly-

how fast you can run."

is n

10K
10X

characters and move them all a little

SOFTWARE HOUSE:

HHBHMHnnnanH

• "It's no use, doctor, every-

<^\

A

Movement around the

m
*L

landscape is via a very jerky
and unreliable click and drag sys

v

\y

though, since they

A

believe the game

y h a s "wonderful music
and
effects.'

digitised
Believe

sound

us,

it

doesn't.
Verdict

If you really, really want to buy
this game, then go ahead, it's your
choice. But if you do, then for

• The paladin was kind to children, animals, Tory
voters and other poor unfortunates. Didn't do him

any good though, did it?

God's sake, don't look at the
reviews or boxes of Heimdall,
Lords of Chaos or Ultima 6. All of

them have something better in
terms of payability, graphics or
both. If you do buy it, don't be
surprised when it ends up in that
dusty box full of PD demos, unless,
however, you're a die hard RPG
freak in which case it's likely to
end up some where around the
middle of your pile of games and
be played once a month or so.
Don't bother.

Oh no, it's the bad breath dragon again. "Oi, Clifford, you
ong!" "And you're ugly, but I've got some Actizol at the
ack of the cave."

MES
BRIEN

SEGA'S MEGA
Sega are gearing up
for a big MEGA CD
launch in 1993, and
you know what? It
looks like they've
finally got the
games to start a
whole new generation of CD-based gaming.
Can you afford to miss MEGA's
%\v
in-depth preview of the future of
video games? It could change
the way you play Streetfighter 2
(oops, let that one slip) forever...

100% PURE SEGA MEGA DRIVE...

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEWS

DUNGEON MASTER
i n UBLE PACK
now defunct Mirrorsoft

heroes in the depths of a treacher
ous dungeon, filled with puzzles,
traps and baddies. Your aim is to
get to retrieve the Firestaff and
prevent Chaos from taking over
your world and plunging it into
darkness forever. Sounds pretty

label,

serious stuff, eh?

SOFTWARE HOUSE:
PSYCNOSIS
PRICE: £29.99

When it was origi
nally released on the

Dungeon Master

This game is seriously

set the standard for all

subsequent role-playing games
(RPGs) to follow. Now Psygnosis
have teamed it up with the sequel
Chaos Strikes Back to give you
hours and hours of mummy-bash
ing mania on your ST. Dungeon
Master places your band of four

addictive and the permuta-

Zf

tions are endless. There

are loads of potential
team members in

for your heroes to explore and
enables you to create your own
adventures and do a spot of por
trait painting to boot. Although it
uses the same point-and-click
interface as Dungeon Master, Chaos
is much more complex and you
need to have done extremely
XX
well in the first game to even

•*q
*JX.

think about trying to
attempt this one.

1/

*y

the Hall of Cham- <£)
pions, where the

A~

A

^L S

game
begins,
and
each one brings some
thing different to the
\y
adventure - choose badly and
you can end up as a pile of bones
on the dungeon floor. Dungeon
Master still looks great and,
although games like Legendsof Val
our and

Ishar are

Verdict

\y

serious

,

• Fat Boy's got loads of spells,

scrolls, throwing stars and water,
but he's gonna waste away to noth
ing without some screamer slices.

the most battle-hardened RPGer

ecstatically

happy

for

months.

With wonderful gameplay and
extremely addictive adventures
this lot can make your stress levels
go up and down like a kangaroo
on a pogo-stick. Brilliant.

An excellent value-

for-money package
that should keep even

ROB MEAD
• If you've
always wanted
to be slimed by
a Ghostbusters

reject, well,

now's your
chance.

con

tenders for the RPG crown, this
game is still one of the best.
• Oh no! It's those loss adjusters
from the jelly factory again.

The sequel, Chaos Strikes
Back, is yet another magic world

LEMMINGS

in

SOFTWARE HOUSE: PSYCNOSIS

fun, frustration and excitement of

PRICE: £39.99

the
original,
it
thoroughly
deserves its place in the top 50
games of all time (see page 16).
This double pack enables you
to get your hands on both games,
so you can see what all the fuss
was about - you have to save the
cute suicidal rodents from certain

Presumably intended both as a
Christmas money-spinner and to

cash in on the frenzy of anticipa
tion surrounding Lemmings 2 (see
Objects of Desire, page 138), Psyg
nosis

have

released

this

limited

edition pack featuring both the
original game and Oh No! More
Lemmings.
Lemmings has rapidly become
established as a classic game of

the platform genre and, although
Oh No! More Lemmings was a half
hearted attempt to recreate the
I "Quick,

destruction by directing them
around the various obstacles

that stand between them
em
and

safety.

In both

games you get the

usual

lemmings

characters -

block

ers, walkers, builders

and so on, and the only difference
between the two is that the back

grounds are slightly different.

m-

Verdict
Since Lemmings addicts are going

to have both games already, this
pack must be aimed at the impulse
shopper and hapless parents trying to placate their children

> J*
T

UBLE PACK
$«£*£&£§§

BimmlSMBmBmmllSk

before the release of Lem-

• Heaven is a gooey custard slice

mings 2. At £39.99 it

round the back of the bus station,

"^j
^ vv

1 1_ -ota

really is too expensive

real

for

\7o Ai

what

to a

amounts

not, as you may believe, some spu

rious metaphysical concept.

shallow mar

keting ploy. Great
games, though.

ROB MEAD
• "I don't

lefs get outta

think much of

here before

those bandits

they bring
out the boxed
s e t and have

us doing

who did my
guttering."
"That's noth

ing, you

guest slots

should see

on the Late

the idiot who

Show."

painted the
outside of the
house."

FED UP mm? S

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED

=»»-

WU=.
^

All dlnkn can he supplied

Z—rs^

formatted andready to usefor anyIBM < L CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

-ac^nesfor as little as 4p per dlskj-S^

* NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

U-± !

(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends)

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530

A L L P R I C E S I N C L U D E V.A.X. &

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS
5.25" (360K)

5.25" (1.6 Meg)

3.5"(1 MEG)

3.5"2MEG(1.44)

5.00

7.00

7.00

12.00

BOX/10

10 Boxes MF2DD (100 Disks) Only £50.00
5 Boxes MF2HD (50 Disks) ..Only £45.00
10 Boxes MF2HD (100 Disks) Only £88.00

•jihttArl'
PROMOTIONS

WHERE IT COUNTS-

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES WITH ABOVE DEALS

50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks
1000 Disks

DSHD
£32.50
£63.50
£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

INCLUDES LABELS

NOTE: The above disk are based on > 55% clipping level,

cheaper disks are available - please call.

^r&W^

1 MEG
MF-2DD

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES

13.00

6.00

12.50

5.50

12.00

96tpi

HD

£8.50
£16.00
100 Disks
£28.00
1000+PLEASE CALL

£8.75
£16.25
£27.25

£12.00
£23.00
£36.00

MOUSE MAT HARD

.V*

£3.50

100 Disks

£45.00 £69.00
£85.00 £137.00

200 Disks

500 Disks £200.00 £325.00

DSHD
£38.00
£75.00
£143.00
£331.00

,U.

12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND

£15.95

140
120
100

£9.50

£11.50
£9.50
£7.90

80

£7.50

50

£6.50

40

£6.00

Joysticks with another purchase above £15.00
5.25-disk capacity
140..

..£9.00
..£8.50

120..
100..
50....

..£7.50
..£6.50

STACKABLE BOXES
Disk

Cap

Name

3.51 Banx
80
£12.99
Dual Banx 5130/180 £14.99

3.5 Bimby 200....£18.99
5.25 Blmby5 200....E18.99

BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8"VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES
ALLABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS.
£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE

3.5"or 5.25" 10 Cap...£1.50.

5Cap...£1.15.

1 Cap...50p

Cardboard Disk Masters.. .£150/1000 or £25/100

DUST COVERS

12" or14" MONITOR

80 or 132 PRINTER
LAZER PRINTER

84or102 KEYBOARD

^•enfi-WOSi

_

™«*f-B0V^^«%(*U
0^=1^. o^SB.V^
&$$$?......„.
Z

£6.00

£6.00

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
MINI VACUUM CLEANER
£7.00
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION ....£3.00
£3.00
3" CLEANING KIT

HEAD CLEANER 3.5" or 5.25" .£2.50

ALL THEABOVE & MORE

£11.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL,
4 WAY
20.00

PRINTER STAND (Feet)
80 or 132 COLUMN
IBM PRINTER LEADS
;

£16.50

£9

AMIGA/ATARI

Only £13.99

£25.00
£35.00

DC2120

£14
£27.50

TOWER CPU

Optical Glass Filter 14"
Optical Glass Filter 20"

..£24.00

£25

a

£5.00

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONOFILTER SCREEN

SAVE YOUR EYES

£16.50

STORAGE BOXES

COMPUTER DESK...£90.00

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES

£13.50

..£17.50

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL OR FAX

3.5" DISKCAPACITY

£2.50

PAPER TRIMMER

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

..£15.50

NINTENDO

£2.50

£10.00

DSDD
£27.00
£50.00
£90.00
£210.00

DC6250...

£28.00

QS131 Apache 1
£7
QS130F Pylhon 1
£9.50
QS127 Starfighier Par Rerrole CoKrol. £36.50

£22.00

«

££

DSHD

DC1000 20Mb .£16.50

QS11ATurbo2

J*p....£19.00

MOUSE STAGE

£35.00

DC300EXL. ..£18.70

QS149 Intruder 1

£21.00
-,.....£19.00

3.5" DISKS
DSDD

DC100010Mb .£16.50

QS128F Maverick 1
QS155Aviator1

Pt0

MOUSE POCKET

£23.00

..£15.50

MULTISYSTEM

MICE/TRACKER BALLS

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY

50 Disks

DC6525

QS130N Python 2

PS2 MOUSE
AMIGA/COMMODORE

£24.00

..£17.50

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS

#48tpi

MOUSE MAT

2 MEG
MF-2HD

6.50

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL ..ff.

COLOURED

..£17.05
DC300XL.

^ - ^ ^ 2FOR 1LIFE TIME WARRANTY

ATARI MOUSE

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

DATA CARTRIDGES

mMH/to GOLD MASTER BRANDED

5.25" BULK DISKS

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
LIFE TIME WARRANTY
DSDD
£21.00
£40.00
£75.00
£175.00
£329.00

DELIV

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

LQQK! Great deals on Mitsubishi 3.5" Branded Disks<%^jL^
5 Boxes MF2DD (50 Disks) ..Only £26.00

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH
BUCKS, SLO ONH

£8.00
£5.00
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

LABELS 5.25" OR3.5" (5.25"WITH W/P)
100 £1.00,1000 £8.00. SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

2 WAY
15.00
DATA SWITCH LEADS ..8.00 each

Paper Clip MonitorSide

£4.00

Paper Clip Monitor Top

£5.00

VIDEO TAPES, E180, LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS
10 FOR £20; 50 FOR £90

P.52 Sea Battle, Grand Prix,

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED
CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

Challenger Tank, Brain Power,
Carrier, Linear Racing, Super
3.5" 720K-880K
Block, Snake, Hashblock/EagleMF-2DD10's1 Meg
£5.00
plan, Honey Bee, Space Fighter, 1 Box
MF-2DD 30's 1 Meg
Alien, Tennis Pro, Olympic
1 Box(30)
£14.00
Trails, Police Bust, Pacboy,
BAMBI-2DD 1 Meg
Block Buster
SUPPLIED WITH:
CRYSTBALL GAME
BATTERIES
STEREO EAR PHONES

SPECIAL PACK OFFER
BUY 4 GAMES - CHOOSE ANY
OTHER TITLE FREE

FED UP WAITING?

25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box
1 Box

£14.00

3.5" 1.44 Meg
MF-2HD10's2Meg
1 Box

£8.50

MF-2HD 30's 2 Meg
1 Box (30)
£21.50
BAMBI-2HD 2 Meg
25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box
1 Box

£21.00

5.25" DISKS
M-2D 48TPI 360K

1 Box(10)

£4.00

M-2DD 96TPI 720K

1 Box (10)
£4.75
M-2HD1.6MegH/D
1 Box (10)
£5.00
10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON

10 BOXES OR MORE

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535

ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS
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your eyes,

then look
across the

page at these
horses, you'll
see them

move. Honest.

r^t

Next month

we'll be show

ing you how

|VaX /

you can create,
render, scan,
mathemati

4m

&4PI*

cally generate

':*

and grab
images
directly from
video to form

stunning full
screen

animations.

Miss it at your

peril!
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SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEWS

GRANDS LAM
COLLECTION
Can that really be Fred Flintstone in
an England strip? And what is Peter
Beardsley doing in a biplane with
Saint and Greavsie? Rob Mead gets
out his spyglasses and peers
through the murk
ENGLAND

the action

is

PRICE: £29.99

This compilation from Grandslam is packed to brimming
with some very old games... and it shows. None of the
offerings here are particularly outstanding and the
whole package looks decidedly flaky. The manual bears little
or no relation to the contents of the box and what little infor

mation you do get merely tells you which keys to use and
gives a sketchy outline of the plot if you're lucky. Still, before
we deny the condemned man his final meal, let's have a look
to see what's on offer.

ESPIONAGE

This footy sim enables you to get
your boots dirty on the pitch play
ing a variety of international teams.
All

SOFTWARE HOUSE: GRANDSLAM

viewed from

a

bird's eye perspective, the game
play is fast and the scrolling's slick.
However, this game looks tremen
dously dated, especially in the light
of offerings like Sensible Soccer. All

your players run around the pitch
together with an arrow indicating
which one you're supposed to be
controlling. There's a practice
penalties option, which is a cinch to
get the hang of - the whole game
presents little challenge and is
sadly lacking in realism.

Obviously a board game of
some kind, but since the rather

poor manual tells you nothing
whatsoever about how to play
the game, it's difficult to know
what to say about it. The only
assistance you get is from the
Help button in the Detente
menu which tells you what the aim

of the game is, then you're left to
your own devices. Obviously you
have to be a top secret agent to be
able to crack the rules of the game

• The game board - you have to get

the other chaps' film before they get
yours. Not as easy as it sounds.

and play along. One consolation,
when you've eventually worked it
out, is that up to four players
can squint at the tiny sprites on

• Time for a penalty, so

the screen at once. Oh dear.

send on a blubbing baby
for the sympathy vote.

• The Help screen. You're going
to need to use this a lot because

I I've managed to repro

this is the only documentation

duce nuclear fusion with

you get - there's no mention of

some vegetables - the

the game in the manual.

team - and some bicarb.

THE FLINTSTONES
At last, something resembling
entertainment. In this game you
have to paint the walls of the Flintstone home while keeping Pebbles
and her manic graffiti
pen at bay. If
you re

not

cessful
comes

suc-

and Wilma look like their cartoon

counterparts, but you soon feel
rigor mortis setting in and head off
to watch the real thing on the TV.

This time around you get a realistic
spectator's eye view of events,
instead of the bird's eye view of
England. There's a two player

tf£B&£m

option and you can choose which
teams you want to play against in
tournaments. To play the game you

Wilma
in

and

stops you going
bowling. When
you do eventu
ally get to the
alley, you have
to take on your
ol' pal Barney. Then,
when you've done all that, it's back
to sorting out the mischievous Peb

PETER BEARDSLEY'S
INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL
simply point the joystick in the
intended

direction

and

dribble

away. Holding down the <Fire>
button increases the power of a
kick and throw-ins are controlled in

the same way. Again a little arrow
indicates which of your players is in
control

of

the

ball.

The

graphics
are
reasonable,
though the sight of all those
sprites ploughing up and
down the pitch can make
gameplay a little confused.
• "Peter, what happened? Why

• "Aw. Pebbles, how's a guy s'posed

are you so badly drawn?" "It's

to do his DIY with you crawling

the worry, you know. It plays

around." "Bugger off. Dad. Don't you

havoc with your facial fea

bles who has suicidal tendencies.

realise what a sad, misogynlstJc

tures." "No, it's your knees

The graphics are reasonable - Fred

bird-brain you are?"

I'm talking about."

SCREENPLAY
GAME

RUNNING MAN

SAINT AND GREAVSIE

A tedious game based on the
tedious film. You get to do a lot of
running, jumping, kicking baddies
and being cruel to animals. As you
progress through the levels there
are various weapons you can pick
up and there's also a
puzzle element in
the form of Uplink
codes which can help

• "Hello Greavsie" "Hello Saint." "My, you're smug git,

you
health.

restore
The

instead of bursting into a sprint,
you can end up pirouetting into the
ground instead. The graphics are
OK, but they can't divert your
attention away from the fact that
this game is one big zero.

aren't you?" "At least I'm not a smug git with a mous
tache my auntie'd like." "That hurt, that really hurt."

The old gits of sports TV invite you
to take part in a footy trivia quiz
asking questions like: "From which
foot did Kevin Keegan have a corn
removed in 1972?" This is utterly

pointless, but the game does seem
to have a certain smug charm -just
look at all those wonderful digi
tised images of the lads themselves
and revel in their gratuitous com-

your
control

mechanism isn't very
easy to use and,

mm lirMLMim&fArteM
• Why are you run

ning, Mr Running
Man?" " I've bloody

home - now get out of
my way!"

1
SCRAMBLE SPIRITS

have to shoot and bomb

- Henri Beaucoup, Fortiscue Smithe, Herr Kruche,

and

Big John Caine and (ho
ho) Wu Pong. The aim is

eventu

emplacements

and

other planes, but because you start
off with five lives, pick up smart
bombs and get loads of continues
you can finish this game in about

• Flying down the high street to get a

to collect a series of aban

few odds and ends used to be so

doned

easy- Then they deregulated the air

them to create an asteroid

lines and every Idiot in a microlite

deflector

tried to get in on the act.

planet, blah blah. Yawn. Each of
the objects has a special purpose,
but, luckily, you don't have to carry
them yourself because a band of
with
bones
obliging
natives
through their noses has been roped
in to help you. As you traipse
around the levels you're assaulted
by a variety of flying lizards, snakes
and acid rain drops. Again Grand-

ten minutes. Still, it was fun while it
lasted, wasn't it?
• Flying in close formation might be a
good idea for the Red Arrows, but it

works less well if you're under con
stant attack from a nutter in a biplane.

TERRY'S BIG ADVENTURE
This is another arcade/platform
adventure with you controlling
Terry as he collects mushrooms,
kills slugs and avoids getting his

objects and
to

save

and the joystick controls are easy to
use. The pick of the bunch in a sub
standard collection.

hair wet. Collect the letters which

and the venus fly trap plant, other
wise poor Henri Beaucoup soon
bites the dust.

slam's manual tells you precious lit
tle and you're left to sort it all out
for yourself. This game is despica
bly crap - even offensive - so you
find yourself hoping that the aster
oid arrives as soon as possible.

tions for games not even included
in the collection, what information

worst. The games, by and large, are
there is is very sketchy and you
terrible and there's nothing here
have to work out how to do
which could capture even the
><\
things for yourself. A get-richmost feeble imagination,
quick compilation from
manual

is

and

features

instruc-

bonus

screens which all go to make this
an addictive and exciting adventure
in a cute D/zzyish kind of way. How
ever, the graphic aren't up to Dizzy
standard, though gameplay is slick

• Watch out for those acid rain drops

Of all the compilations reviewed

The

and

the

this month, this has to be the

There

sub-levels

use

VERDICT

make up Terry's name to get invin
cibility and EXTRA for extra lives.
are

Ham won the 197S FA Cup? What's
this - Transporter's Corner?

You can choose from one

through six

ally destroy an enemy
command ship. There
are a variety of targets
including tanks, gun

• Who was in goal when West

TERRAMEX
of six national caricatures

missions

three difficulty
levels and you get one point for a
Home question, or two for an Away
question - get a question right and
you score a goal. If you use the one
player option you're the only bod
in the league and, consequently, no
matter how badly you do, Saint
and Greavsie commend you on
your playing ability. For people
who collect footy bubble gum
cards of the '60s and '70s only.

1

Hurrah! A shoot-'em-up
aeroplane adventure. You
your way

mentary.
There are

p3* 1 *™][|

missed the last bus

REVIEWS

Grandslam, then, which

useless
/

0
nantxiccylSvSSSvD
• Kill the slugs to release bubbles
which occasionally yield letters to
make up your protective shield.

• Terry's frankly
worrying obsession
with mushrooms is

not matched by his
fondness for water -

If he lands in It he
drowns.

.

sticks in the throat.

SCREENPLAY
GAME

REVIEWS

BEAUJOLLY
BIG BOX 2
What's big, red and is full of very
interesting people doing interesting

things? Rob Mead goes into his local
Post Office, stands in the queue for

the first day covers and practises
saying the word "philately"

SOFTWARE HOUSE: BEAUJOLLY
PRICE: £29.99

Games compilations are a bit like those "Now That's
What I Call Music" albums that you can pick up, in the

respect that you have to sift through an awful lot of
dross before you find something even remotely worthwhile
that makes you want to buy the whole album, and the Big Box
2 from Beaujolly is no exception. From shoot-'em-ups to puz
zles games and arcade adventures - Beaujolly have got them
all. That's all very well and good, but the real question is: are
they actually any good?

BOMBUZAL

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3

I This is the deadliest game of

I "...And Doc Brown's coming in on the out
side. But can he jump over the tomahawk

Chess you are ever going to play
- move to the wrong square and

before it decapitates him? The going, by the
way, is good to soft in the head."

Marty McFly and Doc Brown have

gone back to 1885 in this licensed
version of the film. There are a

number of sub-games based on
scenes from the film with a duck

shoot, pie-throwing contest and a
spot of horse-riding after a run
away wagon. There's no real excite
ment in this game and you feel as if

i fs curtains for sure.

walk over them, while others are

you're just

a cohesive, well-thought out game.

For example, Doc's horserace on
Level One just seems to go on for
ever as you jump over and duck
under various obstacles - this is

interspersed with overhead shots
of you avoiding incoming shots

aren't very good and the whole
thing can get a bit repetitive.

sic by now. Basically, you have to
charge around loads of different
levels and set off the bombs in a

controlled way. The puzzle element

of the game is what makes it so
addictive. To get to the bombs you

- blow up the wrong bomb and
you get stranded or set off a chain
reaction and get killed. There's a
choice of control method - joystick

is best - and you can play in 2D or
3D view.

have to walk over a series of tiles

which have various properties some tiles disappear when you
some bombs up, but how are you

should've traded it in for a Trabbie

going to get the rest?

while I had the chance."

ISS (INCREDIBLE SHRINKING SPHERE)

DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH
• Sing: "Flash, aah. he's
the saviour of the uni
verse... Flash, aah, you're

a potato in a pair of
tights." They don't write
songs like that anymore...
thank God.

series of levels, helped

out by his pals Man
!*' «, AT" M~ «"" ft §1 MJl JtH M"M amJff

This has to be a bit of a minor clas

• OK, so you've managed to blow

I "These darn De Loreans. I knew I

drake, Lothar, the Phan
tom and Zuffy. You're set

upon by the usual collec
tion of baddies and con

cealed

weapons,

and

ciless Ming? You can? Well, first

there are plenty of obstacles for
you to negotiate before your
energy runs out. A tricky arcade

you have to rescue your children

adventure which could find you

from Ming's heavily defended
fortress. You guide Flash around a

in frustration. Great fun.

mates save the earth from the mer

dangerously. It can take quite a
few attempts to suss a level out

together afterthoughts, rather than

from cavalryand red Indians as you
blunder through a canyon. To
make things worse, the graphics

mi
Can you help Flash Gordon and his

icy and make you slide about

playing through a load of cobbled

throwing your ST out the window

This game is a cross between a
shoot-'em-up, pinball and a puzzle

game. You have to guide the
sphere - which is really a top secret
weapon on test - around a

series of levels, avoiding baddies

and collapsing squares, collecting

power-ups and weapons on the
way. The graphics are pretty good
and the control mecha-

•H

nism - operated via the
joystick - is straightfor
ward and easy to use.
You need to develop

a strategy to get round
all the levels otherwise

you tend to die rather
more rapidly than you'd
really like.
• You can't beat a nice
roll around the parkno rottweilers, doggy
doo or traffic war

dens... Oh, no! Ifs a
killer spider.

SCREENPLAY
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PREDATOR 2

KING OF CHICAGO
• Pinky and the Old Man dis

• "Could I int'rest you in some small fluffy

cuss the principles of

kittens?" "Outta my way! Can't you see

Capone's Theorum, where

there's a drug war going on?"

every hard faced question is
greeted with a bullet
between the eyes.

to the position of viewer as
Pinky and his cronies shoot
up the opposition and chat
a lot about being turfed out
on your "keister." The only
part you play in this cine
matic program is to give an
occasional click on a

Brilliant graphics, but mind-numbingly slow gameplay characterise
this tale of mob rivalry in Chicago
during the 1930s. You're relegated

text

bubble or to show Pinky
where you'd like him to
shoot someone. But, by the

shoot-'em-up with four increas
ingly difficult levels set in the

time he gets around to doing what
you want, you're fast asleep and
dreaming of the Godfather.

• "I say, you chappies in the van,

RAMPAGE

A fast, exciting version of the
old coin-op classic. You've been
placed in charge of a special
space fighter and it's your job
to blow away as many aliens as

between buildings without ruining
your appetite.

Thanks to some unhealthy addi
tives in your fast food burgers, you
and up to two pals can transform
yourselves into B-movie monsters Gorilla, Lizard or Wolfman - and

set about ripping tower blocks to
pieces and eating their inhabitants.
are

over

do you think you could stop

shooting at me for one second

R-TYPE

• Human Beings - the meat you can eat

There

It's 1997 and you're a hard

bitten cop with a tough assign
ment. Your objective is to track
down a particularly blood-thirsty
alien - the Predator - bumping off
as many drug-dealing hoodlums
as you can in the process.
This is a reasonably good

subways and slaughter houses of
Los Angeles. The game uses a sim
ple point-and-click interface and
there is plenty of weapons, ammo
and energy for you to pick up. The
graphics are good and this game is
quite addictive, but it's nothing out
of the ordinary.

ISO

different

screens of buildings for you to

demolish. Watch out for the

army
helicopters
and
tanks,
though, since they're determined
to stop you eating your way across
America. This game is fun as far as

possible. There are plenty of
groovy weapons you can pick up to
help you and by holding down the
<Fire> button for a time, you can
unleash extra powerful laser bolts

•

I r ~>q/] $W4
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• This picture does not do the game
R-Type any justice whatsoever. It
shoot-'em-up not unlike Defender,

nor that ifs totally addictive, nor that
• "Ere, Wolfman, do you eat out

you are likely to suffer severe sprain

often?" "Come any closer and you'll

of the joystick trigger finger. Oh well.

find out."

TV SPORTS SPECIAL

• "I spy with my little eye, something
beginning with prawn cocktail... and
ending with coffee and mints."

Princess and battle monsters with

one eyeball. It's all in a day's work

does not show that it's a classic

afternoon's entertainment.

SINBAD AND THE THRONE OF THE
FALCON

The poor old Caliph has been
turned into a falcon and it's your
job to break the spell, protect the

going to have to blast you to bits..."

on those hard-to-get baddies. A
real stormer of a game which keeps
your finger trigger happy for hours.

it goes, but one level soon begins
to look like another. The graphics
are OK, but the joystick control
method is a bit jerky and it's not as
responsive as it could be. A fun

:•:•••

• "Er, excuse me please, or else I'm

for Sinbad. Like the King of
Chicago, Sinbad has great graphics
but is curiously uninvolving. OK, so
you get to sling a few stones and
arrows around

and

sail on

rock-

infested waters, but it just doesn't
capture your imagination. The
game is controlled by simple joy
stick commands and it's fairly easy
to get around. However, there's a

lot of disk-accessing and gameplay
can be tediously slow. This turkey is
all style and no substance.
• "Hey, is that a scimitar tucked into
your snake belt, or are you just
pleased to see me?"

This American Football sim gives
you a TV viewpoint of proceedings
which enables you to get in there
and play when it really counts.
Most

of

the

action

is

con

trolled by your ST to a preset strategy, but you can
take over at any point
to control aspects
of play. All move-

ment is controlled by simple joy
stick commands and the game has
some impressive graphics. It's less
good at holding your attention,
X\
though, and you need a lot of
Zf
practice to stand a chance
""9
of producing a winning

•••'-'

/ j.

team.

X

Great

fun

if

you're a Grid Iron

Q

enthusiast.

VERDICT
So there you have it - a cou
ple of stormers, three or four
goodies and a brace of turkeys.
Just like Now That's What I Call

Music really, though that obviously
depends what your musical tastes
are. Beaujolly Big Box 2 is a cut

above the average compila
tion and is great value for
money. But if you have most of the
good games on this already, it's
probably not worth shelling out
for, unless you're really very bored
during the Christmas holidays.
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MEMORY UPGRADES

HCS

MEMORY
SUPPLIES

HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES
HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full

\TAR1 STE/ Megi STE

instructions designed for the novice. The complete job

MEMORY KI'Il INC

should take no longer than 15 minutes. 2 and 4
megabyte kits come with free utilities disk and multitask
ing software.

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

INSTRUCTIONS

512K>1024K>2MB>4MB

£13.99
£44.99
£84.99

c^*^j~£
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STF (M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtraram Deluxe plug in upgrading system fits inside the com
puter. It can upgrade your computer in stages to 1Mb,
2.5Mb* and 4Mb. The kit comes with comprehensive instruc

tions designed for novices. The kit uses SIMMS, so is easily
upgradeable.

Marpet Xtraram &£$Cl£ Quality SIMM upgrading system
(formerly frontier)

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2.5 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£44.99
£79.99
£119.99

Solder in Kit

The solder in kit will upgrade the 520ST to 1Mb. Electronics
experience is required as much soldering is needed. Check
your RAM chip configuration before ordering: 4 or 16 chips,
SMD or DIL packages. 16 chip DIL version comes C/W sockets
Solder in kit (all versions)

INTERFACES
The "AdSCSI" ICD host adapter gives SCSI output from the
ST's DMA port, complete with software and full documenta
tion, DMA cable and hard drive formatting software. Multirez
allows the ST to display all 3 ST resolutions on the multisync
monitor. The forget me clock sets your STs time and date, with
cartridge-through port.
Keyboard interface allows the use of external PC compatible
keyboards on the ST.
ADSCSI

£69.99

AD SCSI Plus (with clock)

£79.99

Keyboard Interface

£55.00

Multirez

£44.99

Forget Me Clock

£16.99

£25.00

MONITORS

REPLACEMENTS

14" super high resolution 0.28mm dot pitch monitor is com

The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades come com
plete with fitting instructions and plug straight into the ST
without soldering. The Power supply produces less heat than
the original so is more reliable.

patible with the TT, PC, Falcon and Multirez. The new HCS
MM140 Monochrome monitor has tilt/swivel base and 14"

tube. Fully compatible with all monochrome ST software.

Replacement power supply

£39.95

Multisync colour monitor

£280.00

Double sided disk drive kit

£47.00

MM140 14" FST Monochrome

£115.00

ACCELERATORS
The AD speed made by ICD fits in place of your micropro

cessor. It uses a 68000 chip running at a switch able 16Mhz

PC EMULATORS

with cache or standard 8Mnz to give virtually 100% compati

The Vortex 386 emulator runs dt 16Mhz and allows true multi

bility. The 68030 SST for the Mega ST gives phenomenal
speed with a 68030 running at 50Mhz! me SST has space
for 8Mb on board RAM, TOS2 included.

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

£145.00
£165.00

68030 SST • 50

£550.00

Fitting for above

£35.00

tasking in PC mode on the ST. Space on board is provided for a
387 CO Processor and 51 2K of FASTRAM. Norton factor .151

VORTEX 386 SX-16

387 CO-PROCESSOR
FASTRAM CACHE

£220.00

£90.00
£30.00

Upgrade Specialists
Marpet Nol distributor. Exclusive Best Data UK
distributor. Exclusive Joppa Software UK
distributor. Gadgets UK distributor.

lit
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TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

Enquiries/mail order and credit card orders please
call 071-252 3113

Please phone with enquiries between
Mon to Fri 10.30am to 5.30pm. Sat 10.30am to 2.00pm .

SPECTRE 6CR MAC EMULATOR

Enquiries cannot be taken by post.
For mail order please send description of goods and cheque/PO to:

Spectre GCR cartridge gives 20% more speed and 30%

HCS

bigger screen area on the stajTdajd^SJ^ojTipatible with
theTT.
_^ NEW STOCKS AVAILABLE
SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms)

£300.00

Atari TT2

£950.00

144 Tanner Street,

II
II
II
II

40
40DC..
50DC.
120DC

pp
L—

Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

JK
DAY

YEAR
GUARANTEE
ON
MEMORY

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate

London SE1 2HG
Prices include VAT and P& P

.£288.00
.£349.99
.£369.00
.£469.00

NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

MODEMS
HCS Smart Modem 9600 has full FAX capability for send

and receive. Auto-answer, pulse or tone dial, automatically
determines incoming calls as fax or modem, industry stan
dard command set with support for V22bis, V22, V21. Fully

Hayes compatible. All types c/w PC software. ST fax soft

ware option supports most ST graphics formats including Print
Drives for Pagestream and Calamus for immediate composi
tion and send. Modem 2400 has all above features but
without fax. Smart One 14400 comes with MNP level 1-5

and fax capability. Using V42 bis gives a maximum effective

thruput of 58000bps!!! All types come complete with cables.

Smart One ™ Fax with ST FAX software ..£139.99

Smart One ™ Fax with only PC software £119.99
Straight Fax software
£45.00
Smart One ™ 2400

£59.99

Smart One ™ 14,400 FAX MNP V32, V32 bis
V42, V42 bis etc
£249.99

FAULTY ST????
@KI@GKI@[!aQK](§l

m

SERVICE 2

SERVICE 1
£24.99 + Parts

(computers quoted before

£69.00 inc. fixed price
(* guaranteed same day

payment)

service*)

I* COMPUTERS
DELIVERED

IBY CITY LINK

* UUUK IU UUUK HICK. UK AINU UtLIVtKT UVtKINHjhl 1

* ALL

£7.50 e.w.

customers

tci nViOMiBci
We reserve the right to re-assess computers
in extreme cases
TEL: 071 252 1551

RECEIVE FREE
piece of
SOFTWARE
^M^MIM^MMMT

REVIEW

VIDEOMASTER

WELCOME. TO THE
VIDEOMASTER

MACHINE: ALL STs, ALL STEs,
TT AND FALCON IN ST LOW

RES, 1 MBYTE MINIMUM RAM

V*

REQUIRED

Copyright Act is likely to be
broken left, right and centre
as people start making demos
nicked from TV, videotapes

PRICE: £69.95
FROM: MICRODEAL

CONTACT: -a 0726 68020

At last there is a simple to
use, multi-media application

and laser disks.

that can be used with a stan

dard ST or STE, and it doesn't

cost the earth. The chaps at 2-

Bit Systems have been working
late into the night to bring you the
complete Desktop Video editing kit.
This amazing piece of kit can
grab pictures from a video source at
up to 25 frames per second from a

that

the

work screens.

side

of

Videomaster.

See

the

if you have a satellite dish or cable
TV, you can grab directly from any
channel which you can record on
your VCR - simply turn your VCR to
the appropriate channel that you nor
mally use to record satellite pro
grams.
Alternatively you could
digitise games from another com
puter as long as you use the compos
ite video output of the machine you
wish to make grabs from. Videomaster
can make grabs from any composite

ets, with two controls to adjust the

means

file, these are used to switch between

ware

Videomaster comes in the now

standard L-shaped cartridge so
beloved of 2-Bit Systems, as used for
previous 2-Bit samplers such as
Stereo Replay and Replay16. The car

same

This

source, that's all there is to the hard
Connections box below.

in quarter screen size chunks. Not
only does it grab the video, you can
actually grab the soundtrack at the
time!

similar to those found in a card index

You're not going to be sur
prised to find out that the

tridge is very heavy compared to ear
lier devices and if you look inside you
can see a packed circuit board with
no room spare for even one more
chip. Input for both video and audio
is by means of standard phono sock

live or recorded video source, albeit

contrast and darkness (or brightness,
to the rest of us) levels. Apart from
the leads connecting to the video

Use a VCR as a video source or,

top right. Also at the top right above
the controls is a choice of four "tabs"

The main program can capture
mono real-time video from any video
source at a quarter-screen size, mono
full screen grabs from a still video
source or a video camera and colour

full screen grabs from a video camera
using the supplied red, green and
blue filters.
The video card

This screen controls the grabbing of
pictures into Videomaster, both full

screen still grabs or quarter-screen
video. Most of the functions are obvi

ous; under the main video window

video source.

There are two versions of the

are a couple of buttons marked Rec

digitising and editing program on the

Film and Play Film, these controls
capture and play back sound and
vision together. The bar at the top
right that is marked Size displays the
amount of RAM used by the clip in
memory, and acts as a guide for sav
ing purposes.

Videomaster disk, one for the ST and

TT and a slightly different version for
the Falcon. The main difference with

the Falcon version of the program is
in the full screen section. Instead of a

selection of options to create Spec
trum 512 pictures from separate red,
green and blue grabs, the Falcon ver-

The two buttons below the size

bar flip to the full screen grabbing

• The Videomaster cartridge may not look very exciting but you're going to be
absolutely amazed at the things it's capable of!

sion has a true colour merge option.
The rest of the program is identical to
the ST version.

The
resolution
machines
you need

program runs in ST low
only (320 x 200) on all
including the Falcon, so
a colour TV or monitor.

When you run the program you are

presented with the video card, this
consists of a quarter-screen size video
window on the top left, a sample
window along the bottom of the
screen and a bank of controls on the

CONNECTIONS
Connecting to a video source is easy,
most VCRs have either SCART (Syndicat des Constructions D'Appareils
Radio Recepteurs et Televisieurs) or
phono connections as standard for
audio and video input and output. If
you have a SCART socket on your
VCR, you need a SCART to phono
lead, you can get one of these from
Maplins Electronics (•* 0702 554161)
for £8.95, part number )W38R. For
VCRs with phono connections, a sim

ple twin phono to phono lead is OK
for the job, Maplins have a 1.5m
lead for £1.20, part number RW50E.
Oh yes, the cartridge is simply
plugged into the cartridge port
(where else?) on an ST, TT or Falcon.
STF WARNINC: Remember your
machine must be Off when

inserting or removing any car
tridge, otherwise you may
cause severe damage to both

your ST and the cartridge.

A

buttons which select the

number of frames per second for
both recording and playback. The
next item is the frame counter, the

slider in this scroll bar enables you to
move back and forth through the clip
in memory. Edit takes you to the edit
ing screen and Save Pic enables you
to save the frame in three formats -

Degas, Neochrome and IFF - while the
next three buttons enable you to
Record, Playback or watch the video

FEW NIGGLES

There are just a couple of aspects of
the

menu and the setup menu. Next are
a line of

software

that

could

be

improved, and a few extra functions
added. The video editor could do

with a Move Block option, a Save
Block option and a Load and Insert
Block option to enable previous clips
to be imported into the one you are
editing. You can insert single screen
shots into a clip or added at the end,
it can be time-consuming to save a
single frame from one clip and add

it to another. An option to save and
load video clips as Deluxe Paint ani
mation files would also be good.
Saving the quarter-screen grabs at
their original size would also be use
ful - at the moment they are auto

matically expanded to full screen
size which gives a blocky appearance
to the saved picture. An electronic
RGB splitter to enable full colour
grabs from video and TV would also
be a boon.

REVIEW
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VIDEOMASTER
• This is the type of demo film you

MAKING PD DEMOS
There is a PD player program supplied with the package,
enabling you to play Videomaster films, video clips and
sequences separately from the main software and is ideal
for making PD demo disks. The program can be used

can create with Videomaster. We

cannot give you the 16-bit sound

long unless you have a
high density drive, this
translates

as

about

Gaff. I'd seen him around.

%•.

frames of sound and video
or 95 frames of video alone.

selected from the Desktop and the name of the sequence
entered. The sequence is then played in a continuous loop
until you press a key.
The name of an ASCII script file can also be entered in

Demos need not be made at

used when playing the film or sequence. The PRG version
can be placed in an AUTO folder along with a short ASCII
script file called DEMO.CON which contains information
relating to the sequence, such as effects and file path.b.
Remember that demos on floppy disk can only be 800K

this: "The charmer's name was

80

either as a TTP file or a PRG file. The TTP version can be

the TTP version, this then enables various effects to be

here but it goes something like

-

Bryant must have upped him
to the Blade Runner unit. That

gibberish he talked was
city-speak, gutter-talk, a

the full 25 frames per second
speed - very effective films can
also be made at speeds as low
as six frames per second - the
sound compensates for the low

k

mish-mash of Japanese,
Spanish, German, what
have you. I didn't really
need a translator, I

knew the lingo, every

frame rate.

good cop did. But I

Remember, all video and TV

wasn't gonna make

broadcasts are covered by copyright

it easier for him."

law, so be careful out there!

The Police Spinner
swoops down
over headquar

^Uideo |

U Edit |

•

Statr-tal

Videomaster has

ters to land, the

an almost sculpted

voice of air traf

look about its inter

En<tt291
Curt b l o c k
Curt r e s t

Revetrse

fic control

face and looks rather

comes over

attractive. The long

the radio;

black box at the bottom

"Final

of the screen with the

descent.

grey waves in is the audio
Ihi

Delete

Now on

window which displays the

glide

sound sample in memory.

path..."
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Toagle

[ Emit
source without sound. The last two

buttons enable both film and video
files to be loaded and saved to disk.

where you can edit the clip in mem
ory. The centre picture in the strip of
film is the frame being displayed in
the main video window. From here

The video editor

This screen is accessed by clicking on
Edit in the video card menu, and it's
| Video

you can chop your clip about, remov
ing unwanted frames, reversing sec
tions and deleting blocks as you like.
It is also possible to insert frames
from disk in Degas, Neochrome and
IFF formats at any point in the clip.
Single frames can also be grabbed
"off air" from the video source and

inserted directly into the clip.
jLoad I

jj<*ve|

JEEL
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• If you reverse a film clip, the
sound track remains unchanged, so
you have to reverse it from the
Audio card. You can also play back

your film to see how the editing has
affected the synchronisation
between the sound and video.

The audio card

This is a sound sample editor within
the Videomaster program; as well as
being able to edit the sound
recorded from your video source you
can load samples from disk to add
sound effects to your film or video
clip. All the normal sound sample
functions are supported; reverse,
clear, zoom, squash fade and volume

can all be adjusted and a
good range of sound sample
formats are supported. Sound
can be sampled at rates between
IKHz and 16KHz - obviously the
higher the sample rate, the better
the sound quality. However, higher
sample rates take up more memory
so it pays to experiment to find the
right rate for your needs.
The sequencer card

Using this menu you can construct a
sequence made up of various ele
ments.

Pre-defined

film

and

video

clips, still frames and sound samples
can all be loaded into the sequencer
and assigned to a key. You then play
the keys in the order you want the
clips to be displayed in the sequence
which

is

then

recorded.

You

can

enhance sequences by looping clips
or playing the same clip at different
points in the sequence. In this way, a
final result can appear to be many
times longer than the capacity of a
floppy disk.

you use Videomaster - the files
created are huge. Think of the
biggest file you can think of,
double it, double it again and
then multiply it by pi and you
are getting close. We filled a
60MByte hard drive with files

analysis
Videomaster
has been

designed to be
simple to use so
anyone can learn

BUT IT'S HUGE!
There is one drawback when

The final

to use it in a few

short sessions. The

you need a hard drive and as
much RAM as you can get to
create the demo of your
dreams - 4MBytes of RAM gets
filled up in no time. Don't
despair though, a small file of

only other digitiser
available for the ST

has no audio facilities,

so it cannot really be
directly compared to

about 80 frames with sound
• Look at the options on that! The

in one afternoon of ardent

sity 720K floppy disk, so you

field on its own. In a

simple and easy to follow manual

digitising; each file was about
3.5MBytes in length. As you
can see from these figures.

should be able to create

word, unbeatable.

explains how to use all these

demos of this length with ease
on a 1MByte machine.

.*\.

Videomaster, it's in a

can fill a standard double den

options so that even a clinically
insane reviewer like Clive Parker

can manage to master it.

IVE PARKER
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PRINTER

BLACK WHERE IT BELONGS
MACHINE: ALL STs

ers since they were launched in 1988.
Highly innovative when first unveiled,

PRICE: £810

the DeskJet was the first successful

FROM:

mass market inkjet printer, and
although other manufacturers have
brought out their own versions of
inkjet machines, for many ST owners
HP is the first choice of company,
offering reliability and compatibility
with most software. DeskJets were

DESKJET 550C PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKARD
CONTACT:

•b 0344 369369
Hewlett Packard have sold over a

million of their DeskJet series of print

always mono printers up until
recently, using their standard black
ink cartridges. Not long ago HP pro

DeskJets but with an improved sheetfeed tray in terms of design and oper

duced the Deskjet 500C, a DeskJet
that printed in colour - and the

printer, that is - parallel or serial lead
and power supply are out of sight

DeskJet 550 is the next in that line.
On the face of it, it looks like

that familiar stone doorstep shaped
slab with the same general colour,
size, finish and shape as other

I

ation.

All the

connections

to the

underneath the back of the machine

so you can push it flat against a wall
if you want to. Inside it, the 550C has
both a normal black ink cartridge and
a special colour one next to it. The

you've got
ktop Publis
se masterpi

• She's everywhere lately, but she

I TheDeskjet 550C can churn out

does show that this print took about

mono text just like a ordinary

ten minutes for the 550C to produce.

DeskJet if you want.

FLYING COLOURS
In the world of printing, one com
mon standard is known as CYMK.

This stands for the three primary
colours (as any primary school kid
can tell you) Cyan, Yellow and

• Although it looks very much like a normal DeskJet, this machine has a £15

Magenta, and the K is the k in blacK.
Combining these four inks, you can
produce almost any colour. Where
the 500C has to synthesize black by
printing Cyan, Magenta and Yellow
on top of each other, giving a dark

black cartridge plus a £25 three-colour one, and all in the same mechanism.

ish brown/black hue, the S50C can

use the real thing to produce proper
solid black. For although the blue,
yellow and red inks in the tri-colour
printer-head can be combined to
make lovely shades of virtually all

colours, they rather fall down on
black. So the big advantage of hav
ing a black cartridge as well as the
three-colour one is that "true black"

can be obtained, and the extra black

printing makes the other colours
appear all the more vivid.

So you get brighter colours, the blacks won't run, and its non-biological
action is kind to your hands. This is a public service notice, not an ad.

switch it between 8MHz and 16MHz.

SPEED FREAK
many software accelerators available
for the ST, notably Turbo ST, QuickST,
Warp 9 and NVDI, and, although
these are excellent programs in their
own right, you might need a bit
more ooomph in your machine. This

ICD ADSPEED STE

MACHINE: STE ONLY (STFM
AND MEGA ST VERSIONS

AVAILABLE)
FROM: HCS

Installing the ADSpeed STE is very
simple once you have opened up
your machine - remove the origi
nal 68000 processor chip from its
socket and plug in the new board.
Reassemble

the

machine

and

you're ready to run - it really is
that simple. The only difficult point
may come when you try and
remove the original square 68-pin
68000 chip from its socket, since it
is held in quite tightly. A special

PRICE: £165

is where a hardware accelerator like

CONTACT: « 071 252 3553

The

ST's main 68000

processor

chugs along at a sedate clock speed
of 8MHz, and for games this is fine.
When you start to use more powerful
applications that use GEM and com
plex screen updates, you probably
notice

that

screen

redraws

take

longer, especially in Calamus, CFA
Draft, CAD 3D2 and DynaCADD.
Although the standard machine can
for removing square chip pack
ages, but you should be able to
process the information without
gently lever the processor out with
problems, it would be good if it was
a small watchmaker's screwdriver
just a tad faster. In fact, any pro
with little difficulty;
gram that uses large
be very careful
STF
amounts of memory
PLCC extraction tool is available

not to dam

age the
PLCC

WARNING:
ning your machine voids the guaran
tee if it is less than a year old. If you are
worried about opening your machine,
HCS offer an installation service

for £20, contact them on

I

•» 071 2523553.

W^

or screen graphics
can benefit from a

healthy

speed

increase. There are

ADSpeed STE comes into its own.
The ADSpeed hardware acceler
ator provides your STE with a replace
ment 68000 processor running at a
speed of 16MHz, twice the speed of
the standard machine. When you've

This is important because some soft
ware packages, for example Spectrum
512 and GFA Raytrace, are unhappy
with higher clock speeds.
Once you have installed the
accelerator board and closed up your
machine, boot up and check it's run
ning properly. Simply switch on your
machine and, if the screen lights up
as normal, everything is OK. The disk
supplied with the board has several
utilities so you can control the board
from the Desktop. There are a couple
of utilities that can be placed in the
AUTO folder, namely 8MHZ.PRC and

installed it, the board can be con

16MHZ.PRG, whichever one of these

trolled from software, so you can

is active automatically sets the STE to

GAME LOADING
Most games software for the STE
loads
automatically when
the
machine is reset, so you can't adjust
the processor speed from software.
There is a simple way around this,
the ADSpeed board can be config

is a small connector that links two

pins on a circuit board, the connec
tor simply slides on. if the two
jumper pins are connected, the STE
defaults to 8MHz on booting, if they
are not connected then the machine

ured to boot in 8MHz or 16MHz

boots in 16MHz mode. These pins

mode without resorting to software
via a jumper on the board. A jumper

can also be used as the connections
for an external hardware switch.

REVIEWS
ACCELERATOR

colour cartridge is a little larger than
the black cartridge, and contains
three colours of ink, Cyan (blue), Yel
low, and Magenta (red). When the
550C springs into life, both heads
sweep across the page simultane
ously, printing in all four colours.
The new machine functions as

a standard DeskJet 500 printer if all
you want to do is print ordinary black
text. Using Protext to print out a 60
line test page, the 550 took only 38
seconds in draft mode, and a fast 45

seconds in letter quality mode. Print

quality was very good, as we
expected, and matched that pro
duced by a mono DeskJet.

one go. To prevent the black ink run
ning (bleeding) onto the colours, the
software does some clever calcula

•

WOW!

tions and prints black to just stop

There Isn't really any other

Printing in colour

short of where the colours are on the

At the moment, only one ST program
can take advantage of the 550C
printer's four colour capability, that
being HPChrome - this was reviewed
in STF 38, and enables you to print
any colour Degas or Neochrome pic
on any DeskJet printer. On the older
mono machines you have to swap
cartridges between each colour, and
put the same page through the
printer a number of times. On the DJ
500C the three primary colours are
printed at once. But for the DJ 550C,
Martyn has craftily re-programmed
HPChrome to print all four colours in

paper. The resulting pictures are the

affordable colour inkjet
printer suitable for the ST
market apart from HP's own
SOOC printer! Dot matrix
colour printers are in the
league below, being gener
ally noisier and unable to
produce such fine detail, and
HP's PaintJet printer, which
is more expensive and works

best ever from a colour DeskJet, and

if you want to try out Martyn's pro
gram, a demo version can be down
loaded free from STF's Bulletin Board

Service, get your modem to phone
*

0225 461330. You will like it so

much that you'll be inclined to send
Martyn £10 for the fully featured
Shareware version and get the infor
mative printed manual and Desk
Accessory version too.
It is to be hoped that software
houses write DeskJet 550C drivers for

their programs soon, and this is virtu
ally guaranteed given the present
popularity of the DeskJet. The "street
price" of the colour DeskJet 550C is
about £550 or less, as compared to

• What a lovely load of old tut. King
Tut in fact, his face has been printed

in FORMAT Gold or a very good rendi
tion of it using HPChrome.

at a lower resolution, isn't as

good either.
about £350

mono

or so for

DeskJet,

so

the

a

standard

extra

•*5r

money might be worth con
sidering for the excellent &
colour capability.
%

PETER CRUSH
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DESKJET 550C TECHIE BITS
able at either 6 or 12 points text height, and can be
styled as expanded, underlined, subscript / super
script, bold and italic.

Here are all those essential technical

specifications
SIZE: The printer is 443mm wide, 206mm high by
389mm in depth, and weighs in at 6.6 kg (just over
14 pounds). The power supply unit is an external
transformer supplied complete with all leads and
plugs.

THE PRINTER BUFFER on the DJ550C is larger, at 80
MEDIA: Paper or transparency film in the weight
range 16 to 135 gsm in US Letter, US Legal and A4
sizes can be handled, and a new envelope holder is
built into the lower sheetfeeder tray. The printer
has a built in sheetfeeder holding up to 100 sheets.

FONTS: There are three built in text fonts - Courier

and Letter Gothic in a range of pitches, and CC
Times in proportional spacing. All fonts are print

GENERAL: The printer responds to HP PCL level 3+
commands, shared with other DeskJet models and

the indicated speed. Setup programs

function benefits from the accelera

such as Superboot 7.4 (on Cover Disk
36) are useful if you have a hard drive
because you can select the speed you
want from the loading menu. Also

tor, especially graphical redraws and
text reformatting and alteration.
Ifyou use your machine profes
sionally and would like to increase

supplied is a Desk Accessory and CPX
module which you can use with the

your productivity rate, then you must

Atari XControl Panel) - this can alter

install, easy to use, can be disabled at
will and comes at a very reasonable
price. Ifyou need even more raw pro
cessing power, a socket is provided
for an optional 68881
maths
coprocessor, this is available for an

the processor speed from the Desk
top or from within applications. All
the options in the utilities are obvious
and easy to use. The installation man
ual is the usual thorough ICD job,
with everything explained in detail.
When it's running, all GEM actions
race along and using the board with
DTP and CAD packages is where it
comes into its own. Almost every

NO STE?

the HP Laserjet 2, and therefore works with soft
ware supporting these (using its black cartridge).

have this board -

YOU CANNOT plug in the emulation cartridges that
exist for the standard DeskJet 500, thus turning
them into Epson compatible printers. No problem
though, since virtually all decent ST software has a
proper DeskJet printer driver anyway!

• This is the board

that can change your

entire life (if you have
an STE, that is). The

ICD ADSpeed STE

board plugs into the
processor socket on

it's a doddle to

extra £117 with the board.

Kbytes as compared to 48 Kbytes on the 500C and
16 Kbytes on the standard DeskJet 500.

the motherboard of

your STE and
instantly makes your
machine twice as

good. Now all you
need to do is double

^

your typing
~*9 y

speed to
'• •

match. Easy
<$

life!

CLIVE PARKER

BUT AREN'T PCS FASTER?

If you don't have an STE, you can

There is an ST emulator, called CEMula-

still have an ICD ADSpeed board

tor, that's available for PC contemptible

is that to run the GEMulator almost as

RAM installed. It just goes to show the power of
the 68000 range of machines compared to the
80x86 machines so beloved of propeller heads
and corporate purchasers.
So, if you want to spend £1,200 on an out
dated machine, and then buy a card to emulate

and Mega ST for £145, contact

fast as a normal 8MHz ST, you need at

the ST, feel free to do so - but doesn't it make

them on ^ 071 252 3553 for details

least a 386SX PC machine running at
33MHz, with a minimum of 4MBytes of

more sense to buy the original machine in the
first place? The choice is yours.

machines which is, in effect, an ST on a

complex operation depending on
the layout of your machine. HCS
can supply boards for the STFM

of their installation service.

PC plug-in card. The only problem with
this (from the PC owner's point of view)

THE
ATARI SI
PEOPLE

Cambridge Business Software, «
0

'TRAINING

Moat House Business Centre • Melbourn Science Park • Melbourn • Royston • Herts SG8 6EJ

ACCOUNTS

|

Home Accounts 2
Cashbook Combo Pack
Personal Tax Planner

£44.90
£59.95
£34.95

Syslem 3 (Inv/Stock)

£39.95

Prodata

SuperBase Personall

Hyperdraw
Hyperpaint v2

£29.95
£29.95

Megapainl IIv4
Megapainl IIProfessional v4

^Supercharged Easy Draw2

£29.95 n Cyber Studio (CAD 3D v2)
£39.95 .i— Cyber
Cvher Control
£59.95

PHONE

\

£19.95

Easy Draw 2

DATABASES
Data Manager Professional
Digits DGBase

ART/GRAPHICS/DESIGN
Degas Elite

5 Cyber Paint v2

£85.00
£199.00

£39.95

MUSIC

C-LABNotalor

C-LAB Creator

^Spectrum 512

C-LA8 Notator Alpha
C-LAB Unitor II

£259.00

£795.00 ^ Prospero Fortran

TT030
Falcon 0301MB
Falcon 030 4Mb 65HD
SM124 Mono Monitor
Atari SC1435 Colour

From£890.00
PHONE
PHONE
£129.00
£209.00

PhilipsCM8833Mkll Monitor

£199.00

Ricoh LP1200 Laser Printer

£795.00

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

tGProsperoC

£89.00 •*-

£129.00 "

£ GST First Word RUSV3.2

prdtor

PCSpeed

£219.00
£295.00
£339.00
£489.00
£599.00

£99.00

AT Speed 8MHz
AT Speed C-16MHz

Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software

£129.00
£199.00

TOS 2.06 Official UK Versions in Stock

24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0763 263127

£24.90

£79.95

£79.95 I
£79.95

£55.95 I

MISCELLANEOUS

og.gs

PC EMULATORS/TOS 2.06

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFP0
All prices include VAT &delivery • NO surcharges on European orders

£45.00

£29.95
£44.90

Good Hard Dim Cost Less from CBS!
HOW
#OIT
MOW
#01*
#OIT

£79.95

SoNeodeskvS
£109.00 ^Harlekin2

lj

Progate II20Mb
ProgateII 40 Mb
Progate II 40 MbDC
Progate I1100 MbDC
Progate I1120 Mb

£45.00
£79.95

£57.95 £c_Fon|

£85.00 2: Naksha IIHand Scanner
PHONE ^ G+Plus
•*SLM804 Replacement Drum

From £399.00

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY

H

.£39.95
-J Prospero Pascal
"=~ •>'

egCalligrapher Gold

£285.00
£359.00 .0WS5
Protext v5.5
£299.00 J That's
Write vl .5
£299.00 ^That's Write v2

WJJ.l-H.-i'

£99.95 f*FTL Modula 2Developer

»~ Calligrapher Professional

£249.00

3: Mega STEs

£109.00

WORD PROCESSORS cj Prospero Developers Toolkit

£129.00
£575.00
£89.95
£19.95
£39.95

S1040STE MusicPackind Pro24

Hisofl Lattice C v5.5

Hisofl Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)
Hisoft High SpeedPascal

£34.95 fc GFA BasicCompiler v3.5

£159.00 ee520STE Start Pack

^1040STE Family Curriculum II

£42.00

£32.95
£32.95 fL Concerto
-

Pageslream v2.2

S520STE upgraded 2Mb
O520STE upgraded 4Mb

£65.00

Hisofl C. Interpreter

PHONE q GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5

£179.95 ffl 111flMJi.-i •.•».!.yjlUJ.j'.K'l.f.M

£65.00

Hisoft Basic 2

£39.95 q Breakthru Sequencer

Calamus v1.09n
Calamus SL
TimeworksDTPv2
EZTexl Plus
EZTexl Professional

£99.00
£95.00
£69.95
£29.95
£69.95

£129.00
£395.00
£99.00

Cubase v3
Cubase Lite

£59.95 ri Replay 16

DESKTOP PUBLISHING^ COMPVliSS/MOMUOmMm

SPREADSHEETS

tHrtUtU

£24.90 fe STACEY Laptop 4Mb/40

*520STE upgraded 1Mb

Hisoft Devpac v3

cypcrTcn

£39.95 5 0uartet

Super Base Professional... Special £89.95 ffiTechnobox Drafterv2

LDW PowerSpreadsheet v2
K-Spread 4
K-SprearJ 3
Digicalc
Logistix v1.2

MLANGUAGES &COMPILERS

NflV PRODUCTS

PHONE

£19.95

£165.00

SLM605 Replacement Drum
SLM804 Replacement Toner

£132.95
£37.95

SLM605 Replacement Toner

£32.9"

0763 262582
FAX 0763 263488 S?
TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G

ATARI REPAIRS
JUST £49.95 inc.

* Atari registered
•k Over 10 years experience with Atari computers
* Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
* We will undertake to repair or service check your Atari 520 ST (FM) computer for just
£49.95 including parts, labour, VATand post & packing
* Some computers may be repaired within 24 hours of booking in.
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power
supply unit if necessary
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are

unrepairable and require complete replacements)

\\\\\

* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

Upgrade the operating of your Atari 520 ST (FM) to that of the more advanced Mega ST computers.
We can supply and fit the TOS 1.4 operating system to your computer increasing its overall performance
by approximately 20% and disk accessing speed by 30%. Also gives MSDOS data compatibility

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
All this can be yours if you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this advert along
with just an additional £25.00 we will supply and fit TOS 1.4 operating system
at no extra cost!

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing
payment and this advert, and we will do the rest. (Important, please
include a daytime telephone number and fault description).
* Ifyou require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your
computer will be sent back by contract parcel post.

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE
CHAUL END LANE

LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines)
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in their opinion
are beyond reasonable repair.

REVIEWS

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

TOTAL CLEANUP
ICD CLEANUP ST
MACHINE: ALL STs USING HARD
DRIVES WITH ICD HOST
ADAPTORS

FROM: ATARI WORKSHOP

PRICE: £25.50
CONTACT: » 0753 832212

One of the problems with using
hard drives is the fear of losing data.
A slight error on the drive can cause
programs, files, folders and the Desk
top set-up information to disappear
as if it had never existed. A sensible

precaution is to backup all the data
on your hard drive on a regular basis,
but we know that this chore is always
put off "until tomorrow." Of course,
tomorrow may be too late if there is a
problem with your hard drive.

It would be very useful if you
could check the data on your drive to
see if any errors are creeping onto it,
so you can take steps to remedy the
Drive
Total

i:

Structural

198B1
1
1

Reserved s e c t o r s
Hidden s e c t o r s
Sides
Tracks

5

Bytes per sector

152
26
512

Sectors per cluster
Bytes per cluster

2
1B24

Sectors

Total

per track

data

clusters

3853

r- fi i

cluster entry bits

16

FfiT

sectors

39

Second

Main
Main

FfiT

start

directory
directory

First

data

sector

sectors
start sector

sector

48
18
79
95

|Mjfimiiim |

does work on some others. A version

*

• Another boring table of stats, but
the info here may be of great benefit

to a tall man with dark hair. Actually
it's a breakdown of the structure
condition of our hard drive.

for you to use the program
safely. Each dialog box has
a highlighted Continue
button to click on to carry
on to the next stage, and
most dialog boxes have an
Exit button when you want
to quit.

You can set an option to pre
vent the program writing to the hard
drive without the program asking you

first, so there is no chance of wiping
stuff by mistake. The program runs
through a series of tests to determine
what state the drive is in. After select

should be available for the Falcon's

ing the drive to examine, select Con

IDE and SCSI hard drives, ICD are

tinue to start the first test which is a

developing a set of advanced hard

check of the FATs (File Allocation
Tables). The operating system uses

drive utilities for the Falcon.

Copy the program to your hard

this information to find stored files

drive or your toolkit floppy - it is a
good idea to put it in your ICD utili
ties folder on the drive so you can
keep all your ICD stuff together.
Always keep a working copy of the

and to ensure that other data is not

program on floppy disk - it is no

Statistics!

sectors

problems before a major disaster
occurs, and to easily repair damaged
disks. To this end, ICD have pro
duced a program that can analyse a
disk and recognise different kinds of
corruption, and also repair the dam
age if possible. This program can be
used at any time and not just when
you have a problem making Cleanup
ST an excellent diagnostic tool to
ensure that your hard drive remains
pristine. Unfortunately, Cleanup ST is
designed for use with hard drives that
use ICD host adaptors although it

good trying to repair a damaged
hard drive by running a repair pro
gram stored on the hard drive. To
run the program, just double-click on
the program icon from the Desktop.
A copyright message is displayed and
you are then presented with a menu
of six options. The program is easy to
use; every time you select an option
another dialog box appears with sim
ple choices. This is hard drive mainte
nance made simple and the manual
provides all the information needed

written over existing information.

After this initial test, directory
and

cluster

link

information

is

checked. This tells the program what
clusters belong to what files, then the

the

FAT

information

drive at regular intervals.
Cleanup is one of the easiest
hard drive programs to learn to use

and the functions it performs
makes it a vital weapon in
hard drive. An essential addi

tion to your utility collection.

a hard drive and the steps required
to remedy them with the smallest
possible data loss. As a final bonus,

CLIVE PARKER

status of the modem's operation. On
the rear is a power input socket,
there's a mini connector on the end

cheapest in Supra's range of modems
that you can get in the UK. It is well
specified, you can use it at 300, 600,
1200 and a fast 2400 bits per second,
and it is simple to operate. It comes

external power supply, a modem
cable and a telephone cable.
On the front panel the only

of a flying lead from the special mains
adaptor providing an input of 9 volts
AC. Also on the back panel is the
modem port, a standard 25 pin RS232C female socket, and two Ameri

control is the On/Off switch, and

can phone jacks labelled Line and
Phone. The Phone port is so you can
plug your telephone into it, enabling

there are eight symbols showing the

GROUND CONTROL

you can hear the musical electronic

bleeping of the Pulse Tone dialling.
Your name and password (which
you have entered before you can
log on to a BBS) can be assigned to

normal use when the modem isn't

being used, although you need a
converter to plug your phone in.
Using the SupraModem is a
doddle, and you don't need to
understand any technicalities to get it
going. Unless you need an even

keys on the ST- handy to save your
phone bill mounting up. Although
Vanterm has an on-line help mode,
it needs a beginner's guide. It
doesn't take long to find your way
around it, and you can also explore

faster, state-of-the-art machine, the

SupraModem could be the ideal costeffective choice for your first
modem, and its five year guar
antee means you can rely on

Vanterm's facilities off-line. Since it

is a Shareware program, you should
send a contribution to the author if

461330, STF's BBS, all it will cost

you is the price of a phone call!

This is

probably the most important feature
of the program - and in most cases
means you don't have to fully restore

your armory if you have a

MACHINE: ALL STs

you start to use it regularly. If you
want to try out a friendly BBS when
you get your modem, you couldn't
do better than autodialling » 0225

date should the drive fail.

isn't

complete with a detailed manual, an

You can control modems with your
own programs or by entering com
mands via the keyboard. Vanterm
handles all the difficult stuff for you.
For instance, you can set it up to
store telephone numbers and Auto
dial them via the modem when you
want to communicate with, say, a
bulletin board. A loudspeaker is sit
uated in the Suprafvlodem's case, so

a drive is lost, the information on the

drive disappears for good and the
drive has to be reformatted. Cleanup
enables you to save this information
to floppy disk and restore it at a later

becoming garbled.
O
The manual explains the
types of errors that can occur on

Supra 2400 modem is the

CONTACT: v 0532 319444

you can back up the partition infor
mation of your hard drive. Normally
when the partition information about

weekly check to make sure that

The

FROM:

your hard drive from a fate worse

than reformatting.

you should not backup your hard

portion of the check takes the longest
and can be by-passed if you don't
want to sit through it, for example,
you may be just performing a

SUPRAMODEM 2400

FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE

with the booklet make up the almost
unbearably good Cleanup ST pro
gram. Bung it in your ST and save

the drive. This does not mean that

drive is checked for bad sectors. This

SUPER MODEM
PRICE: £79.99

• This plastic disk thing, coupled

• The SupraModem 2400 is a

modest looking little box, but

>

it does the biz (and the V22bis)
if you know what we mean. And

If,
V

.•v.'rj it. Everything you need to use
it is supplied with it, so what

else could you possibly ask?

we think you do. All the necessary
cables and connectors are included

to get you on-line, no probs.

iPE

TER CRUSH

LOWEST

Crazy Christmas Offers From BCS

PRICES
•

ATARI
DUSTCOVER

•

OFFER 1 *

Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site maintenance
+Lotus Turbo Challense II + lead + tailored
dust cover £199

+ disk box + mouse mat + Microswitch joystick +

mouse mat + Microswitch joystick + tailored

dust cover £295

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD +
DS/DD +
DS/DD +
DS/DD +

M95

NEW FROM ATARI

DUST COVERS
£3.00

Star LC-200 cover

£3.50

Star LC-24 200 cover

£3.50

Philips CM8833 Mkl/ll cover

£3.50

Citizen Swift 9 cover

£3.50

Citizen Swift 24 cover

£3.50

ACCESSORIES
...£12.50
£8.00

1000 TractorLabels...£10.00 TopstarJoystick

...£21.00

Atari NakshaMouse...£22.50

...£11.00

Falcon
Falcon 4Mb RAM 65Mb HD
LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE

£9.50 Competition

31/2"Cleaning Kit

£2.75

ProJoystick

21 p each
39p each

3.5"DS/HD..£61.00INC. P&P

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00
80 Cap 3.5" Banx Box
£9.95
150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box
£15.50
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
5.25"

10 Cap boxes
40 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes
50 Cap boxes

£1.00
£4.10
£4.50
£5.10

V5.25" 100 Cap boxes

each
each
each
each

£5.90 each

0273 506269 / 0831 279084
All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.

Citizen Swift 24E colour

..£245

Citizen 200 mono
Citizen 240 mono
Citizen 240 colour

..£209
..£245
..£268

Star LC - 200 colour
Star LC - 24 200 colour

..£199
..£259
..£185

Call or send cheques /postal orders tot

BCS Ltd.,
349 Ditchling Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ
All offers subject to availability. E&OE

£7.50

Quickshot P/thon1

60p each
100

ORDER HOTLINE:

£449
£799

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS
..£124
Citizen 120D 9 pin mono
Citizen Swift 9 pin colour
..£179
Citizen Swift 24 pin 224 colour. ..£220

Sekoshka SL-90 mono 24 pin

3.5" DS/DD Disks

50 3.5" DS/DD+ 80 Cap Banx Box
£31.99
100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box
£46.99
150 3.5" DS/DD+2x80 Cap Banx Box
£70.99
200 3.5" DS/DD +2x80 Cap Banx Box
£87.99
300 3.5" DS/DD +4 x80Cap Banx Box £139.99
400 3.5" DS/DD +5x80 Cap Banx Box £182.99
500 3.5" DS/DD +6x80Cap Banx Box
£216.99
Prices include VAT/Labels/Delivery

5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

£295 (Limited stock)

•

DISKS + STACKABLE
BANX BOXES

100cap lockable box...£25.99
100cap lockable box...£41.99
100cap lockable box...£58.99
2100 caplockable boxes..£75.99

tailored dust cover

Microswitch joystick + tailored dust cover

^

Remember these prices include
free delivery
Please call for latest prices

Atari dust cover

OFFER 4 *

3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box + mouse mat +

400 3.5" DS/DD + 4IOO caplockable boxes .£149.99
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5100caplcckableboxes .£178.99

1000 + Call for spot prices
Remember these prices
include free delivery
Please call for latest prices

•

Atari 1040STE Music Master + 10 3.5" DS/DD disks

Software +10 3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box 4

No quibble lifetime guarantee
50
100
150
200

^

Atari 1040STE Family Curriculum Pack + 10

boxes A disks

100% certified error free
50 3.5" DS/DD
£22.99
100 3.5" DS/DD
£38.99
150 3.5" DS/DD
£54.99
200 3.5" DS/DD
£70.99
400 3.5" DS/DD
£139.99
500 3.5" DS/DD
£165.99

• OFFER 3 •

Atari 1MB STEArt Pack + Family Curriculum

New 100 capacity 3.5" lockable

DISKS DISKS DISKS

Zipstick

r

OFFER 9 •

£3.00

—I

All printers come with Lead & Dust Cover

Due to shortages of 31" DSDD disks, prices

p

may change without notice

Citizen Printers have 2 year warranty
...£15.00

ACCESSORIES

VINYL DUST COVERS

PRINTERS

ATARI 520ST

DISCOVERY + PACK
Comprises:Atari 520SI Mouse,Manual, TVLead.
SimCity. FinalFight, 9 Lives, Escape Planet,
Robot Monsters, 1st Word, Neochrome, AniST

ONLY £239.95

FREE Software pack with every 520ST which
contains:-

Database, Spreadsheet, Spelling Checker,
Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, Kidi Story, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Round, Virus
Killer, Label Printer, Ten Action Games Disk

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH OPERATION STEALTH

PRINTER OF THE MONTH CITIZEN SWIFT ft
COLOUR PRINTER £169.95

S*tar LC20 (UK)

£139.95

Star LC200 Colour (UK)

£199.95

Citizen 120D+

£129.95

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

£219.95
£239.95
£179.95
£189.95
£239.95
£269.95

224D
224D Colour
Swift 9
Swift 9 Colour
Swift 200 Colour
Swift 240 Colour

GAME, MOUSE POCKET, MOUSE MAT

£24.95
£4.95
£4.95

PREMIER MICROS CONTROL CENTRE FOR
THE ATARI 520/1040 ST WITH TOP SHELF

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

£39.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
Concerto

e29.95

£6.95

First Word Plus

£58.95

£6.95

Wordwriter

£36.95

Timeworks2 Desktop Publisher

£89.95

SPECIAL OFFER

ATARI 1040STE

I

Home Accounts 2

PANASONIC KXP1123 £179.95

|

INC. LEAD AND PAPER

I

PERIPHERALS
....£59.95

FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK
Panasonic KXP 2180 Col
Panasonic KXP 2123 Col

£199.95
£269.95

JOYSTICKS

INCLUDES

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD & PAPER

Play and Learn Module:- Prof Plays a New Game,

MONITORS

Junior School Module:- Primary Maths, General
Knowledge, Junior Quiz, Spelling.
GSCE Module:- Micro Maths, French Tutor,

Geography.

NEW LOW PRICE

....£12.95
£8.95

£7.95

NEW!! NEW!! NEW!! NEW!!
ATARI SM146
HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK AND
WHITE MONITOR
ONLY £139.95

Quickshot Aviator

....£29.95

ACCESSORIES

£269.95

FAMILY CURRICULUM
BONUS PACK

All items in the Family Curriculum Pack
above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover,
Mouse Mat, Twin Extension Lead,
Mouse Pocket, Disk Head Cleaner,

10 Blank Disks in a Box, Joystick,

^

£2.95

ATARI SC1435 COLOUR MONITOR
£209.95 WITH TILT N SWIVEL STAND

PHILIPS CM8833/2 with Turbo Challenge
connecting lead and on-site warranty
£209.95

....£12.95

Atari Lynx
with Batman Returns and Power Supply

Unit only £99.95 inc postag e

Genuine UK Specification

Atari Lynx Accessori SS
ACCESSORIES

Eleven Game Disk

ONLY £294.95

£18.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£34.95

STOS

£21.95

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprites

£14.95
£10.95

STOS 3D

£26.95

Fun School 3 Under 5 years
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 Over 7 years
Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years
Better Spelling (8 to 14)
Bet1erMaths(12to16)
Magic Story Book (5 to 14)
Pepe's Garden (Ages 3 to 7)
Shoe People (Ages 4 to 6)
ADI English 11/12 years
ADI English 12/13 years
ADI Maths 11/12 years
ADI Maths 12/13 years
ADI Maths 13/14 years
Merlins Maths 7/11 years
Spelling Fair 7/13 years
Paint N Create 7/13 years

£16.95

....£10.95

Family Computing Module:- First Word, Ani ST,
Hyperpaint 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic, Two Games
Prof Looks at Words, Prof Makes Sentences.

£39.95

Degas Elite

FORGET ME CLOCK 2, with throughport
low, low price £14.95

£14.95

*

NEW!!

Squik Mouse

NEW!!

NEW!!

*

with Mouse Pad and Bracket £14.95

UNDER 6, 6 TO 8, OVER 8
ONLY £6.95 EACH

MAIL - CENTA

J

38 Castlefields, The Main Centre, Derby DE1 2PE. Tel: 0332 204077

Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00, please add 50p. Hardware items (computers
Sm
printers, monitors, hard drives) please add £5.00. All other orders delivery is free. Personal callers welcome at our

] retail shop but please bring this advert assome prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched same day if possible.

I

NEW!!*

BUDGET PRICE
FUN SCHOOL 2

...£9.95

Pouch

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£20.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.

*

REVIEWS

I

HARDWARE

ALL SEEING
MOUSE

BLIND
MOUSE

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL

is treated with a black and white

GOLDEN IMAGE MOUSE

prisingly comfortable to use. The res

MOUSE

printed pattern resembling a minia

MACHINE: ALL STs

olution is 290 dpi or so, which is

MACHINE: ALL STs

ture wire

PRICE: £14.99

higher than Atari's mouse and there

PRICE: £24.99

smooth with a high gloss surface.

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

fore

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING

This mouse is a very smooth
operator and you can very accurately
control the on-screen pointer; it
remains completely static when you

CONTACT: w 0772 203166

your mouse mat. A small mouse mat

This mouse comes in a box with

is provided which is not very practical

printed instructions and specification
sheet, not that you need to know

because it tends to slide about a bit.

stop

with

much about a mouse, other than that

absolutely no "creep." It claims a res
olution of 250 dots per inch, and a
tracking speed of 500 mm per sec

you should turn the computer off
before plugging it in. It feels OK, with
smooth contours and big buttons,

ond. Using a mouse accelerator
improves the feel of this device even

and although it is a little high and not
as low profile as some mice, it's sur

CONTACT: « 0772 203166

Most mice are mechanical devices,

and work by means of a heavy rub
ber-like ball turning as you move the
mouse, transmitting this movement
to your ST via roller-like sensors. But

devices with moving parts are prone
to mechanical failure; a mouse with

no moving parts would have nothing
to wear out and the whole thing
would work better and more accu

mesh, and is hard and

moving

the

mouse,

involves

less

movement over

At the end of the day this is just a
good alternative mouse and
^
one of the most economical
ones available.

-&.

PETER CRUSH

more. If you like having better quality
peripherals, or require

rately. Well, such creatures do exist,
and they are known as optical mice.

greater accuracy for
DTP or CAD work on

The Golden Image optical
mouse looks pretty much like a nor
mal mouse at firstglance, but turning

#

your ST, try this
mouse for yourself.

X

7S>

it over reveals its secret - instead of

having a ball, a little lamp shines
down

under the mouse

onto a special mat pro

vided, and two optical
sensors

also

situated

underneath pick up any
movement

reflections

made

off

the

from

mat.

The mouse mat supplied
• The Golden Image
mouse is an all-seeing
creature, and the poor

• The Gl Mouse is a fine shiny creature, complete with a flashy logo in blue

little critter has had its

and gold. Maybe ifs not the top of the range in terms of replacement mice,

ball removed.

but it's far better than the standard Atari mouse.

IT'S SO DENSE
HIGH DENSITY DRIVE
ONLY

disk. The drive looks like any other
hard drive - no surprise there - and
has a plug-in external power supply

FROM:

rather than

CASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES

built-in unit we would have expected
at this price. High density drive

MACHINE: MECA STE AND TT

PRICE: £99

CONTACT: 081 3651151

mechanisms

the

are

more convenient

not

much

more

expensive than double-density drives
At last there is a high density exter

these days, so an internal powersup

nal floppy drive available for the

ply could have been accommodated

Mega STE and TT machines, so ifyou
have a high density disk you can
make backup copies of 1.44MByte

without too much trouble.

disks from drive A to to drive B in a

problems, formatting 720K and
1.44MByte disks from the Desktop
HD formatting option, Fastcopy Pro
fessional and Diamond Back 2 high
-<
density formatting options
without any problems at all,

single operation. This may not seem
like a major advantage, but, like all
such add-ons, the main plus point is
in terms of speed - a complete disk
can be duplicated in less than half the
time of a single-drive system.
Of course, with an internal hard
drive installed as standard in both the

TT and Mega STE, there is less of a
need for an external drive; files can
be copied to a hard drive folder from
a floppy and copied back to a second

The drive plugs into the exter

nal floppy port and runs without any

and created the extended HD

$

"fat" formats from Fastcopy Pro,
so up to 1.6MByte capacity disks
can be created. As with double-den• A high density drive for your Mega
STE or TT. Other STs, keep off!

sity disks, using extended formats is
at your own risk. This a good quality
disk drive, very useful if you have a
Mega STE or TT without hard drive,
quite useful if you have the machines

with a hard drive, and no
you have an STE or STFM.

CLIVE PARKER

REVIEWS
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SOFTWARE

Iril 1/1
1st an

2nd 1/1

Conpuler Predictions

PIT

t/SP

SP

1
!
]
1
5

IM
IIS
IIS
IIS
111

1/1
7/1

3/1

MM HOUSE
ta OKI
lEP.IrlON
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( WHS BUSTER
7 DESERT SUN
1 LUCKY LIHDV

18)

) EUSSV IHKLWE

US
lit
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IS!
Ill

1/1

ML

l/l
1/2

1/1

5/1

VI

14/1

12/1
U/l
IS/1
IS/1
16/1
St/1

14/1
12/1
1.1/2

»>

POWER TO THE
PUNTERS!

• This comprehensive display tells

1.62 OR BELOW (HIGH AND
MED RES)

information for all the major race

to continue entering garbage until
the end of the setup routine. You can
then wipe the data by selecting Clear
Memory from the aptly named Dan

you all you're ever going to need to

PRICE: £19.95

courses. You have to enter the data

ger menu.

know about a race prediction. You

FROM: AZTEC SOFTWARE

for each race in as much detail as

can add the actual results later for

CONTACT: w 0329 235249

possible; the more data you can input

cross-reference.

WHAT ELSE? NOT COMPATIBLE

the better your chances are of com
ing up with an eventual winner there's no magic involved.
In action, simply select Enter

The program relies heavily on
your input. If you run it regularly and
use the Update Files facility then its
predictions become increasigly accu
rate. The screen display is less than
exciting although we are led to

1U ffilNiB m
11 THHUOS

11/1

newspaper columns listing the horse
racing information. There are also
files containing jockey and trainer

FORMFINDER V2.1

IS/1
lb/1

MACHINE: ALL STs WITH TOS

WITH TOS 2.06
FORHTOER VZ.l
Conoutcr Rated Fern flnaylsis

This progran is HOT I
If you are not a regisi
send £15.95 to !

*&
^

has

been

a

Shareware

ii Beat

(Goodman's PDL GD1314 £2.75),
but this is its first outing on the com

Hants I

for

some

of

Formfinder

Coupon

around

version

AZTEC S
Peel Cc

**

If you've ever laid a Yankee or a
Heinz, this program could be for you.
It's a simple, no-frills way to structure
your betting on horse races. There
time

mercial scene.

Formfinder v2.1 comes with a
FORHflHBEK MZ.l copyright May 1992 BZTEC St

16 page manual which covers how to
use the program as well as details of

New Race from the Race Info menu

believe

and respond to the on-screen
prompts. You are asked which course

enhanced graphics.
If you know nothing at all
about horse racing then you're likely
to struggle at first; there are many
references in the manual and pro
gram to racing jargon, so this is
likely to be of most use to
you if you are a seasoned
punter who fancies improv
ing the odds a little.

to use, what time the race is to be
run, what the date of the race is, the
names of the horses and a wealth of

other relevant horsey-type questions.
At the end of each page you have an

option to correct any mistakes you
may have made. Unfortunately there
is no way we can see to abort the

I Call up this info screen from the

the kinds of races which are most

Danger menu and in high res you are

likely to make you some dosh. Advice

treated to an animation of the

is included on how to structure your

race data entry procedure once it is
started other than rebooting your ST.

horses running madly.

betting and how to interpret the

If you make a major error, you have

that

v2.2

is

to

include

ANDY CURTIS

ttHKUHN^^V::

STILL HACKING IT
EDHAK 2.35

down menu, so you can

MACHINE: ALL STs

access features which are

PRICE: $29.95
FROM: CLEAR THINKING

also available from key
board shortcuts. Selecting

CONTACT: PO BOX 715,
ANN ARBOR, Ml 48105, USA

Load from the menu (or
enables
<Alternate>-<L>)

Because there are only six slots

you to select a file for edit
ing via the usual GEM file
selector or any alternative

available

for

Desk

Accessories,

it

makes sense to ensure that any DAs

you have installed are as useful as
possible. And if you only occasionally
handle text - that is, if you just read
on-disk text files or write short items

- using a word processor is more has
sle that it's worth, especially if you
have to exit the program you're using
first. In these circumstances, the use

of a DA text editor is just the ticket,
and a little application called EdHak
could be just what you need.
This American program written
by Craig Harvey was formerly distrib

Desk
Edit

or

Help!

2) Print...
al Upload.,.
co

Nen config?

ch Macros Fi-18
3) Launch PRG
va

Quit

latest version reviewed - v2.35 - is

TOS including 3.06.
To use EdHak, you select it from
the ST's drop-down Desk menu and
are presented with a blank CEM-like
window. EdHak has its own drop-

viewed it RAM

th.c«

Encryption

>r fron characters to hexadecinala

Clear buffer

mouse or keyboard, you
can start to hack your text.
EdHak is an all-purpose edi
tor, so you can edit not
only text but also data,
binary files, disk sectors and

Kwiksend noM allows stripping out the Carriage Return / Linefeed at*

sonething like Pagestrean where you nay have a different colunn'
width than you had in the original text. The Kwiksend function now;

RAM, and it can enter or

separate paragraphs can be Maintained,*

search and replace all the

5) Help screens have been nade nicer (expanded and nore organized),!
6) The "Kwiksend" function (fllt-K) has been enhanced considerably!.
the end of each line. This can be useful when sending text into'-.

also has a built-in delay of about 1/2 second to allow the receiving;.

application to be fully ready to receive text. When using the option;
to strip CR/LF, it will only strip the first of a series of then, soi
paragraphs separated by one or nore blank lines will renain as«

256 ST characters in hex or decimal.

You can easily create letters or even
longer documents, and your file can
printed out to your printer. Ten
macros of up to 80 characters can be
defined and saved in a configuration
file which is automatically loaded
when you boot up, so you can insert
often-used blocks of text at the press
of a function key. Other options can
be set up in this configuration file,
like margins, tab widths, line length

claimed to work with all versions of

in doing a block save or nerge. Its
;r/Steno clipboard. The keyboard's
nytine to set the Clipboard path or'

as fron the Alt-U keyboard connand.R

then be saved to disk, or can be

moment, but discussions are under

Date insert
Black• ••

4) The Upload to nidi function is nciw accessible fron the nenu as Nell.

uted as Shareware, but the latest ver

way to appoint a UK distributor. The

L:B0024 C.81B

selector. The file appears in
the edit window, and using
a cursor controlled by

sion v2.35
is now
a fully
commercial-only offering. You can

only get it from the States at the

iv235.DOC

for Stalker (by Eric Rosenquist,
Find/replace
Hrap/refornat ks either with the EdHak window open'..
Insert bytes

1) Open.
di Save.

and size of edit buffer.

If you fancy a bit of real hack
ing, EdHak comes into its own. There

• Using EdHak's window you can display any text you want, and here you
can see some of the many new features included in v2.3S. The display and
scrolling speed is jolly fast, and you could almost get away with using EdHak
as your regular word processor for most simple tasks. The carriage return
symbols displayed can be turned off.

is probably nothing that you cannot
load in and edit, though you do have
to know what you're doing. You can
also upload a file or text block to a
modem or the serial port, you can
even send messages via the MIDI
port. When you switch to hacking
mode, all ST characters are displayed,
as opposed to text mode when just
the more intelligible word processing

display is used. You can use EdHak to

look at your floppy disks and examine
the various sectors, but be careful not

to change any important data! A
printed booklet comes with the
program, and this latest ver
* 1
sion

runs

much

more

smoothly, faster and more

professionally than before.

%l

\

FREE!

FROM SILICA

A/EW ATARI ST P/7/CES

TENSTAR GAMES PACK
Fw^sEJUir" r'",*.-.£ f,;^ lT"^

cm- ^*JI n^ hda

When you buyyour newAtari 520, 1040 or Mega TENSTAR PACK:
ST-E computer from Silica Systems, we will give ASTERIX

you an additional £324.75worth of softwareFREE CHESS PLAYER 2150

OF CHARGE, including some great entertainment
and productivity programs. These free gifts will
introduce you to the world of ST computing and
help you togetoff toa flying startwith your new ST.
Plus, with every ST and TT, we will give you 16
nights holiday hotel accommodation for you and
yourfamily toenjoy a breakat homeorabroad.

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY

DRIVIN' FORCE
LIVE AND LET DIE
ONSLAUGHT
PIPE MANIA
RICK DANGEROUS
ROCK'N'ROLL
SKWEEK
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

£24.!

£24.95
£19.95
£19.99
£24.99
£19.99
£24.99
£19.
£19.99
£19.95

PRODUCTIVITY PACK:

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

1st WORD-

Every Atari ST from Silica comes supplied with
a free 72 page colour brochure with accom
modation vouchers. These entitle 2 people to
stay up to a total of 16 nights in any of 250

£59.99

Word processing package from GST
SPELL IT

£19.99

SpelDnc checker lo complement Isi Word
ST BASIC

£24.99

hotels with accommodation FREE. All you Basic programming language with tutorial
have to pay for are your meals (prices are

TOTAL VALUE: £324.75

listed in the brochure).

WORTH
NEARLY

ATARI

h STs where Alari pack already in

TT

MEGA STE
1040ST-E
S6MUSK MASTiR:

MUSIC

9" Ha» j,

most popular computers usedbymusicians

1040ST-E COMPUTER
32mm; 32-Bit 68030 Processor
354" 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive
2/4/8Mb RAM Versions

SOFTWARE:

•

PRO 24 III
PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

• Hard Drive Options Available

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output

•

•

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output
• FREE Silica Productivity Pack

4096 Colour Palette

• Builf-in 68882 Maths Co-Processor

•
•
•
•
•

Up lo 1280x960 Resolution
VME+ SCSI Expansion Ports
Expandable to 36ms RAM
Hard Drive Expansion Options
FREE16 Nights Holiday Accommodation
2Mb RAM

4Mb RAM

•

4096 Colour Palette

Fft£/rTenstar Games Pack

• FREE 16 Nights Holiday Accommodation

SPECIAL PROMO PRICE!
2»ib MEGA ST-E iN.h.,ndri..)

6Mb RAM

SILICA PRICE

RRP

STC 8925

STC B939

NEW!

£150.00

£104.97
£219.78

PIUS!

LOW
PRICE

£299

Total Value: £774.74

16 NIGHTS
HOLIDAY ACCOM.

less Pack Saving: £475.74
SILICA PRICE: £299.00

/NEWI REVISED PACK

IncVAT-Ref: STC 1261

y

HARDWARE:

1040ST-E COMPUTER

The Falcon Has Landed!
16mhz 32-bit 68030 Processor

HARDWARE:

32mhz Motorola DSP and BLITTER

ATARI FALCON 030

• DSP capabilities for voice
recognition, speech synthesis and

a powerful, versatile, multipurpose
numerous audio special effects
home computer, offering unmatched
performance for its price. Included in • True colour display: 768 x 480
its advanced specification are multiple • 65,000+colours on screen at once
co-processors for sound and graphics,
true colour displays from a pallet of • Record 8 channel, 16-Bit stereo
over a quarter of a million colours and

SOFTWARE:

MUSIC MAKER II - Music Creation Software

£49.99

PR0CALC - Calculator

FIRST BASIC - PowerfulProgramming Language
1st WORD -Very easy-to-use Word processor
ANI ST - AnimationPackage

£59.99

version calendaralliwani] mpurVuxpyrt &printing

SYSTEM-AUDIO-MANAGER - An Auto Folder/

DeskAccessory combination thaiallows (heuserto
recordsoundsfroma microphone and assign various

sysiem (unctions

TALKING CLOCK - Announcesthe timoat preset
AUDIO FUNMACHINE - Arevolutionary audio
programusingDSP
LANDMINES &BREAKOUT • Twolullv featuredgames

sound,
graphics and
multimedia
applications. The Falcon is an ideal
upgrade for Atari ST owners who are

• 1.44MbFloppy Disk

intervals

OUT, Stereo audio & microphone

£55.54
£39.99
£49.99
....

£29.95

9 LIVES - The ultimate in play-ability! - help Bob Cat save Claudette
PRINCE - Do battle in this tenth century game of warfare

E24.99
£24.95

GAMES

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack*

£44.98
£219.78

TenStar Games Pack

ports
•

£76.59
£58.54

CALAPPT • Pcrso'Wl IrilomiaHin Manager -Enhanced

16-bit stereo simultaneously
• SCSI !l, DMA, MIDI INS MIDI

8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU, 1Mb RAM, Mouse. TV Modulator,
Internal PSU, 1Mb Disk Drive
SOFTWARE MODULES:

KnowledgeQuiz, Spellingand Primary Maths
GCSE - Micro Maths,French,and GeographyQui?
HYPER PAINT- FullColourPaint Package

sound and play back 4 channel,

16-bit stereo sound input for speech
recognition and sound sampling.
These all combine to provide a new
computer capable of running unrivalled

£299 99

PLAY AND LEARN - A Game with Worrir. nr.dSentences ..
JUNIOR SCHOOL-Answer Back/General

16MH; 32-Bit 66030 CPU. 1MbRAM,
3«", t.44Mt>FDD

co-processors

Inc VAT - Rel: STC 8433

The new Atari Falcon 030 is here! It is

ITTTTTTI'I!1"1'1''*11

then apply real time editing to remove

Silica Productivity Pack

•

STC 8977

1

3*

£29999 record up Io24 lracks simultaneously, and

TenStar Games Pack

•

£899 £1199 £1499 £z©3sffi£

r-<^

mistakes.

• 37." 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive
2Mb RAM

NEW! 1040ST-E
FAMILY CURRICULUM II

combinedwiththe renownedMIDI package
PRO 24 III lo providea perfect environment
for novice and professional alike. The
acclaimed MIDI Recording and Editing
System fromSteinberg, PRO24 III is used
by manytop musiciansincluding DireStraits
and PWL.Using any MIDI keyboard, PRO
24 offersthe ability to write and compose
music to a very high standard. You can

• 16MHz 16-Bit 68000 processor
•
•
•

MASTER

The Music Master Pack features one of the

Total Value: £1035.27

£499 £299

1,4 or 14-MbRAM

looking for a more powerful model, as
it is compatible with the majority of ST

• Optional 65m& Hard Disk1

application software.

•

2Mb RAM. Own HP - Rel; STC 7000

£899!

Built-in ADC & DAC convertors

Inc VAT-Ret STC 1272

Less Pack Saving:

£736.27

SILICA PRICE:

£299.00

[PIUS/ 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY!
I HOTEL ACCOMMODATION I

'Does nol Include 1st Word

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND
MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardwareorders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Teamoftechnical expertsat yourservice.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proventrackrecordin professional computersales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyourrequirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to youwith offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major creditcards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy yournew computer, we suggest you think verycarefully about WHERE
youbuyit.Considerwhatitwill be likea fewmonthsafteryouhave made yourpurchase,whenyou may

Order Lines Op

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-309 1111

52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P OBA

Tel: 071-580 4000

: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sal 9.30am-600pm

Fax No: 091-308 0608

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Lale Night: Thursday - 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Sal close 6.30pm}

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

To: Silica Systems,

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea. Essex, SS1 ILA Tel: 0702 462426

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.0Qam-6.00pm)

No Lale Nighl Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

STFOR-0193-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX1

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE ST RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the

company you buyfrom contactyou with detailsof new products?AtSilica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worryabout. We have been established for almost 14 years and, withour unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can nowclaim to meet our customers'requirements with an understanding
whichis second to none. Butdon't just take our word for it.Complete and return the coupon now for our

Company Name {if applicable):
Address:

latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".

\

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

1HJ081-309 1111

SILICA
SYSTEMS

m

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE- Advertised prices and specificalions may change - Please return the coupon lor Ihe latesl information

. 79E

BURSTING AT THE
SEAMS THIS
CHRISTMAS?
or"".' vb.*S

...You

probably
will be after

stuffing
yourself full
of turkey and
Christmas

pudding. But \
you're not
alone -

The

\

ST FORMAT

Special is brimful

$2%^

of reviews - over

V1

200 of the things,
in fact, covering
all the best

ST games,
"serious software"

packages and
bits of hardware.

To make sure you
choose exactly the

\

right thing for your ST
this Christmas, get
down to your local

newsagent straight
away and treat
yourself to a copy.

OUT
NOW!

*Sf*-

2

PREMIER MAIL ORDER
Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:
el of computer when ordering. P&P inc. on UK orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add
£1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £3.00 per item for Airmail. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm and
Saturday & Sunday 10am-4pm. Tel orders: 0268 271172 Fax orders: 0268 271173.
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
NEXT DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE PLEASE ADD £2.50.
2 Hot 2 Handle

16.99

3D Con Kit 2 *
4 Wheel Drive

22.99
19.99

Addams Family

16.99

Airbus
Alien 3 *
Another World
Archie Maclean's Pool *
Assault on Alcatraz *

22.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99

B17 Flying Fortress *
Birds of Prey *

22.99
22.99

Blue Max
Blues Brothers

19.99
16.99

Flag *
Flight of the Intruder

Football Crazy

Football Director 2
Formula One Grand Prix

19.99
14.99
16.99

16.99
22.99

Megasports

19.99

MegaTraveller 1 (1 Meg)

19.99

Simpsons

16.99

Sleepwalker *

16.99

Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg)
Microprose Golf

19.99
22.99

Space 1889 (1 Meg)
Special Forces

Streetfighter 2 *

19.99
22.99
19.99

Midwinter 2

22.99

Fun School 4 (all ages)

16.99

Moonstone *

19.99

Games 92-Espana

16.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

Nigel Mansell World Champ *
Ninja Collection
Pang
Paperboy 2 *
Plan9 From Outer Space*
PlayerManager
Populous
Populous 2 (1/2 Meg)
Populous 2 (lMeg)

16.99
13.99
6.99
16.99
19.99
12.99
8.99
19.99
19.99

Bonanza Bros

16.99

Gauntlet 3
GLoc
Ghouls and Ghosts
Gobliiins
Godfather Action
Gods
Graham Gooch *

California Games 2

16.99

Guy Spy *

26.99

Campaign *

22.99

Capcom Collection
Carl Lewis Challenge

19.99
16.99

Harlequin
Heimdallfl Meg)

16.99
19.99

Heroquest

16.99

Powerdrome

Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk 1

8.99

19.99
9.99

Striker

16.99

Super Sega
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo

19.99
19.99
19.99

Switchblade 2
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2

16.99
19.99
19.99

Teenage Mutant Turtles 2

16.99

Terminator *
Terminator 2

18.99
16.99

Their Finest Hour

19.99

The Manager *

19.99

Thunderhawk
Titus The Fox
TNT2
Troddlers *

19.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Castles *

19.99

Hook

16.99

Chaos Engine *

16.99

Prince of Persia

22.99

16.99
16.99
16.99

19.99
19.99

RailroadTycoon (1 Meg)

Chuck Rock 2 *
Commando War *
Cool Croc Twins *

IndyJones Atlantis-Action *
Int. Sports Challenge

Rainbow Collection

13.99

Ishar

19.99

Ramparts *

16.99

Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg) *

16.99

Crazy Cars 3
Cruise For A Corpse
Curse of Enchanta (1 Meg) *

16.99
19.99
22.99

19.99
19.99
22.99

Turbo Challenge
Turbo Challenge 2
Turbo Challenge 3

8.99
16.99
16.99

Renegade Vol 2 *

17.99

39.99

19.99
16.99
19.99
22.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *

Deluxe Paint

Jimmy White's Snooker
John Barnes (1 meg)
Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1 meg)

Robocod

16.99

Demonsgate *

22.99

K.O 2 - Final Whistle

8.99

DizzyCollection
Doodlebug
Double Dragon 3

16.99
17.99
16.99

Robocop 2

16.99

5.99
6.99
19.99
16.99
16.99

16.99

9.99
19.99
16.99

K.O 2 - Winning Tactics
Last Ninja 2
Legend
Lemmings
Lemmings Construction Kit*

Robocop 3

Turrican 2
Ultima6
Universal Monsters *

Utopia + Data Disk

19.99

Rodland

16.99

Ween *

19.99

Rotator *

16.99

Winning Team

19.99

Lemmings Data Disk

13.99

Wizkid
Wizzball
Wolfchild

16.99
6.99
16.99

World Class Rugby
World Wrestling Fed

16.99
16.99

Dune *

19.99

Elf

16.99

Euro Football Champ
Eye of the Storm *
F15 Strike Eagle 2

16.99
19.99
22.99

Fl 6 Combat Pilot

8.99

Final Fight

16.99

Fire and Ice

16.99

First Samurai + Mega Lo Monia

19.99

Lethal Weapon 3 *

16.99

Ml Tank Platoon

19.99

Magic Pockets
Magic Worlds *
Man Utd Europe

16.99
17.99
16.99

Lure ofthe temptress

19.99

6.99

R-Type 2

16.99

Secret ofMonkey Island (1 Meg)

16.99

Sensible Soccer
Shadow Lands
Shuttle

16.99
19.99
19.99

Silly Putty *
Sim City + Populous

16.99
19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

WWF 2 *

17.99

Xenomorph 2 *

16.99

Zool Station *

16.99

^XW^UfcXtfS
NEW RELEASE
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Roland

Britain's No. 1 Discount

FOUR GREAT GAMES

YAMAHA
Technics

Multiplication

Mail Order Music Specialists
• 1992/3 Full Colour Catalogue out now
D Expert Orderline Staff to advise you
• FREE After Sales "Helpline" Service
D All instruments fully guaranteed
• Fast &Free Delivery to your door

Division
Fractions

FREE S& 0752 346200

Decimals

PO BOX222, PLYMOUTH, PL1 1BG

and all this Maths revision...

Times Tables
Addition
Subtraction

MATHS

ADVENTUREp
National Curriculum Matrrs forAges 6 -14

Using calculators
Shape & Space
SUPER
FREE GIFT\
Money problems only
for Kosmos mail order customers I

Measurements
CASIO SOLAR]
Number patterns ICALCULATOR\

MATHS ADVENTURE
rOr 3.g6S 0-14

Atari ST/STe

&Compatibles

Price £25.99 inc. VAT

Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos.
Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of

Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type)
Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406

Trouble

Synths • Multi-Timbral
Synth Modules
Portable Keyboards
Digital Pianos
Sound Processors

Digital Drum Units

finding good
music software?

Ask for the new MUSIC SOFTWARE EXPRESS Catalogue.
Hundreds of software programs, disks, registrations packs and

musical performances for:

YAMAHA SYNTHS

CLAVINOVA PIANOS
ATARI COMPUTERS
YAMAHA KEYBOARDS ROLAND SYNTHS
DIGITAL PIANOS
TECHNICS KEYBOARDS

GENERAL MIDI DISKS TEL: 0752 339400
FAX: 0752 347598
or write for full Catalogue stating the
keyboard instruments you own
PO BOX 222, PLYMOUTH, PL11BG

1000s OF TITLES

1000s OF BARGAINS

THE P.D.WAREHOUSE
BRITAINS BIGGEST COLLECTION OF P.D.SOFTWARE

£1.35 A DISK

100s OF TOP GAMES -ARCADE ROLE PLAYING -ADVENTURE-SPORTS-BRAIN ACHES-SIMULATORS-FAR TOO MANY TO LIST
MOUNTAINS OF MUSIC -SAMPLE EDITORS-POWERFUL MIDI SEQUENCERS-DRUM MACHINESLOADS OF SAMPLED & MIDI MUSIC DEMOS - COMPOSERS & MORE

GRAPHICS GALORE -LOADS OF PAINT/DRAWING PACKS-ANIMATION-CARTOONS-FONTSHUGE QUANTITY OF CLIP ART-ETC. ETC.
UNLIMITED EDUCATIONAL -G.C.S.E. REVISION-TYPING & LANGUAGE COURSES-ASTRONOMYASTROLOGY-KIDS READING/WRITING/MATHS/SHAPES/COLOURS ETC & LOADS MORE
PILES OF PfiOGfi>4MS-UTILITIES-COMMUNICATIONS-DATABASES-ACCOUNTS-PUBLISHING-

STOCK CONTROL-COMPILERS-PRINTER DRIVERS-VIRUS KILLERS & LOADS MORE

ALL DISKS

VIRUS CHECKED

PHONE NOW FOR FREE MASSIVE CATALOGUE!!
081-290-6140

SAME DAY

DESPATCH

PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS WITH EVERY PROGRAM.

P.D.-SHAREWARE-LICENSEWARE-BUMPER BARGAIN PACKS

NEW TITLES ARRIVING REGULARLY
175A WIDMORE ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR1 3AH

New flge PDL

Telephone: (0702) 232826

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM WIZARD P.D.

Only £1.50 each (UK)
All PD disks are FULL

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

FAST SERVICE
RELIABLE

FULL DOUBLE

SIDED DISKS

To order our extensive, easy to use disk catalogue featuring over 1000Jam-packed disks, and filled with 4
games, 4 soundtracker modules, a text editor and a brilliant demo, Justsend us either a £1 coin or a blank
disk and a stamped SAE. Alternatively add 30p to any order.

All disks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. All disks will only run on a COLOURsystem except:

H' =High resolution monitor only. A'=Anymonitor suitable.
ART AND GRAPHICS
FANTASY: - A new 5 disk set of SPXpictures, this time featuring more women but in fantasy images - Only £6.50!
ART35-37 - In bed with Madonna - 3 disks with over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Only £4.00!
ART51 - Crack Art-Great art package that can rip graphics from programs. 1 meg needed £1.50.

TOP QUALITY
(we only use the best)
KEEN PRICES
JUST A FEW EXAMPLE DISKS FROM OUR COLLECTION
ART 07Superb art package, ideal for simple
DTP. 23 huilt in fonts. A4 size paperworks in
monochrome for best quality of print. Ideal

AST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD
Astronomy program. SKYMAP another great
Astronomy program plus aSTronomcr.

ADV 01 DDST, DUNGEONS «c

BRD 01 LAZERCHESS, OTHELLO,
.CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE, and

for leaflets etc.DSdisk.

^r

more. A superbcollection of BOARDGAMES.

GAMES
GAME 16- Empire Builder, MAD (bouldefdash). ShipCombat, Football Manager,Motorsm,PulseRider, Keyto Atlantis
GAME81 - Blox, a great Tetrls variation (ST Review 'Essential buy), Bcrtttescape - A Dungeon Master type game.

PARANOIA,ENCHANTED REALM fnd
ELBOZO CITY 3 more good adventures also

GAME 83 - Grandad and the Quest for the Holey \fest - A superb illustrated adventure. 1 Meg.

on this disk.

GAME86 - Outrageous Fortune - An Incrediblychallenging puzzle/quizgame. Outer Limits - Shoot 'em up.
CI 01 Genocide - A 1 or 2 player strategy game with hints of Populous and SimCity. Brilliant graphics! £3.95
CI 02 - DarkCarpathian - Atale of terrorset inthe 1500's written with the 3DConstruction Kit £2.95
DEMONSTRATIONS

DRAGONS, Role playing adventure.

J

ARC50 HACMAN, supj-b pacman clon/

MR PACKY,another super pacman.
SOCCER brilliant3D football game2 players.
MUTANT WTPEOLTT aerialshoot em up.

POV 114 - Mr Music, Scum of the Earth, + 6 more

DEMO 16 -Things Not To Do (very funnyl)

INVADERS ntecTs nodescription.

POV 112 - Union, Synth Dream, Illegal Exception, Mca..
POV 110 - California Raisins 1 meg. Factory, IMA,ICC
POV 109 - Marts Mood, llliminatlon 1 & 2 1 Meg

DEMO 93 - Songs of The Unexpected - STE only
DEMO 95 - Corporation Mega Demo - STE Only
DEMO 133 - Look who's Coding Too - The Giants

DECODER, excelfint mastermind. SUPER

POV 107 - Swedish New Year, +• 4 more
POV 99 - Life's a Bitch, + 3 more

DEMO 139-142 -The Phaleon Gigademo by Next

- 4 disks full of great screens! Only £5.00

APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES
UTIL 13 -

German to English. MINT, DC Utlls A1

BUSI 2 -

Sheet 2,Dbase One First Base 1.6A'

COM 5 • 2 Terminal Packages + BBSHost system A'
PRO 20 - Video Master - superb video Titler £3.95

BUSI 1-

MUSI21 - Digi Composer Stracker program + TCB mods.
UTIL 32 - Elementary German, HP Chrome + more 'A'
UTIL 33 - Gemini Replacement Desktop, Mortgage calc A'
PRO 23 - Video Master Extra Fonts disk £3.95

Invoice & Statement generator demo, NamenetO Meg), Sales Controller H

UTIL 39 - STto PC, Calendar 4.7. Desk Switch, Form, Autoflx, System 2, D Format, GDOS select + many more 'A'
UTIL 1 - STDCAT 5.0, LHarc, Unzip 2.72, RSC View, Arc 6.0, Drivemap, Dual Format, Diskname + much more A'

SOUNDTRACKER MODULES
These disks contain brilliant quality tunes at great value for money. All disks come with the ESIONstracker which
is a complete module editor, creator and player. There are versions ot both the STand the STE on every disk.

/

SIMON, computer version of hand held game.
DOMINOES, puzzle game. GOLF card
game. Also on this disk DRAGON MAZE,2
game, SENSORI BACKGAMMON,;.
BRIDGET, STARTREK, BATTLESHIPS.

ARCH HOME, and L'ORB 2 superpinball.games.GALTIC RANGER, unusual shoot em
up. MONKIES & BALLOONS, bounce the
clown and burst the balloons. FIRESTORM,

another goodarcade game rescue the humans.
version on the pinball theme. Also on thisdisk
LOST TREASURE, WIDOW MAKER,

LANDSCAPE Generators including

GENASIS and a CAD Package.
MUS 31 The ACCOMPANIST

SEQUENCER From H. GOSH.

WFR 01 ST WAITER V4.2iind

BRD04 CHESS.superb chess'game.

LAZERBAL,super gameand interesting

DART 05ANPST Great animation package
formerly sold at £80.00now PD, VAN
GOGIT PaintYpackage with animated sprites. 4

l-'IRSTWORD,The best word processors for

the-ST (E)plusa s|ell checker, printspooler

and'a selection of ready to u§e letters.

ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK ^

Over300K of textinterviews andbiographies
from the original STARTREKand NEXT
GENF'RATION plus loads of pictures from
both series. A must for all TREKKIES!!!

ARC'04 TETRIS, superb tetris game (see
review in issue 1 of this mag). KLAX TRIX,
WELTRIS & TETSIDE, 3 more eood games
on the tetris theme. MR DICE, COLLAPSE

& BURGER, 3 more good games to fill this
super value disk.

SLALOM & BREAK OUT.

TRAC72 TRAC76TRAC 78 TRAC 83 TRAC90 -

Breakout, Fingerbob, Funky, Future, inter, Necro, Sukl, Trilogy- STE only
Araba, Game, Testing, Rla.M and M,Superbaz, Push-It, Led, Sky 1

Arpure, Coment. Examine, New Age, Purkup, Thrudmix, Wendy - EXCLUSIVE MODULES!
Dungeon, LittleCheat, Maximum, Mission2, Pheenlx 1, Scene 2, Sideremlx, Sweet, Tarsnare
Apology, Classic, Egypt, KingTut, Lazy, Loose, Mahoney, Timeslip,Titan

As well as these disks listed we also cover clipart, education, fonts, programming, on-dlsk magazines etc. We
are official distributors of Budgie UK,Shoestring Software (education), Organised Chaos (adventure/strategy)
and we are the ONLY distributor of Creative Influence (see Genocide and Dark Carpathian above)

(STF 10) 30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG
Modem users call New Age BBS on (0702) 715025 - 24 Hrs

'StiSs A-jfeChristmas Special Packs - Full Detailsin Catalogue.
:;'"''

.-•.'.'.-

Exami'i i I'a< k: 4 Commercial Games For Only £10.

EST. 1989 w / T 7 A D n D n 24 HOUR ORDERLINE

W

IZ^-TY JYjL/ 1 •U 9am-9pmHUMAN

9pm - 9am ANSWER PHONE

178Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734 574685
^w^iii^j

For disk cataloguesend blank + S.A.E. OR 70p
BHHH.T.TH
PAPEROR DISK CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDER ON REQUEST VISA
P.DDisksl

E2.25 2

£4.25 3

£5.75

Additional disks £1.75

We also stock Budgie. POV and KME disks.
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

Available for
immediate

booking are
Chris Lloyd
and Clive

Parker. Be

PUBLIC
SECTOR

entertained

by their
famous trick

with the two

balloons,
matchstick

and a lump of
sugar and be
staggered by
the number of
Public Domain

disks they
can eat in

one sitting

UTILITIES
FREEZE DRIED TERMINAL

figure FZDS to run the utility from

STATE 808 PDL -

the main transfer menus. This means

DISK COMM 03

that any new protocols can be incor

The latest version of the Freeze Dried

porated as they are developed, mak
ing FZDS effectively future proof.
There are a clutch of other options
including a text editor, macros, disk

Terminal (FZDS) by Aaron Hopkins
looks the same as its previous incar
nations apart from a jazzy new colour
scheme based around an attractive

utilities and alternative fonts.

pastel shade of green. The transfer

several jobs have been performed,
the program won't do any more
transfers. This is because the
.« V

software can cope with the latest pro
tocols, consisting of all three versions
of X-Modem, Y-Modem, Z-Modem

After

and F-Modem. If you have your own

program is a Shareware demo
version - but $25 to the *

preferred transfer utility, you can con

author secures the full version.

CALENDAR

the month takes you to a notepad

LAPD - DISK M 108

Urn, another calendar Desk Acces

page displaying a list of events for
that day, clicking on an event enables

sory, stick it in the pile! Well, no, you

you

shouldn't do that because this Acces

Alarms can be set to remind you of
events, and different priorities can be

sory is more of a desk diary than a
traditional calendar program. If your
system date is correctly set, then
clicking on the Calendar option from
the desk menu brings up a display of
the current month, with today's date
highlighted. Clicking on any day of

to

assigned

enter even

to

alarm

MIIMITERM

urapmcs

day.

Miniterm is one of many comms utilities on this

Curs.Up/Down

disk, also supplied is a Mini BBS program and
other comms files. Miniterm is unusual in that you
can run it as a program or a Desk Accessory,
although the advantages of having a terminal pro
gram as a Desk Accessory are not obvious on non

multi-tasking systems. Miniterm supports VI00 ter
minal emulation and has X-Modem, Y-Modem
and Z-Modem file transfer capabilities built in. You

best PD or Shareware comms

*V„ package in the world. No
O

kidding, this program is as
versatile as an egg.

more details.

reminders

so

events are listed in order of impor
tance. This utility is perfect for
you if you use your ST every
Calendar is both

On the right is the main
screen, the dates with boxes

around them have messages
> assigned to them. Add and

well

designed and easy to use.

Nipper Ul,lib-

Key(s).

Dried Terminal, probably the

_,

77,
V-

delete events on the left.

mm*. ^

STATE 808 PDL - DISK COM 11

• The latest version of Freeze

FunctionC5J1

I What a boring

,—

ADDRESS BANK

1 Line up/down

screenshot. The

LAPD-DISK LI 7

Curs.Left/Righi

2 Planes left/right

only people who

6

8 Pixels left/right
Try Degas palette

are likely to get

The Address Bank is a handy little utility to have if
you do not have a more complex program to
hand such as a database, enabling up to 750

Iry HeoChrone palette

i

Switch to low resolution

excited by this

Recall stored palette
Save screen (Degas Fornat)

wearing beanie

Enter

picture are

1
ii

Block End

Sh*F4

Block copy

F6

Go to address

Block Start

hats with little

propellers on
them.

Current Address Being Viewed FronCDed.lQOBOO

record cards to be generated, stored on disk and
printed out. It is simple to use with most functions

being accessed by icons along the bottom of the
screen. Records can be entered, searched, deleted,

edited and printed out. The program automati
cally centres text onto address labels if you input

PROBE ST

can't set up the dial directories and macro keys

PACE 6-DISK ST 718

from within the program, you have to load the

the label

Not everyone can afford to get hold of a ripper
cartridge to grab music and graphics from games
or other programs, but then again it's only going
to be programming types who want this kind of

address fields, each one 35 characters long, so the
longest addresses can be catered for. The program

MINITERM.INF file into a text editor to add new
BBS numbers which makes maintenance cumber

some. An OK program, but it's not brilliant.

width in millimetres. There are six

is written in compiled GFA Basic v2 and is rather
slow. This program won't set the world on fire.

facility anyway.
Probe ST is a software ripper program that
enables you to rend and tear data files on disk to
your heart's content. Just load a file from disk into
a buffer in memory, Probe ST then searches
through the data looking for information that it
can recognise. This means that you can only rip

data from unprotected disks, game disks
that use any kind of copy protection

^

• This is the best looking bit of

cannot be accessed, which limits the

Miniterm and that's pretty awful.
Pressing <Help> displays this
incredibly helpful er, help screen.

usefulness of Probe. Not a simple

Address Book, there's nothing

program but cleverly done.

earth shattering here apart from

• This is the editing screen in

the company address shown.

V

V

41>
V

Thousands ofShareware, PD &Licenceware titles for ST/STE ITTand Atari Portfolio

/IK

-. I

//\\ Jmju ]i>t

Latest PD Titles -£2.50 each -£1.90 each for 10 or more

Save even more on pur PD &Shareware

\tfi

GM-132 Reflector -Laser &Mirrors strategy game
GM-135 Tower Power -Stunning strategygame

With aCaledonia Prestige Discount Card

Y

20% discount on top ofour usual quantity discounts
6FREE disks ofyour choice peryear (Worth £15.00,
Priority over non-card holders
Aunique plastic credit-card type card with your own
personal ID number
Send £15.00for 1st year or callforfurther details!

GM-136 Tower Power -Data disk for above

GM-137 Outrageous Fortune -Great Puzzie game
GM-138 Match Maker -Acyk"

GM-139 LightCydes-1 or
AU-198 Amizing comprehensive Label printn

Easy Text The Ideal DTP System for all your

AU- 202 BJ Chrome -Follow up to HP Chrome

Professional

:07 No Cooper demo by 1984-Superb effects!
09 The Snork demo -2-disk extravaganza!
10 Disk 2ofthe Snork demo (Both disks -£5.00)

Publishing needs.

Requires lmb RAM /1xD/S drive

Desktop
Publishing
System

JUST £39.95

Send £1.00 or a blank disk for our

Amazing NEW Disk Catalogue

19HodgkinsonRd
Kifkby-ln-Ashileid,

B-fcB^

l«n i*i rpn
i#

Notts NG17 7DJ

Tel: 0623 754061

G001: Klatrix

U002: Label Makers

MOOl: Accompianist 2.4

G002: Air Warrior

U004: Double Sentry
U006: Supercard 1 + 2

M002: Ani ST

+.1 Meg

G004: Mystic Well

M005: Composer

U022: C Compiler + Tutor
U024: Viewing Utilities

M026: Calamus Fonts

G026: Haunted House
G028: Invaders

U026:Sheet 2
U034: Archivers + Packers
U035: Astro 22

G031: Bold 1 Meg

U037: Opus Spreadsheet

G035: 20 Mixed Games

G036: Football Manager

U039: Pack-et-Term
U040: Hard Disk Utilities

G039: Adventure Games
G0411 International Cricket
G044: Violence

U051. Virus Killers
U056: Yr 2nd Atari Manual

T006: Bodyshop

U070: Sagrotan
U072: intro Concept Demo Make

T010: Typing Tutor

'

G027: Megaroids

G045: Larn V12 Adventure
G048; Mono Games

RedacteurJunior- £39!
n amazing tvordprocessor
Write/phone [or full deta

Multiprint
Intelligent printer buffer wilh option to
save output to file for rapid multiple
copies. ST Format Gold Award utility.

•edible pri
ma'disks.

M011: Alchymy Junior 1 Meg
M030: Kosmic 2 1 Meg
M031: Crack Art 1 Meg
M033: Various Trackers

M035: Picture Concept
M036: Deluxe Font Master
M038: Noisetracker Modules

T0011 The Planets Slideshow

U042: Genology

T003: Circuit Designer
T009: Planetarium

T011: Business Letters

U076: Latest Disk Copiers
U077; GFA Expert

T021: Dot to Dot

G051: Thinking Games
G053; Fatemaster

W003; 1st t/ord

T030: ThingsNot To Do Demo

G050: Match It

T022: Chunnel

; fcREE POSTAGE

FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE

(Min 3 disks)

DISKS: 1-9 £1.25 each. 10 or more £1.00 each

productivity of your rodent.

Same Day Despatch

FAX: 0983 - 755800 (84hr)
HBKI
rri
m

PO39 0BX

<«v

U

j^.

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR OUR

graphics and text look the same, but appea
with astonishing speed. Includes a host of

FREE 64 PAGE PRINTED CATALOGUE

utilities from CodeHead Software: mouse

Latest version of the ultimate font

Afler-Dark-alike modular screen saver. Price:

utility for the Atari ST/TT. Full details

£24.95, upgrades from other screen
accelerators (return manual cover): £12.95.

Books i

Imagecopy

Setf>n<i /Wttnutt/

to the Atari ST
Timeworhs Publisher
t_Jsc/.\' CJiiicJc to —

Accounts

Art & Graphics
Astrology
Astronomy
Budgie UKGames
Budgie UK Compilation Range
Budgie UK Productivity Range

Ipin, 24-pin, BJ Bubblejet, and HP|
| Laserjet and Deskjet. Price: £9.95.

Communications

Genealogy

I with support for most colour printers.

Cookery

Music & Midi - Kawai
Music & Midi - Quartet
Music & Midi - Roland

The ST Club

out now
PD and Shareware disks, ST Club Software,

Cables, Books, Dust Covers, Blank Disks,

ClipArtcat's, ST Applications magazines, etc.

Top quality disks at
bargain prices.

i Phone: 0602-410241

*FAX: 0602-241515

10 @ £5-25 @ £22.50
Includes labels and 1st class delivery
Copy disks Insl with FaslCopy PRO -

Range

Programming - Assembler
Programming- C
Programming - Gem
Programming - GFABasic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - Stos Basic
Programming - Various
Satellites

Speech Synthesis
Spreadsheets
STEOnly

Games - Solution Disks

Typing Tutors
Various other subjects
Word Processing

Demo Disks - Genera!
Demo Disks - Product
Desk Accessories
Disk and Virus Utilities
Education

Music & Midi - Sequencers

Education - Shoestring Range

Picture Disks

Music & Midi - Sound Trackers
Music & Midi - Various
Music & Midi - yamaha

Operating Systems & Emulators

Clip Art Pack
Education Packs

C Programming Pack
GFA BasicProgramming Pack
STOS Basic Programming Pack

Catalogue

From 85p per disk!

3.5" Disks

Font Disks - Various
Football
Games - Adventure
Games - Adventure - Zenobi
Games - Colour
Games - Mono

Clip

pue

Font Disks- Signum

Bulletin Board Systems
Chemistry
Clip Art

^

j

Font Disks - Calamus

Budgie UK Magazine Disks
Budgie UK Demonstration Disks

Databases
Data Protection
Prinled Clip Art
Catalogues.

Programming -Adventure Writing |

Electronics
Films

I Copy images from screen, viewandI

- Coming Soon: Imagecopy Colour!

First Word

"WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE..

I a wide rangeof printers, including: 9-

I convert images, and print images on|

l/.\er;\~ ( s u i d c t o —

Over 300 disks of

The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W

est software screen accelerator for the ST/TT

keyboard control over dialogs, and and excellent

of new features available on request.

***

LICENCEWARE, SHAREWARE

MT SOFTWARE (Dept STF)-*, ft©** 7EAAEA
Greensward House,
" U70A " #301130

accelerator, desktop pictures, new system fonts,

Fontkit Plus 4

^\.

PUBLIC DOMAIN,

Formerly Quick ST, this is the latest and great

of setting's for maximising the

y\

Software
MTS

nil

FOR ATARI ST/STE

More than a mouse accelerator.
Mouse Tricks offers a massive choice

/\

\y/

WARP 9

Mouse Tricks 2

Your

\Y1 /

M004: Noisetracker

U007: Fastbase Database
U020: Gemini VI.1

GOIO: Robotz/Valgus 2
G012: Penguins

G009: Ozone

Make Cheques payable to J. Lowe

^ > o r i w£ir=*

W-Vy

ATARI ST PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE

G003: Llamatron

Jf\
// \\

The ST Club, 2 Broadway,

Write: Nottingham, NG1 1PS
t £24.95 - i

f\\ LOOK WHAT WE OFFER FOR 99P "^
Choose your programs and we'll put them on disk so no
unwanted items taking up space.

A fullyfeatured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning

A complete assemblylanguage programming environment for

results

the beginner and intermediate STprogrammer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! (Over 400 pages) only £19.9?
Thecomprehensive book introduces the reader via many

on 9 pin, 24 pin
and laser printers

assemblylanguage exampleshow to program the ST. No
knowledgeof assemblerisassumed,allexamplesinthe book

ONLY 619.99
RING FOR DETAILS

Easy Text Pro now
available.

are held on disk and can be assembled using the supplied text
editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete
resource construction kitfor producing dialog boxes, drop

down menus,etc. Learn to program like the professionals.
Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS,
DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more

PD4L*

4 Sintonville Avenue
BELFAST BT5 5DG

Tel: 0232 672338

Public Domain Disks £1.50

New catalogue now available with a choice of over 1200
PD/Shareware, with revised credits, including Sagrotan and
Dunce's Cap software

All this for 99p per disk + 60p p&p per order!
Shoestring Educational Software also stocked.

For free printed catalogue send s.a.e. (9" x 6") or £1.00 for disk
catalogue to:

MERLIN
11 Grange Close, Minchinhampton, Stroud GL3 9DF
Tel/Fax 0453 882793

G 068 - ADVENTURE CREATOR
G 089 - THE MYSTIC WELL
G 056-CARD ADDICT

M 015 - FRACTAL MUSIC (MIDI)
D 010-ST WRITER ELITE
D 045 - LABEL MAKERS
A 041 -HPCHROME
A 032 - PALLETTE MAS5TER
U 015-SUPER VIRUS KILLER
M 016-MENU MAKER
A 034- VIDEO TITLER
U 057 - SELF-XLZH MP KER
B007- DOUBLE SENT RY

Send blank d iskor

THE MOJO!
"If you want a mouse
switcher, then get this one."
77%

ST FORMAT Issue 37

AUTOMATIC £13.95
MANUAL
£10.00
(please add £1 for p + p)

£1 for latest catalog

REVIEWS
PUBLIC

DOMAIN

GAMES
ESCAPADE
BUDGIE - DISK BU 102

An ingenious puzzle game that's
likely to rapidly drive you to distrac
tion. All you have to do is cover all

the balls with the shapes except one

really. If you rise to the challenge,
you'll find the hours being eaten
away until you get the knack of the
thing. It doesn't quite have the long

LIGHT CYCLES

another

MERLIN PD - MPD 1124

animal - and that's a whole lot more

fun. It's all timing and planning, so

lionth time. You control a little dot

you should have no excuses when
you smash into the wall - you should
have seen it coming.
Light Cycles is filled with sam
pled sounds and later levels also

which travels about the screen leav

manage to keep you going until

ing a line behind it. If you hit the
edge, your own or your opponent's

you've completed it once. There
are some super touches, includ
ing a tiny game of Breakout in
the corner you can play if it all
gets too much.

and you've won. It's very easy
until you get to the last bit
which always seems to be the
wrong shape - a bit like life

human

A classic game rehashed for the zil-

term appeal of Tetris but it does

colour. Do this for all seven colours

joystick-equipped

line then you lose. You can
either play against your ST which is not bad at the game
at all, or alternatively against

'i

have different backgrounds

'V you have to negotiate. Smart
' enough effortwithout shining.

r-14'1 il-M'M *4'iJ

l^ IJRj3iBii,^il*a5
• The concept is simple enough, it all looks so easy. Ha, foolish one.
Escapade is the work of the devil cunningly devised to rob mortals of time,
and possibly composure as well. You have been warned.

HEADLONG

BUDGIE - DISK BU 106

If smashing violently into scenery is
the sort of thing that keeps you
amused, Headlong should be right up
your street. The screen scrolls hori

zontally at a fair lick while you wres

tle with the joystick going left to
right aiming for the gaps. It
scrolls impressively smoothly
and is also impressively frus- #

trating until you get the K\

• A familiar feeling, you should have gone left and you went right. How daft
can you get? Light Cycles - a version of the game from Tron in which you
can make interesting mazes out of red and green lines. First practise
against your ST, then invite a friend round and humiliate him.

knack and stop passionately kissing
the walls at high speed. Your ship

THE MAZE

leads to the prize. Each puzzle room

LAPD-DISK G 217

can withstand being scraped along
the walls but it can't cope with run

Based loosely on the Crystal MazeTV

has a time level - blow it and you
lose a life, lose three lives and you
start again. The puzzles test your
intelligence, dexterity and patience.
It's frustrating especially when you
figure out how to do something but
still can't get it together. There's

ning straight into them.
After a few runs you learn the

pattern: left, right, left, left, right and
so on. A good test of your reflexes
and can build quite a buzz when
you hit a good run. Ultimately

s\

It

this

is

suitable

for

arcade

masochists only.

• Headlong has you doing just that, vertically compressing yourself against
welcoming pieces of scenery. The gun cuts through it, but only has a nar
row beam so it isn't easy to blast your way through.

thing, this has been constructed with

Domark's 3DOC and has you wander
ing about bumping into walls and
solving puzzles in a filled vector
world. Each level has five rooms

with puzzles in; complete one
and you collect a key. Collect

A

four keys and you get to <&
reach the next level. It all

\

7ft

no strange thin man rushing
round making helpful and

"^ sarky comments but it's still
& good fun.

I One of the nastier-looking rooms from the Maze. Each room unveils a new

brain-teaser to stir the grey matter into action. Alternatively you could pop
out to your mate's and do something else. Life is full of choices, isn't it?

i>
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ARTHUR AND THE BRITONS
FLOPPYSHOP - DISK GAM 3336

It's not easy being king, what with all
that wandering around conquering

food and water. When you reach an
enemy castle you can opt to attack
them, lay siege, try for an alliance or
enter an archery tournament. The

and being shot at. Arthur and the

tournament is an excellent little sub-

Britons puts you in the hot throne in
a strategy game with arcade sections

game - the best bit of it all. Your
armies get thrashed regularly and
you spend most of the time just
trying to keep them alive, let

thrown in - rather like Defender of
the Crown. There are four lands

alone bash the opposition. It
all looks good but the game
play needs development.

to explore and four castles to
knock about. You need to ^
keep an eye on your troops,

jumps need pretty exact timing and
waggling, and the joystick control is

FAST FREDDY
LAPD - DISK G 208

rather unhelpful to say the least.
Cute platform games are all the rage
The graphics are colourful and
in some circles, big-eyed kids with
simplistic and the tune that accomtheir hats on backwards running
x,
panies it is less than catchy.
around jumping on things. Fast
Freddy
isn't
completely
Freddy features one such
JV_ unplayable - just bloody unrereprobate. He runs, he jumps, ^
sponsive and difficult to con
he shoots, he drives you
trol. Kids these days, eh?
round the bend. Some of the

«V

you

fltfilf 13

I You don't vote for kings - just as well because nobody would stand for the

position at the head of an army getting shot at. Arthur and the Britons is a
mix of a strategy and arcade game, unfortunately excelling at neither.

I Isn't he cute? Fast Freddy is on a quest to collect some heart icons and has
to negotiate lots of dangerous platforms and creatures. (Remember: you
should read this caption aloud in a really sarcastic voice.)

DEMOS
STATE 808 PDL -

by that Jeff Wayne chap. The images
are quarter screen in shades of red

DISK ODEM 14

and yellow which makes it look quite

A coder out there somewhere owns a

pretty, though it's not enough to
keep you going for long. There's a

WAR OF THE WORLDS

samplerand a video digitiser. Mix the
two together and you get demos like
this. The visuals are a series of slides

or short clips from the '50s film The
War of the Worlds with the sounds
from the film and that famous album

•

The War of the

Worlds comes to an

ST near you. This is
worth a quick

spin if you happen
to come across the

reasonable enough fun-factor the
first couple of times out then it's

disk, but don't

go too far out

into the disk box with it. More ^
fun to produce than watch, $>.
methinks.

\

53

of your way
<J

to find it.

one impressively daunting list - it's
likely to impress you ifyou're the sort

THE SYMIC DEMO

suitable for the odd sound effect. To

RIVERDENE PDL - DISK 1030

THE SOURCE PD -

collect so many tunes together is the

A collection of eight sub demos with

of sad soul who absolutely must have

DISK SAG 154

work of a real optimist. Most are

all the favourite effects. There's scroll

every bit of music from Turrican. A

lines of drivel to read and wibbly

collection of unimpressive screens

but it's just all so unoriginal and
jaundiced. If you do a screen
showing Spectrum 512 pic-

Billed as the biggest ever music
demo on the ST, the Symic demo has
an excruciating 147 tunes, each one
taken from a demo or game and all
played using the ST'sYamaha 2149
programmable sound chip
Unfortunately this is one of

some of them do a good job with
what's available making them pass
able in the right situation, like
accompanying a game or a stun
ning demo screen. On their own,
however, they don't make for

the worst pieces of silicon in ^

^~ easy listening. Music for plea-

the machine and only really °<V

&' sure without the pleasure.

THE BIRD MAD GIRL SHOW

graphics - nothing to quicken the

making an

senses much, though there are some

There's some clever coding in there,

pretty colour rastereffects and terri
ble music. The last demo turns

out to be one of those collec

unimpressive

whole.

tions of chip music taken

^

\

from demos and games in

\\

& some good ones to show off?

tures, how about collecting

pretty awful, although, to be fair,

***% ^*|,%-£*%^&g£fr&
♦** W&^zm.

^Tlte^AirSR*:
EF CEHI5C:P
EHFH1EEF5 IF SUFQLin
°2"**
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• Probably the nest bit from tne i

•* lit*' il*

T*

Show is this screen. It wibbles

and wobbles in an impressively smooth manner, full screen too. Worth a
minute or two's gawp if this is the sort of thing you like.

• Here's the lengthy scrolling list of culprits from the Symic demo. The demo
also features a scroll line so far down in the bottom border you can't read it.
Now that's really clever, don't you think?

ATTENTION

SOLENT SOFTWARE
PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST
We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Demo
Disks, all disks are double-sided, single-sided available to special order. For
a copy of our latest disk Catalogue (updated weekly) send a blank disk and
SAE, or just send £1 for Catalogue on one of our disks with free PD.
PRICES- 1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE

GAME.8
GAME.40

6 KIDGAMES - consist; of Kidstory, Kidgraph, Kidgrid, Kidmixup, Kidsketth, etc.
EDUCATIONAL GAMES with 7 Kids, Magic Storybook and Magic Speller.

CAME.46

ELVINCRYSTALS1 and 2 • two excellent advenlures written with STAC.

GAME.49
CAME.50
CAME.54
GAME.57
GAME.59
GAME.71

Revenge of the MutantCamels- latestshoot'em up fromJeff Minter + 3 others.
Klatrix, 8 Ball, Entombed, Rockfall andMystic Well - brilliant collection.
Michaels big Adventure • children'sadventurewrittenwith the Tailspin system.
TheManager - latest football management game- winthe League and FA Cup!
STRIKER/SWIFTAR - twoexcellent 'Flying Shark' typevertical scrolling games.
VIOLENCE - the best 'Xenon'type shoot'em up in the PublicDomaint 2 others.

DEM0.37

SO WATT - 17 excellent demo screens from the Carebears. Still one of the best.

DEMO.60
DEMO.(52
DEMO.80

FISH'N'CHIPS - multi-screen demofrom Sewer Soft with12 'fishy' surprises.
LIFE'S A BITCH - good demo fromthe Lost Boys with infamous vomitsample.
KINKY BOOTS - excellentsampledsound fromthe Persistence of Vision.
ULTIMATE GFA DEMOby the Overlanders, 12 brilliantdemos wrtiiten in GFA basic!

DEM0.92

DEM0.97

ATARI ST PROGRAMMERS
Do you have a commercial grade program which you would
like to see published in the United States?

Well, look no further! We'll take our publishing knowledge
along with our distribution network and put them to work
for you!
For further information contact:

Aubrey J. Whitten
Pacific Software Supply
PO BOX 1111 / San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 / USA
Tel: 805/543-1037 - Fax 805/541-1623 24hrs

DARKSIDE OFTHE SPOON -full screen mega-demos from ULM andguest screens.

DEMO. 102

VODKA DEMO- ten unbelievable screens from Equinox. One of the best to beat.

DEMO. 103

WHAT NOT TODO- 8 short comical animations from the Inner Circle. Very funny.

DEMO131-134

PHALEON GIGA DEMO. Massive 34 sub-demos. 4 menu screens etc...(4 disks)

UTIL.l
UTIL.4

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR SPECIALS

28 Desktop Accessories complete withAccessory Loader, Ramdisks, etc.
6 Databases plus2 Label Printers, goodselection foryourhomebusiness.

UTIL. 19

STICKER III - create and print excellent disk labels with text and graphics.

UTIL.29
UTIL.32
WORD.l

OPUS V2.2 - excellent GEM based spreadsheet and charting program. 1 Meg RAM.
GEMINI - replacement desktop from Germany, similar to Neodesk. 1 Meg needed.
ST. WRITER V4.2 with W.P. Utilities plus 2 Type Tutors and 2 Spell Checkers,

WORD.3

1ST WORD. Still the best Word Processor with Printer Drivers and Word Counters.

WORD.22
ART.l 1
ART.13

DESKJET Printer Drivers forthe HPDeskjet and Cannon Bubblejet plusutilities.
COLOURBURST and FINE LINE art programs withSnoopy and Garfield Slideshows.
6 excellent Art Programs including Van Gogh, Art. ST, ST. Graph andST.Cad.

specialist software

VIDEO TITLE!?
£29.95 ££*r95

VIDEO TITLER ST V.2

ART.31/33

IN BED WITH MADONNA - 3 disk setofover 100digitised pics from thefilm.

LANG.2
LANG.17
LANG. 18

STOS Basic Source Codeforfive complete games - Stos Basic required.
Adventure GameToolkit iAGT) writeyourown 'Infocom' style adventure games!
AGT Source Code foreight complete adventure games. (LANG.17 required).

MUS.6

ACCOMPANIST V2.4 midi sequencer byHenry Cosh, includes loads ofsamples.

MUS.14
MUS.23
MISC.8

EMPIRE NOISETRACKER the full version withmodules, samples, sourcecode,etc.
ALCHIMIE IUNIOR SEQUENCER thelatest andbestmidi sequencer available. lMeg.
CITADEL, VULCAN EMBASSY and ENTERPRISE - three excellent BBS programs.

MISC.10

KERMIT VI .02 and VANTERM V3.8 - two of the best communications software.

MISC.14
MISC.26

FILM FILE ENQUIRY - database ofover2000 films withactors, director, etc.
INTRO CONCEPT DEMO CREATOR - createyourowndemoswitha fewmouse clicks.

PROFESSIONAL TITLES FOR ALL VIDEO FORMATS

Sh/IOOTH TEXT/FONTS, FLIPS, COLOUR-CYCLES, VENETIAN, WIPES, FADES,
DISSOLVES, INTERLOCK, SCROLLS, SPEED CONTROL. SUPPORTS G.DOS &
FSMG. DOS, NEO, DEGAS, & PI I. THE MOST ADVANCED TITLER. ST REVIEW
ESSENTIAL BUY 92%.

Complete with GDOS fonts system

ART MASTER ST/STe

£24.95

£2-9.'95

SUPERB NEW ART PACKAGE FOR THE ST

3D GRAPHICS ADVANCED BLOCK MANIPULATION, DISTORTION & MORE. NEO,
DEGAS, AMIGA IFF COMPATIBLE, 9 WORKSCREENS, 4096 COLOURS, RAY

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. SQ4 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

GRADIENT, 3D CONES, SPHERES, SHAPES & IT'S USER FRIENDLY
Complete with colour print driver.

VIDEO TITLER & ART MASTER - Combined price E51:v5 £49.95

PRINT MASTER ST/STe

FREAKS
OUR VALUE IS SHEER MADNESS!

SUPPORTS MOST PRINTERS, TRI-COLOUR AND PROFESSIONAL COLOUR

WE BELIEVE IN YOUR CHOICE

SEPARATION, LABEL ROUTINES, SUPPORTS EPSON, CANON BUBBLEJET. STAR,
CITIZEN, 9/24 PIN, HP DESKJET, IBM, NEC ETC.

Why buy from other P.D. Libraries who supply one prog per disk, or pack
them with progs you dont want? If you buy from FREAKS you compile your
own selection from our vast fully-described range - up to 10 programs of
your choice on a double sided disk for £2.50 including postage & packing
WHY NOT TRY USNOW? Choose your selectionfrom the list below, making the
total10 andyouwill have your owncustomiseddisk for £2.50including P&P
A450 FLICKER
value 5 points
Animation prog, better than ANI-ST
A560KOSMIC
value10 points
Addchrome effects to your pictures
A120PALART
value 5 points
512 colour art package
A65 PUBPAINT
value 5 points
FullGEM drawing uses GEM fonts

U950GRAPHS
value 5 points
Plots graphs, pie charts, bar charts
view or print
E120 SHIPWRECK
value 5 points
Rescue someone from a shipwreck
by simple maths

E29TYPIST
value3 points
Touchtyping tutor
G336BATTLESHIP value2 points
A30 VIEWER
value 5 points Play battleships against computer
Slide show of Disneyfavourites
G7 BINGO
value 1 point
C135HAGTERM
value 5 points Prints the cards, calls numbers,
Comprehensivecommunications
check card
prog.
G142BRICK
value2 points
mono.

E140 B0DYSH0P

value 5 points Escape frombrickworks byjumping

Teaches children the human body
E80 CHEMIST
value 5 points
GCSE chemistry tutor
E200FRANGLAIS
value5 points
Teaches French by mixingwith
English
E5 KIDPUB21
value 2 points
V2.1 desktop publisher for kids
U320 CIRCUITS
value 5 points

£19.95

ULTIMATE COLOUR DRIVER FOR COLOUR & MONO PRINTERS
PRODUCE COLOUR ON A MONOCHROME PRINTER. FULL COLOUR SHADING

G373 GAMMON
value 1 point
Backgammon against the ST
G885 HAUNTED
value10 points

SUPERB FULL COLOUR SCREEN DUMPS MADE EASY

PRICE BUSTER DEALS ON HARDWARE
WE HAVE THE LOWEST EVER PRICES

520 STE 1/2 MEG £329.99 NOW £269^59 Discovery pack £249.99
520 STE 1 MEG £359.99 NOW £2*r9"9 Discovery pack £269.99
J0 Star games pack £20 extra fonly when ordered with STE).
I 040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM £339r99 £275.99

RING FORLATEST PRICES - Prices include carriage., £5 extra for next day delivery.

All action arcade adventure

G839 LOTTERY
value 4 points
Anadult adventure in red lightSan

ACCESS, VISA & SWITCH NOW AVAILABLE

Francisco

G127TENNIS

value1 point

Nicegraphics tennis game
G162WDEXTRACT value 3 points

LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, Dept STF,

Extracts all words contained within a

PO BOX 1, CALLINGTON PL17 7YZ

word

M65ALCHEMY
value 8 points
Superb shareware sequencer from

TEL 0579 82426

"vislT

spiders

P52GENEAL0G
value 3 points
G58 CHESS
value 2 points Traceyour family, 2000 relatives, 19
Plays a good game, mouse driven,
generations
many features
P180 MONEY
value 3 points
G557 CHUNKS
value 2 points Lots of ways to make money from
Like Tetris but the blocks come from your ST
all directions
G63 MONOPOLY
value 3 points
G36CRIBBAGE
value 4 points One of the best P.D. versions
Sharpen your game
G33TETRIC0L
value 4 points
Design electronic circuits for use
U410 OPUS 2.2
value 10 points P.D.CLASSIC highly addictive
with GCSE/ A Level
Lotus like spreadsheet
W16 ST WRITER
value8 points
U6 EXPANDER
value 1 point 850 SAGROTAN
value 5 points No.1 in P.D. chart word processor,
Just upgraded? Turns single sided
Incredibly versatile virus killer
full documentation
disks into double sided
W60 CALAMANL
value 5 points

The Mous
At last you really can
take control with this

ingenious device.

A manual for Calamus

** SPECIAL OFFER ** FORYOUR FIRST ORDER ONLY ** IF YOU WANT ONE PROGRAM ONA

DISK THEN YOU CAN HAVE IT FOR E1.00EACH (ANY QUANTITY ALLOWED) - GOOD VALUE
FOR BIG POINT PROGRAMS!

FULL RANGE OF BUDGIE LICENCE WARE

RIBBON RE-INK£1.00+POSTAGE (BLACK FABRIC ONLY)

GET YOUR DISK CATALOGUE TODAY bysending eithera diskandS.A.E.
ortwofirstclass stamps. Ifyouprefera printed cataloguepleasesend £1.00

The Mouse Yoke ® does not

need a game card or special
items, it uses your own mouse
for smooth and accurate

control, unrivalled by some
yokes costing over 3 times as
much. More fun and less hassle

IF YOUR ARE A COMPUTER FREAK LIKE US, SEND TO:FREAKS P.D1
29 LEAP VALLEY CRESCENT,
DOWNEND,

BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

for only

£24.95

t\6-. j't'tVvi+£a>t:£Qfv&
Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate, Crews
Hole Road, St. George, Bristol BS5 8AY

Tel: (0272) 550900 Fax: (0272) 411052

Suitable for most computers

If information onlyrequired, please enclose SAE quoting

inc. portables

interest. Prices exclude p&p. Please add £1.95.

Pleaseallow upto21 days for delivery.

lie Shareware Company.
51, Thornleigh Road,
Bishopston,

INKJET REFILLS
For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers.
Refill your cartridges at less than half price.
From only £12.95 for 2 refills
Full colour printing kit £24.00
Over 24 exciting colours to choose from

Write or phone for free information pack to:
PUAEIJiY

104 Skipton Road, llkley, West Yorks LS29 9HE

ccDuircc
TEL:
jtK VIVL J All
prices <0943)
fully inclusive607256
UK mainland

Yewtree Leisure
MAIL ORDER SUPPLIES
COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME SPECIALISTS
ATARI PUBLIC DOMAIN
Too many titles to list.
New titles arriving every day.
Unlike other companies we will fill
your disk with your request

GAMES • GAMES* GAMES
Hundreds of titles £1 -£5.
Lists available for latest titles.

Bristol

BS7 8PQ.

'Phone 0272 -424743
Software for the discerning ST user!
Send £1.00 (or an S.A.E. and floppy) for the best PD
catalogue you've ever seen. Listed are over 800 disks of
superb software: no junk, & no demos. Each disk is fully
described, (not just a one or two word description). The
range is awesome: thousands of clipart files, hundreds of
games, dozens of educational programs, plus a huge

range of music, programming & utilities, applications....
Same-day despatch, Credit-card facilities: why wait,
when you can have it tomorrow?!
We have an "enlightened swaps policy": if you've got

something we haven't, we'll swap you for it!
This month, 10% of all proceeds will be donated to
Blue Peter's "River Blindness" appeal, and two orders,
picked at random, will be sent a free, boxed,
"Mysterycommercial program.
Ring for free backup, help and advice, 10 am - 6 pm
Monday-Friday, 10am- 12.30 pm Saturday
Not all P.D.Libraries are the same!

Phone or write for lists
Winter clear out all £5

Demos, Games etc.

All public domain at 99p.

GAMES MACHINES ETC
We stock large range of games +

CHASE HQ 2
KILLING CLOUD
HUDSON HAWK MOONSHINE RACERS
ELF
NEIGHBOURS
INDIE HEAT
RODLAND
SMASH TV
TOTAL RECALL

machines, joysticks etc
MEGADRIVE
NINTENDO

SUPER NES

PERIPHERALS ETC

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

SEGA CARTRIDGE
Blank Disks

GAMEBOY

ALSO C.64 AMSTRAD SPECTRUM

(

140 pence

ST External Drive

£54

Trackball Mouse

£25

Mouse Mats

£1

Disk Drive Cleaners

£1

The latest edition of the Goodman International
Shareware Guide is now available.
Over 150 pages, with screen shots and descriptions for hundreds of disks
of the very best in ST & STE Public Domain and Shareware.

ANDREW
PHONE/FAX

84 YEWTREE ROAD
0953
ATTLEBOROUGH 452803

New Loose Leaf Format

We also stock upgrades, boxes,
switch units etc, too many to list,
competitive prices.

For Easy Updating

Write for catalogue

Reference Sections

Divided Into 10 Main

NORFOLK
NR17 2RD

Complete with Card
SORRY NO CALLERS

Index Dividers

Subscription Available
For Updates &
Amendments

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

Includes the Official STOS
Source Code Selection

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

Send for your copy today

512K-£30

2 Meg - £90

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K- POA

2 Meg - POA

Only
Discover why thousands of ST users,
worldwide, have, for over six years
chosen Goodmans for all their public

Inclusive of UK Carriage

domain and Shareware needs.

• REPAIRS - Phone for details

Goodman International (DEPT STF)

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment
with order. All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or
workmanship. All cheques payable to BREVCO thank you.

16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
^Riv^ffi

Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SW

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE20 7LJ

JsS, 081-659 2851

Tel: 0782 335650 Fax: 0782 316132

REVIEWS
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DOMAIN

HOW BALANCED ARE YOU?
The ST FORMAT coun

The Symic Demo

Freeze Dried

Light Cycles

sellor takes some of

You are a solitary type. If you
have any friends this can lose
them for you. Hours of crap
chip
music
gathered
together. Try getting some
sort of help and learn to face
your dysfunction.

Terminal

You

this month's programs
into group therapy,
lets them talk for a bit

and then manages to
come comes to these
conclusions

You want to get
with people, albeit
tance. You still find
contact a problem

involved
at a dis
personal
though.

You should take more risks

and get out more.

have

a

Address Book
near-normal

social life, a friend or two

and have lost your fear of
personal contact. After a
period of practice, try four
player games, but remember
- easy does it.

You obviously have a lot of
friends and a busy social life
- congratulations, you've
obviously found the key to
existence. Either that, you
are ' seriously deluded or
you're completely empty.

THE FORMAT PD DIRECTORY
• Where to go for Public Domain soft
ware - demos, games and utilities for
around £3 a disk! If you write to any of

PARADISE COMPUTERS, 11 Winfield

Avenue, Patcham, Brighton, East Sussex
BN1 8QH

these libraries for a catalogue, enclose an
SAE. • Budgie games are available from

all PD libraries indicated by a (B). Simply

PD ESSENTIALS, 22 Fern Avenue,
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1LS

mention the disk number (above the

PDSSC, 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside,

review) when you order the disk.

Essex IG6 1HE o 03548 448

SOUTH OF ENGLAND

NORTH OF ENGLAND

THE CIRCULAR PD LIBRARY,
14 Morrison Drive, Lennoxtown,

ALPHA COMPUTING,
32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorks

Glasgow G65 7BA

HX3 5JZ

FL0PPYSH0P ST, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ » 0224 586208 IB)

AKORE SHAREWARE, 7 Fishergate Point,
Lower Parliament Street, Nottingham
NG1 1GD » 0800 252221

OFFICE CHOICE, Suite 14, Avon House,
Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ

Hampshire S041 6BJ

D W STABLES, Atari PD and Commercial,
PO Box 78, South Shore, Blackpool

STATE 808 PDL, 3A Old Lanark Road,
Carluke, Scotland ML8 4HW

16/32 PDL, 35 North cote Road, St rood,
Kent, ME2 2DH « 0634 710788

PROPHECY PD, 390 Coulsdon Road,
Old Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 1EF

FY1 6AD

GOODMAN PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir

WOOLLEYSOFT, Humblesknowe Cottage,
Ramolye, Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland

ACE PD, 90 Milton Road, Hanwell,

» 0737 554536

London W7 * 081 840 3204

Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke on Trent,
Staffs ST3 1SW » 0782 335650 (B)

WALES

ARROW PD, 6 Kents Orchard, Perry

PUBLIC DOMINATOR PD ATARI,
PO Box 801,Bishops Stortford, Herts

Street, South Chard, Somerset TA20 2QB

CM23 3TZ » 0279 757692

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor,
Derbys DE7 7HN « 0773 761944 (B)

SHOESTRING SOFTWARE PDL,
78 Carmarthen Road, Swansea SA1 1HS

PROBUS, Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington,

PUBLIC SECTOR PDL, 50 Ripon Road,
Stevenage, Herts SG1 4NA

ATARI ADVANTAGE, 56 Bath Road,
Cheltenham, GL53 7HJ ~ 0242 224340

» 0438 364722/361324

AWESOMEDEMOS, 3 Mason Road,
Seaford, East Sussex BN25 3EE

RIVERDENE PDL, 30a School Road,

Tilehurst, Reading, Berks RG3 5AN

B-SOFT, 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading,

ir 0734 452416 (B)

Berks RG3 SXN = 0734 419981

SENLAC, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road,
St Leonards On Sea, East Sussex

DRAKE PD, 12C How Street,
The Barbican, Plymouth, Devon PL4 ODA

TN37 7HB » 0424 753070

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington,

SEVEN DISK, Digswell Water Lodge,
Digswell Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts

Cheltenham, Glos GL52 4EW

FREAKS PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent,

AL7 1SN

Downend, Bristol BS16 6TQ (B)

SOFTVILLE PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park,
Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville, Hants
P07 7XN = 0705 266509 (B)

GL-PD, 62 Colwyn Ave, Winch Wen,
Swansea SA1 7EJ « 0792 799762

IMAGEART, 19 Brenda Road, Tooting Bee,
London SW17 7DD ~ 081 767 4761

OX8 6AL " 00993 779500

MERLIN PD, 11 Grange Close,
Minchinhampton, Stroud, Glos GL6 9DF
MERTON PD, 10 Grasmere Avenue,
Merton Park, London SW19 3DX
MT SOFTWARE, Greensward House,

The Broadway, Totland, Isle of Wight

* 0772 748422

IRELAND
PD 4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue, Belfast
BT5 5DG n 0232 672338

NIGHTSHIFT PD, 50 Averill Road,
Highfields.Stafford, Staffs ST17 9XX
PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, PO Box 54, Stafford
ST16 1DR » 0785 213928 IB)
PD ST KIER BAILEY, 95 Elton Road,
Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9NF
- 0270 762520 (B)

PLATINUM DISKS, 181 Anson Close,
Padgate, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 OHJ
* 0925 820693

ST CLUB, 2 Broadway, Nottingham

SOLENT SOFTWARE, 53 Rufus Gardens,

NG11 IPS. * 0602 410241 (B)

Totton, Hants S04 3TA

STING PUBLIC DOMAIN. 23 Manor Grove,
Westvale, Kirkby, Liverpool L32 0UZ

« 0703 868882

MELVILLE MARRIOT MUSIC MEDIA,
46 Market Square, Whitney, Oxon

METROPOLIS PD, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PR1 0LU

FK15 0BA

OVERSEAS
ALGEMENE COMPUTER CLUB

NEDERLAND (ACNJ,
Postbus 5011, 200 CA Haarlem
n Holland 023 351100(B)

A-0NLINE, 1229 East Mohawk Ave,
Tampa, FL33604 USA
= 0101 813 2371656

ATARI ST USER GROUP NORWAY, c/o SA
Jensen, N-3630 Rodenberg, Norway
DOM' PUBS.10 Rue du Vergeron 38430
Moirans, France

STE CLUB, The Lodge, Delly End, Whitney,

» 051 546 4640

Oxon 0X8 5XD

STEVENS PD, 14 Depot Road, Horsham,

THE SOURCE PD, 7 Shearwater Lane,
Norton, Stockton-On-Tees, Cleveland

LTPD, 2,300 South Millway, Unit 424,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 2P5
PUBLIC DOMAIN CORPORATION,

4320 - 196th SW, Suite B-140, Lynnwood,
WA 98036-6721. USA * 0101 206 745

West Sussex RH13 5HA

TS20 1SH it 0642 550896

TUMBLEVANE PDL, 6 West Raod,
Emsworth, Hants PO10 7JT

TOWER PD, PO Box 40, Thornton-

Cleveleys.Blackpool FY5 3PH

TACC, PL 10, 33561, Tampere, FINLAND

« 0243 370600

TRUST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram,

WARPZONE PDL, 53 Ropewalk,
River Street, St Judes,

Halifax, HX3 9QY o 0422 341606

BUYER BEWARE: Any library included
here does not imply that STF endorses
or recommends any of them in any
way. • If you run a library not listed here
and wish to be included, or if you want to
amend anything, send details and your
latest catalogue to: PD Directory, STF, 30

P039 0BX n 0983 756056 IB)

Bristol BS2 9EG

NEW AGE PDL, 30 Anderson Estate,
Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG

WIZARD PD, 178 Waverley Road,
Reading.Berks RG3 2PZ

a 0702 232826(B)

» 0734 574685 IB)

5980 (catalogued)

SCOTLAND
CALEDONIA PDL, 250 Oldtown
Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT
° 0463 225736 (B)

Monmouth St, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

Exciting news and reviews from around
the world in this month's MBUK

This

WIN A CANNONDALE WORTH £925

and loads more
action for only

LOCK

HORBOR'

O The World Championships

WORLDS

O Double trouble or double fun - defying gravity
on duelling tandems

O Take our advice on warm winter gear- so you
don't end up looking like a walrus

O Metrotrekking in Newcastle - why-aye pet!
O PLUS Isle of Skye - the most rugged
landscape in Britain

^

£1.95

Mountain

Bikinguk

Britain's
best-sellin

bike magazine

MBUK is produced by

uiure
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Every issue, GamesMaster magazine will
deliver a whole month's worth of
concentrated GamesMaster excitement.

We'll have the first and finest reviews of the

I6l= HOT NEW
\ RELEASES i

big games, the most enormous competitions,

3ADRIVE "*J
Jt\

n Madden 'S3

_otu» Turbo Challenue ^
Road Rn»h 2

thrilling challenges and tips from The
GamesMaster himself.

It's our aim to cover everything that move

(jp'iER NES

on the games scene each month. First.

._op 3

1Mansel.'. Werld

_

fipioriship

'J

The very special first issue comes with three
rather splendid gifts:

liiS: Dominlk'a
HumKl Full1993
last, schedulo!

envies
OND3
na. SNES and Maga
i^B _ first pictures

1 A 100-page tips book with codes, cheats
and tactics for over 250 games.

A GIANT double-sided calendar-poster.
3 sets of smart GamesMaster stickers.

20 PAGES
OF TIP?..

,EO pc engine. I FIRST ISSUE IS OIM SALE

J THURSDAY 3«» DECEMBER

M|:rn „ 1?EkGA-0.mVE' SUPER WES, AMIGA, IMEO GEO, PC ENGINE
MEGA CD, GAME BOY, GAME GEAR AND LYNX!
'NE'

«H®m PCL5 LASER PRINTER
Ricoh UK Ltdis partolthe worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally, established
in Japan, in 1936. With a turnover of overS5 billion and 37,000 employees, Ricoh have
been producing computers and peripherals since 1971 and are the world's second
largest manufacturer of LaserPrinter engines. Ricoh have employed theirexpertise to
produce a 'first' inlaserprinters fortheworld market, theLP1200 with FLASH ROM.
Fully HP LaserJet III™ compatible, the LP1200 employs industry proven laser
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's
laser lightsource, focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most accurate
and intense printedimages. Its fast, efficientprocessor and engine, together with a
straight paper path design, allows printing at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its
competitors, the LP1200can printan A4 page of graphics at 300dpi with its standard
memory. Also, Ricoh's advanced laser,engine enables the LP1200 to address a
range of printresolutions up to 400dpi. The standard 2Mb of RAM installed

HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE

OMb

400 dpi

6,

RAM VJPPM

lpi»A4 GRAPHICS @300dpi

A4TEXT/A5 GRAPHICS«

IFLASH ROM UPGRADEABLE!)

A 2Mb RAM UPGRADE IS REQUIRED TO PRINT

AN A4 PAGE OF GRAPHICS AT 400dpi

allows the LP1200 to print a full A4 page of text using standard internal
resident fonts, or an A5 page of graphics, both at 400dpi. A FREE Windows

driver supplied enables the Ricoh LP1200 to print a typical page of textat
400dpi from Windows 3 using the controller firmware currently installed on
theprinterand standardinternal resident fonts. A 2MbRAM upgrade(total
4Mb RAM) is required to printan A4 page of graphics.
Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful
document description language as standard. Thislanguage, 'LAYOUT',
offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made printing
systems. Forms and document templates can be
designed and stored
electronically in the

LP1200's FLASH
ROM, alleviating
the need for

\m>m

AUGUST '92

OCTOBER '92

I 11/ EDITOR'S

RICOH LP1200

UK CHOICE

6 PAGES PER MINUTE

.

.'.•/

OCTOBER '92

Using a straight paper path

.'.'•

•

""»",""

PCL5 - ,nc HP-GL/2
With scalable fonts and vector graphics

pre-printed
forms!

• SHARP EDGED PRINTING
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm)enhances

SHOWN WITH
UNIVERSAL FEEDER
TOP TRAY

resolution

• 400dpi RESOLUTION

(OPTIONAL EXTRA)

(Default res. - 300dpi. Willaddress 200, 240 &400dpi.)

• 2Mb RAM AS STANDARD
•

UNIQUE FLASH ROM
For controller upgrade and storage

♦ iC CARD SLOT (PaiCWJBOA Compatible)
For programmable FLASH ROM cards

•
The Ricoh LP1200is a genuine laser printer and not an
LED printer. Make sure you check out the competition!

See howtheRicoh LP1200 compares
to its LaserPrinter Competitors f EPSON

(FEATURES

Average Street Price (excl. VAT)

(-expected)

Official RRP (excl. VAT)
Maximum resolution in dots per inch
Windows 3 Driver® 400 dpi
Print Speed
Straight Paper Path
PCL 5 Printer Command Lanquaqe
HP-GL72 Vector Graphics included
Resolution Improvement/Enhancement
Standard RAM

Full A4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM
Warm Up Time
First Page of Text Output
Document Description Language included

Tel: 08J -308 0888

HP L/JET

EPL4100

NIP

£569

£699

M'MAN
TALLY
MT904+

IBM 4029

RICOH

Model 010

LP1200

£699"

£750

£699

£1.195
400x400

£945

£1,179

£1,099

300x300

300 x 300

300 x 300

300x300
-

4ppm

4ppm

5ppm

YE!

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

1Mb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

• 45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

33 sees

45 sees

<20 sees

<40 sees

34 sees

20 sees

<15 sees
YES
YES

EPSON FX Emulation Included

YES

YES
11

8

0

8

|.|

11

16

14

YES
YES
70

YES

emulations can also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on removable, industry standard
FLASH ROM IC cards. The new Ricoh LP1200 is the only laser printer to offer this

FLASH ROM facility. The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 paper tray (letter and
legal trays also available as extras) and the facility to feed single sheets of paper and
card up to 157gsm. An optional extra universal feeder provides the facility to
automatically feed up to 150 sheets, from sizes of 98mm x 148mm to 216mm x 356mm
in size at weights of up to 158gsm. The universal feeder also feeds up to 15 envelopes,
overhead transparencies and labels automatically.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included
100

YES

8

YES

HP LaserJet III Emulation Included

Standard Tray Capacity
Protective cover on standard tray
Cost per copy' *
Min-MaxPaper Weight in gsm
Ableto print on OHP Film
Ableto print on card (157gsm - Manual Feed)
Standby -Noise Level
.Printing -Noise Level

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY Next working day response

YES

Upgradable Firmware

200

100

YES

YES

SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary Ricoh LP1200. It has all of the
specifications that you would expect to see in today's most technically advanced laser
printers, plus a unique additional feature which places it far ahead of the competition FLASH ROM. This 'Future Proof technology protects the investment you make when
you buy a Ricoh LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser firmware
developments. FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the LP1200 which holds the
printer's controller instruction firmware. If new firmware is developed, eg an update to
the printer's command language, it can be downloaded into this memory. Other manu
facturers would require you to buy a new printer! Fonts, macros, graphics and additional

YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ III Emulation

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts
AGFA IntellifontScalable Font Technology

YES

YES
0.5Mb

Flash ROM
IC Card Slot

YES

6ppm
YES

YES

YE":

• LAYOUT Document Description Language

Fax: 081-308 0608

•

£1,099

6ppm

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity eg. Coax/Twinax, PC-LAN etc

CORPORATE SALES TEAM

Consumables + Accessories]
CODE

PRODUCT

YES

KIT 5200

100

LAA5238

Universal Feeder (2nd Tray)

£100.00

LAA 5262

2Mb RAM Module

£149.00
£65.00

YES

Laser Starter Kit inc Cable

£12.50

1.65p

2.00p

1.71p

I 64p

1.6Sp

LAA5210

Developer/Toner Cartridge

60-157

60-105

60-120

60-131

60-157

LAA 5334

Letter Paper Tray (100 Sheets) ..

£35.00

YES

YES

YFS

YES

YES

LAA5323
LAA5312

Legal Paper Tray (100 Sheets) ..
A4 Paper Tray (100 Sheets)

£35.00

YES

YES
<40dB

31.7dB

<35dB

38 dB

<38dB

<50dB

43 3rlB

<46dB

50 (IB

<48dB ,

' "As quoted by manuiactbrets - 2/4/92

All rabemarks are ac

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product • Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.

Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we
ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and,
with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements
with an understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return
the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Sen/ice"

^Ij 081-309 1111

SILICA
SYSTEMS

+VAT= £821.33

Ref: LAS 5200

£35.00

PCMCIA FLASHCARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
SILICA. THESE ALLOW ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE

CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST

FONTS TO BE DOWNLOADED VIA A

MAIL ORDER:

•
•
•
•
•

SILICA PRICE:

£699

(nowlGdged |

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ~]

/-^=T-\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

LP1200 WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM

PRICE Exc VAT

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 40X Tel: 081-309 1111

OrderLines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat 9.30ain-6.00pm

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Satclose6.30pm)

Late Night: Thursday • 8pm

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX

Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

LONDON SHOP:

LONDON SHOP:

PC.

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Extension: 3914

Tel: 081-302 8811
Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 462426
Mon-Fri 9 30am-5 30pm [Sat 9 00nm-6.00pm)

To: Silica Systems.

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

>Pi
STFOR-0J93-75, 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP! 200
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):
Which computer(s), if any, do you own?

Tel (Work):
.-.

E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon (or the latest inlormation.

Go on... it's nearly Christmas - treat

These are all just incredible!
SEQUENCER ONE
PLUS UPGRADE KIT

STEREO MASTER
MCRODEAL

This sound sampler offers
real-time special effects echo, reverb and much more - plus
STE stereo support
DESCRIPTION: Stereo Master
PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No: ST394

i
.

"' GAJITS
Upgrade to Sequencer One
Plus for a host of extra fea

tures including the unique Juke Box
screen. Diamond Drag note-editing
system, improved sample playback,
tempo maps, auto count-in and

PLAYBACK &

more!

QUARTET

DESCRIPTION: Sequencer One Plus

MICRODEAL

PRICE: £39.95

Playback stereo sound car
tridge plus the excellent Quartet
sample sequencer (RRP £49.95) for
just a tenner more!
DESCRIPTION: Playback & Quartet

FORMAT Gold winning god-game
Populous and footy sim Kick Off 2,
plus arcade romp Space Ace and
addictive puzzler Pipe Mania.
DESCRIPTION: WINNERS
COMPILATION
PRICE: £20.99

ORDER No: ST413

FUN SCHOOL 4

EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

ULTIMATE VIRUS

# T h e follow-up to the clas
sic educational packages
from Europress. All three modules
are available separately here.

KILLER

DESCRIPTION: Fun School Under 5s

ORDER No: ST395

DOUGLAS

PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST389

COMMUNICATIONS

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 5 - 7s

PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No : ST372

The best virus killer around - it

PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST390

DESCRIPTION: Playback ONLY

recognises over 60 viruses, can
repair over 450 different game
disks if they've been virus-dam
aged, and can even hunt out link

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 7 - 11s

PRICE: £19.95 ORDER No: ST379

I MUSIC IN
SEQUENCE

| MUSIC SALES
This easy-to-follow book
guides you through the whole
process of writing songs on a

PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST391
MATH BLASTER

viruses. Essential.

PLUS

DESCRIPTION: Ultimate Virus Killer

ABLAC COMPUTEC LTD

PRICE: £9.99

ORDER No: ST414

•^^^ Five programs, editor and
record facility. "A first choice
maths tutor for primary school chil

sequencer.

AWARD WINNERS
COMPILATION

dren."

DESCRIPTION: Music in Sequence

EMPIRE

DESCRIPTION: Math

PRICE: £12.95 ORDER No: ST398

Four incredible games:

PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No: MATH

yourself to one of these amazing special offers
_^

MUSIC IN SEQUENCE

ST FORMAT
EVEN BIGGER
VALUE
Get hold of£25 ^

t f « - ; ' <-

worth of software i
and make certain

you get your hands j
on a copy of j
Britain's biggestselling ST

magazine each I
and every month

for a whole year. Turn to page
58 now for our astonishing offer.

STF BINDER
ST FORMAT

Keep your collection
of the world's top ST
magazine together in this
quality binder - now in
a bigger size!
DESCRIPTION: One Binder
PRICE: £5.95
ORDER NO; ST112
DESCRIPTION: Two Binders
PRICE: £10.00
ORDER NO: ST1122

IJust make a
note of the
name of the

ST FORMAT mail order
Name

package you
want to buy and
the order num
ber next to it.
Then fill in the

Address

Telephone.

Postcode

«

Description

Price

Order Number

handy coupon

Q opposite.

TOTAL ORDER

•

If you wish to
order by credit
card or have any
queries, ring the

• •
Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Access

Mail Order

i Hotline on •

D Cheque

•

PO

Credit card No

Expiry date

Q ST FORMAT
i

D Visa

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

O

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.

N'T PUT UP WITH
A SLOW PC - MAKE

IT BIGGER, BETTER
IFASTER.
PC FORMAT guides you through the
complex process of upgrading
your PC in an easy-to-follow guide.

•

We review and rate 30 of the

latest PC games - everything
from the madly addictive Dyna

Blaster Xo the astonishing 3D
feast, Alone in the Dark! This is

the only place to go.
You've read all the PC business

magazines and you know what to

\expect - reviews of top-of-the\range PC kit, in-depth tests of the
latest software and page after page

\ofads. But if that all seems too
much like hard work there's a

\magazine devoted to the leisure
Iside of your PC and it'll show you
how to have fun with your

'machine for achange.
PC FORMAT is Britain's best-

selling PC leisure magazine. Each

month we look at everything from
music, graphics and video to CDROM, publishing and of course
the latest and best games. To top it
all, we give you a cover-mounted
Disk packed with programs to help
you exploit the full potential of'
yourPC.
Oh, and there's one thing you
can guarantee - that two thirds of
the pages are devoted to
informative and interesting1
editorial - not adverts!

• Go hunting dinosaurs in our
absorbing playable preview of
Joe and Mac.

• Find out why the world of
publishing could be turned on
its head by a disk-based comic.
• Don't miss our PC tips -

everything from game cheats to
technical queries and regular

beginners' problems.

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE OF PC FORMAT OUT NOW!

. DIRECT SOFTWARE

SPACE
GUN
ONLY £599 •

HIGHWAY
PATROLZ
£599

.FOR THE CHEAPEST PRICES ANYWHEREANY 4

FLIGHT OF THE

£5.99 GAMES FOR ONLY £15!!

FALCON CLASSIC
COLLECTION £/Z?9

INTRUDER U>99

SUVE-RSPACE
INVAVE-R5 £5.99

DUNOEON

SMASH TV

MASTER £999

£1.99

First Samurai

L599

Black Cauldron

Wolf Pack
Kick Off 2

£599
£599

Kan Hunter 2

£3.9?

Gold Hush

1599

PlayerManager
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

{599
£5.99
£5.99
£599

€599
f.599
C599

Flames of Freedom

Welltris
Murders in Venice

PollingPonny
C-emini Wing.
JudgeVredd

LightCorridor

£599

Xenon
Continental drcus

£599
£599

Oh nonotmore Lemmings

Kult
Full Metal Planet
Vrakkhen

£599
£599
£599

Planetfall (Infocom).
Mz

£599
£5.99

Pobocoo 3

£21.99
L1699
12199
11999
11199
11199
LI199
11199
11599
CI699

Jumping Jackson
Voyager
Victory Pood
Plotting
Penegode

L599
£599
£599
£599
1599

Spot

Populous 2
tp,c
AddamsFamily

11199
11999
CI599

Hook
Parasol Stars

11599
LI599

Shuttle

11999

Rombo 3

£599

Shinobi

Operation Thunderbolt
Flight of the Intruder
Killing Cloud
LightForce Compilation
Sly Spy
Midnight Pesistance
Audio Sculpture

£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599

WWF
Lotos 3 .
Heimdohl

a 599
£15.99
11199

Colonels Bequest

£599

Hoyles Book of Games I
Hoyles Book of Games2

£599
£599

f.599

..

Double Uroqon

£599
£599

Zork One (Infocom)
Zork Two {Infocom)...

...£5.99

...£599
£5.99
£599
£599

MontyPython .
Golden Axe

NavySeals

Micro Prose Golf
Sensible Soccer

MicroproseGrand Pm

Jimmy Whites Snooker
Lure of the Temptress
Lemmings
Robocod Uomcs Bond 2)

£599

Silent Service 2

£21.99

Varkman

£599

Ml Tank Platoon

LI999

Pong..
Nightbreed
Robocop 2
Bloodwych

£5.99
£599
£599
1599

Carl Lewis Challenge .
Knights of the Sky

LI&99
£21,99

Push Over
The Games Esoono 92

LIH99
11199

Total Pecall
Chose HQ 2

£599
£599

None

1599

Archie Macleans Pool
Universal Monsters
Coal World

11199
11199
11199

Sports Collection

£599
£5.9?
£5.9?

FIPST LETTERS
XENON 2

FUN SCHOOL H UNDER 5.
FUN SCHOOL <i 5-7
FUN SCHOOL H OVER 7

£5.9?

American Dreams Compilation (Super Ski.
Hostages. Operation Neptune. 3ubble Ghost)

Future "Dreams Compilation (Genlsis.

Spldertronic Warlock. Purple Saturn "Day)
y Compilation (North &South. Tin
10GreatGames (Ferrari F1. 'Rick Dangerous.
PickWPile. GreatCourts. Satan. Chicago 90.Xenon
Z Night Hunter. Carrier Command. Super Ski)

Quest +Glory Compilation (Cadaver. Midwinter.
Iron Lord. 3loodwych)
LightForce Compilation (Voyager. Ik *3lo

Challenge. "rZ'Type)

All £19? or 3 for£1?99

£1*99
BLANK DISKS - FULLY C£RTIFI£X>

EDUCATIONAL.
SHAPES AND COLOURS
TFLLIN& THE TlfAE

COMPILATIONS

Action Masters Compilation (Welltris. Turbo
Outrun, F1(> Combat. Italy 1990. "Double Vragon 2)

WOLFPACK

£599

50
100..
250...

. £1599
....£1599
...£1599

...£11.00
...£ 30.00

...£10.00

inc labels (Please add £2.00

p&p for Disk orders)

3d construction kit
. (inc video) £1199

CONFLICT IN EUROPE.

£599

KICK. OFF 2
£599

"Please send orders t

ST DIRECT

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0908) 379550
P&P is FREE, within the UK

Educational

m

Tel mi

Programs

u

779695

Written by experienced

f + kii

teachers.

FORMAT GOLD in

Tel: 0626 779695

Amiga Format Autumn '92

Day or evening
Trade enquiries welcome
Do you want to see yourchildren use the computerfor something

other than shoot-em-ups?

Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out
which button does what?

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for
Send SAEfor information ordisk/50p for demos, state computer
To: C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9NH
Educational &

Over 1600k bytes on

Entertaining!

2 disks +78picture
files ;dl produced by

DEGAJUt
v2.0

♦
♦
♦
♦

hand and Iocs more!

Parts 1 & 2

Designed not onlyfor Degas enthusiasts but also for others wishing to become more
proficientin practising computerart.
Interactive Tutorial ensures fullviewer-participation.
Step-by-step tuitionwitha hostof tipsand hintson various techniques.

Unveils thesecrets of creating prize-winning pictures aswell asothercompositions ail clearly described and illustrated.

♦

♦
♦

Numerous features on know-how & tricks-of-the-tradc - including random/repeat
pattern-making, perspective, dithering,anti-aliasing, kerning, animation,colourcyclingand stencilling.
13 GDOS screen fonts withappropriate Assign.Sys files prepared ready, with full
instructions, forinstallation into the Degas Eliteprogram.
User-friendly and versatile viewing-program provides slickone-click access to
Tutorials and On-linehelp- backwards, forwards, up and down... Deadeasy!

'DEGASART isagreat tutorialprogram...' COMPUTER SHOPPER (Nov. '92)

PRICE: £10.95, incl. (Overseas: £1.25 extra)
Cheque or Postal Order to:

MARKOTEK, 15Stourton Road, llkley, West Yorkshire LS29 9BG

cHni>
SHOP Doro
PRICES MAY DIFFER

BARBAROSSA JUNE 1941
Price £17.00 unboxed

Available for ST 520 & 1040 by mail order only
A simulation of the German invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second World War.
The campaign is fought using a strategic map and a scrolling tactical map forty screens
in size.

Designed for people who enjoy intelligent games, allowing players all the time they
need for thought, based on strategic and tactical manoeuvre not on mere mathematics.

Youcommand the German army through intelligent army commanders against a
computer opponent, developed over ten years, that commands the Russian army as
competently as a human player.

Easy to use interface produces a fast paced game with the need to change army orders
only when the player deems necessary. Written by Ken Wright, the most prolific author
of strategy war games.

Cheques made payable to K.W. Software, 155 Ringinglow Road, Sheffield S11 7PS

MAKE YOUR ST EARN!
Yes making money with your STbecomes incidental when youknow how!

Your ST is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant.
Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied.
Full or part time.
For FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. to:

fomewased

smess,

31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, STF42
Walworth, London SE17 1DR.

PROGRAMMING

STOS

EXTENSIONS

ON THE
PROGRAM
Versatile, flexible,

powerful and easy
to get to grips

with, that's how

programmers see

themselves any

way. Chris Lloyd
takes STOS Basic
out of the box

for a spin
Y o u love programming, don't you?
Hours of fun typing programs and fid
dling with parameters - gives you a
sort of glow all over, really. Rather like eating
that sort of hot oat cereal, in fact. STOS Basic

gives a particularly warm glow, it's relatively
easy and has some extraordinarily powerful

Carefully laid plans
If you plan to write a program more than a cou
ple of lines long, then do it on paper first. Don't
worry about the code itself yet. Work out the
overall structure, how each section works and
outline the whole thing, dividing it into logical
sections. Any sections or operations that are
repeated should be gosubs. Gosubs, short for

go to subroutine, can be called any number of
times from anywhere in the program - a huge
saving for the old typing fingers.
The most difficult part of any program is
getting an original idea or a new angle. One
sure way of getting the hump with it all is being
too ambitious - keep it reasonably simple at
first. Get together some rough graphics and get
coding. Write down exactly what all the vari
ables are as you use them - it's really easy to
forget what "X" means a couple of days later.
Once it's all sussed, it's time to get things down
in code. Soon you encounter...

commands. Billed as the game creator, it has a
full range of commands and can be used to pro
duce anything your heart could desire, from

Crawly things
The old story goes that a programmer couldn't
get a program to work; he tried everything.

databases to sequencers.

Eventually he opened up the machine and, to

his surprise, found that a bug had got inside and
shorted something, screwing it all up. Many
thanks to "Believe it or not?" for that strange
but true story.
There are two types of bug - logical and
syntax. Syntax errors are easy enough to cure;
you've probably just typed something in incor
rectly or have got the parameters mixed up.
Finding the little devils can be a pain, especially
if you've crammed 400 commands on one line.
Logic errors are where the program runs OK, all
the commands work; the only problem is that it
doesn't do what you wanted it to - perhaps you
got the structure wrong or used the commands
incorrectly. Time to go back to your plan and the
manual to work it out again. Once you have got
all the code down and working, it is time for...

The finishing touches
One of the things that makes a competent pro

gram an excellent one is the care taken over the
last bit. Test every possible section, try every
thing, test to destruction. Having a program
crash on you is going to put people off, no mat
ter how much care you've taken over the game
play and graphics. Little touches also add a lot; a

PRETTY QUICK
STOS has some remark

snazzy screens wibbling

ably powerful and simple
commands for shoving
graphics around the
screen. In only a few lines

about impressing passers-

key off : moc

by. Anthony Porritt from

autoback off

of code and no artistic

ability, you can have

scroll 3

10 curs off

drawn in the middle of the screen

0

palette

$0,$700,$770,J

$070,$707
25 def scroll 1,0,96 J

•rvwvvrrrw^k

to 176,112,-16,0

off : mode 0 : update off

to 320,112,16,0

15 AM=min(free/32128,14)+l

35 def scroll 3,0,0 J

20 for L=2 to AM : reserve J

to 320,112,0,-16

f t r •>><><><> x t r r r r p

as screen,L : els L

40 def scroll 4,0,96 J

: next L

25 rem The palette for yourJ

to 320,200,0,16
45 X=X+A

then scrolled in four directions at

once. It's all fast enough to give a
smooth ripple-effect animation.
10 curs off : hide on : keyJ

30 def scroll 2,160,96 J

••rp

scroll 4

The 16 pixel square pattern is

Dattrax Software has

tapped out these little
examples just for your
pleasure and delight

:

85 goto 45

sprite here

: Y=Y+B

30 SC=2 : logic=back

50 i f X=160 or X=175 J
35 inc SC : if SC=AM J
then A=-A

then SC=2

55 i f Y=96 or Y=110 then B=-B

60 ink 1 : polygon 160,96 J
to X,Y to 175,96

^ > w rv r r • • • yyrrrwp^

65 ink 2 : polygon 160,96

J

40 sprite l,x mouse,y J
mouse,1 : update : wait vbl
45 physic=SC : screen swap
50 goto 35

to X,Y to 160,111

70 ink 3 : polygon 175,96 J
to X,Y to 175,111

memory you have to store screens

75 ink 4 : polygon 160,111 J
B The speed and flexibility of STOS commands given an airing - this little
pattern wobbles beautifully. Everything is done in real-time too.

to X,Y to 175,111
80 scroll 1

scroll 2

Line IS works out how much

:J

up to a maximum of 14. Put the
correct palette for your sprite into
line 25. Run and wiggle the

PROGRAMMING
STOS

EXTENSIONS

BIG AND SMOOTH
Keith Clark sent us this
number to create fast and

30 rem Put your palette here

very smooth sprites. It
uses pre-shifted graphics,
that is, the sprite is drawn

40 logic=back : for Z=0 to 3
50

sprite 1,16+(I*80)+1*4,J
10,1 : update

on a screen in several

60 put sprite (1) : next Z

positions ready to be
used. Draw a 32x32 sprite
and a background screen,
put the screen in memory

70 screen copy logic to 10 :J

bank 11 and away you go.

logic=physic
: screen copy 11

to back

hide : curs off

100,

screen$(10,PX*80,0 toJ
PX*80+80,48)
130 if DR=0then inc PX : J

The Game CVcttor

if PX>=4 then PX=0 :J

DOING THE

: PY=0

if PX<0 then PX=3

: J

X=X-16 : PY=0

inc

Q

150 screen swap
:

Y=85*sinJ

• Sprites are easy; smooth and fast

: wait vbl

:

goto 100

sprites not so- try this clever

method of ironing all the wrinkles

(10*Q/180.0)+74

high-score table you can save, animated intro
ductions, a few whizzo samples dotted about little polishes like this can make your final
efforts sparkle. Now sit back and wait for the
adoring fans to flock round your house - er, not.

out of a sprite's movement.

range of graphics commands and then saved as

Infinite dimensions

strings - there's no need to use up valuable

If you want to store a variable, you give it a

memory banks either.

name and assign your value - easy. Say the
variable "X" holds your wages and the variable
"Y" your tax. Any time you want to alter either

After all, you've spent all those sleepless nights
tracking down bugs, optimising the main control
loop and wrestling with logical screen addresses

of them, you just assign new values or adjust
them. Say you get that overdue payrise, you
could do x=x+500 - no problem if you only
have a few variables to deal with. Now imagine
dealing with a few thousand people's wages.
You'd have to initiate each variable separately.
Hence dimensioned arrays were born. A simple
command like dim wages(IOOO) sets up 1,000
variables. You address each by putting the

for fun, didn't you?

Stringy screens
Using the sprite commands to shift graphics
about works well enough, but when there's a lot

going on or the sprites are on the large size,
things get difficult. If you want smooth and fast

number in brackets after the variable name,
print wages (37) prints the contents of the

sections moving about or want blocks larger
than 64 pixels square, the best way is via the

37th element in the variable wages. The arrays

screen copy and screen$ commands. You can

can have more than one dimension, wages

load a section of a screen into a string and plonk
it down again easily. The block can be any size right up to a full screen. These could be placed
into an array to make creating and displaying

• The example game Zoltar uses the screen copy

them easier. Screens can be created with the

straight onto the screen.

(1000,10,)
command to move the huge alien ship on Level

Five about, copying it from a memory bank

has two dimensions. Each of the

1,000 original elements now has ten elements
of its own, giving 10,000 variables in all. There
are no limits to the number of dimensions, but
each one is limited to 65,535 elements, stf

programming triclc, tne old infinite nu

It's a cheat, of course. It uses screen-flipping; there'
screen at once. Use SPRITE.ACB to draw yourself a sprite and type this in
mouse around - it leaves a trail of

sprites behind. Keep moving the
mouse about and it adds sprites
until you've got millions of them

whizzing about all over the shop.

IMPOSSIBLE

140 if DR=1 then dec PX :J

90 logic=back

10 key off : mode 0 : J

Y+52 to logic ,X,Y

120 screen$(logic,X,Y)=J

XX=X+16

80 screen copy 11 to J

physic

—am

110 screen copy ll,X,Y,X+80,J

20 reserve as screen 10

10 curs off

:

hide on :

J

key off : mode 0

20 palette $0,$11,$577,$377,
$177,$375,$573,$771, $750,

$730,$700,$702,$703,$705,

Assuming you like that sort
ing line and the scroll comma

the screen, giving the illusion of a flowing series of lines.

THAT

W

A

S

•

m

Pushover:

create rows

of blocks,
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then, er, push

2

'em over.

Also radical

•

Fire and Ice was deemed to be "radical" with its

for its new

sizzling gameplay, pretty graphics and the ability to

i

y.

approach to

i^ir

actually slide when you're on the ice.

advertising.

THAT WAS THE
As 1992 passes

into the golden
years file, Andy
Hutchinson drinks
far too much

sherry, drapes one

O h , how the years flit by. Was it really
seven years ago that Sam Tramiel
proudly ushered his 16-bit ST out of
the doors of the development lab and into the
homes of millions? Well, actually yes, it was.
1992 has seen many changes in the cosy world
of Atari. But how many do you remember?

with MultiTOS as standard. Atari also said they
didn't expect the machine to appear before '93.
In June FSM G-DOS was given a launch date of
July '92. This meant that standard STs could
cope with scaleable font technology. All a bit
dull, but perhaps slightly gripping if you're into
DTP in a big way.

Two in, one out, one undecided

Halfway and still no Falcon
Life wasn't much more exciting in July either.
Everyone was off on their holidays and gener
ally nipping out to riverside pubs for a spot of

There were several new lumps of plastic
released by Atari in 1992. The Mega STe was
released at the start of the year, though this
wonderful 16MHz machine has sold in

arm drunkenly

around anyone
who's willing to
listen, dribbles

slightly from the
corner of his

mouth, gets a

nasty stain on his
new sweater and

then recounts this

bawdy tale of love,
avarice, greed,
and a computer
called the ST

under

whelming numbers. The next month Atari sur
prised everyone by releasing their portable ST,
the ST Book. Tbis nifty piece of kit costs £1,300.
Atari announced they'd be showing the com
puter for the first time at the 16-bit show and
reckoned they were going to "put on the razz."
Well, we went to that show and, if a dull stand
and a few leaflets is putting on the "razz," then
Lord help us.
In March everyone was talking about a
hardware add-on. Dover Research had come up

Pimms and ploughman's, so only a few printers
were released. Oh and Calamus (mightily expen
sive) SL was in the shops.
Fresh and relaxed everyone got back to
work for August. Atari were obviously keen to

stay inside because they came up with the idea
of bunging a digital signal processing chip
inside their Falcon machine. We were, in fact,

the first people to bring you that piece of infor
mation. Since there was a much clearer view of

the specification of Falcon by then, we got in
touch with software and hardware houses and

with a board so you could display 16 million

encountered an enormous amount of apathy

colours at a resolution of 1,024 x 768 pixels.

from all but the most devoted Atari fans. The

Whether or not they got round to releasing that
card is open to question. But even that palette

software world was still in paroxysms of delight

doesn't seem too brilliant in the light of more
recent developments.
Then it all went a bit squiffy. Atari had
been developing a keyboard-less machine called

STylus which was supposedly able to read
handwriting. It did this by using some very
sophisticated software that make use of brain
like neural networks. In April we revealed that,
unfortunately, the software hadn't been up to
the job and STylus was never to be released.
By May more details were beginning to
emerge about this new Atari machine. We reck

over the huge console take off and nobody with
a decent computer (QWERTY keyboard, what's
that?) was going to ruin the party. God forbid
you might get some use out of your computer
other than giving your right arm some serious
muscles. Ahem. Since then various developers

have announced their support for the machine,
but it would be interesting to know what sort of
take up there'd have been if Atari had left devel
opment to third party developers.
With everyone back at school and the

open-air swimming pools locking up for the win
ter, the Falcon situation became a lot clearer.

oned that it'd cost about £600 and come with a

Bob

68030 processor - we were right on one count
anyway. We also correctly predicted that it
would have a quarter of a million colours and

merely the start of a new family of computers.

Gleadow

revealed

that

Falcon030

was

We revealed that that family was likely to
include a CD-Falcon, something which becomes

TEN HIGHLIGHTS OF 1992
4. The Future Entertainment

Show. What a blast, what a

hard drive over four channels

A1200 - about the only thing

show, what a crowd. Well

for remixing.

it can do that Falcon can't is

done if you turned up. Make
it next year if you didn't.

7. AVR's rather excellent 16-

display a static image in a
slightly higher wobble-vision

5. US Gold and Dimension

bit sampler - real power for
the raving generation.

news on page 8 to see that

Creative Designs decided to
release the wicked Legends of

there are an endless number

Valour on the ST. Hurrah for

computer.

USC! And hurrah for Kev Bul-

9. The ICD Link - at last real

• Andy Hutchinson won the chance

of applications that a basic
Falcon's capable of which the
A1200 couldn't begin to even
ponder about carrying out.
3. The rather incredibly bril

of an all-over body and face replen

liant Sensible Soccer.

resolution. Have a look at the

ishment and this happened to him.

fil

emulate, namely recording to

1. Launch of the Falcon

2. Launch of the Commdore

8. Cubase 3 - confirmation

that there is only one MIDI

mer!

SCSI for the first time for all

6. D2D became the first com

ST owners.

pany to develop a program

10. Baywatch - or is it Babewatch with the stunning Erika

for the Falcon, one which no
other home computer can

Eleniak?

•

Another

World is an

experience

THAT

WAS

not to be

missed with
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2

its brilliant
effects - its

• Ishar, Legend of the Fortress won itself a FORMAT

animation

Gold with its excellent sound and graphics - the best

sequences,

3

for starters.

role playing game for ages.

YEAR THAT WAS
later and certain members of the team still enjoy
letting some plague loose on a village or drop
ping the odd earthquake down a peasant's
trousers. In the same month Silent Service 2 just

to their

missed earning itself a FORMAT Gold. In the
preview section of the magazine, the big game
was something called Epic - can't think what
happened to that one.
With the weather turning from bad to bliz
zard, the software houses made sure that if you
were snowed in, you had plenty to do on your

since Lure of the

word as ever.

You probably
don't care anyway,
Temptress and Pacific
Islands were leaving the
shop shelves in rather large
numbers, largely, no doubt,
because of the 92% and 90% scores

they earned here.

• Lure of the Temptress brought Virtual Theatre to

ST. James Pond 2, the brilliant platform game

your ST for the first time.

was awarded 86% and quickly replaced work in

All this and Rainbow Islands 2

more and more likely all the time. Then (shock,
horror) Atari actually launched the Falcon.
By October the machine had been shown

the STF hut, while those more cerebral mem

With August we had some good news about the
ST games scene, Civilisation would be appear

in Dusseldorf and everyone was surprised to
discover that all those things people had been
saying about Falcon were right - it really is a

super-smashing 87%.
It wasn't just the economic climate which
took a turn for the worse in March, because
MicroProse decided that they wouldn't be
releasing Civilisation on the ST. Thanks to an
enormous amount of lobbying from both ST

blindingly brilliant piece of kit. The initial launch
price was known to be £499 and Atari reckoned

they'd have 10,000 of them in the shops before
Christmas ('92, that is). What's more, we knew
that there was some great software coming out
- we'd seen it running and everything.
In November, everything was relatively
quiet on the Falcon front, but all the software

houses were gearing up for Christmas by lining
up their heavyweight games. D2D Systems
announced an extremely interesting looking
package for Falcon, namely a hard disk record

ing program. With this £200 package you can

bers of the team were having a lot of fun with
Realms, a Tolkeinesque god game which got a

FORMAT and you we managed to persuade
MicroProse otherwise later on in the year. Actu
ally out on the shelves in computer shops were
the brilliant duo: Mercenary 3 and Deuteros, get
ting 90% and 83% respectively. Both of those
are terribly large, cerebral games, but the '93
STFcrew ask: who's still playing them?
Understandably, there wasn't a lot of pre
view stuff happening during April, definitely the
most tedious month of the year. In fact the sin

record music onto a hard drive and then remix it

gle item of games news was about the forth

as you wish. Previously this kind of application
required £2,000 worth of hardware. Their pro
gram is software alone and enables anyone with

coming Hof Rubber irom Palace, complete with
dubious picture of woman and mammary

a Falcon to record four-track music at better

than CD quality. Good, eh? And this was just the
start. Tons of innovative stuff is on the way.
Which brings us along quite neatly to
December. The Falcon arrived in the high street
shops and Atari geared itself up for advertising
the thing in '93. What's more, we'd uncovered
news of an even newer Atari; a 68040 based
computer. We reported that this had been devel
oped at the same time as Falcon030, which is
hardly surprising really, given the nature of
development. Falcon040 and indeed the £399

version of Falcon030 will no doubt occupy many
column-inches of news page space in '93.
The games people play
There have been some absolutely brilliant
games released during '92. Having said that,
there have also been some absolute dogs, but
hey, let's not harp on about them. Not yet any
way. All things being cliched, the ST market did
a lot of maturing during '92, all of which means
that fewer, better games came out.
The year kicked off pretty well with the
release of Populous 2, the brilliant god game
which we gave an enormous 95%. One year

glands
to say,
picture
kind of

pouting "sexily" at the camera. Needless
we weren't the only magazine to run the
or justify it by saying how sexist that
photo it is. It was beasts, not breasts that

were in Another World, Storm Master and Shad

owlands, the three good games on release that
month. Best of the crop? Well, in retrospect
we'd have to say Shadowlands, because
Another World holds little long term interest.
Things were livening up a bit in May, with
news that Gremlin were going to release a game
of Plan 9 From Outer Space. Nobody held their
breath waiting for that one, which is just as well
really. Being reviewed that month were the bril
liant Titus the Fox and the gob-smacking Robo
cop 3. The latter's definitely a belting game, fully
deserving of the 94% it got then. Our favourite
bit from the game were those radical, bottomwobbling samples which Ocean had squeezed
into the game. It certainly gets our vote as one

ing on the ST after all. Hurrah! No less than four
games got FORMAT Golds in that issue of STF:
Epic, Parasol Stars, Wizkid and Ishar. The ones

we're still playing? All four actually, though in
the end it's Wizkid which gets the quick-satisfying-blast award.

In September we revealed that Elite 2 was
on the way, along with Blade of Destiny, an RPG
from US Gold. Whatever happened to that? Oh
and Legends of Valour too. The only game on
release that month that was any cop was Fire
and Ice Andy Braybrook's brilliant platform
game starring Cool Coyote.
Come October and Sensible Soccer was

having a FORMAT Gold awarded to it. Its depth
and great payability earned it the award and
three months on, it's still the cause of some
vicious rucks in the office. Pushover was also

raising a few eyebrows, not least because it's

the first game to have built-in advertising.
In November we previewed the games
that'd be vying for your Christmas gift tokens.
We identified Lemmings 2, Lethal Weapon and
Street Fighter 2 as being the biggies.
Finally '92 jogged wheezing into the termi
nus and left us with just one FORMAT Gold, the

compilation pack Magic Worlds. On the preview
front we were wondering who had it in for the
ST. We had very little news of forthcoming
games for the ST, mainly because everyone was
sorting things out for Christmas, stf

RUMOURS
1. Virtual Reality headset bundled with Atari's
Jaguar console?
2. The CD-Falcon all-in-one unit?

3. The Mega STE?
4. Atari planning to advertise their hardware?
5. Charles and Diana's marriage is a sham?

of (if not the) best film licence ever. It didn't end

6. Atari's Steel Talons on the STE?

there though, the radical Knights of the Sky was
impressing the hell out of everyone with its

7. Panther console?

superb dog-fighting simulations.
By June, Sam Tramiel reckoned that we'd

see some STE only games. ST FORMAT say
"Ha! Where are they then?" Good old Atari, true

8. Atari have got hundreds of Falcon develop
ment machines out to teams?

9. The Atari helpline?
10. The government may not have a coherent

economic or social policy for this country?

FLOTSAM

AND

JETSAM

OH NO! MORE LEMMINGS REVISITED
This is the corner of James

ing a group of brain-dead, suicidal

The Moran, so he calls

maniacs (no, not the ST FORMAT

himself. You might think
that sounds a tad preco
cious, but there you go - he
has opinions on ST games,
he has an incredible cheek

and he can string sen
tences together. And this
month he's writing about
Oh No! More Lemmings
There are some things in the
world that are peaceful and
serene - the placid, translucent
ripples of water on a deep, dark
lake, the cool unclouded summer
sky, and swallows gently drifting
home for the spring after a long,
hard winter. Lemmings isn't one
of them.

You see, in Lemmings you
have the gargantuan task of lead

it

review team) across 120 different

110 levels for the tiny buggers to
rampage through.
Ob no! More Lemmings has

barren wildernesses to "home," a

the same hard core, manic theme

place far, far away from the start
ing point, within a certain time
limit - a bit like orienteering but
without khaki rucksacks. To help
you in your thankless role, the
lemmings can perform a set of
eight painful manoeuvres includ
ing digging tunnels, building
bridges and the curious talent of
being able to totally annihilate
themselves. An odd new game
concept that sold in the thou
sands, winning a host of awards
along the way.
Thus
was
Lemmings,
but
times change, only 120 levels!
Pah! Kids stuff! People of today
need a much greater challenge,
so from the grimy cupboards of
Psygnosis sneaked out another

as the original, same characters,
same basic plot and that sort of

isn't really that bad.
You can buy this rather delec
table game either as a data disk
but you need the original to run it
(come on - who ain't got the orig
inal Lemmings?) or as a stand
alone version. Unsurprisingly, the

stuff, but it is different in loads

of ways. The graphics for each
level are humungously different,
bringing a whole new collection
of Lemming mashers, graters and
blenders. Also the difficulty level
names have changed, as have the
congratulation and commisera
tion

comments after each

Sadly,

the

sound

effects

level.

have

been altered so that no more do

we hear a jolly explosion noise
when one of our chums pops his
clogs, instead a rather sad drip
ping sound. It's pathetic, actually.
On the whole the game is still
ace, very addictive and still main
tains the novelty value that made

such

a

success

in

the

first

place. The difficulty of the levels
is

balanced well

standalone

and the

version

stands

sound

alone

so you can run it without the
original - handy. The price of the
standalone

is

reasonable

at

£25.99, but the data disk is a
whopping £19.99 - far too much

in my book.
If you don't like Lemmings
however, you are unlikely to be
completely enraptured by this,
though from an impartial game
player's point of view, it looks
well smart.

Moran Rating: 89%

• The Lemmings rushed into the mountain hut and Mulligan and Arbuthnot

got first dibs on the Jacuzzi. Samuel consoled himself with a lump of coal.

tela
• Like this insubstantial pageant faded, leave not a rack behind. We are
such stuff as dreams are made on, and our little life is rounded with a sleep.

"reserve your copy"of sTwrmat "! CANT FIND ST FORMAT?
Please reserve/deliver ST FORMAT magazine each month,
beginning with the February issue, on sale Thursday 12 January

Because ST FORMAT is the best ST mag on the planet lots of sensible
people leg it down to the shops in the middle of each month to get

Name:

themselves a copy. For this reason you'll find that STF sells out
extremely quickly in many newsagents - we say why take the risk of

Address:

Phone Number:

To the Newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by
Future Publishing ** 0225 442244

missing your copy? If you don't want to subscribe - but see page 58
for some good reasons why you should - fill in the form below and
hand it to your newsagent, who'll only be too happy to reserve or
deliver a copy for you. ST FORMAT goes on sale on the second Thurs
day of every month. Don't miss it!
If you have problems getting hold of your favourite ST mag, call
Kate Elston on =• 0225 442244 and she'll do her best to help you out.
She also has a brilliant recipe for Flapjacks-dan-buttre-de-peanut.
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TEN THINGS TO DO IN A SCIENCE LAB
1. Wire those sad guppies from

ing it to the hamster's wheel.
4. Bring a Welsh cod fillet back to

7. Put your local (dis)honest car

life.

asked him if he has ever clocked a

of death into Saddam Hussein's

5. Train a dog to eat at the sound
of a bell - should get rid of the

8. Make a techno video.

living room, video what happens

Jehovah's witnesses.

and send it to You've Been

6. Plug your ST into the computer
controlling the lab laser and play
Operation Thunderbolt with
those friendly men from the SAS.

the school fish tank into the

national grid.
2. Project a hologram of the angel

Framed.
3. Service a Lada Riva and

recharge the battery by connect

inside and start it again. This
requires only a small Meccano set
and semi-divine powers.

salesman on a lie detector and
mileometer.

Yes well, thank you to James
O'Brien for that little lot - you're
obviously one prawn short of a
barbie. Now, does anyone else
have any top tens they'd like to

9. Recycle a car bumper into, well,
another car bumper.
10. Stop the rotation of the Earth,
go outside, proclaim yourself mas
ter of the entire universe, go back

share with us?

YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE

DREAM TEAM
In issue 39 we ran a

compo asking for the
best team possible to
play with in Sensible

Soccer. There were many
brilliant answers, but the
supreme award goes to

that is, and not the cheating cry
baby of restricted height.
6. Graham Taylor because of his
technical brilliance, knowledge
and understanding of the game
or er, not.

7. God (Captain) because he
moves in mysterious ways
which never did Bryan Robson

CLASSIFIED ADS
COME TO ST FORMAT!
At last! You can now advertise your outdated or unwanted hardware

in the pages of ST FORMAT - or you can see if anyone else has got
what you want by advertising in the Wanted section. This service is
available to you for the small sum of a fiver - just fill in the form
opposite, (in BLOCK CAPITALS please) in 40 words or fewer, then

Macclesfield in Cheshire,

any harm.

tick the relevant boxes. Only telephone numbers can be printed that is, not addresses. Put the coupon, together with a cheque or
postal order for £5 made payable to Future Publishing Ltd into an

who sent us this personal

8. Gazza because he's fat.

envelope and send it to:ST FORMAT Small Ads, ST FORMAT, 30 Mon

squad:

9. Louis Pasteur because you've

mouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

got

We're sorry, but we cannnot take your small ads down over the tele
phone, so make sure you use this form.

Jason Davies of

1. Elvis Presley because I saw
him playing in goal for Liverpool
just last week.
2. David Mellor because of his

inventiveness in a football strip
and also because he needs the
work.

3. Jeff Minter because he's mad.

4. Vinny Jones because of his
skill, ball control and delicate
first time touch.

5. Madonna - the one in bed.

to

experiment,

haven't

you... (please see Mr Taylor for
details)
10. Ebeneezer Goode because of
his obvious love of the rave

scene, which is very important
in the modern game.
11. Benny Hill because of his
lightning speed and massive
stamina as witnessed during the
closing credits of all his TV
shows.

Also

because

USE THIS COUPON!
Note: You cannot include software, appointments and service
advertisements in this section

Please run the following insertion in your next available issue:

he's

dead...
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They're back!
The greenhaired suicidal

Lemmings 2 - Psygnosis
Without a doubt the most eagerly-anticipated
game of recent times,
Lemmings 2, was

heroes of

Lemmings are all
set to sweep the
board in '93 with

their greatest
adventure yet.
But can you
save 12 tribes of
them from a land

on the verge of

t A

unleashed to an adoring public at the Future
Entertainment Show in early November.
The lemmings from the original game
have now set up home on an island. Their
magic talisman has been divided into 12 pieces
while they have split into 12 distinct tribes,
which include Space, Circus, Beach and Out
door Lemmings. However, the Great Darkness
is descending upon their land and they must
reunite the pieces of the talisman to escape
their fate.

Although the gameplay is virtually
dentical to the original Lemmings, the
diversity of the tribes means the lem
mings now have 40 different skills
between them. For example, Circus
Lemmings can climb into cannons and
fire themselves into the air like human-

cannonballs. Other lemmings can sing,
windsurf, float about on balloons and
hang-gliders or shoot arrows.

Although it was originally due for
release before Christmas, Lemmings 2 is now
coming out in mid-February, priced at £29.99.
Get it before you regret it. stf

destruction?

I Quick!

Somebody

get a pin! The
rodents in

Lemmings 2
have changed
their brollies

for windassisted

balloons.

LJ

• "Clam, Clam, you know where I

am

" "Oh, not Grease again. That's

it, I can't stand it any more. Goodbye
cruel world, goodbye... argh!"
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^%j\^ MUableSoon!
rilable inTWO configurations both packs include...

torola 68030 CPU 16MHz - 3.84MIPS, Possible 262144 Colours, |
lerGraphics Co-Processor, Super VGA: 640x480 - 256 Colours,

ls com/nc

e Colour 16BitMode: 640x480 - 65536 Colours,True Colour

litOverlay Mode: 640x480 32768 Colours, SCSI Ports, Stereo
iioIn/Out, Analog RGB Colour [ST orVGA], Composite PAL-

NEW

SC-SECAM-SCART, RS232 Serial, Bi-Directional Printer Port, |

PRINTERSI

li In/Out, 2 xJoystick Ports, 8 Channel 16Bit DMA Sound Port,
MUCH MORE.... This istheoneyou've been waiting for...

i" DiskDrivewith 3.5" Drive, 65Mb.Hard
1Mb Version
Drive, 4Mb. Version

faat%i» fitMi

ffa, •pmm Atom

?449.99 £799.99
ATARI1040STE

BothStarandCitizen haveannounced newproducts...

Citizen 240 • Mono... 24 Pin,80 Col, £249.99
200cps/66cps, 9 LQ/2 Scaleable Fonts, 8KBuffer

1IX MMono

UcZOO Colour

Citizen 240C • Colour Vers of above...f269.99

\LCy.l0Mono

Citizen200• Mono...24 Pin, 80Col,
£219.99
180cps/60cps, 6 LQ Fonts, 8KBuffer, Colour Option

iLCy.l00Moiio

ILC2M00 Colour
|xBM-200Co.l*l

iTH PACKS CONTAINS...

iri 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours, |
Portsinc.MIDI, 8-BITPCMSound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
" DiskDrive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in
Modulator PLUS... Some Great Educational Software:

ly & Learn For younger members ofthe family, fun learning!
nior SchoolMaths, Spelling, General Knowledge for Juniors.
L"SE RevisionMaths, French &Geography for GCSE levels.
'eative Computing Paint, Music &Basic programes.

Star LC100 • Colour... 9 Pin, 80 Col.

lvB14-l50Co\l*l

£164.99

l80cps/45cps,8Fonts,
Star LC24/100 • Mono... 24 Pin, 80 Col £189.99

ATARI SUNDRIES [

IUOD+Mono
IsWlFI"*"10

MOUSE MAT liigh quality, save your mouse from dirt!
DUST COVER HIGH QUALITY vinyl covers for hardware.,.
Atari keyboard, printers, monitors etc, etc

|sWFI9Colo»r

£3.99
£3.99
each

DISKSTORAGE BOXESHigh quality, smoked perspex lidfully
lockable, complete with dividers intwo capacities...80 Capacity
£6.99
DISKLIBRARY CASESPlastic case forlOdisks. 3.5"
£0.99

1114Mono

1104 Colour

PRINTER STANDS 2Part plastic, paper fits under,

^ SWIFT MEMo"° |
\sWm4EC*"'

£7.99

ATARI CONTROL CENTRES

From £19.99

bs-'»--.!S!"owto«"

Metal stands for K/Board. Monitor, 2 Disk Drives.

NAKSHA SCANNER The one you've been waiting for!
NAKSHA MOUSE+Free Operation Stealth while stocks last
SQUIK MOUSE Budget priced... but GREAT quality

aoTHE^lp|

£109.99
£29.99
£16.99

ATARI SOFTWARE...Games, Educaiional andBusiness software isalways

Lowmm

available at discounted pricespleaseplionck askforprices,

MM

-'Stands..

ATARI BOOKS...Covering everything Atari! Phone fordetails

CK1: The Business

PACK1: Great Games

KONLX SPEEDKJNG MEGAPACK...

itains alltheabove plus...
/ordProcessor, Database,
Ia Spreadsheet

contains alltheabove plus...
Two great games: 9 Lives
andPrince

MIG29Soviet Fighter, BMX Simulator. ProTenuis andTreasure Island Dizzy.

fyMt «*»•••

"W^ticJc...

Citizen 200C - Colour Vers of above... £Phone

family Curriculum
'Two GreatLearningPacks'—

ATARI m

• As<«M.cte,TX,GAMES PArs- n~

£19.99

KONIX SPEEDKING JOYSTICK with FOUR GREATGAMESIt!

QUICKJOY II-Auto-Fire, Stainless Steel Contact Switch
ZIPSnCK-.Aulo-Fire, Microswitched.

foot 1/Mi-

£9.99
£11.99

PLUS LOTS OF OTHER ACCESSORIES

TOO MANY TO LIST!!!

U89.99

£279.99
ATARI PORTABLE ST BOOK COMPUTER

'" '"««< 12K.9S

FEATURING..

Small Footprint: 8.5"x H.4"x .25"thk, TRULY PORTABLE
20Mb. Built-in HardDrive
3.5"Built-in Floppy Drive

'The Melody Maker'

Weighsin at ONLY4.2lbs
Uplo IDMrsbatterylife
[charger optional]
Supplied withFileTransfer andOrganiser software
Optional FAXmodem duetobe released soon!

iri1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,
Ports inc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
" DiskDrive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

;"<"- :••;•['.': ''''^t.

3 AVAILABLE SOON!!!£H49.99
[rrp.£1295.00!]

Modulator PLUS... A MUSICAL SOFTWARE GREAT:

STEINBERG PRO 24 III

ATARI PORTFOLIO.POCKET PC ORGANISER.

Track Recording, MIDI,Quantising, ScoreEdit,
•idEdit, Cycling, Step Programming, UNDO,
asterTrack,Controller Mapping...BRILLIANT!

J

With address &telephone book, calculator, text processor, £129
diary, Lotus1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet. &PCcompatible New
for data transfer. A vastselectionof accessories available, LOW
pleasephone fordetails.

ATARrPORTFOLIO SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS... I

£289.99

Phone for adetailed listing ofail these great Portfolio products
NEW ATARI MEGA STE RANGE • Availablesoon!!!
MEGA 2 STE-2Mb. RAM. 3.5" Disk Drive

I

£429.99

NEWATARI FT RANGE- The SeriousST Computer!
Theincredibly powerful AtariTTrangeis a trueprofessional work
station compatible withmostST software, butwithfantastic
Idealforgraphic intensive applications suchasCAD,studio

ATARI520STE
StarterPack

animation and DTP.

TWith 2Mb. RAM. 3.5"Floppy Drive

INTAINS...

£879.99

DELIVERY

StrntH r,
r despatched/>v post la all UKMainlandaddresses{or a n
fee, unless otherwisediscussed. Hardware is despatchedb\ courier servi
to ISKa) as follows: NEXT WORKING DAY... add£7.50 lo order, TWO Vi
INGDAYS...udd £(>. or for SPECIAL .SATURDAY DELIVERY...add just £1

(Please nine courier service applies :o MOSTUKMainland addresses}.

Hardware provingfaulty withinJOdays will be exchangedfor NEWtsubj

I condition tic). After M) days andwithin 12months from purchase, faults

ictified b\ the relevantmanufacturers' repaira^entand returnedto you
'. Softwareand small itemscarry variouswarranties,fust askfor ,

h 4Mb.RAM.3.5"FloppsDrive

iri520STE Keyboard, 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.
ippy 3.5"DiskDrive, Mouse, Built-in TV Modulator PLUS...

WHY NOT ADD A HARD DRIVE TOO!!!

lEAT STE SOFTWARE:

oductivityDisk 1st Word WP, Neochrome Paint, ANI ST,
Tour, SelfTestUtility, Calendar, RAM Disk Accessory.

itertainment Disk Missile Command, Crystal Castles,

^—

FANTASTIC NEW PORTABLE FROM ATARI

INTAINS...

CfnMt 1/d«&'

*rX'S^-S9S^-£r
FMU1*m, "It'."'Tv«., ™!;M V«lie:,ilv,1::.™»u°'°rTv,.

MORE ATARI PRODUCTS

ATARI1040STE
Musk MasterPack

WITH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPT THOSE MARKED WTTHAN [♦]) Y
WILL GET THE FOLLOWING INCLUDED

)er Breakout, Battlezone.

FREE OF CHARGE...

art Disk STE Language Disk.

ADDITIONAL 52Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £209.99
ADDITIONAL 120Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £309.99
ADDITIONAL 240Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £519.99
ADDITIONAL 420Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £979.99
In ordertofit theHardDrive youwillneedtoINCLUDE fora fitting
kit&fitting/installation byAtari Agents toretain theAtari Warranty!
FortheMegaSTEadd£78lining FortheTT range add£74lilting

QUALITY DUST COVER

„***»..> fiiQ no

I PART PRINTER STAND
LEAD TO YOUR ATARI

ATARIMEGAHLE it) HARD Drivelor ST's. iOMb. £279.99

ATARI MEGAHU-: 611 HARD Drive for ST's, 60Mb. J339.99

I =all FREE itemsEXCEPT a dial am,

Merlinare happylo supplyBFI'Oand exportmarkets for which VAT is n<
deductible.Deliverycharges varyfrom UKrates and. as productscarry I
warrantiesonly,faulty Itemsare to be returned.0 Merlinby customers &
deliverycharges will apply.

PLEASE

N

O

T

E

re information in thisadvertis correct
•'ices, availability etc. priorto placin
ds as shown and will ONLYchange de

suppliers etc. As our advertisingis bt
reserve the right 10alter productspei
updateprices land thai can be up OR
to supplyanythingthat litis
being informedof and agrn

<nfirm details PRIOR to placing your onle
supercedepreviouslyadvertisedoffers an
trial basis.

E&OE

ATARI SM 124/144 MONO I4TIIGII RES. MONITORStPhone

TAR1520STE1Mb
}LUSStarterPack
theAtari 520STEStarter Pack above butupgraded byAtari
itribution to A FULL 1Mb. RAM MACHINE and also

lusiveof FamilyCurriculum software as follows...
y andLeantPack- Jumior School Pack- GCSE Revision Pack

FREE ENTRY INTO THE MERLIN PRIZE DRAW»

mm

TV©

With each hardware

'purchase youwill
receive a FREE
ENTRY form* for

'Fall Details available on written request to
Merlin Express Ltd. Please Include aSAE.

our Euro Disney
Htll,da7 Competition.

EuroDisneyis theCopyright of TheWall DisneyCorporation

ST SECOND DRIVES

usiness Computing Pack - Creative Computing Pack
MEMBER... You stillgetallthesoftware [ie,Productivity,
:ertainment andStartDisk] as included in the0.5Mb. packtoo!

CUMANA CSA 354

uatVik*- psjQQ QQ

ROCTEC 5.25" DISK DRIVE

£109.99

5.25"Floppy Drive. 360K,48/96TPI,

(rrp £129.96)

£69.99

ATARI SC 1435 STEREO COLOUR 14" MONITOR
ATARI PTC 1426...

£209.99

COLOUR 14" MULTISYNC MONITOR TT's

£379.99

•;•.

:•••..'.

:•'

NEW SERIOUS SOFTWARE PACKS FROM ATARI
£24.99 •INTRO TO:
£19.99

•INTRO TO:

WORDPROCESSING.Contains:

Vdh't'iiplier Light

*INTROTO:

*INTROTO:

£19.99

•INTRO TO:

£19.99

productivity. Contains:
ST Word.ST Base. ST Calc

INTRO TO:

£19.99

SOUND & MUSIC, Contains:

BASICPROGRAMMING. Contains:

MusicMaker(. Sampler Master*-

Power Basic

•INTRO TO:

£24.99

3.5" Second external drive with throughport

PROGRAMMING.Contains: Clock &
Calculator, Works.Saved.Archive.

.ind extra long cable.

Font Kin

complete with PSU and connection cable.

PERSONALFINANCE. Contains:

Pits. Finance.Manaxer+. Ihilafax

£24.99

SPREADSHEET MANAGEMENT,
Oimains: Masletpkm

INTRO TO:

£24.99

DATABASES Contains:
Superbase Personal

"Require anSTorSTEwith a D/S drive and1Mb. memory

MERLIN EXPRESS LIMITED 1
HPT. STF, UNIT C7, ROFfWAUC INDUSTRIAL CENTU,

STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 5HX.

r

g HEB

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF ANYTHING NOT

LISTED WE'D BE DELIGHTEDQUOTE YOU!!!
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The Bitmap Brothers
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TIME FOR CHAOS
Atari ST (STE Enhanced), lMeg Amiga & PC • 1 or 2 Player
C1, Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, London E1 9SS. ©1992 The Bitmap Brothers. Published by Renegade.
Tel :

07 1

481

9 2 14

Fax:

071

480

5690
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